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Dr. Alfredo Armendariz, Regional Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency- Region VI (6 RA)
1445 Ross Avenue, Suite 1200
. Dallas, TX 75202-2733
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NSR Reform Revision to Oklahoma State Implementation Plan

Dear Dr. Armendariz:
In his letter dated April 8, 2009, Governor Brad Henry appointed me as his designee for the
purpose of submitting documents to the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for
approval and incorporation into the State Implementation Plan (SIP) for Oklahoma.
Therefore, the State of Oklahoma submits for your review and approval under Section 110
of the federal Clean Air Act and 40 CFR Part 51 a revision to the Oklahoma Air Quality
Control Implementation Plan and the associated evidence as required by 40 CFR 51,
Appendix V, 2.1.
This submittal covers amendments to Subchapters 1 and 8 in OAC 252:100 that became
effective June 15, 2006. These amendments incorporate the requirements of EPA's NSR
Reform into the SIP and revise a definition in the Part 70 program. All changes and
additions to Oklahoma's plan were accomplished by adopting amended permanent rules of
the Department of Environmental Quality. These rules were promulgated in substantial
compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and published in the
Oklahoma Register, the official state publication for rule making actions. We have submitted
five hard copies of the document as required by 40 CFR 51.103(a).
If you have questions, please contact Eddie Terrill, Director, Air Quality Division,

Department of Environmental Quality, at (405) 702-4154.
Sincerely,

Secretary of Environment
Enclosures
cc:

The Honorable Brad Henry, Governor of Oklahoma
Steve Thompson, Executive Director, Department of Environmental Quality
Eddie Terrill, Director, DEQ Air Quality Division
3800 North Classen Boulevard
(405) 530-8995

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73118
fax (405) 530-8999
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OKLAHOMA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

AIR QUALITY DIVISION

2010
State Implementation Plan
Oklahoma Administrative Code
252:100
New Source Review (NSR)

Submitted to EPA
July 2010

Hearing Certification

OKLAHOMA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAl QUAliTY

STEVEN A. THOMPSON
Executive Director

OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

BRAD HENRY
Governor

July 12, 2010

Dr. Alfredo Armendariz, Regional Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency- Region VI (6 RA)
1445 Ross Avenue, Suite 1200
Dallas TX 75202-2733
Subject: New Source Review Reform Revision to the Oklahoma State Implementation Plan
Dear Dr. Armendariz:
We certify that these rules were adopted in substantial compliance with the requirements of the
Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act, 75 O.S. §§ 250.1 through 323 and 40 CFR § 51.102 and
submit this certification to satisfy the evidence requirements for state implementation plans in 40 CFR
51, Appendix V, 2.1(t). The rules to be added or amended in Oklahoma's plan and the dates of the
public rulemaking hearings held by the Department of Environmental Quality's (DEQ) Air Quality
Advisory Council and Environmental Quality Board are listed in the table below:
NOTICE
06/15/05
09/15/05
12115/05
12115/05

PUBLIC HEARING
07/20/05
10/19/05
01118/06
02/24/06

GOVERNING BOARD
Air Quality Advisory Council
Air Quality Advisory Council
Air Qual!_ty Adviso_ry Council
Environmental Quality Board

All notices of DEQ's intent to adopt new or amended rules were published in the Oklahoma Register.
The Oklahoma Register is a semi-monthly publication prescribed by the Oklahoma Administrative
Procedures Act in which all rulemaking actions and the associated documents must be published. Notices
of rulemaking intent include the date, time and location of public hearings and information on how the
public may submit written or oral comments on proposed rules. The public comment period for all Air
Quality Advisory Council meetings begins on the date of publication ofthe notice and ends on the date of
the public hearing. The Environmental Quality Board (EQB) accepts comments on the date of the EQB
hearing.
If you have questions or require additional information, please contact Cheryl Bradley, Environmental
Programs Manager, at (405) 702-4100.

Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division

707 NORTH ROBINSON, P.O. BOX 1677, OKlAHOMA CllY, OKlAHOMA 73101-1677
printed on recycled paper with soy ink
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OAC 252:100
NSR-related Rules

SUBCHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
252:100-1-3. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Chapter, shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise or unless defined specifically for a Subchapter, section,
or subsection in the Subchapt.er, section, or subsection.
"Act" means the Federal Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 7401
et seq.
"Administrator" means, unless specifically defined otherwise, the
Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) or the Administrator's designee.
"Air contaminant source". means any and all sources of emission
of air contaminants; whether privately or publicly owned or
operated, or person contributing to emission of air contaminants.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, this term
includes all types of business, commercial and industrial plants,
works, shops and stores, heating and power plants or stations,
buildings and other st.ructures of all types.
"Air pollution abatement operation" means any operation which has
as its essential purpose a significant reduction in:
{A)
the emission of air contaminant~, or
(B)
the effect of such emission.
"Air pollution episode" means high levels of air pollution
existing for·an extended period (24· hours or more) of time which
may cause acute harmful health effects during periods of
atmospheric stagnation, without vertical or horiz.ontal ventilation.
This occurs when there is a high pressure air mass over an area, a
low wind speed and there is a temperature inversion. Other factors
such as humidity may also affect the episode conditions.
"Ambient air standards" or "Ambient air quality standards"
means levels of air quality as codified in OAC 252:100-3.
"Atmosphere" means the air that envelops or surrounds the
earth.
"Best available control ·technology 11 or "BACT" means the best
control technology that is currently available as determined by the
Division Director on a case-_b:r-case basis, taking into account
energy, environmental, and economic impacts and other costs of
alternative control systems.
11
Building, structure, facility, or installation" means all of
the pollutant-emitting activities which belong to the same
industrial grouping, a-re located on one or more contiguous or
adjacent properties, and are under the control of the same person
(or persons under common control).
Pollutant-emitting activities
shall be considered as part of .the same industrial grouping if they
belong to the same "IVJaj or Group" (i.e., which have the same
two-digit
code)
as
described
in
the
Standard
Industrial
Classification Manual, 1972, as amended by the 1977 Supplement.
1

Cata1ytic cracking unit 11 means a unit composed of a reactor,
regenerator and fractionating towers which is used to convert
certain petroleum fract~ions into more valuable products by passing
the material through or 'commingled with a bed of catalyst in the
reactor.
Coke deposits produced on the catalyst during cracking
are removed by burning off in the regenerator.
11 Combustible materials" means any substance which will readily
burn and shall include those substances which, although generally
considered incombustible, are or may be included in the mass of the
material burned or to be burned.
"Commence" means, unless specifically defined otherwise, that
the owner or operator of a facility to which neither a NSPS or
NESHAP applies has begun the construction or ins·tallation of the
emitting units on a pad or in the final location at the facility.
"Complete" means in reference to an application for a permit,
the application contains all the information necessary for
processing the application. Designating an application complete for
purposes of permit processing does not preclude the reviewing
authority Director· from requesting or accepting any additional
information.
"Construction" means, unless specifically defined otherwise,
fabrication, erection, or installation of a source.
"Crude oil" means a naturally occurring hydrocarbon mixture
which isa liquid at standard conditions.
It may contain sulfur,
nitrogen and/or oxygen derivatives of hydrocarbon.
"Division"
means Air Quality Division,
Oklahoma State
Department of Environmental Quality.
"Dust" means solid particulate matter released into or carried
in the air by natural forces, by any fuel-burning, combustion,
process equipment or device, construct.ion work, mechanical or
industrial processes.
"EPA" means the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
"Excess emissions" means the emission of regulated air
pollutants in excess of an applicable limitation or requirement as
specified in the applicable limiting Subchapter, permit, or order
of the DEQ.
This term does not include fugitive VOC emissions
covered by an existing leak detection and repair p~ogram that is
required by a federal or state regulation.
"Existing
source"
means,
unless
spe.cifically
defined
otherwise, an air contaminant source which is in being on the
effective date of the appropriate Subchapter, section, or paragraph·
of these rules.
"Facility" means all of the pollutant-emitting activities that
meet all the following conditions:
(A) Are under common control.
(B)
Are located on one or mCJre contiguous or adjacent
properties.
(C) Have the same two-digit primary SIC Code (as described in
11
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the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1987).
11
Federally enforceable" means all limitations and conditions
which are enforceableh" by the Administrator, including those
requirements developed pursuant to 40 CFR parts 60 and 61,
requirements within any applicable State implementation plan, any
permit requirements established p~rsuant to 40 CFR 52.21 or under
regulations approved pursuant to 40 CFR part 51, subpart I,
including operating permits issued under an EPA-approved program
that is incorporated into the State implementation plan and
expressly requires adherence to any permit issued under such
program.
"Fuel-burning equipment" means any one or more of boilers,
furnaces, gas turbines or other combustion devices and all
appurtenances thereto used to convert fuel or waste to usable heat
or power.
"Fugitive dust" means solid airborne particulate matter
emitted from any source other than a stack or chimney.
"Fugitive emissions" means, ·unless specifically defined
otherwise, those emissions which could not reasonably pass through
a stack, chimney, vent, or other functionally equivalent opening.
"Fume" means minute
solid particles generated by the
condensation of vapors to solid matter after volatilization from
the mol ten state, or generated by sublimation, distillation,
calcination, or chemical reaction when these processes create
airborne particles.
"Garbage" means all putrescible animal and vegetable matter
resulting from the handling, preparation, cooking and consumption
of food.
"In being" means as used in the definitions of New
Installation and Existing Source that an owner or operator has
undertaken a continuous program of construction or modification or
the owner or operator has entered into a binding agreement or
contractual obligation to undertake and complete within a
reasonable
time
a
continuous
program of
construction or
modification prior to the compliance date for installation as
specified by the applicable regulation.
"Incinerator" means a combustion device specifically designed
for the destruction, by high temperature burning, of solid,
semi-solid, liquid, or gaseous combustible wastes and from which
the solid residues contain little or no combustible material.
"Installation" means an identifiable piece of process
equipment.
"Lowest achievable emissions rate" or "LAER" means, for anv
source, the more strinqent rate of emissions based on paraqraohs
(A) and (B) o~ this definition. This limitation, when aoolied to
a modification, means the lowest achievable emissions rate for the
new or modified emissions units within a stationary source. In no
event shall the application of LAER allow a oroposed new or
3

modified stationary source to emit any pollutant in excess of the
amount allowable under applicable standard of performance for the
new source.
(A) LAER means the'most stringent emissions limitation which
is contained in the implementation plan of any State for such
class or category of stationary source, unless the owner or
operator of the proposed stationary source demonstrates that
such limitations are not achievable, or
(B) LAER means the most stringent emissions limitation which
is achieved in practice bv such class or categorv of
stationary sources.
"Major source" means any new or modified stationary source
which directly emits or has the. capability at maximum design
capacity and, if appropriately permitted, authority to emit 100
tons per year or more of a given pollutant.
(OAC 252:100-8, Part
3)

. "Malfunction" means any sudden, infrequent, and not reasonably
preventable failure of air pollution control equipment, process
equipment, or a process to operate in a normal or usual manner.
Failures that are caused in part by poor maintenance or careless
operation are not malfunctions.
"Mist" means a suspension of any finely divided liquid in any
gas or atmosphere excepting uncombined water.
"Modification" means any physical change in, or change in the
method of operation of, a source which increases the amount of any
air pollutant emitted by such source or which results in the
emission of any air pollutant not previously emitted, except that:
(A)
routine maintenance, repair and replacement shall not
be considered physical changesi and,
(B)
the following ·shall not be considered a change in the
method of operation:
(i)
any increase in the production rate, if such
increase does not exceed the operating design capacity of
the sourcei
{ii)
an increase in hours of operationi
(iii) use of alternative fuel or raw material if, prior
to the date any standard under this part becomes
applicable to such source -the affected facility is
designed to accommodate such alternative use.
"National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants" or
11 NESHAP 11
means those standards found in 40 CFR Parts 61 and 63.
"New installation 11 , "New source 11 , or "New equipment" means an
air contaminant source which is not in being on the effective date
of these regulations and any existing source which is modified,
replaced, or reconstructed after the effective date of the
regulations such that the amount of air contaminant emissions is
increased.
nNew Source Performance Standards 11 or NSPS 11 means those
4

standards-~ound 1n 40 CFR Part 60.

0paci ty 11 means the degree to which emissions reduce the
·transmission of light ,.p.pd obscure the view of an object in the
background.
"Open burning 11 means the burning of combustible materials in
such a manner that the products of combustion are emitted directly
to the outside atmosphere.
·
11
"Owner or operator
means any person who owns, leases,
operates, controls or supervises a source.
"Part 70 permit" means (unless the context suggests otherwise)
any permit or group of permits covering a Part 70 source that is
issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to this Chapter.
"Part
70
program"
means
a
program approved by the
Administrator under 40 CFR Part 70.
"Part 70 source" means any source subject to the permitting
requirements of Part 5 of Subchapter 8, as provided in OAC 252:100
8-3(a) and (b).
"PM-10 emissions" means particulate matter with an aerodynamic
diameter less than or equal to a nominal 10 micrometers, as
measured during a stack test of the source's emissions.
"PM-10
(particulate
matter
10
micrometers)"
means
parti9ulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter less than or equal
to a nominal 10 micrometers as measured by a federal reference
method based on Appendix J of 40 CFR Part 50.
"Particulate matter" means any material that exists in a
finely divided form as a liquid or a solid.
"Particulate matter emissions" means particulate .matter
emitted to the ambient air as measured by applicable reference
methods, or an equivalent or alternative method.
"Potential to emit" means the maximum·capacity of a source to
emit a pollutant under its physical and operational design.· Any
physical or operational limitation on the capacity of the source to
emit a pollutant, including air pollution control equipment and
restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount of
material combusted, stored or processed, shall be treated as part
of its design if the limitation or the effect it would have on
emissions is enforceable.
Secondary emissions do not count in
aetermining the potential to emit of a source.
"Prevention of significant deterioration" or "PSD" means
increments for the protection of attainment areas as codified in
OAC 252:100-3.
"Process equipment" means any equipment, device or contrivance
for changing any materials or for storage or handling of any
materials, the use or existence of which may cause any discharge of
air contaminants into the open air, but not including that
equipment specifically defined· as fuel-burning equipment, or
refuse-burning equipment.
"Process weight" means the weight of all materials introduced
11
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in a source operation, including solid fuels, but excluding liquids
and gases used solely as fuels, and excluding air introduced for
the purposes of co.mbus..tion.
Process weight rate means a rate
established as follows:
(A)
for continuous or long-run, steady-state, operations,
the total process weight for the entire period of continuous
openl.tion or for a typical portion thereof, divided by the
number of hours of such period or portion thereof.
(B)
for cyclical or batch source operations
the total
process weight for a period which covers a complete or an
integral number of cycles, divided by the hours of actual
process operation during such period.
(C)
where the nature of any process or operation or the
deslgn of qny equipment is such as to permit more than one
interpretation of this definition, that interpretation which
results in the minimum value for allowable emission shall
apply.
"Reasonably available control technology" or "RACT" means
devices
systems
process modifications
or other apparatus or
techniques that are reasonably available taking into account:
(A) The necessity of imoosinq such controls in order to
·attain and maintain a national ambient air quality standard;
(B) The social, environmental, and economic impact of ·such
controls;. and
(C) Alternative means of providing for attainment ·and
maintenance of such standard.
"Reconstruction" means
(A)
the replacement of components of an existing source to
the extent that will be de·termined by the Executive Director
based on:
(i)
the fixed capital cost (the capital needed to
provide all the depreciable components of the new
components exceeds 50 percent of the fixed capital cost
of a comparable entirely new source)i
(ii)
th~
estimated life of the source after the
replacements is comparable to the life of an entirely new
source; and,
(iii) the extent to which the components being replaced
cause or contribute to the emissions from the source.
(B)
a reconstructed source will be treated as a new source
for purposes of OAC 252:100-8, Part 9.
"Refinery" means any facility engaged in producing gasoline,
kerosene, fuel oils or other products through distillation of crude
oil or through redistillation, cracking, or reforming of unfinished
petroleum derivatives.
"Refuse" means, unless specifically defined otherwise, the
inclusive term for solid, liquid or gaseous waste products which
a.re composed wholly or partly of such materials as garbage,
I

r

r

r
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sweepings,
cleanings,
trash,
rubbish,
litter,
industrial,
commercial and domestic solid, liquid or gaseous waste; trees or
shrubs; tree or shrub ~~immings; grass clippings; brick, plaster,
lumber or other waste resulting fro~ the demolition, alteration or
construction of buildings or structures;
accumulated waste
material, cans, containers, tires, junk or other such substances.
"Refuse-burning equipment" means any equipment, device, or
contrivance,
and all
appurtenances
thereto,
used for
the
destruction of combustible refuse or other combustible wastes by
burning.
"Responsible official" means one of the following:
(A)
For a corporation: a president, secretary, treasurer,
or vice-president of the corporation in charge of a principal
business function, or any other person vJho performs sim:Llar
policy or decision-making functions for the corporation, or
a duly authorized representative of such person if the
representativ~ is responsible for the overall production, or
operating facilities applying for or subject to a permit and
either:
(i) The facilities employ more tha~ 250 persons or have
gross annual. sales or expenditures exceeding $25 million
(in second quarter 1980 dollars); or
(ii) The delegation of authority to such representatives
is approved in advance by the DEQ;
For the partnership or sole proprietorship: a general
(B)
partner or the proprietor, respectively;
(C)
For a municipality, ·state, federal, or other public
agency: Either a principal executive officer or ranking
elected official. For purposes of this Chapter, a principal
executive officer or installation commander of a federal
agency
includes
the
chief
executive
officer
having
responsibility for the overall operations of a principal
geographic unit of the agency (e.g. , a Regional Administrator
of EPA) ; or
(D)
For affected sources:
(i)
The designated representative insofar as actions,
standards, requirements, or prohibitions under Title IV
of the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder are
concerned; and
(ii)
The designated representative for any other
purposes under this Chapter.
"Shutdown" means the cessation of operation of any process,
process equipment, or air pollution control equipment.
"Smoke" means small gas-borne or air-borne particles resulting
from combustion operations and consisting of carbon, ash, and other
matter any or all of which is present in suffic~ent quarltity to be
observable.
"Source operation" means the last operation preceding the
7

emission of an air contaminant, which operation:
(A)
results in the separation of the air contaminant from
the process mater·~als or in the conversion of the ·process
materials into air contaminants, as in the case of combustion
of fuel; and,
(B)
is not an air pollution abatement operation.
11 Stack 11
means, unless specifically defined otherwise,
any
chimney, flue, duct, conduit, exhaust, pipe, vent or opening,
excluding flares, designed or specifically intended to conduct
emissions to the atmosphere.
11 Standard
conditions" means a gas temperature of 68 degrees
Fahrenheit (20° Centigrade) and a gas pressure of 14.7 pounds per
square inch absolute.
"Startup" means the setting into operation of any process,
process equipment, or air pollution control equipment.
11
Stationary
source"
means,
unless
specifically defined
otherwise, any building, structure, facility, or installation
either fixed or portable, whose design and intended use is at a
fixed location and emits or may emit an air pollutant subject to
OAC 252:100.
"Total Suspended Particulates" or "TSP" means particulate
matter as measured by the high-volume method described in Appendix
B of 40 CFR Par~ 50.
"Temperature inversion" means a phenomenon in which the
temperature in a layer of air increases with height and the cool
heavy air below is trapped by the warmer air above and cannot rise.
"Visible emission" means any air contaminant, vapor or gas
stream which contains or may contain an air contaminant which is
passed into the atmosphere and which is perceptible to the human
eye.
"Volatile organic compound" or "VOC" means any compound of
carbon, excluding carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, carbonic acid,
metallic carbides or carbonates, and ammonium carbonates, which
participates in atmospheric photochemical reactions. Any organic
compound listed in 40 CFR 51.100(s) (1) will be presumed to have
negligible photochemical reactivity and will not be considered to
be a vo~.
SUBCHAPTER B.
PART 1.

PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES
GENERAL PROVISIONS

252:100-8-1.1. Definitions

The following words ·and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise.
Except as specifically provided in this
section, terms used in this Subchapter retain the meaning accorded
them under the applicable requirements of the Act.
8

"A st~ck in existence" means for purposes of OAC 252:100-8-1.5
that the owner or operator had:
(A)
begun, or Q..P-:Used to begin, a continuous program of
physical on-site construction of the stack; or
(B)
entered
into
binding
agreements
or
contractual
obligations, which could not be canceled or modified without
substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a
program of construction of the stack to be completed in a
reasonable time.
"Act" means the federal Clo=arr Air Act, as amended, 42 U.B.C.
7401 e:t seq.
"Actual emissions" means, except for Parts 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter, the total amount of regulated air pollutants emitted
from a given facility during a particular calendar year, determined
using methods contained in OAC 252:100-5-2.1(d).
"Administrator" nreaHs the Administrator of the United States
Environmental · .Protectiou Agency
(EPA)
o:r the Adnrinist:rator' os
designee.
"Allowable emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
this Subchapter:,
the emission :rate of a stationary
source
calculated using ·the maximum rated capacity of the source (unless
the source is osubj ect to enfo:r: ceable limits which restrict the
operating :rate, or hours of operation, or both) and the nrost
stringent of the following.
(A)
the applicable standards as set forth in 40 CPR Parts 60
and 61,
(B)
the applicable State :rule allowable emissions, or,
(C)
the emissions :rate specified as an enforceable permit
condition.
"Adverse impact on visibility" means, for purposes of·Parts 7
and 11, visibility impairment which interferes with the management,
protection, preservation, or enjoyment of the visitor's visual
experience of the Federal Class I area. This determination must be
made by the DEQ on a case-by-case basis taking into account the
geographic extent, intensity, duration, freauencv and time of
visibility impairments, and how these factors correlate with (1)
· times of visitor use of the Federal Class I are?, and (2) the
frequency and timing of natural conditions that reduce visibility.
This term does not include effects on integral vistas.
"Begin act1:1al construction" meaiios.
(A) for purposes of Parts 7 and .9 of this 3ubclta.pte:r:, in
general,
initiation
of'
pLysical
on site
const:r: uction
1h... tivities 01"
an emissions utrit which are of a pe:r:tua.nent
nature. Bud. a~tivitieos in~..-lude, but are not lin,ited to,
install at_;_on of buil dLrg supports a.rrd fcmndo.t_;_orls, la.y i ug of
mrd~rg, omd p: pewo, k,
cud: ~or.~st. u~....t ion uf pe, ma"te!lt c:torage
st, u~..-tures.
Hith :respect to a change: in nretLod of operation
this te,t"ft .e.:::e:::rs to thos~ O.!.l c;i;_c o.~..-tiv:tL. . s, othe' tho.Il
9

prepo.:ta.to:ry activities, wlricL Ltmrh. the ·±n-±ticttioll of the
chang-e.
(B) for pm:pos:es o;t Part 5 of this Subdwpter, tLat the ovmei
or operator has beg tin the comstruction or· iu\stalla.tion of the
emittii:rg equipttte!lt ou a pad or ill the final location a.t the
fo.cility.
"Best available control technolog}' 11 or "BACT" mearrs the
cmrtrol technology to be applied for a majo:r: source o:t 'modification
is the best that is available a., determiued by the Director on a
case-by-case basis taking into account energy, environmental, and
econontic impacts and other costs of alternate control .,ystenrs.
"Building, str~cture, facility, or installation" means, for
purposes .of Parts 7 and 9 of. this Subchapter, all of the pollllta.nt
ertt"i tting acti v-itief!l which belong to the sante indut!ltria.l. g:rot1ping,
are located orr one o:r more contiguot1s or adjacent proper ties, and
are under the control of the same pe:r son or pc:r c;ons uuder coumron
control. Pollt1tant emitting activities c;hall be considered as part
of the same induc;t:r ial grouping if they beleing to the sanre "friaj or
Group" (i.e., which have the sarue two digit code), as described in
the Standard IIIdtlstrial Classification mant1al, 1972, ac; anrended by
the 1977 Supplerirent.
"Commence" for pt1:rposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter
meaps, as applied to conc;tructiou of a major stationary sot1:rce: or
Ltiaj or ntodification, that the owner or operator has all necessa-'-y
preconstrllction approvals or permits and either has.
(A) begun, or cat1sed to begin, a continllOllS prog:raru of actt1al
on site constr~ction of the sot1rce, to be COLttpleted within a.
reasoi"able time, or,
(B)
entere.d
into
binding
agreentents
o.r
contractual
obligations, which cannot be cancelled or rttodified ·without
c;ubstantial loss to the owner or operator, to under take a
program of actual conet:rt1ction of the source to be completed
within a :reasonable time.
"Constrtlction" means, for pt:uposes of Pa:r ts 7 and 9 of this
Subdra.pter, any physical change or change ~ n the method of
operation
(including
fabrication,
erection,
~ nstallation,
dentolition, or modification of a.u emic;sions unit) v~hich wot1ld
:reslllt in a change in·actual emissions.
11 Dispersion technique 11 means for purposes of OAC 252:100-8-1.5
any technique which attempts to affect the concentration of a
pollutant in the ambient air by using that portion of a stack which
exceeds good engineering practice stack height; .varying the rate of
emission of a pollutant according to atmospheric conditions or
ambient concentrations of that pollutant; or increasing final
exhaust gas plume rise by manipulating source process parameters,
exhaust gas parameters, stack parameters or combining exhaust gases
from several existing stacks into one stack, or other selective
handling of exhaust gas streams so as to increase the exhaust gas
10

plume rise.
The preceding sentence does not include:
(A)
The reheating of a gas stream, following use of a
pollution control system, for the purpose of returning the gas
to the temperature at which it was originally discharged from
the facility generating ~he gas stream.
(B)
The merging of exhaust gas streams where:
(i) the source owner or operator documents that the facility
was originally designed and constructed with such merged
streams;
(~i)
after July 8, 1985, such merging is part of a change
in operation at the facility that includes the installation
of pollution controls and is accompanied by a net reduction
in the allowable emissions of a pollutant.
This exclusion
from "dispersion technique" applicability shall apply only
to the emission limitation for the pollutant affected by such
change in operation; or
(iii) before July 8, 1~85, such merging was part of a change
in operation at the facility that included the installation
of emissions control equipment or was carried out for sound
economic or engineering reasons. Where there was an increase
in the emission-limitation or, in the event that no emission
limitation existed prior to the merging, there was an
increase in the quantity of pollutants actually emitted prior
to the merging, it shall be presumed that merging was
primarily intended as ·a means of gaining emissions credit for
greater dispersion.
Before such credit can be allowed, the
owner or operator must satisfactorily demonstrate that
merging was not carried out ·for the primary purpose of
gaining credit for greater dispersion.
(C)
Manipulation of exhaust gas parameters, merging of
exhaust gas streams from several existing stacks into one
stack, or other selective handling of exhaust gas streams so
as to increase the exhaust gas plume rise in those cases where
the resulting allowable emissions of sulfur dioxide from the
facility do not exceed 5,000 tons per year.
11
Emission limitations and emission standards 11 means for
purposes of OAC 252:100-8-1.5 requ_ir.:ements that limit the quantity,
rate or concentration of emissions of air pollutants on a
continuous basis, including any requirements that limit the level
of opacity, prescribe equipment, set fuel specifications or
prescribe operation or maintenance procedures for a source to
assure continuous reduction.
"Emissioxts. t1nit" meau~, for pu:rpo~el3 of Pa... ts 7 and 9 of thi13
8Ltbchapter, ad_y part of a. sot1rce vvhiclr enc_;_ts or would La-ve the
p0tentia. l tv emit any polluta.ut subject to regulation.
"EPA" meads the: United State::!' EL-v i, OLintei1tal p, otect-i on Agency.
"Ft1giti" e emissions" nteal!S, fv:t: ptnposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
U1is Sub~hapter
those em: c;s: OLIS wl!L.. lr ~oul d uot r~c.SOua.bly pas.,
1
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t-l:"tr<:::rtlgl1
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St-ctd.._,

cllimrre:y,

venL. O•

other fu11ctiouall_y

equivo.leiit

opeuing.
"National Emission n.8tandal: ds for Hazardotls Air Pollutants" or
11
NESHAP" means those sto.rldards fomrd in 40 CFR Pci.'l ts 61 ai1d 63.
"Natural conditions" includes naturally occurring phenomena
that reduce v~sibility as measured in terms of light extinction,
visual range, contrast, or coloration.
"Necessar:r preconstruction app:rov=als 01: permits'~ nteans, for
pu:rposes of Pa:rt:s 7 and 9 of 'chis Stlb~...-hapt:e:r, those permits o:r
app:r ovals :r: equi:r ed tlnde:r all applicable ai:r quality control laws
and '~Ules.
"New Soul: ce Pel: foi:mance 8 tandards" o:r "NSPS" ntea11s those
standa:rds fot1nd in 40 CPR Pa:rt 60.
"Part 7 0 permit" means ( ttnless the context sttggests othe:r wise)
any permit or group of pe:rmits cove:ring a Part 70 sottrce that is
isstted, renewed, a.ntended, or :revised pursllant to this Chapter.
"Part
70
p:t:ogram"
means
a
program approved
by
the
Administrator mxder 4 0 CFR Part 7 0.
"Part 70 sottrce" means any source sttbj ect to the permitting
1.equirements of Part S of this Subchapter, aS provided iii OAC
252.100 8 3(a) and (b)
"Potential to emit" nteem8, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
this Subchapter, the maxilllunt capacity of a som:: ce to emit a
pollutaHt under its physical a!ld operational design. Any physical
or operational limitation on the capacity of the source to emit a
pollutant,
including
air
pollution
control
equipment
and
restrictions on hours of operation o:r on the type or amount of
mate:rial combusted, stored or processed, shall be treated as pa:rt
of its design if the limitation or the ·effect it would have on
emissions ios enfo:rceable.
3econda:ry emiosi!::ions do Hot count ±u
deterntining the potent_;_a.l to en"tit of a sottrce.
"Secondary emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
this Subchapter,
emissions which occur as a result of the
construction or operation of a major stationary source or
modification, but do not come· from the source or modification
itself.
Secondary emissions must be specific, well defined,
quantifiable, and impact the same general areas as the source or
modification which causes the secondary emissions. - ·-Secondary
emissions may include, but are not limited to:
(A)
emissions from trains coming to or from the new or
modified stationary sourcei and,
(B)
emissions from any offsite support facility which would
not otherwise be constructed or increase its emissions as a
result of the construction or operation of the major source or
modification.
"Stack" means for purposes of OAC 252:100-8-1.5 any· point in
a source designed to emit solids, liquids or gases into the air,
including a pipe or duct but not including flares.
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"8tationo.ry s-ottree" ntea.lrs, fo-r pu:tposes Ln..t;___parts '7 and 9 of
'
3 '3:d':tng, s t: rue t urc:, .Lo.C:t
.c
'3::''=
'
t a 3:3:: O:t-1011
ob'
th:t5
Subc l: la.pter, al!y3u:t
l:t-Y or :tns
which emit5 o-r rtto.y e:mi'@:.cmy a.ir pol3:uta.nt subject to OAC 252.100.
11 Visibility
impairmentn
means
anv humanly perceptible

reduction in visibility (light extinction, visual range, contrast,
and coloration) from that which would have existed under natural
conditions.
PART 5.

PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES

252:100-B-2.

Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Part, shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise. Except as specifically provided in this Section, terms
used in this Part retain the meaning accorded them under the
applicable requirements of the Act.
"Administratively
complete"
means
an
application that
provides:
(A)
All information required under OAC 252:100-8-5(c), (d),
or (e) ;
(B)
A landowner affidavit as required by OAC 252:2-15
20 (b) (3) i
(C)
The appropriate application fees as required by OAC
252:100-8-1.7; and
(D) Certification l;>y the responsible official as required by
OAC 2 52 : 1 0 0 - 8 - 5 ( f ) .
11
Affected source" means the same as the meaning given to it in
the regulations promulgated under Title IV (acid rain) of the Act.
11
Affected states" means:
(A)·· all states:
(i)
That are one of the following contiguous states:
Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico and Texas,
and
(ii)
That in the judgment of the DEQ may be directly
affected by emissions from the facility seeking the permit,
permit modification, or permit renewal being proposed; or
(B)
all states that are within 50 miles of the permitted
source.
11
Affected unit 11 means the same as the meaning given to it in
the regulations promulgated under Title IV (acid rain) of the Act.
11
Applicable requirement" means all of the following as they
apply to emissions units in a Part 70 source subject to this
Chapter (including requirements that have been promulgated or
approved by EPA through rulemaking at the time of issuance but have
future effective compliance dates) :
(A)
Any st.:mdard or other requirements provided for in the
applicable implementation plan approved or promulgated by EPA
through rulemaking unde:!:' Title I of the Act that implements
13

the relevant requirements of the Act, including any revisions
to that plan promulgated in 40 CFR Part 52;
(B)
Any terrrr om· ,condition of any preconstruct ion permits
issued pursuant to regulations approved or promulgated through
rulemaking under Title I, including parts CorD, of the Act;
(C)
Any s-tandard or other requirement under section 111 of
the Act, including section 111(d);
(D)
Any standard or other requirement under section 112 of
the Act,
including any requirement concerning accident
prevention under section 112 (r) (7) of the Act, but not
including the contents of any risk management plan required
under 112(r) of the Act;
(E)
Any standard or other requirement of the acid rain
program under Title IV of the Act or the regulations
·promulgated thereunder;
(F) Any requirements established pursuant to section 504(b)
·or section 114 (a) (3) of the Act;
(G) Any standard or other requirement governing solid waste
incineration, under section 129 of the Act;
(H)
Any standard or other requirement for consumer and
commercial products, under section 183(e) of the Act;
(I) Any standard or other requirement for tank vessels, under
section 183 (f) of the Act;
(J)
Any standard or other requirement of the regulations
promulgated to protect stratospheric ozone under Title VI of
the Act, unless the Administrator has determined that such
requirements need not be contained in a Title V permit; and
(K) Any national ambient air quality standard or increment or
visibility requirement under part C of Title I of the Act, but
only as it would apply to temporary sources permitted pursuant
to section 504(e) of the Act.
"Begin actual construction" means for purposes of this Part,
that the · owner or operator has begun the construction or
installation of the emitting eguipment on a pad or in the final
location at the facility.
"Designated representative" means with respect to affected
units, a responsible person or official authorized by the owner or
operator of a unit to represent the owner or operator in matters
pertaining to the holding, transfer, or disposition of allowances
allocated to a unit, and the submission of and compliance with
permits, permit applications, and compliance plans for the unit.
"Draft permit 11 means the version of a permit for which the DEQ
offers public participation under 27A O.S. §§ 2-14-101 through 2
14-401 and OAC 252:4-7 or affected State review under OAC 252:100
8-8.

means,
when
used
in
OAC
252:100-8
6 (a) (3) (C) (iii) (I) and (e), any situation arising from sudden and
reasonably unforeseeable events beyond the control of the source,
"Emergency 11
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including acts
of God,
which si tua_tion requlres immediate
corrective action to restore normal operation, and that causes the
source to exceed a techn9logy-based emission limitation under the
permit, due to unavoidable increases in emissions ~ttributable to
the emergency. An emergency shall not include noncompliance _to the
extent caused by improperly designed equipment, lack of preventive
maintenance, careless or improper operation, or operator error.
"Emissions allowable under the permit" means a federally
enforceable permit term or condition determined at issuance to be
required by an applicable requirement that establishes an emissions
limit
(including a work practice standard)
or a federally
enforceable emissions cap that the source has assumed to avoid an
applicable requirement to which the source vmuld otherwise be
subject.
"Emissions unit" means any part or activity of a stationary
source that emits or has the potential to emit any regulated air
pollutant or any pollutant listed under section 112(b) of the Act.
Fugitive emissions from valves, flanges, etc. associated with a
specific unit process shall be identified with that specific
emission unit.
This term is not meant to alter or affect the
definition of the term "unit" for purposes of Title IV of the Act.
"Final permit" means the version of a part 70 permit issued by
the DEQ that has completed all review procedures required by OAC
252:100-8-7 through 252:100-8-7.5 and OAC 252:100-8-8.
"Fugitive emissions" means those emissions· of regulated air
pollutants which could not reasonably pass through a stack,
chimney, vent, or other functionally-equivalent opening.
"General permit" means a part 70 permit that meets the
requirements of.OAC 252:100-8-6.1.
"Insignificant activities" means individual emissions units
that are either on the list approved by the Administrator and
contained in Appendix I, or whose actual calendar year emissions do
not exceed any of the limits in (A) through (C) and (B) of this
definition. Any activity to which a State or federal applicable
requirement applies is not insignificant even if it meets the
criteria below or is included on the insignificant activities list.
(A)
5 tons per year of any one criteria pollutant.
(B) 2 tons per year for any one hazardous air pollutant (HAP)
or 5 tons per year for an aggregate of two or more HAP's, or
20 percent of any threshold less than 10 tons per year for
single HAP that the EPA may establish by rule.
(C)
0. 6 tons. pe:r yea:r for any one category A 5t1bsta.nce, 1. 2
tons pe:r year for any one catego,y B substance or 6 tons pe:r
l'eo.:r fo:r o_uy one ca.tegoi-y C ~:Jubsto.nce a5 .defiued i!1 OAC
252.100-4l 40.

means maximum achievable control technology.
"Major source" means any stationary source (or any group of
stationary sources that are located on one or more contiguous or
"M...l\CT"
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adjacent properties and are under common control of the same person
(or persons under common control) ) .belonging to a single major
industrial grouping~and ...that is described in subpc:tragraph (A) , (B) ,
or (C) of this definition.
For the purposes of defining "major
source," a stationary source or group of stationary sources shall
be considered part of a single industrial grouping if all of the
pollutant emitting activities at such source or group of sources on
contiguous or adjacent properties belong to the same Major Group
(i.e., all have the same two-digit primary SIC code) as described
in the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1987.
(A)
A major source under section 112 of the Act, which is
defined as:
(i) For pollutants other than radionuclides, any stationary
source or group of stationary sources located within a
contiguous area and under common control that emits or.has
the potential to emit, in the aggregate, 10 tons per year
( "tpy") or more of a!ly hazardous air pollutant which has been
listed pursuant to section 112 (b) of the Act, 25 tpy or more
of any combination of such hazardous air pollutants, or such
lesser quantity as the Administrator may establish by rule.
Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, emissions from any
oil or gas exploration or production well
(with its
associated equipment)
and emissions from any pipeline
compressor or pump station shall not be aggregated with
emissions from other similar units, whether or not such units
are in a contiguous area or under common control, to
determine whether such units or stations are major sources;
or.
(ii)
For radionuclides, "major source" shall have the
meanirig specified by the Administrator by rule.
(B) A major stationary source of air pollutants, as defined
in section 302 of the Act, that directly emits or has the
potential to emit, 100 tpy or more of any regulated air
pollutant (except that fraction of particulate matter that
exhibits an average aerodynamic particle diameter of more than
10 micrometers)
(including any major source of fugitive
emissions of any such pollutant, as determined by rule by the
Administrator) . The-fugitive emissions of a stationary source
shall not be considered in determining whether it is a major
stationary source for the purposes of section 302(j) of the
Act, unless the source belongs to one of the following
categories of stationary sources:
(i)
Coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers);
(ii)
Kraft pulp mills;
(iii)
Portland cement plants;
(iv)
Primary zinc smelters;
(v)
Iron and steel mills;
(vi)
Primary aluminum ore reduction plants;
16
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(vii)
Primary copper smelters;
(viii) Municipal incinerators capable of charging more than
250 tons of refuq.e. per day;
(ix) Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid plants;
(x)
Petroleum refineries;
(xi)
Lime plants;
(xii)
Phosphate rock processing plants;
(xiii)
Coke oven batteries;
(xiv)
Sulfur recovery plants;
(xv)
Carbon black plants (furnace process);
(xvi)
Primary lead smelters;
(xvii)
Fuel conversion plants;
(xviii)
Sintering plants;
(xix)
Secondary metal production plants;
(xx)
Chemical process plants;
(xxi) Fossil-fuel boilers (or combination thereof) totaling
more than 250 million British thermal units per hour heat
input;
(xxii)
Petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels;
(xxiii)
Taconite ore processing plants;
(xxiv)
Glass fiber processing plants;
(xxv)
Charcoal production plants;
(xxvi) Fossil-fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than
250 million British thermal units per hour.heat input; or
(xxvii) All other stationary source categories which, as of
August 7, 1980, are being regulated by a standard promulgated
under section 111 or 112 of the Act.
(C) A major stationary source as defined in part D of Title
I of the Act, including:
(i)
For ozone non-attainment areas, sources with the
potential to emit 100 tpy or more of volatile organic
compounds or oxides of nitrogen in areas classif-ied as
"marginal" or "moderate, 11 50 tpy or more in areas classified
as "serious, 11 25 tpy or more in areas classified as ''severe,"
and 10 tpy or more in areas classified as 11 extreme"; except
that the references in this paragraph to 100, 50, 25, and 10
tpy of nitrogen oxides shall not apply with respect to any
source for which the Administrator has made a finding, under
section 182 (f) (1) or (2) of the Act, that requirements under
section 182 (f) of the Act do not apply;
(ii)
For ozone transport regions established pursuant to
section 184 of the Act, sources with the potential to emit
50 tpy or more of volatile organic compounds;
(iii)
For ca~bon monoxide non-attainment areas:
(I)
that are classified as ''serious"; and
(II)
in
which
stationary
sources
contribute
significantly to carbon monoxide levels as determined
17

finder rules issued by the Administrator, sources with the
potential to emit 50 tpy or more of carbon monoxide; and
(iv)
For particulate matter (PM-10) non-attainment areas
classified as 11 ser·ious, '' sources with the potential to emit
70 tpy or more of PM-10.
"Maximum capacity" means the quantity of air contaminants that
theoretically could be emitted by a stationary source without
control devices based on the design capacity or maximum production
capacity of the source and 8,760 hours of operation per year.
In
determining the maximum theoretical emissions of VOCs for a source,
the design capacity or maximum production capacity shall include
the use of raw materials, coatings and inks with the highest VOC
content used in practice by the source.
11 Permit 11
means (unless the context suggests otherwise) any
permit or group of permits covering a Part 7 0 source that is
issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to this Chapter.
"Permit modification"
means a revision to a Part 70
construction or operating permit that m~ets the requirements of OAC
252:100-8-7.2(b).
11
Permit program costs 11 means a11 reasonable
(direct and
indirect) costs required to develop and ·administer a permit
program, as set forth in OAC 252:100-5-2.2 (whether such costs are
incurred by the DEQ or other State or local agencies that do not
issue permits directly, but that support permit issuance or
administration) .
"Permit
revision 11
means
any
permit
modification
or
administrative permit amendment.
"Potential to emit 11 means the maximum capacity of a stationary
source to emit any air pollutant under its physical and operational
design. ·Any physical or operational limitation on the capacity of
a source to emit an air pollutant, including air pollution control
equipment and restr·ictions on hours of operation or on the type or
amount of material combusted, stored, or processed, shall be
treated as part of its design if .the limitation is enforceable by
the Administrator.
This term does not alter or affect the use of
this term for any other purposes under the Act, or the term
"capacity factor" as used in Title IV of the Act or the regulations
promulgated thereunder.
"Proposed permit" means the version of a permit that the DEQ
proposes to issue and forwards to the Administrator for review in
compliance with OAC 252:100-8-8.
"Regulated air pollutant" means the following:
(A)
Nitrogen oxides or any volatile organic compound (VOC),
including those substances defined in OAC 252:100-1-3,
252:100-37-2, and 252:100-39-2, except those specifically
excluded in the EPA definition of VOC in 40 CFR 51.100(s);
(B)
Any pollutant for which a national ambient air quality
standard has been promulgated;
18

(C) Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated
under section 111 of the Act;
.
(D) l:...ny Class- I or. II ozone-depleting substance subject to a
standard promulgated under or established by Title VI of the
Act;
(E)
Any pollutant subject to a standard promulgated under
section 112 or other requirements established under section
112 of the Act (Hazardous Air Pollutants), including sections
112 (g) (Modifications), (j) (Equivalent Emission Limitation by
Permit, and (r) (Prevention of Accidental Releases), including
the following:
(i) any pollutant subject to the requirements under section
112(j) of the Act~ If the Administrator fails to promulgate
a standard by the date established pursuant to section 112(e)
of the Act (Schedule for Standards and Review), ariy pollutant
for which a subject source would be major shall be considered
to be regulated as to that source on the date 18 months after
the applicable date established pursuant to section 112(e)
of the Act; and,
(ii)
any pollutant for which the requirements of section
112(g) (2) of the Act have been met, but only with respect to
the individual source subject to the section 112 (g) (2)
requirement; or
(F) Any other substance for which an air emission limitation
or equipment standard is set by an existing permit or
regulation.
"Renewal" means the process by which a permit is reissued at
the end of its term.
"Responsible official" means one of the following:
(A) For a corporation: a president, secretary, treasurer, or
vice-president of the corporation in charge of a principal
business function, or any other person who performs similar
policy or·decision-making functions for the corporation, or a
duly authorized representative of such person if the
representative is responsible for the overall operation of one
or more manufacturing, production, or operating facilities
applying for or subject to a permit and ei the:r :__
(i)
The facilities employ more than 250 persons or have
gross annual sales or expenditures exceeding $25 million (in
second quarter 1980 dollars); or
(ii) The delegation of authority to such representatives is
approved in advance by the DEQ;
For the partnership or sole proprietorship: a general
(B)
partner or the proprietor, respectively;
(C)
For a municipality, State, Federal, or other public
agency: Either a p~inc:ipal executive officer or ranking
elected official.
For purposes of this Subchapter, a
principal executive officer or installation commander of a
19

Federal agency includes the chief executive officer having
responsibility for the overall operations of a principal
geographic unit of ..,.the agency (e.g., a Regional Administrator
of EPA) ; or
(D)
For affected sources:
(i)
The designated representative in so far as actions,
standards, requirements, or prohibitions under Title IV of
the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder are
concerned; and
(ii)
The designated representative for any other purposes
under this Subchapter.
"Section 502(b) (10) changes" means changes that contravene an
express permit term.
Such changes do· not include changes . that
would violate applicable requirements or contravene federally
enforceable permit terms and conditions that are monitoring
(including test methods), recordkeeping, reporting, or compliance
certification requirements.
"Small unit" means a fossil fuel fired combustion device which
serves a generator with a name plate capacity of 25 MWe or less.
"State-only requirement" means any standard or requirement
pursuant to Oklahoma Clean Air Act (27A O.S. §§ 2-5-101 through 2
5-118,
as
amended)
that
is not
cont<;l.ined
in
the State
Implementation Plan ("SIP) .
"State program" means a program approved by the Administrator
under 40 CFR Part 70.
"Stationary source" means any building, structure, facility,
or installation that emits or may emit any regulated air pollutant
or any pollutant listed under section 112 (b) of the Act as it
existed on January 2, 2006. '
11
Trivial activities" means any individual or combination of
air emissions units that are considered inconsequential and are on
a list approved by the Administrator and contained in Appendix J.
11
Unit" means, for purposes of Title IV, a fossil fuel-fired
combustion device.
PART 7.

PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION (PSD)
REQUIREMENTS FOR ATTAINMENT AREAS

252:100-B-30.
Applicability
General applicability.
lll.-_The new som::~...-e requirements of this Part, in addition
to the :r equirenknts of Pa:r ts 1, 3, o.nd 5 of this Snbelrapte:t:,
shall apply to the construction of o.ll any new major
stationary son•~...-es source and-or any prolect that is a major
modifications modification a.S specified ln 2:::;2.100 8 31
thLOU':::Jh 252 .lOG 8-33 at an existinq major sta_tionarv source in
an area designated as attainmPnt or uncl assifi able under
sections 107(d) (1) (A) (ii) or (iii) of the Act. Sou:rc...e:s subje~...-t

1£1
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(b)

to this Po_:t:t a:u::: also subjc:ct to the: opc:rc;_ting pc:1 mi-t
. .
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(2) Th~ reguir.emeuts of OAC 252:100-8-34 through 252:100-B
36.2 apply to the construction of any new major stationary
source or the maior modification of any existing major
stationary source, except as this Part otherwise provides.
(3) No new major stationary source or major modification to
which the requirements of OAC 252:100-8-34 through 252:100-8
36.2(b) apply shall begin actual construction without ·a permit
that states that the maior stationary source or major
modification will meet those requirements.
(4) The requirements of OAC 252:100-8, Parts 1, 3, and 5 also
apply to the construction of all new major stationary sources
and major modifications.
Major modification.
(1)
Major modification applicability determination.
(A) Except as otherwise provided in OAC 252:100-8-30(c), and
consistent with the definition of "major modification", a
project is a major modification for a regulated NSR pollutant
if it causes two types of emissions increases:
(i) a significant emissions increase and
(ii) a significant net emissions increase.
(B) The project is not a major modification if it does not
cause a significant emissions increase.
If the project
causes a significant emissions increase, then the project is
a major modification only if it also results in a significant
net emissions increase.
(2) Calculating significant emissions increase and significant
net emissions increase before beginning actual construction.
The procedure for calculating whether a significant emissions
increase will occur depends upon the type of emissions units
being modified, according to OAC 252:100-8-30(b) (3) through
(5) .
This is the first step in determining if a proposed
modification would be considered a major modification~
The
procedure for calculating whether a significant net emissions
increase will occur at the major stationary source is
contained in the definition of "net emissions increase". This
is the second step in the process of determining if a proposed
modification is a major modification. Both steps occur prior
to the beginning of actual construction.
Regardless of any
such Preconstruction proi ections, a major modification results
if the project causes a significant emissions increase and a
sionificant net emissions increase.
( 3) Actual- to-projected- actual applicability test for projects
that only involve existing emissions units.
A sionificant
emissions increase of a regulated NSR Pollutant is projected
to occur .if the sum of the difference between the_ projected
actual emissions and the baseline actual emissions for each
21

exist{nq emissions unit, equals or exceeds the amount that is
significant for that pollutant.
(4) Actual-to-potan~ial test for projects that only involve
construction of a new emissions unit (s).
A significant
emissions increase of a regulated NSR pollutant is projected
to occur if the sum of the ·difference between the potential to
emit from each new emissions unit following completion of the
pro-ject and the baseline actual emissions of these units
before the project eauals or exceeds the amount that lS
significant for that pollutant.
(5) Hybrid test for projects that involve multiple types of
emissions units.
A significant emissions increase of a
regulated NSR pollutant is projected to occur if the sum of
the emissions increases for each emissions unit, using the
method
specified in OAC 252:100-8-30(b) (3)
or
(4)
as
applicable with respect to each emissions unit, for each type
of emissions unit equals or exceeds the amount that is
significant for that pollutant.
For example, if a project
involves both an existing emissions unit and a new emissions
unit r the projected increase is determined bv summing the
values determined usinq the method specified in OAC 252:100-8
30 (b) ( 3) for the existing unit and determined using the method
specified in 252:100-8-30 (b) (4) for the new emissions unit.
(6)
Actual-to-potential test for projects that only involve
existing emissions units.
In lieu of using the actual-to
projected-actual test, owners or operators may choose to use
the actual-to-potential test to determine if a significant
emissions increase of a regulated NSR pollutant will result
from a proposed project. A significant emissions increase of
a regulated NSR pollutant will occur ·if the sum of the·
difference between the potential emissions and the baseline
actual emissions for each existing emissions unit, equals or
exceeds the amount that is significant for that pollutant.
Owners or operators who use the actual to potential test will
not be subject to the recordkeeping requirements in OAC
252:100-8-36.2(c).
(c) Plantwide applicability limitation (PAL) .
Major stationary
sources seekino to obtain or maintain a PAL shall comolv with the
requirements under OAC 252:100-8-38.
252:100-8-31.
Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Part shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise7.
All terms used in this Part that are not defined in
this Subsection shall have the meanino oiven to them in OAC
252:100-1-3. 252:100-8-1.1, or in the Oklahoma Clean Air Act.
"Actual emission emissions 11 means the actual rate of emissions
of a reoulated NSR pollutant from an emissions unit,· as determined
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in accordance with the- follo-vving. · paragraphs (A) through (C) of
this definition, except that this definition shall not apply for
calculating whether-a significant emissions increase has occurred,
or for establishinq a PAL under OAC 252:100-8-38.
Instead, the
definitions of "projected actual emissions" and 11 baseline actual
emissions" shall apoly for those purposes.
(A)
In general, actual emissions as of a particular date
shall equal the average rate in torrs pe-r ye-ar TPY at which the
unit actually emitted the pollutant during a two ye:ar
consecutive 24 -month period which precedes the particular date
and which is representative of normal source operation. The
re-viewing at1thority Director nray shall allow the use of a
different time period upon a determination that it is more
representative of normal source operation. Actual emissions
shall be calculated using the unit's actual operating hours,
production rates, and types of materials processed, stored, or
combusted during the selected time period. Acttlal emissions
ntay also be determined by source tests, or by best eugineering
judgment in the abse!Ice of acceptable test dato..
(B) The reviewing authority Director may presume that source
specific allowable emissions for the unit are equivalent to
the actual emissions of the.unit.
(C)
For any emissions unit which that has not begun normal
operations on the particular date, actual emissions shall
equal the potential to emit of the unit on that date.
"Adverse impact on visibility" means visibility impairment
which interferes with the management, protection, preservation or
enjoyment of the visito:r's visual experience of the Federal Class
I area.
This dete:rmination must be made by the DBQ on a case by
case.basis taking into account the geographic extent, intensity,
duration, frequency and tinte of visibility inrpairrnents, a~rd how
these factors correlate with.
(A)
times of visitor use of the Federal Class I area, and
(B)
the frequency and timing of natur:al conditions that
:reduce visibility.
"Allowable emissions" means the emission rate of a stationary
source calculated u~i_ng the maximum rated capacity of the source
(unless the source is subject to enforceable limits which restrict
the operating rate. or hours of operation, or both) and the most
stringent of the following:
(A) the applicable standards as set forth in 40 CFR Parts 60
and 61;
(B)
the applicable State rule allowable emissions; or,
(C) the emissions rate specified as an enforceable permit
condition.
"Baseline actual emissions" means the rate of emissions, in
TPY, of a regulated NSR pollutant, as determined in accordance with
paragraphs (A) through (E) of this definition.
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'T'l~e baseline actual emissions shall be based on current
emissions data and the unit's utilization during the period
chosen.
Current € m ission
data means the most current and
accurate emission factors
available and could include
emissions used in the source's latest permit or permit
application, the most recent CEM data, stack test data,
manufacturer's data, mass balance, engineering calculations,
and other emission factors.
(B) For any existing electric utility steam generating unit
(EUSGU), baseline actual emissions means the average rate, in
TPY. at which the unit actually emitted the pollutant during
anv consecutive 24 -month period selected by the owner or
operator within the 5-year period immediately preceding the
date that a complete permit application is received by the
Director f ~r a permit required under OAC 2 52 : 10 0-8 .
The
Director shall allow the use of a different time period upon
a .determination that it is more representative of normal
source operation.
(i) The average rate shall include fugitive emissions to the
extent quantifiable and emissions associatE7d with start-ups
shutdowns, and malfunctions.
·
(ii) The average rate shall be adjusted downward to exclude
any noncompliant emissions that occurred while the source was
operating above an emission limitation that was ·legally
enforceable during the consecutive 24-month period.
(iii) For a regulated NSR pollutant, when a project involves
multiple emissions units, only one consecutive 24 -month
period shall be used to determine the baseline actual
emissions for all the emissions units affected by the
project. A different consecutive 24-month period can be used
for each regulated NSR pollutant.
(iv) The average rate shall not be based on any consecutive
24-month periOd for which there is inadequate information for
determining annual emissions, in TPY, and for adjusting this
amount if required by (B) (ii) of this definition.
(C) For an existing emissions unit (other than an EUSGU) ,
baseline actual emissions means the.average rate in TPY, at
which the emissions unit actually emitted the pollutant during
anv consecutive 24 -month period sele.cted . by the owner or
operator within the 10 -year period immediately preceding
either the date the owner or operator begins actual
construction of the project, or the date a complete permit
aoplication is received by the Director for a permit required
either under this Part or under a plan approved by the
Administrator, whichever is earlier, except that the 10 vear
period shall not include any period earlier than November l5,
r

r

1990.
(i)

The averaqe ratP shall include fuoitive emissions to the
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extent quantifiable, and emissions associated with startups,
shutdowns, and malfunctions.
( i i) The ave:;r-age., rate shall be adjusted downward to exclude
any noncompliant emissions that occurred while the source was
operating above an emission limitation that was legally
enforceable during the consecutive 24-month period.
(iii) The average rate shall be adjusted downward to exclude
any emissions that would have exceeded an emission limitation
with which the major stationary source must currently comply,
had such major stationary source been required to comply with
such limitations during the consecutive 24-month period.
However, if an emission limitation is part of a MACT standard
that the Administrator proposed or promulgated under 40 CFR
63, the baseline actual emissions need only be adjusted if
DEQ has taken credit for such emissions reduction in an
attainment demonstration of ~aintenance plan consistent with
requirements of 40 CFR 51.165 (a) (3) (ii) (G) .
(iv)
For a regulated NSR pollutant, when a project involves
multiple emissions units, only one consecutive 24 -month
period must be used to determine the baseline actual
emissions for the emissions units being changed. A different
consecutive 24-month period can be used for each regulated
NSR pollutant.
(v)
The average rate shall not be based on any consecutive
24-month period for which there is inadequate information for
determining annual emissions, in TPY, and for adjusting this
amount if required by (C) (ii) and (iii) of this definition.
(D) For a new emissions unit, the baseline actual emissions
for purposes of determining the emissions increase that will
result £rom the initial construction and operation of such
unit shall equal zero; and thereafter, for all other purposes,
shall equal the· unit's potential to emit.
(E) For a PAL for a stationary source, the baseline actual
emissions shall be calculated for existing EUSGU in accordance
with the procedures contained in oaraoraoh (B) of this
definition, for other existing emissions units in accordance
with the procedures contained in Paragraph (C) of this
definition, and for a new emissions unit in accordance with
the procedures contained in oaragraph (D) of this definition.
"Baseline area" means any intrastate areas (and· every part
thereof) designated as attainment or unclassifiable under section
107(d) (1) (D) or (E) of the Act in which the major source or major
modification establishing the minor source baseline date would
construct or would have an air quality impact equal to or greater
than 1 pg/m3 (annual average) of the pollutant for which the minor
source baseline date is established.
(Jl.J Area redesignations under section 107 (d) (1) (D) or (E) of
the Act cannot intersect or be smaller than the area of impact
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of any major stationary source or major modification which:.
(i) establishes a minor source baseline date; or
(ii) is subject t@ 40 CFR 52.21 or OAC 252:100-8, Part 7, and
would be construct~d in the same State as the State proposing
the redesignation.
(B) Any baseline area established originally for the TSP
increments shall remain in effect and shall apoly for purposes
of determining the amount of available PM-10 increments,
except that such baseline area shall not remain in effect if
the Director rescinds the corresponding minor source baseline
date in accordance with paragraph (D) of the definition of
"baseline date".
"Baseline concentration" means that ambient concentration
level which that exists in the baseline area at the time of the
applicable minor source baseline date.
(A) A baseline concentration is determined for each pollutant
for which a minor source baseline date is established and
shall include:
(i)
the actual emissions representative of sources in
existence on the applicable minor source baseline date,
except as provided in (B) of this definition.
(ii)
the allowable emissions of major stationary sources
wh..:.dr that commenced construction before the major source
baseline date~ but were not in operation by the applicable
minor source·baseline date.
(B)
The following will not be included in the baseline
concentration and will affect the applicable maximum allowable
increase(s):
(i)
actual emissions from any major stationary source on
which construction commenced after the major source baseline
date; and,
(ii)
actual emissions increases and decreases at any
stationary source occurring after the minor source baseline
date.
11
Baseline date" nteaus.
(A)
for ntaj or sources, . Major source baseline date means:
(i)
in the case of_~~rticulate matter and sulfur dioxide,
January 6, 1975, and1
(ii)
in the case of nitrogen dioxide, February 8, 1988,
and-;-_,_

(B)
fo. minor sources, Minor source baseline date means the
earliest date after the trigger date on which a major
stationary source or major modification (subject to 40 CFR
52.21 or
OAC
252:100-8,
Part
7)
submits
a
complete
application.
The trigger date is:
(i)
in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide,
August 7, 1977, and
(ii)
in the case of nitrogen vx..:.de"" dioxide, February 8,
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1988.
(C) The baseline date is established for each pollutant for
which increments "'X other eguivalent measures have been
established if:
(i) the area in which the proposed source or modification
would construct is designated as attainment or unclassifiable
under sect ion 10 7 (d) (i) (D) or (E) of the Act for the
pollutant on the date of ~ts complete application under 40
CFR 52.21 or under OAC 252:100-8, Part 7; and
(ii) in the case of a major stationary source, the pollutant
would be emitted in significant amounts, or, in the case of
a major modification, there would be a significant net
emissions increase of the pollutant.
(D) Any minor source baseline date established originally for
the TSP increments shall remain in effect and.shall apply for
purposes· of determining the amount of available PM-10
increments, except that the Director may rescind any such
minor source baseline date where it can be shown, to the
satisfaction of the Director, that the emissions increase from
the major stationary source, or the bet emissions increase
from the major modification, responsible for triggering that
date did not result in a significant amount of PM-10
emissions.
"Begin actual construction 11 means in general, initiation of
physical on-site construction activities on an emissions unit which
are of a permanent nature.
(A)
Such activities include, but are not limited to,
installation of building supports and foundations, laying of
underground pipework, and construction of permanent storage
structures.
(B) With respect to a change in method of operation this term
refers to those on-site activities, other than preparatory
activities, which mark the initiation of the change-.
11 Best
available control technology" or "BACT 11 means an
emissions limitation (including a visible emissions standard) based
on the maximum degree of reduction for each regulated NSR pollutant
which would be emitted from any proposed major stationary source or
major modification which the Director, on a case-by-case basis,
taking into account energy, environmental, and economic impacts and
other costs,
determines
is achievable for such source or
modification through application of production processes or
available methods r systems r and techniques r including fuel cleaning
or treatment or innovative fuel combination techniques for control
of such pollutant. In no event shall apPlication of BACT result in
emissions of any pollutant which would exceed the e~issions allowed
bv any applicable standard under 40 CFR parts 60 and 61.
Tf the
Director determines that technoloqical or economic limitations on
the application of measurement methodoloqy to a particular
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emissions unit would make the imposition of an emissions standard
infeasible,
a design,
equipment, work practice,
operational
standard or combination thereof, may be prescribed instead to
satisfy the requirement for the application of BACT. Such standard
shall, to the degree possible, set forth the emissions reduction
achievable bv implementation of such design, equipment, work
practice or operation, and shall provide for compliance by means
which achieve equivalent results.
"Clean coal technoloay 11 means anv technology, including
technologies applied at the precombustion, combustion, or post
combustion stage, at a new or existing facility which will achieve
significant reductions in air emissions of sulfur dioxide or oxides
of nitrogen associated with the utilization of coal in the
generation of electricity, or process steam which was not in
widespread use as of November 15, 1990.
"Clean coal technoloqy demonstration project" means a project
using funds appropriated under the heading "Department of Energy
Clean Coal Technology", up to a total amount of $2,500,000,000 for
commercial demonstration of clean coal technology, or similar
projects funded through appropriations for the EPA.
The Federal
contribution for a qualifying project shall be at least 20% of the
total cost of the demonstration project.
"Commence" means, as applied to construction of a major
stationary source or major modification, that the owner or operator
has all necessary preconstruction approvals or permits and either
has:
J& begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of actual
on-site construction of the source, to be completed within a
reasonable time; or,
~- entered
.into
binding
agreements
or
contractual
obligations, which cannot be cancelled or modified without
substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a
program of actual construction of the source to be completed
within a reasonable time.
"Complete" means, in, eference to an applico..tion for a pe::rnrit,
that the application contains all the information necessary for
p:rocessing the application.
Designating an application ~~rplete
for pnrposes-- of permit process~ng does not preclude the rev ±ewing
authoxity front requesting o:r accepting any additional information.
"Construction" means any physical change or change in the
method of operation (including fabrication, erection, installation,
demolition, or modification of an emissions unit) that would result
in a change in emissions.
"Continuous emissions monitoring system" or "CEMS 11 means all
of the eauioment tha.t may be reaui red to meet the da.ta acquisition
and availability requirements to samPle, condition (if applicable),
analyze, and provide a record of emissions on a continuous basis.
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Cont.inuous emissions rate monitoring system" or 11 CERMS" means
the total eauipment required for the determination and recording of
the pollutant mass.emissions rate (in terms of mass per unit of
time) .
"Continuous parameter monitoring system" or "CPMS 11 means all
of the equipment necessarv to meet the data acquisition and
availability requirements to monitor process and control device
operational parameters (for example, control device secondary
voltages and electric currents) and other information (for example,
gas flow rate, 0 2 , or C0 2 concentrations), and to record average
operational parameter value(s) on a continuous basis.
"Electric utility steam generating unit" or "EUSGU" means any
steam electric generating unit that is constructed for the purpose
of supplying more than one-third of its potential electric output
capacity and more than 25 MW electrical output to any utility power
distribution svstem for sale.
Any steam supplied to a steam
distribution system for the purpose of providing steam to a steam
electric generator that would produce electrical energy for sale is
also considered in determining the electrical energy output
capacity of the affected facility.
"Emissions unit" means any part of a stationary source that
emits or would have the potential to emit any regulated NSR
pollutant and includes an EUSGU. There are two types of emissions
units as described in paragraphs (A) and (B) of this definition.
·(A) A ·new emissions unit is any emissions unit that is (or
will be) newly constructed and that has existed for less than
2 years from the date such emissions unit first operated.
(B) An existing emissions unit is any emissions unit that does
not meet the requirements in paragraph (A) of this definition.
A replacement unit is an existing ·emissions unit.
"Federal J;:and manager Land Manager" means with respect to any
lands in the United States, the Secretary of the department with
authority over the Federal Class I area or his rep:resentati'>'e such
lands.
"High terrain" means any area having an elevation 900 feet or
more above the base of the stack of a source.
"Innovative control technology 11 means any _system of air
pollution control that has not been adequately demonstrated in
practice, but would have a substantial likelihood ..of achieving
greater continuous emissions reduction than any control system in
current practice or of achieving at least comparable reductions at
lower cost. in terms of ·energy, economics, or non-air quality
environmental impacts.
"Low terrain" means any area other than high terrain.
"Major modification" rttea.. rs all}' ph}"si cal cho.nge in or cl:mdge in
the m~thod of upe:rat i Oll vf a ncajvr "'"·-'u, c...e tLo.t Vi'Ould l.c.Sult in a
11

significa.nt net
:t.egulation.

enci.s.s..:.ous

Lrc:Lea5c
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of

c'5.Il/ pollutant

.subje._t

to

(A) Anv physical change in or chanqe in the method of
operation of a major stationary source that would result in a
sion -if icant emissions -i_ncrease of a requl a ted NSR pollutant
and a significant riet emissions increase of that pollutant
from the major stationary source is a major modification.
-t1'iti l l
Any net signif-icant emissions increase from any
emissions units or net em-issions increase at a major
stationary source that is significant for volatile organic
compounds VOC shall be considered significant for ozone.
-tB+J..iij_
A physical change or change in the method of
operation shall not include:
+±tlXL routine maintenance, repair and replacement7;
+±±tll.ll use of an alternate alternative fuel or raw
material by reason of any order under Sections sections
2 (a) and (b) of the Energy Supply and Environmental
Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding legislation)
or by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant
to the Federal Power Act7L
(iii) (III)
use of an alternc:i.te. alternative fuel by
reason of an order or rule under Section section 125 of
the Fede:r cd Clean ~9:i:r Act7L
-t±v+ (IV) use of an alternate alternative fuel at a steam
generating unit to the extent that the fuel is generated
from municipal solid waste7L
-tv+JJLL ~use of an alte:rnate alternative fuel or raw
material by a stationary source which. (T)
the source
was capable of accommodating before January 6, 1975,
lunless such change would be prohibited under any
enforceable permit
limitation condition which was
established after January 6, 1975lT or, (II) the source
is approved to use under any permit issued under 40 CFR
52.21 or OAC 252:100-7 or 252:100-87L
+v±+lYll An-an increase in the hours of operation or in
the production rate, unless such change would be
prohibited under any federally enforceable permit
limitation condition which was established after January
6, 19757L
(vii) (VII)
ftny-£ITY_change in source ownership7L
(VIII)
the installation, operation, cessation, or
removal
of
a
temporary
clean
coal
technology
demonstration project, provided the project complies with
OAC 252:100 and other requirements necessary to attain
and mainta-in the NAAOS durinq the prolect and after it is
terminated;
(IX) the installation or operation of a permanent clean
coal technology demon~tration project that constitutes
repowering, provided tha_t the oroj ect does not result in
an increase in the potential to em-it of any requlated
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~ollutant

(on a pollutant-by-pollutant basis) emitted bv
the unit; or
(X) the r.eact.ivat ion of a very clean coal-fired EUSGU.
(B) This definit~~n shall not apply with respect to a
particular regulated NSR pollutant when the major stationary
source is complying with the requirements under OAC 252:100-8
38 for a PAL for that pollutant.
Instead, the definition of
11
11 PAL major
modification at 40 CFR 51.166(w) (2) (viii) shall
apply.
"Major stationary source" nre:a:It5 cUty ~Source: which nre:et5 any of
the: following conditiono.
(A) A major stationary source is:
-tA+.til Any .9J!Y_of the following stationary sources of air
pollutants which emits, or has the potential to emit, 100
ton5 pe::r yea:r TPY or more of any-a regulated NSR pollutant
subject to :regulation:
+±tlXL carbon black plants (furnace process),
+±±t~
charcoal production plants,
(iii) (I I I)
chemical process plants,
f±vt(IV)
coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers),
+vtlYl coke oven batteries,
fv±+(VI)
fossil-fuel boilers (or combination thereof)
totaling more than·2s0 million BTU per hour heat input,
(vii) (VI I)
fossil fuel- fired steam electric plants of
more than. 250 million BTU per hour heat input,
(viii) (VIII)
fuel conversion plants,
i±xt(IX)
glass fiber processing plants,
-fxtJXl. hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
fx±tlKil iron and steel mill plants,
(xi±) (XII)
kraft pulp mills,
(xi± i) (XIII)
lime plants,
(xiv) (XIV)
municipal incinerators capable of charging
more than 50 tons of refuse per day,
fxvt(XV)
petroleum ref1neries,
(xvi) (XVI)
petroleum storage and transfer units with a
total storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels,
(xv ii) (XVII)
phosphate rock processing plant plants,
(xviii) (XVIII)
portland· c.ement. plants,
(xix) (XTX)
primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
txxTJXKl primary copper smelters,
(xxi) (XXI)
primary lead smelters,
(xxii) (XXII)
primary zinc smelters,
(xx.;..±i) (XXIII)
secondary metal production plants,
(xx.;.. v") (XXIV)
sintering plants,
(xx,) (XXV)
sulfur recovery plants, or
(:>:2.v:) (XXVI)
taconite ore processing plants-:-.L..
+Btliil ~anv other stationary source not on the list in
(A)Jil of this definition which emits, or has the potential
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to en1it, 250 -C:otrs pc:J_ yea.-r--'TPY or more of-&_ny a regulated NSR
pollutant~bj--eet-tu-regulation-:-_;_

-te-7-(iii).
A:n:y any physical change that would occur at a
stationary sou-rce· not otherwise qualifying as a major
stationary source under (A) and (B) of this definition if the
change would constitute a major stationary source by itself.
iBtill A major source that is major for 'VOlatile orgo_nic
compounds VOC shall be considered major for ozone.
(C)
The fugitive emissions of a stationary source shall not
be included in determining for any of the purposes of this
Part whether it is a major stationary source, unless the
source belongs to one of the following categories of
stationary sources:
ill the stationary sources listed in (A) (i) of this
definition;
Jiil
any other stationary source category which, as of
August 7, 1980, is being regulated under section 111 or 112
of the Act.
"Nat~ral
conditions" mean naturally occurring phenornena
against which any changes in 'risibility are nteo_sured in terms of
uisual range, contrast or coloration.
"Necessary preconstruction approvals or permits 11 means those
permits or approvals required under all applicable air quality
control laws and rules.
11
Net emissions increase 11 nteaas.
(A)
Net emissions increase means, with respect to any
regulated NSR pollutant emitted by a major stationary source,
lfhe-the amount by which the sum of the following exceeds zero:
(i) any-the increase in actual emissions from a particular
physical change or change in the method of operation at a
stationary source as calculated pursuant to OAC 252:100-8
30(b); and,
(ii)
any other increases and decreases in actual emissions
at the major stationary source that are contemporaneous with
the particular change and are otherwise creditable. Baseline
actual emissions for calculating increases and decreases
under (A) ( ii) of this definition shall be determined as
prOVided in the definitiOn Of 11 baseline aCtUal emiS-SiOnS II r
except that (B) (iii) and (C) (iv) of that definition shall not
apply.
(B)
An increase or decrease in actual emissions is
contemporaneous with the increase from the particular change
only if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the
increase from the particular change occurs.
(C) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable
only if_:_ tlre B..-.ecutive Di· e:....tor ho.s not 1elied ou _;_t ill
is"'u:ng o_ peruc:t U.Ltder OAC :252.l00 8, 'Pa:.t 7, wh_;_ch pc:rnt_;_;_ is
i!.!. effe'--t
wlren tLe _;_n,_r~o-"'e i11 o_,_tua.l err,iss,.;.ou.,, f.Lorr, the

particular change occurs.
(i)
it is contemporaneous; and
(ii)
the Director has not relied on it in issuing a permit
for the source under OAC 252:100-8, Part 7, which permit is
in effect when the increase in actual emissions from the
particular change occurs.
(D)
An increase or decrease in actual emissions of sulfur
dioxide, particulate matter, or nitrogen oxides whicl1 that
occurs before the applicable minor source baseline date is
creditable only if it is required to be considered in
calculating the
amount of maximum allowable
increases
remaining available.
(E). An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that the new level of actual emissions exceeds the old
level.
(F) A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that7 it meets all the conditions in (F) (i) through
(iii) of this definition.
(i)
It is creditable if the old level of actual emissions
or the old level of allowable emissions, whichever is lower,
exceeds the new level of actual emissions,~
(ii)
It is creditable if it is enforceable as a practical
matter at and after the time that actual construction on the
particular change begins,~
(iii)
It is creditable if it has approximately the same
qualitative significance for public health and welfare as
that attributed to the increase from the particular change.
(G)
An increase that results from a physical change at a
source occurs when the emission emissions unit on which
con~truction occurred becomes operational and begins to emit
a particular pollutant. Any replacement unit that requires
shakedown becomes operational only after a reasonable
shakedown period, not to exceed 180 days.
(H) Paragraph (A) of the definition of "actual emissions"
shall not apply for determining creditable increases and
decreases.
11
Potential to e~~t" means the maximum capacity of a stationary
source to emit a pollutant under . its physical and operational
desiqn. Any physical or operational limitation on the capacity of
the source to emit a pollutant, including air pollution control
equipment and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or
amount of material combusted, stored or processed, shall be treated
as part of its design if the limitation or the effect it would have
on emissions is enforcPable.
Secondarv emissions do not count in
determining the potential to emit o£ a stationary source.
"Predictive emissions monitoring system 11 or "PEMS" means all
of the equipment necessary to monitor process and control device
ooerationa l oarameters (for example, control device secondary
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yol taqes arid electric currents) and other information (for example,
gas flow rate, 0 2 , or C0 2 concentrations) , and calculate and record
the mass emissions rate ...J for example, lb/hr) on a continuous basis.
"Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) program" means
a major source preconstruct ion permit program that has been
approved by the Administrator and incorporated into the plan to
implement the requirements of 40 CFR 51.166, or the program in 40
CFR 52.21. Any permit issued under such a program is a major NSR
permit.
"Project" means a physical change in, or change in method of
operation of, an existing major stationary source.
11
Projected actual emissions 11
(A) Projected actual emissions means the maximum annual rate,
in TPY, at which an existihg emissions unit is projected to
emit a regulated NSR pollutant in any one of the 5 years (12
month period) following the date the unit resumes regular
operation after the project, or in any onp of the 10 years
following that date, if the project involves increasing the
emissions unit's design capacity or its potential to emit that
requlated NSR pollutant, and full utilization of the unit
would result in a significant emissions increase, or a
significant net emissions increase at the major stationary
source.
(B) In determining the projected actual emissions under
paragraph (A) of this definition (before beginning actual
construction), the owner or operator of the major stationary.
source:
(i) shall consider all relevant information, including but
not limited to, historical operational data, the company's
own representations, the ·company's expected business activity
and the company's highest projections of business activity,
the company's filings with the State or Federal regulatory
authorities, and compliance plans under the apProved plan;
and
(ii)
shall include fugitive emissions to the extent
quantifiable and emissions associated with start-ups,
shutdowns, and malfunctions; and
(iii) shall exclude, in calculating any increase in emissions
that results from the particular pro-i ect r that portion of the
unit's emissions following the project that an existing unit
could have accommodated during the consecutive 24 -month
period used to establish the baseline actual emissiQnS and
that are also unrelated to the particular project, including
any increased utilization due to product demand growth; or,
(iv) in lieu of using the method set out in (B) (i) throuqh
(iii! of this definition, may elect to use the emissions
unit's potential to emit, in TPY.
11
Reactivation of a very clean coal-fired electric utility
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steam gen~~atinq unit" means any phvs ical· chanae or change in the
method of operation assoc-iated with the commencement of commercial
operations by a coal~f-ired utility unit after a period of
discontinued operation where the unit:
(A) has not been in operation for the two-year period prior to
the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, and the
emissions from such unit continue to be carried in the
Department's emissions inventory at the time of enactment;
(B) was equipped prior to shutdown with a continuous system of
emissions control that achieves a removal efficiency for
sulfur dioxide of no less than 85% and a removal efficiency
for particulates of no less than 98%;
(C) is equipped with low-NOx burners prior to the time of
commencement of operations following reactivation; and
(D) is otherwise in compliance with the requirements of the
Act.
"Regulated NSR pollutant"
(A) A regulated NSR pollutant is:
(i) any pollutant for which a NAAQS has been promulgated and
any constituents or precursors for such pollutants identified
by the Administrator (e.g., VOC are precursors for ozone);
(ii)
any pollutant that is subject to any standard
promulgated under section 111 of the Act;
(iii) any Class I or I I substance subject to a standard
promulgated under or established by title VI of the Act; or
(iv) any pollutant that otherwise is subject to regulation
under the Act.
(B)
Regulated NSR pollutant does not include:
(i) any or all HAP either listed in section 112 of the Act
or added to the list pursuant to. section 112 (b) (2) of the
Act, which have not. been delisted pursuant to section
112(b) (3) of the Act, unless the listed HAP is also regulated
as a constituent or precursor of a general pollutant listed
under section 108 of the Act; or
(ii) any pollutant that is regulated under section 112(r) of
the Act, provided that such pollutant is not otherwise
regulated under the Act.
"Replacement unit" means an emissions unit for wh-ich all the
criteria listed in paragraphs (A) through (D) of this definition
are met. No creditable em-ission reduction shall be generated from
shutting down the existing emissions unit that is replaced.
(A) The emissions unit is a reconstructed unit within the
meanina of 40 CFR 60.15(b)(1),
or the emissions unit
completely takes the place of an existing emiss-ions un-it.
(B)
The emiss-ions unit is identical to or functionall v
equivalent to the replaced emissions unit.
(C) The replacement unit does not alter the bas-ic des-ign
parameter(s) of the orocess unit.
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(D) The replaced emissions unit is permanently removed from
the major stationary source, otherwise permanently disabled,
or permanently.. barred from operating by a permit that is
enforceable as a practical matter. Tf the replaced emissions
unit is brought back into operation, it shall constitute a new
emissions unit.
"Repowering"

(A) Repowering shall mean the replacement of an existing coal
fired
boiler with
one of
the
following
clean
coal
technologies:
atmospheric or pressurized fluidized bed
combustioh,
integrated
gasification
combined
cycle,
magnetohydrodynamics, direct and indirect coal-fired turbines,
integrated gasification fuel· cells, or as determined by the
Administrator, in consultation with the Secretary of Enerqy,
a derivative of one or more of these technologies, and any
other technology capable of controlling multiple combustion
emissions simultaneously with improved boiler or generation
efficiency and with significantly greater waste reduction
relative to the performance of technology in widespread
commercial use as of November 15, 1990.
(B) Repowering shall also include any oil and/or gas-fired
unit
which.
has
been
awarded
clean
coal
technology
demonstration funding as of January 1, 1991, by the Department
of Energy .
.(C) The Director shall give expedited consideration to permit
applications for any source that satisfies the requirements of
this definition and is granted an extension under section 409
of the Act.

.

"Significant" ntean5.

(A) . In reference to a net emissions increase or the potential
of a source to emit any of the following pollutants,
significant means a rate of emissions that would equal or
exceed any of the following rates:
(i)
carbon monoxide:
100 ton~ per yea:r: (tpy) TPY,
(ii) nitrogen oxides: 40-tpy TPY,
(iii)
sulfur dioxide: 40-tpy TPY,
(iv) particulate matter: 25-tpy TPY of particulate matter
emissions or 15-tpy-TPY of PM-10 emissions,
(v)
ozone:
40-tpy TPY of volatile organic ._;ompound~ VOC,
(vi)
lead:
0. 6-tpy TPY,
(vii)
asbe~tos.
0.007 tpy,
(viii)
beryllium. ·o. 0004 tpy,
(.:.x:)
me:r,__ury. 0. l tpy,
(x:)
v iny 1 cl:do:r ide .
1 tpy ,
~(vii)
fluorides:
3-tpy TPY,
\),_ii) lviii)
sulfuric acid mist:
7---tpy TPY,
(xii.i) (ix)
hydrogen sulfide (H 2 $)
10-t:py TPY,
(xiv)Jxl total reduced sulfur (including H2 S): 10-tpy TPY
1
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reduced sulfur compounds (including H2 S) :
TPY.
(xii) municipal waste combustor organics (measured as total
tetrathrough
acta-chlorinated
dibenzo-p-dioxins
and
dibenzofurans) : 3. 5 x 10- 6 TPY,
(xiii)
municipal waste combustor metals
(measured as
particulate matter) : 15 TPY,
(xi v) municipal waste combustor acid gases (measured as
sulfur dioxide and hydrogen chloride): 40 TPY,
(xv) municipal solid waste landfill emissions (measured as
nonmethane organic compounds): 50 TPY.
(B)
Notwithstanding (A) of this definition, "significant"
means any emissions rate or any net emissions increase
associated
with
a
major
stationarY
source
or
major
modification which would construct within 6 miles of a Class
I area, and have an impact on such area equal to or greater
than 1 ~g/m (24-hour average).
"Significant emissions increase" means, for a regulated NSR
pollutant, an increase in emissions_that is significant for that
pollutant.
"Significant net emissions increase" means a significant
emissions
increase
and a net increase.
.
.
"Stationary source" means any building, structure, facility or
installation which emits or may emit a regulated NSR pollutant.
"Temporary clean coal technology demonstration project" means
a clean coal technology demonstration project that is operated for
a period of 5 years or less, and which complies with the Oklahoma
Air Pollution Control Rules in OAC 252:100 and other requirements
necessary to attain and/or maintain the NAAOS during and after the
project is terminated.
"Visibilitl'
impairment"
means
an1l
htmtanly
perceptible
reduction in visibility (visual range, contraet and colm:a.tion)
f:rom .that which would have existed under natural conditions.
3

252:100-8-32.
Source applicability determination
[REVOKED]
P:roposed new sources arid source modifications to which this
Part is applicable are deterndr~d by size, geographical location
and type of emitted pollutants.
( 1)
Size.
(A)
Pe:r mit review will apply to ;::.Ources and modifications
that emit any regulated pollutant in major amounts.
These
quantities are specified in the definit.:.ons for major
stational. y sou:r '--e, tttaj or modif.:.catL.., n, poterxtio.l to emit, net
emissions
in~reo.se,
signifi\....o.. nt
and
other
associated
def·ii!itions :r. 25:2.~00 8<;1, 252.100=8 l . l , and 252.100 l .
(B)
Hheu c. sour'--e or modification becomes majo:r ;::.Olel 1 by
vi:rtue of a. ,elaxo.. 'L:._;_OI! in c..II1 cllfO:t:Ceable pc·illit l intito.tiol"
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csL.o.nlisLcd--o.:fter August 7, 1-980 1 on-the ~...-apacj.t:y of the
source or Inodificatio!l to -e-mit a po11 uto.ut
such ctS a
restriction on hoJUS of ope:ratiOl! then the :requi:reiLLeiits of
252.100 8 1 Parts 1·1 31 51 and 7 shall apply to that source
01 wodification ·as though coustruction had not yet comntc:nced
0!1 it .
(2)
Location.
(A)
Sources aud ntodificatiorrs which are majm.. ill s:tze and
proposed fo:r
const:r uction in an o.rea whicb has been
designated as attainment o:r uuclassified fo:r any applicable
ambient air standard are subject to the PSD requi,ements.
(B)
Those sources and modifications locating in an
attaii•ntei!L
o:r:
unclassified
a:rea
but
impacting
ou a
nonattain!'tlent a::rea may also be subject to the :requi,ements
for majo:r sources affecting nonattaiiinteiit areas in 252.100 81
Part 9.
1

1

252:100-8-32.1.
Ambient air increments and ceilings
(a) Ambient air increments.
Increases in pollutant concentration
over the bas~line concentration in Class I, II, or III areas shall
be limited to those listed in OAC 252:100-3-4 regarding sianificant
deterioration increments.
(b) Ambient air ceilings.
No concentration of a pollutant shall
exceed whichever of the following concentrations is lowest for the
pollutant for a period of exposure:
(1) the concentration allowed under the secondary NAAQS, or
(2) the concentration permitted under the primarv NAAQS.
252:100-8-32.2.
Exclusion from increment consumption
The following cases are excluded from incremen): consumption.
(1)
Concentrations from an increase in emissions from any
stationary source converting from the use of petroleum
products, natural gas, or both by reason of any order under
sections 2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply and Environmental
Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding legislation) , or
by reason of ·a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant to the
Federal Power Act shall be excluded.
(A) · ·-such exclusion is limited to five years after the
effective date of the order or plan whi~hever is applicable.
(B) If both an order and a plan are applicable, the exclusion
shall not apply more than five years after the later of the
effective dates.
(2)
Emissions of particulate matter from construction or
other temPorary emission-related activities of new or modified
sourc~s·shall be excluded.
(3)
A temporanr increase of sulfur dioxide, particulate
matter, or nitroqen oxides from any stationary source by order
or authorized variance shall be excluded.
For purposes of
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this exclusion anv such order or variance shall:
(A) specify the time over which the temporary emissions
increase would occur (not to exceed 2 years in duration
unless a longer time is approved by the Director) ;
(B) specify that the exclusion is not renewable;
(C) allow no emissions increase from a stationary source
which would impact a Class I area or an area where an
applicable increment is known to be violated or cause or
contribute to the violation of a NAAQS; and
(D) require limitations to be in effect by the end of the
time period specified in such order or variance, which would
ensure that the emissions levels from the stationary source
affected would not exceed those levels occurring from such
source before the order or variance was issued.
252:100-8-32.3.
Stack heights
(a) Emission limitation of any air pollutant under this Part shall
not be affected in any manner by:
(1) stack height of any source that exceeds good engineering
practice, or
(2) any other dispersion technique.·
(b) OAC 252:100-8-32.3(a) shall not apply with respect to stack
heights in existence before December 31, 1970, or to dispersion
techniques implemented before then.
252:100-8-33.
Exemptions
(a)
Exemptions from PSD
through 252:100-8-36.2.

the

requirements

of

OAC

252:100-8-34

PSD requirementos do not apply to a
pa:rticular .source or modification if.
(1) · The requirements of OAC 252:10.0-8-34 through 252:100-8
36.2 do not apply to a particular major stationary source or
. major modification if the source _or modification is:
~JSl
It is a nonprofit health or nonprofit educational
institution-:-...i____QX_
-tz+_lli_l The source is major by virttie of only if fugitive
emissions, to the extent quantifiable, are included in
calculating the potential to emit and such ~o~rce is nota
source othe:r than.
(A) One one of the categories listed
in
(A) (i)
through (xxvi)
under paragraph ·(C)
of the
definition of "Major statio~ary source" in OAC 252.100 8 31,...L..
or (B)
A ostationa:ry source category which, as of Augu<:~t 7,
1980, is being :r:egulated by NSPS or NEBHAP.
-f-3+J.Ql The sou:c.. . e or modi£ i cation is a portable stationary
source which has previously received a permit under the---F-Sf7
requirements contained in OAC 2 t:;2: 10 0-8-34 through 252:100-8
36.2 and proposes to relocate to .a temporary new location
from which its emissions would not impact a Cla.ss I area or
an area where an applicable increment is known to be
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violated.
(2) The requirements in OAC 252:100-8-34 throuoh 252:100-8
36.2 do not apply.- to a major stationary source or major
modification with respect to a particular pollutant if the
owner or operator demonstrates that the source or modification
is located in an area designated as nonattainment for that
pollutant under section 107 of the Act.
(b)

Exemption from air quality impact

e~al~ation

analyses in OAC

252:100-B-3S(a) and (c) and 252:100-S-35.2.
(1)
The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35 (a) and (c) and
252:100-8-35.2 are not applicable with respect to a particular
pollutant, if the allowable emissions of that pollutant from
a new source, or the net emissions increase of that pollutant
from a modification, with respe:ct to a particular pollutant,
would be temporary and impact no Class I area and no area
where an applicable increment is known to be violated.
(2)
The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35 (a) and· (c) and
252:100-8-35.2 as they relate to any PSD increment for a Class
II area do are not applicable not apply to the.emissions, with
respect to a particular pollutant, to a modification of a
major stationary source that was in existence on March 1,
1978..L. if the net increase in allowable emissions of each
·regulated NSR pollutant, from the modification after the
application of BACT, would be less than 50 tons per year TPY.
(c)
Exemption from monitoring air quality analysis requirements in
OAC 2 52 : 1 0 0 - B- 3 5 ( c) .

(1)
The monitoring requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35l£2..
regarding air guali ty analvsis are not applicable for a
particular pollutant if the emission increase of the pollutant
from a new proposed major stationary source or the · net
emissions- increase of the pollutant from a ma-ior modification
would cause, in any area, air quality impacts less than the
following listed amounts, or a:r e pollutant concentrations that
a.:re not on the list._;_
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(A)
Carbon monoxide - 575 ~g/m , 8-hour average,
(B)
Nitrogen dioxide - 14 ~g/m , annual average,
(C)
Particulate matter - 10 vg/m3 , TSP or PM-10, 24-hour
average, o:r 10 [lg/n? PH 10, 24 hour average,
(D)
Sulfur dioxide -13 vg/m3 , 24-hour average,
(E)
Ozone - see (N) below no de. minimis air quality level
is provided for ozone, however any net increase of 100 TPY
or more of VOC subject to PSD would require an ambient impact
analysis
including the gathering of ambient air quality
data,
(F)
Lead - 0.1 vg/m3 , 24-hour 3-month average,
(G)
f<1el.CUrJ
0. 25 [1g/ttr 24 hour c.ve:rage:/
(H)
Be:•yllium
0.001 pg/w:!
::~ hou1~ a-vTragc,
1T+JQl Fluorides - 0.25 pg/m3 , 24-hour average,
3
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Vinyl chloride
15 pg/u?~verage,
Total reduced sulfur - 10 pg/m3 , 1-hour average,
-{-btJ.I.l Hydrogen ..sulfide - 0.2 119/m3 , 1-hour average, or
iMtlQl Reduced sulfur compounds - 10 f.lg/m 3 , 1-hour average.
(N)
No de minintis air qnality 1 evel is provided for ozone.
However, any net increase of 100 tons per year or more of
volatile organic conrponnds snbject to PSD would be reqnired
to perform an ambieut inrpa.ct analy>=>is,
inclnding the
gathering of ambient air quality data.
(2) The pollutant is not listed in preceding OAC 252:100-8
(J)

+*TlHl

33(c) (1).

.{

(2)
The requirements for air quality monitoriag in OAC
252 .100=8 35 (b), (c) and (d) (2) shall not apply to a source or
modification that was subject to 40 CPR 52.21 as in effect on
June 19, 197 8, if a permit application wa.s subntitted before
June 8, 1981 and the Director subsequently determined that the
application was complete except for OAC 252 .100 8 35 (b), (c)
and (d) (2).
Instead, the requi:re-iuents in 40 CPR 52.21 (m) (2)
as it. effect on June 19, 1978, shall apply to such source or
modification.
(3)
The requirements for air qnality. monitoring in OAC
252.100 8 35(b), (c), and (d) (2) shall !lot applji to a source
or modification that was not subject ·to 4 0 CPR 52.21 as in
effect on June 19, 1978, if a permit application was submitted
before Jttne 8, 1981 and the Director subsequently determined
that the application as e:!ubmitted was complete, except for the
requirements in OA:C 252 .100 8 35 (b) , (c) and (d) (2) .
(4)
The Director shall determine. if the :requirements for air
quality monitoring of Pfoi=10 in OAC 252 .100m8=35 (a) throttgh (c)
and OAC 252.100.8 35(d) (2) may be waived for a sottrce or
ntodification when an application for a permit was submitted on
or before June 1,
1988 and the Director subsequently
determined that the application, except for the requirements
for monitoring particulate ntatter under OAC 252.100 8 35 (a)
through (c) and OAC 252.100 8 35 (d) (2), was complete before
that date.
(5)
The requirements for air qnality monitoring of Pfoi 10 in
OAC 252.100 8 35 (b), (c), (d) (:2f and (d) (6) ehall applji to a
sonrce or modification if an applicat; on for a permit wae
submitted afte.._ Jnne 1, 1988 and no later than Decentber 1,
1988.
The data shall ha.ve been gathered over at least the
period from February 1, · 1988 to the date the applicatimr
becomes othe:rwise corttplete iu accordance ~ith the provisions
of OAC 252 .100 8 33 (b) (1), e)._cept tha.t if the Dire~...tor
det~:rmines
tlrat a conrp1ete and adequate anal_y sis caH be
ac~...ontplislr~d w.:.t:L monit . . . l.-ing de<.ta over a shorter pe:riod (not
to be less than 4 montlrr=:), the data reqnir.,.,d by OAC 252 .100 8
35 (b) (1) a.ud OAC 252.1 CO 8 3:, (._) c:ho..ll hall'e been '::1atlrerecl uve,
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ti1ot~rter period.

(d)

Exemption from monitorino requirements in OAC 252:100-8
35 (c) (1) (B) and (Dh
(1)
The requirements for air quality monitorinq in OAC
252:100-8-35 (c) (1) (B) and (D) shall not applv to a particular
source or modification that was subject to 40 CFR 52.21 as in
effect on June 19, 1978, if a permit application was submitted
on or before June 8, 1981, and the Director subsequently
determined that the application was complete except for the
requirements in OAC 252:100-8-35 (c) (1) (B) and (D).
Instead,
the requirements in 40 CFR 52.21(m) (2) as in effect on June
19, 1978, shall apply to any such source or modification.
(2)
The requirements for air quality monitoring in OAC
252:100-8-35 (c) (1) (B) and (D) shall not apply to a particular
source or modification that was not subject to 40 CFR 52.21 as
in effect on June 19, 1978, if a permit application was
submitted on or .before June 8, 1981, and the Director
subsequently determined that the application as submitted was
complete, except for the requirements in OAC 252:100-8
3 5 ( c ) ( 1 ) (B) and (D) .
(e)
Exemption from the preaoolication analvsis required by OAC
252:100-8-35 (c) {1) (A}, (B), and (D).
(1) The Di-rector shall determine if the requirements for air
quality monitoring of Pl"'-10 in OAC 252:100-8-35 (c) (1) (A), (B),
and (D) may be waived for a particular source or modification
when an application for a PSD permit was submitted on or
before June l, 1988, and the Director subsequently determined
that the application,
except for the requirements for
monitoring particulate matter under OAC 252:100-8-35 (c) (1) (A),
(B), and (D), was complete before that date.
(2). The requirements for air quality monitoring of PM-10 in
OAC
2 52 : 1 0 0 - 8- 3 5 (c) ( 1 ) (B) ( i ) ,
2 52 : 1 0 0 - 8 - 3 5 (c) ( 1 ) (D) ,
and
252:100-8-35 (c) (3) shall apply to a particular source or
modification if an application for a permit was submitted
after June l, 1988, and no ·later than December 1, 1988. The
data shall have been gathered over at least the period from
February l, 1988, to the date the application became otherwise
complete in accordance with the provisions of OAC 2S2.:100-8
35 (c) (1) (C) , except that if the Direc;:tor determines that a
complete and adequate analysis can be accomplished with
monitoring data over a shorter period (not to be less than 4
months), the data required by OAC 252:100-8-35 (c) (1) (B) (ii)
shall have been gathered over that shorter period.
+citlilExemption from BACT requirements and monitoring air quality
analyses requirements.
If a complete permit application for a
source or modification was submitted before August 7, 1980 the
requirements for BACT in OAC 252:100-8-34 and the reauirements for
ruouit..__:ring air qualit-v analyses in OA.C 2:2.100 8 35 (a) through k)
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and OAC 252.100 8 35(d) (2) tln.ough (-4-]-252:100-8-35(c)(1Lare not
applicable to a particular stationary source or modification that
was subject to 40-CFR- 52.21 as in effect on June 19, 1978.
Instead, the federal requirements at 40 CFR 52.21 (j) and (n) as in
effect on June 19, 1978, are applicable ·to any such source or
modification.
(e)
Exemption of modifications.
As rspecified in the applicable
definitions of OAC 252.100 8 31, 252.100 8=1.1, and 252.100 1, the
requirements of OAC 252.100 ·8, Part 7 for PSD and OAC 252.100 8,
Part 9 for nonattainment areas are not applicable to a modification
if the existing source was not major on August 7, 1980 uuless the
proposed addition to that existing tttinor source is major in its own
right.
_
+fTJglExemption from impact anal~ses OAC 252:100-8-3S(a) (2). The
permitting requirements of OAC 252.100 8 35 and OAC 252.100 8 36
252:100-8-35 (a) (2)
do not apply to a stationary source or
modification with respect to any maximum allowable increase PSD
increment for nitrogen oxides if the owner or operator of ·the
source or modification submitted a completed complete application
for a permit before February 8, 1988.
(g)
Exempt::ion f:t:om increment consumption. Excluded from iHcrentent
consumption are the following cases.
(1)
Concentrations from an increase in emissions front <?"IIY
source converting from the use of petroleum products, natural
gas, or both by reason of any order under Sections 2(a) and
(b) of the Energy Supply and Env irmmtental Coordination Act of
1974 (or any superseding legislation) , or by reason of a
natural gas curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power
Act.
Such exclusion is limited to five years after the
effective date of the order or plan.
(2)
Emissions of particulate matter from construction or
other temporary entiss·ion related activities of new or modified
sources.
(3)
A temporary increase of sulfur dioxide, particulate
matter, or nitrogen oxides by order or authorized variance
from anjl source.
control
technology
Control
252:100-8-34. Best
available
technology review
(a) Requirement to comply with rules and requlations.
A major
stationary source or major modification shall meet each applicable
emissions 1 imitation under OAC 2 52: 100 and each aopl icable emission
standard and standard of performance under 40 CFR parts 60 and 61.
(b) Requirement to apply best available control technology (BACT)
+atlll A new major stationary source ntust demonotrate that
tlre .... out:rol te:._l:rnolog:y to be applied is the best thc.t .;.s
available (i.e., BACT o.S de:f.;.ned he:•e:in shall apoly BACT for
each regulated NSR pollutant that it would have the potential
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to emit in significant amountst.
-{-btJ...2j_ A major modification-must de,rtou~trab:: that the cmrtrol
technology to kle: applied is the best that is available shall
apply BACT for each regulated NSR pollutant for which it would
be a significant net emissions increase at the source.
This
requirement applies to each proposed emissions unit at which
a net emissions increase in the pollutant would occur as a
result of a physical change or change in t·he method of
operation in the unit.
(c)
The determinatiorr of best avo_ilable control techuology shall
be nro:de on a case by case bac.is taking into account costs o_nd
energy, euvironmental and econom_;_c impacts.
idtlll For phased construction projects the determination of
best available control technology BACT shall be reviewed and
modified at the discretion of· the Exect1tive Director at . a
reasonable time but no later than 1B months prior to
commencement of construction of each independent phase of the
project.
At such time the owner or operator may be required
to demonstrate the adequacy of any previous determination of
best available control technology BACT.

252:100-8-35. Air quality impact evaluation
(a) Source impact analysis (impact on NAAQS and PSD increment).
The owner or operator of the proposed source or modification shall
demonstrate that, as of the source's start-up date, allowable
emissions increase from that source or modification, in conjunction
with all other applicable emissions increases or reductions
(including secondary emissions) would not cause or contribute to
any increase in ambient concentrations that would exceed:
(1)
any NAAQS in any air quality control region; or
(2) the remaining available PSD increment for the specified
air contaminants as determined by the Director.
lQl Air quality models.
(1)
All estimates of ambient concentrations required under
this Part shall be based on the applicable air quality models,
data bases, and other requirements specified in appendix W of
40 CFR 51 (Guideline on Air Quality Models\ a~ it existed on
January 2, 2006.
(2)
Where an air quality model specified in appendix W of 40
CFR 51 (Guideline on Air Quality Models) as it existed on
January 2, 2006, is inappropriate, the model may be modified
or
another
model
substituted,
as
approved
by
the
Administrator. Such a modification or substitution of a model
mav be made on a case-by-case basis or, where appropriate, on
a oeneric basis.
Modified or substitute models shall be
submitted to the Administraror with written concurrence of the
Director. In addition, use of a modified or substituted model
must be sublect to notice and oooortunitv for public comment
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under procedures set forth in Se~. 51.10~ as it existed on
January 2~006.
(c)
Air qual i tv analys.is ._
(1) Preapplication analysis.
+atlbl Application contents Ambient air quality analysis.
Any application for a permit under this Part shall contain,
as
the Executive Director determines appropriate,
an
evaluatiolT-analysis of ambient air quality in the area that
the major stationary source or major modification would
affect for each of the following pollutants:
+Ttlil for a new source, each regulated pollutant that
it would have the potential to emit in a significant
amount;
for a ·major modification., each regulated
-tz+jjjj_
pollutant for which it would ·result in a significant net
emissions increase.
(B)
Monitoring requirements.
(i)
Non-NAAQS pollutants.
For any such pollutant for
which no NAAQS exists, the analysis sh~ll contain such
air quality monitoring data as the Director determines is
necessary to assess the ambient air quality for that
pollutant in that area.
(ii)
NAAQS pollutants.
·For visibility and . any
pollutant, other than VOC, for which a NAAQS does exist,
the analysis shall contain continuous air quality
monitoring data gathered to determine if emissions of
that pollutant would cause or contribute to a violation
of the NAAQS or any PSD increment.
(b)
Continuous monitoring data. Por visibility and any pollutant,
other than ov+olatile o:rganic compounds, fo:r which an ambient ai:r
·quality e;tanda:rd exists, the evaluation shall contain continuous
ai:r qualitjl monitoring data gathe:red to determine whethe:r emi55ions'
of that pollutant would cause o:r cont:ribute to a violation of the
applicable ambient air quality standard.
Por any such pollutant
fm:: W"hich a standard doe::; not exi5t, the monitoring data :required
shall be that which the .Executive Director-determines is necessa:ry
to assef:ls the ambie.nt air qual it}' for that pollutant in that area.
(Ame!rcfed 7 9 87, effective 8 10 87)
(c)
Increment cons'l:lmption. 'fhe evaluation shall demonstrate that,
as of the 50tl:tce' s start np date, the increase in entissions from
that sou:rce, in conj un--tion with all other applicable emiss_;_ons
in'--:reases or redu--tions of" that sou:r: ce,
will not cat1se or
cont~ ibute to any increase in ambient coucer~t:rations exceeding the
:ren,a_;_!!±ng
a\fail able
PSD
il!'--rement
for
the
specified
air
COlltaminant~ a~ dete:rn,i·ued b:y the Executive Directo.~....
(~)
Monitoring.
(1)
fTt J.Ql
Monitoring method. With respect to any requirements
for air quality monitoring of PM-10 under 252 . l GO 8 33 ('--) ( ~)
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rmd 252.100 8 J3 (L.) (5)

OAC 252:100-8-33 (e) _(1)

c:md

J . .£ L

the

owner or operator of the source or modification shall use a
monitoring methocl·. approved by the Executi-ve Director and
shall estimate the ambient concentrations of Plv'J-1 0 using the
data collected by such approved monitoring method in
accordance with estimating procedures approved by the
Executive-Director.
+z-t...illl Monitoring period. In general, 'f'he the required
continuous air monitoring data shall have been gathered-for
a time over a period of up to one year and shall represent
the year preceding submission of the application. Ambient
monitoring data collected for a time gathered over a period
shorter than one year (but no less than four months) or for
a
time
period
other than
immediately preceding the.
appl~cation may be acceptable if such data are determined by
t_he Execnti vc Director to be within the time period that
maximum pollutant concentrations would occur, and to be
complete and adequate for determining whether the source or
modification will cause or contribute to a violation of any
applicable ambient air qual: ty standard NAAQS or consume more
than the remaining available PSD increment.
~jgl

Monitoring period exceptions.
Exceptions for applications that became effective
between June 8
19 81, and February 9 r 19 8 2 .
For any

-tAt (i)

I

application which becomes became complete except as to
for the monitoring requirements of 252.100=8 35(b)
through
252 .100 8 35 (c)
.and 252 .100=8 35 (d) (2)
OAC
2 52 : 1 0 0 - 8 - 3 5 (c) ( 1 ) (B) ( i i)
and
2 52 : 1 0 0 - 8- 3 5 (c) (1) (D) ,
between June 8, 1981, and February 9, 1982, the data that
252.100=8 3S(b) and 252.100 8 35(c) :require 252:100-8
35(c)(1)(B)(ii) requires shall have been gathered over.
the period from February 9, 1981, to the date the
application becomes became otherwise complete, except
that:
+±+ill If the source or modification would have
been major for that pollutant under 40 CFR 52.21 as
in effect on June 19, 1978, any monitoring data
shall have been gathered over the period required
by those regulations.
i±±tllll If the Executive Director determines that
a
complete
and
adequate
analysis
can
be
accomplished with moni taring data over a shorter
period, not to be less than four months, the data
tha.t 2::2.100 8 35 (b) a.nd 252.100 8 35 (c) 1equi.J...e:
OAC 252:100-8-35(c) (1) IB) (ii) requires shall have
been gathered over that shorter period.
(_;_i±) (III)
If the monitoring data would relate
exclusively to ozone and would not have been
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required under 40 CFR 52.21 as in effect on June
19, 1978, the Executive Director may waive the
otherwis~, applicable
requirements of 252.100 8
35 (d) (3) (:A)
OAC 252:100-8-35 (c) (1) (E) (i)
to the
extent that the applicant shows that the monitoring
data would be unrepresentative of air quality over
a full year.
{Bt(ii) Monitoring period exception for PM-10. For any
application that becomes became complete, except o.S to
for the requirements of 252.100 8 35 (b), (c) and (d) (2)
OAC 2 52 : 1 0 0- 8-3 5 (c) (1) (B) ( i i) and 2 52 : 10 0- 8-' 3 5 (c) (1) (D)
pertaining to monitoring of PM-10, after December l,
1988~ and no later than August l,
1989, the data that
252.100 8 35 (b) and (c) :requi:re 252:100 B 35 (c) (1) (B) (ii)
requires shall have been gathered over at least the
period from August l, 1988~ to the date the application
becomes otherwise complete, except that if the Executive
Director determines that a complete CJ.nd adequate analysis
can be accomplished with monitoring data over a shorter
period (not to be less than 4 months) , the data that
252.100 8 35(b)
and
252.100 8 35(c)
252:100-8
35 (c) (1) (B) (ii) require requires shall have been gathered
over that shorter period.
# t.iEl_ . Ozone post-approval monitoring. The .application for
owner or operator of a proposed major stationary source or
major modification of -volatile organic compounds VOC ~hich
who satisfies all conditions of OAC 252:100-8-54 and 40 CFR
51, Appendix 8, Section IV as it existed on January 16, 1979;
may provide post-approval monitoring data for ozone in lieu
of providing preconstruction data as required under 252.100
-8-=-3-5 OAC 2 52 : 10 0-8-3 5 (c) (1) ..
+57-.i.ll
Post-construction monitoring.
The applicant fo:r a
permit for owner or operator of a new major stationary source
or major modification shall conduct, after construction, such
ambient monitoring and visibility monitoring as the Executive
Director determines is necessary to determine the effect its
emissions may have, or are having, on air quality in any area.
(Amended 7 9 87, effective 8 10 87)
+6+_lil
Monitoring sy st~ operation Operation of monitoring
stations.
The operation of monitoring stations for any air
quality monitoring required under this Part 7 of this
Subchapter shall meet the requirements of 40 CFR 58 Appendix
Bas it existed January 2, 2006.
(e) Air quality models.
(1)
;..ny air quality disp~:r:sion model.,ng tLat 'is .~-equi,ed
under Pa • t 7 of tl:1: s Sub.... hapte~ fc:r est: nto.te5 vf ambient
coucentrettions sball be based on the appl~.__o.ble et_;_r quetlity
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Guide1~nes

Air:
Quality -Hodels,
OAQPS 1.2 080,
B-:-B-:
Env ironmerrtcd ProtectioE Agency, Apr; 1, 197 8 turd subsequdrt
:revisions.
(2)
Where em c:tir quality--impact model specified· iII the
Guidelines on Ai:r Quality Hodels is inappropriate, tLe ntodel
may be modified o:r a11othe:r rnodel uubstituted, as approved by
the ExectJ:i::ive Director:.
Methods like those outlined in the
Horkbook for the Comparison of Air Quality Models, U. 8.
Envi:roniLtental Protection Agency, Ap:ril, 1977 and subsequent
revisions, can be used to dete:rmine tlre comparability of o.i r
quc:dity models.
(f)
ero~th anal:rsis.
Upon :request of the Executive Director the
permit application shall provide info:rmation on the nature and
. extent of any o; all general conmtercial, :residential, industrial
and othe:r g:rowth which has occu:r:red since August 7, 1977 in the
area the source or modification would ,;,.ffect.
The pe:rmit
application shall also contain an analysis of tlxe air qual.;_ty
impact p:rojected for the a:rea as a :result of gene:ral c...onrme:rcial,
:residential and othe... growth associated with the source or
modification.
(g)
Visibilit}' and other impacts analysis. The pe:rmit applice.tion
shall p:ro vide an analysis of the impe.i:rment to visibility, soils
and vegetation as a result of the source or modification.
The
Executive Directo:r may requi:re nconito:r ing of -v isib.;_lity in any
Federal Cla.ss I a:rea nea::r the proposed new stationary source or
major modification for such purposes and by such means as the
Executive Director deems necessa:ry and app:r:op:riate.
(Antended 7=9-=
87, effectice 8 10 87)
OI1

252:100-8-35.1.
Source information·
(a)
The permit application for a proposed new ma~or stationary
source or major modification sub~ect to this Part shall contain the
construction permit application content required in OAC 252:100-8
.1...,_

(b)
In addition to the requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35.l(a), the
owner or operator of a proposed new major stationary source or
major modif.ic;ation subject to this Part shall supply the following
information in the permit application.
(1) The owner or operator of a proposed source or modification
shall submit all information necessary to perform any analysis
or make any determination reauired under this Part.
(2)
The
permit
application shall
contain a
detailed
description of the system of continuous emir:;sion reduction
planned for the source or modification, emission estimates,
and any other information necessary to determine that BACT as
aoplicable would b~ apolied.
(3) Upon request of the Director, the owner or operator shall
also orovide information on:
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(A) the air quality impact of the source or modification,
includinq meteorological and topographical data necessary to
estimate such imQeyct; and
(B) the air quality impacts and the nature and extent of any
or all general commercial, residential, industria1, and other
growth which has occurred since August 7, 1977, in the area
the source or modification would affect.
252:100-8-35.2. Additional impact analyses
(a)
Growth analysis.
The permit application shall provide .an
analysis of the projected air quality impact and impairment to
visibility, soils, and vegetation as a result of the source or
modification. and general commerciaL residential, industrial, and
other growth associated with the source or modification.
(b) Visibility monitoring. The Director may require monitoring of
visibility in any Federal Class I area near the proposed new
stationary source or major modification for such purposes and by
such means as the Director deems necessary and appropriate.

f

252:100-8-36.
Source impacting Class I areas
(a)
Permits issuance
Class I area variance.
Permits may be
issued at variance to the limitations imposed on a Class I area in
comp1iance with the procedures and limitations established ip. State
and Federal Clean Air Acts~
(b)
Impact analysis required Notice to Federal Land Managers .
The. perntit application for a proposed new source or
ntodification will contain an analysis on the intpairntent of
visibility and an assessment of any anticipated adverse
intpacts on soils and vegetation in the vicinity of the source
:rest1lting front const:r uction of the sou:r ce .·
The Executive
Director shall notify the app:ropriate any affected Federal
Land Manager of the receipt of any such analysis permit

...lll_

application for a proposed major stationary source or major
modification, emissions from which may affect a Class I area.
Such notification must be made in writing within 30 days of
receipt of an application for a permit to construct and at
least 60 days prior to public hearing on the application. The
notification must and-include a complete copy of the permit
application.
The Director shall also notify any affected
Federal Land Manaoer within 30 days of receipt of any advance
notification of
such permit aoplication.
Any
analysis
pe:r formed by the Land Ho.nage:r shall be considered by the
Bx:ecntive Dire'-to, provided that the analys-is i5 filed with
the DEQ v\'it:h-in 30 days of :re'-e:pt of the applicatiou by the
Lo.nd f"lanager. Hlre' e the Exe'-ut i v c: Dire'- tor fir!d5 tL:!>.t such an
anal ysi5 do~<; uot dentou5t. o.te t0 the Sc.t i sfa'"'tiou of tl~e
Exec uti v c Directo, tlrat c.Ix adv e:r se impa .... t 011 visibility will
re""ult iL the F~de, c. 1• Cl o.ss I a' ea, tLe Exe'"'ntive Directo.l.

will,
,n
o.!!'y
not..:.cc: of public... ht:-o_riiig
ou the pc::ttlti'c
application, c:ithe:r e:xplo.in hi"" de:ci""iorr o:r gi-ve: notice as to
whc:r e
the · eX¥Jlarrat ±orr co.n be obto.ined.
Further,
upmr
presentation of good and sufficieut informatiou by a Feder~l
Land fo1o.nager, the: Executive Director may delly tbe isouance of
a
pe:r:rttit for a sou:r ce, emissions front which will adv e1. sely
inrpact areas heretofo:r e or here:e:fte:r co.tegm:: ±zed a"" Class I
a:r eo.s even though the elttissions wbuld Hot co. use the inc:r: emeut
fo:r such Class I a•eas to be exceeded.

(2)
The permit application will contain an analysis on the
impairment of visibility and an assessment of any anticipated
adverse impacts on soils and vegetation in the vicinity of the
source resulting from construction of the source.
(c)
Visibility ~nalysis.
Any analysis performed by the Federal
Land Manager shall be considered by the Director provided that ~he
analysis is filed with the DEQ w~thin 30 days of receipt of the
application by the Federal Land.Manager. Where the Director finds
that such an analysis does not demonstrate to the satisfaction of
the Director that an adverse impact on visibility will result in
the Federal Class I area, the Director will, in any notice of
public hearinq on the permit application, either explain the
decision or give notice as to where the explanation can be
-obtained.
(d)
Permit denial.
Upon presentation of good and sufficient
information by a Federal Land Manager, the Director may deny the
issuance of a permit for a source, if the emissions will adversely
impact areas categorized as Class I areas even though the emissions
would not cause the increment for such Cl as.s I areas to be
exceeded.
252:100-8-36.1.

Public participation

See OAC 252:4-7 and 0.8. §§ 27A-2-24-303 and 27A-2-14-304(B)
&

(C) .

252:100-8-36.2.
Source obligation
(a)
Obtaining and complying with preconstruction permits.

Any
owner or operator who constructs or operates a source or
modification not in accordance with the application submitted
pursuant to this Part or with the terms of anv approval to
construct, or anv owner or operator of a source or modification
subject to this Part who commences construction after the effective
date of these requlations without appl vinq for and receivinq
approval hereunder, shall be subject to appropriate enforcement
action.
(b)
Consequences of relaxation of permit requirements.
When a
source or modification becomes major solelv by virtue of a
relaxation in any enforceable permit limitation established after
Auqust 7, 1980; on the capacitv of the source or modification to
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emit a pollutant, such as a restriction on hours of operation, then
the reauirements of OAC 252:100-8, Parts 1, 3, 5, and 7 and
252:100-8-34 throuqh 252.:100-8-37 shall apply to that source or
modification as though construction had not yet commenced on it.
(c)
Requirements when using projected actual emissions.
The
following specific provisions ·apply to projects at existing
emissions units at a major stationary source (other than projects
at a source with a PAL) when the owner or operator elects to use
the method specified in (B) (i) through (iii) of the definition of
''projected actual emissions" for calculating projected actual
emissions.
(1) Before beginning actual construction of the project, the
owner or operator shall document and maintain a record of the
following information:
(A) A description of the pr6ject;
(B) Identification of the existing emissions unit(s) whose
emissions of a regulated NSR pollutant co~ld be affected by
the project;. and
(C) A description of the applicability test used to determine
that the project is not a major modification for any
regulated NSR pollutant, including the baseline actual
emissions, the projected actual emissions, the amount of
emissions ·excluded under (B) (iii) of the definition of
"projected actual emissions '1 and an explanation for why such
amount was excluded,
and any netting calculations, if
applicable.
(2) If the emissions unit is an existing EUSGU, before
beginning actual construction, the owner or operator shall
provide a copy of the information set out in OAC 252:100-B
36.2(c) (1)
to the 'Director.
Nothing. in OAC 252:100-B
36 .2 (c) (2) shall be construed to require the owner or operator
of such a unit to obtain any determination from the Director
before beginning actual construction.
(3) The owner or operator shall monitor the emissions of any
regulated NSR pollutant that could increase as a result of the
project and that is emitted by any emissions unit identified
in OAC 252:100-8-36.2 (c) (1) (B); and calculate and maintain a
record of the annual emissions, in TPY on a calendar year
basis, for a period of 5 years following resumption of regular
operations after the changer or for a period of 10 years
following resumption of regular operations after the change if
the project increases the design capacity or potential to emit
of that regulated NSR pollutant at such emissions unit.
(4) If the unit is an existing EUSGU, the owner or operator
shall submit a reoort to the Director within 60 days after the
end of each year during which records must be qenerated under
OAC
252:100-8-36.2 (c) (3)
setting out the unit's annual
emissions duri no the calendar vea_r that preceded submission of
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the report.
(5) If the unit is an existinq unit other than an EUSGU, the
owner or operator shall submit a report to the Director if the_
annual emissions, in TPY, from the project identified in OAC
252:100-8-36.2 (c) (1), exceed the baseline actual emissions (as
documented and maintained pursuant to 252:100-8-36.2 (c) (1) (C))
by an amount that is significant for that regulated NSR
pollutant,
and
if
such
emissions
differ
from
the
preconstruction projection as documented and maintained
pursuant to 252:100-8-36.2(c) (1) (C).
Such report shall be
submitted to the Director within 60 days after the end of such
year. The report shall contain the following:
(A) The name, address and telephone number of . the major
stationary source;
(B) The annual emissions as calculated pursuant to OAC
2 52 : 1 0 0 - 8 - 3 6 . 2 (c } ( 3 ) ; and
(C) Any other information that the owner or operator wishes
to include in the report (e.g., an explanation as to why the
emissions differ from the preconstruction projection).
(6) The owner or operator of the source shall make the
information required to be documented and maintained pursuant
to OAC 252:100-8-36.2(c) available for review upon request for
inspection by the Director or the general public.
(7) ·The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-34 through 252:100-8
36.2 shall apply as if construction has not yet commenced at
any time that a project is determined to be a major
modification based on any credible evidence, includino but not
limited to emissions data produced after the project is
completed.
In any such case, the owner or operator may be
subject to enforcement for failure to obtain a PSD permit
prior to beginning actual construction.
(8)
If an owner or operator materially fails to comply with
the provisions of OAC 252:100-8-36.2 (c), then the calendar
year emissions are presumed to equal the source's potential to
emit.
252:100-8-37.

Innovative control technology

(a)
An applicant for a permit for a proposed major stationary
source or major modification may request the Exe~utive Director in
writing to approve a system of innovative control technology.
(b)
The Bxecuti ve Director may determine that the innovative
control technology is permissible if:
(1) The proposed control system would not cause or contribute
to an unreasonable risk to public health, welfare or safety in
its operation or function.
(2)
The applicant agrees to achieve a level of continuous
emissions reductions equivalent to that which would have been
required for be::;t a v a.: l c.bl e· Cuut. vl tedr~L-'l ogy BACT under
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252.100-8-34 OAC 252:100-8-34(b) (1) by a date specified by the
~Director.
Such date shall not be later than 4 years
from the time of s.tart-up or 7 years from permit issuance.
(3)
The source or modification would meet the requirements
equivalent to those in Pa:rtc; 1 and 5 of thic; Subchapter and
252.100 8 36 OAC 252:100-8 34 and 252:100 8-35 (a) based on the
emissions rate that the stationary source employing the system
of innovative control technology would be required to meet on
the date specified by the Executive Director.
(4)
The source or modification would not, before the date
specified, cause or contribute to any violation of the
applicable anibient air c;tandardc; NAAQS, or impact any Class I
area or area where an applicable increment is known to be
violated.
(5)
All other applicable requirements including those for
public review participation have been met.
(6)
The provisions of OAC 252:100-8-36 (relating to Class I
areas) have been satisfied with respect to all periods during
the life of the source or modification.
(c)
The Executive Director shall withdraw approval to employ a
system of innovative control technology made under OAC 252:100-8
37, if:
(1)
The proposed syst·em fails by the specified date to
achieve the required continuous reduction rate; or,
(2) The proposed system fails before the specified date so as
to contribute to an unreasonable risk to public health,
welfare or safety; or,
(3)
The Executive Director decides at any time that the
proposed system is unlikely to achieve the required level of
control or to protect the public ~ealth, welfare or safety.
(d)
If a source or modification fails to meet the required level
of continuous emissions reduction within the specified time period,
or if the approval is withdrawn in accordance with OAC 252:100-8
37 (c), the Director may allow the source or modification ntay be
allowed up to an additional 3 years to meet the requirement for
application of best available conb:ol ted nxolog:y BACT through the
use of a demonstrated system of control.
252:100-8-38.
Actuals.PAL
l.el Incorporation bv reference.
With the exception of the
definitions in OAC 252:100-8-38(c), 40 CFR 51.166(w), Actuals PALs,
is hereby incorporated· by reference, as it ·exists on Januarv 2,
2006, and does not include any subsequent amendments or editions to
the referenced material.
(b)
Inclusion of .CFR citations and definitions. When a orovision
of 'T'i tle 4 0 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR)
is
incorporated bv reference, all citations contained therein are also
incoroorated by reference.
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_(c)
Terminology related to 40 CFR 51.166(w).
For purposes of
interfacino with 40 CFR, the following terms apply.
(1)
"Baseline- ac~ual emissions"
is synonymous with the
definition of "baseline actual emissions" in OAC 252:100-8-31.
(2)
''Building,
structure,
facility,
or installation"
is
synonymous with the definition of "buildinq, structure,
facility, or installation" in OAC 252:100-1-3.
(3)
"EPA" is synonymous with Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ') .
(4) "Major modification" is synonymous with the definition of
"major modification" in OAC 252:100-8-31.
(5) "Net emissions increase" is synonymous· with the definition
of "net emissions increase" in OAC 2.52:100-8-31.
(6) "Reviewing authority" is synonymous with ''Director".
(7)
"State .implementation . ple3:n"
is synonymous with OAC
252:100.
(8) . "V.olatile organic compound (VOC)" is synonymous with the
definition of "volatile organic compound" or "VOC" in OAC
252:100-1-3.
Severability
252:100-8-39.
If any provision of this Part, or the application of such
provision to any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the
remainder of this Part, or the application of such provision to
persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is held
invalid, shall not be affected thereby.

PART 9.

MAJOR SOURCES AFFECTING NONATTAINMENT AREAS

252:100-B-50.
Applicability
(a)
General applicability.
(1) The new EJource requirements of this Part,. in addition to
the applicable :requirements of Parts 1, . 3, and 5 of this
Subchapter, shall apply to the construction of arr-any new
major sou:rce.s and stationary source or major modifications
modification which would locate in or affecting affect a
nonattainment
area
located
in
~klahoma,
designated
nonattainment areas aEJ specified in 252 .10 0-8-51 through
252.100 8 53 under section 107 (d) (1) (A) (i) of the Act, if the
stationary source or modification is major for the pollutant
for which the area is designated nonattainment.
(2) The requirements of OAC 252:100-8, Parts 1, 3, and 5 also
apply to the construction of any new major stationary source
or major modification.
(3)
In addition, the reoui rements of a PSD review !OAC
252:100-8, Part 7) would be acplicable if anv reoulated NSR
pollutant other than the nonattainment collutant is emitted in
significant amounts by that source or modification.
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Major modification.
(1) Ma-Lor modification applicability deter:mina tion.
(A) Except aa otherwise provided in OAC 252:100-8-SO(c), and
consistent with the definition of "major modification"
contained in OAC 252:100-8-51,
a project is a major
modification for a regulated NSR pollutant if it causes two
types of emissions increases:
(i) a significant emissions increase, and
(ii) a significant net emis.sions increase.
(B) ~he project is not a major modification if it does not
cause a significant emissions increase.
If the project
causes a sianificant emissions increase, then the project is
a major modification only if it also results in a significant
net emissions increase.
(2) Calculating significant emissions increase and significant
net emissions increase. The procedure for calcul.ating whether
a significant emissions increase will occur depends upon the
type of emissions unit(s) being modified, according to OAC
252:100-8-50 (b) (3) through (5).
This is the first step in
determining if a proposed modification would be considered a
major modification.
The procedure for calculating whether a
significant net emissions increase will occur at the major
stationary source is contained in the definition of "net
emissions increase" in OAC 252:100-8-50.1 and 252:100-8-51.
This is the second step in the process of determining if a
proposed modification is a major modification.
Both steps
occur prior to the beginning of actual
construction.
Regardless of any such preconstruction projections, a major
modification results if the project causes a significant
emissions increase and a significant net emissions increase.
( 3)
Actual-to-projected-actual
applicability
test
for
oroiects that only involve existing emissions units.
A
significant emissions increase of a regulated NSR pollutant is
projected to occur if the sum of the difference between the
projected actual emissions and the baseline actual emissions,·
as applicable, for each existing emissions unit, eauals or
exceeds the amount-that is significant for that pollutant.
(4-)
Actual-to-potential test for projects that only involve
construction of a new emissions unit (s).
A significant
emissions increase of a regulated NSR pollutant is projected
to occur if the sum of the difference between the potential to
emit from each new emissions unit following completion of the
project and the baseline actual emissions of these units
before the project equals or exceeds the amount that ; s
significant ·for that pollutant.
(5) Hybrid test for projects that involve multiple tvoes of
emissions units.
A
significant emissions increase of a
reoulated NSR pollutant is orolected to occur if the sum of
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the em-issions increases for each emlSSlons· un-it, usinq the
method specified in OAC 252:100·-8-50 (b) (3)
and
(4)
as
applicable with re§pect to each emissions unit, for each type
of emissions unit ·equals or exceeds the amount that is
siqnificant for that pollutant.
For example, if a project
involves both an existing emissions unit and a new emissions
unit
the projected increase is determined by summing the
values determined using the method specified in OAC 252:100-8
~0(b) (3) for the existing unit and determined using the method
specified in 252:100-8-50(b) (4) for the new emissions unit.
(c) Plantwide applicability limitation (PAL) .
Major stationary
sources seeking to obtain or maintain a PAL shall comply with
requirements-under OAC 252:100-8-56.
r

252:100-50.1.
Incorporation by reference
Inclusion of CFR citations and definitions. When a provision
of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR) is
incorporated by reference, all citations contained therein are also
incorporated by reference.
lQl Ter.minology related to 40 CFR. When these terms are used in
rules incorporated by reference from 40 CFR, the following terms or
definitions shall apply.
(1)
"Baseline actual emissions" is synonymous with the
definition of "baseline actual emissions" in OAC 252:100-8-31.
(2)
"Building, structure, facility,
or installation'' is
synonymous with the definiti.on of "building, structure,
facility, or installation" in OAC 252:100-1-3.
(3)
"EPA" is synonymous with Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ) .
(4) "Major modification" is synonymous w.ith the definition of
"major modification" in OAC 252:100-8-51.
(5) "Net emissions increase" is synonymous with the definition
of "net emissions increase" in OAC 252:100-8-51.
(6) "Reviewing authority" is synonymous with "Director".
(7)
"Secondary emissions is synonymous with the definition of
"secondary emissions" in OAC 252:100-8-1.1.
(8)
"State implementation plan" is synonymous with OAC
252:100.
(9) "Volatile organl.c compound (VOC)" is synonymous with the
definition of "volatile orqanic compound" or "VOC" in OAC
252:100-1-3.

.i£2_

252:100-8-51.
Definitions
The definitions in 40 CFR 51 .165 (a) (1) are hereby incorporated
by reference as they exist on January 2 r 2006 r except for the.
definitions found at 40 CFR 51. 165 (a) (1) (xxxv) "bc:tseline actual
emissions' 1 ; (ii) "building, structure, facility, or installation";
(xxix) "Clean Unit"; (v) "major mod-ification"; (vi) "net emissions
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increase"; (:x-_xv)
"pollution control project (PCP) 11 ;
(xxxviii)
"reviewing authority"; (viii) "secondary emissions"; and (xix)
"volatile organic -compound
(VOC) ".
I!Vith the exception of
"pollution control project (PCP) 11 , "Clean Unit 11 , and "reviewing
authority" these terms are defined in OAC 252:100-8-31, 252:100-8
51, or 252:100-1-3.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Part, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise7~
"Actual emissions" nreaiiE5 the actual :rate of emif3E5iong of a
pollutant from an enrission5 mrit, as determined ur accordance with
the following.
(A)
In general, actual emissions as of a particular date
5hall equal the avera.ge rate in tous pe:r year at which the
unit ac;:tually emitted the pollutant during a two=year period
which p:recedes the operation.
The :reviewing authority nray
allow the use of a diffe:rent tinre period upon a dete:rruination
that it is ntore :r:epreseutati v e of normal source operation.
Actual emissions shall be calculated using the unit 1 S actual
operating hours, p:r:oduction rates, and types of materials
processed, stored, o:r conrbusted during the selected tinre
period.
Actual enris5ions may also be determined by source
tests, or by be5t eng inee:r: ing judgment in the absence of
acceptable te5t data.
(B)· The :rev ±ewing authority may presunre that source specific
allowable emissions for the unit are equivalent to the actual
emissions of the unit.
(C)
For any emissions unit which has not begun normal
operations on the particular date, actual emissions shall
equal the potential to emit of the unit on that date.
"Lowest
achievable
emissions
rate"
nrean5
the
control
technology to be applied to a nrajor source or modification which
the Director, on a ease by ease basis, determines is achievable for
a sou:r:ee based on the lowest achievable emission rate achieved.in
practice by such catego:ry of source (i.e., lowest achievable
·emission rate as defined in the Federal Clean Air Act).
"Major modification" means any physical change in,· or change
in the method of operation of, a nrajor source that wo1:1ld result in
a significant net emissions increase of any pollutant subject to
:regulation.
(A) Any physical ch2moe in, or chanoe in the method of
operation of, a major stationary source that would result in
a significant emissions increase of a regulated NSR pollutant
and a significant net emissions increase of that pollutant
from the major stationary source is a major modification.
-tkTl.il Any significant emissions increase from any emiss-ions
unit or net emissions increase at a major stationary source
that is significant for volatile orgaHie c_.Onrpomrds VOC and/or
oxides of nitroaen (NOx_)_shall be considered significant for
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ozone.
A physical change or change in the method of
operation shall not include:
+±+.ill routine maintenance, repair and replacement;
+±-±+J.l...ll use of an altc:~ nate: alternative fuel or raw
material by reason of any order under So:::ctious sections
2 (a) and (b) of the Energy Supply a.nd Environmental
Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding legislation)
or by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant
to the Federal Power Act;
(~ii) (III)
use of an alto::::rnatc: alternative fuel by
reason of an order or rule under Sc:ction section 125 of
the Pc:dc:ral Clc:an Air Act;
-t±-v-7-l.lYl use of an altc:rnatc: alternative fuel at a steam
generating unit to the extent that the fuel is generated
from municipal solid.waste;
-fv+_DLl_ trse-use of an _altc:rnatc: alternative fuel or raw
material by a source which. (I)
the source was capable
of accommodating before December 21, 1976 1 unless such
change
would
be
prohibited
under
any
federally
enforceable permit limitation condition which was
established after December 21, 1976..,-'- or,
.(II)
the
source is approved to use under any permit issued under
40 CFR 52.21 or OAC 252:100-7 or 87~
+v±TlYIL ~an increase in the hours of operation or in
the production rate unless such change would be
prohibited under any federally enforceable permit
limitation condition which was established after December

-tB+JjjJ_

21,

197 6.,.----orL

(vii) (VII)
any change in source ownership-:-~
(VIII) the installation, operation, cessation, or removal
of a temporary clean coal technology demonstration
project, provided that the oro-iect complies with OAC
252:100 and other requirements necessary· to attain and
maintain the NAAOS during the project and after it is
terminated.
(B) This definition shall not apply with respect to a
particular regulated NSR pollutant when the major stationary
source is complying with the requirements under OAC 252:100-8
56 for a PAL for that pollutant.
Instead the definition at 40
CFR 51.165 (f) (2) (viii) shall aoply.
"Major station!trj1 source" meant'!.

(A)
any ~tat~ona, y source:: of air pollutants ~vhi ~....h c:mits 1 or
has the potential to .entit 1 100 tons pe:r yc:a~ or mo:re of any
pollutant subje~t to .~.egu:ation, or,
(3)
c~u,_y
pLy ;:;ical chauge tLat wotl:ld occu, o.t a sour'--e not
qualifying under (:l'.) of this definition aS a ntajor SOU, .__e, if
the ~har"go::: would constitute a rt1ajor 5ou:rco::: b:y it;:;elf ..
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(C)
fm_ oz--c:rne-; o. sou:rce that is ltlajm: fo:r -volatile orgettt±e
compounds ot1o.ll be considered mo.j or.
"Net emissions. increase" means.
~'

(A) With respect to any regulated NSR pollutant emitted by a
major stationary source, net emissions increase shall mean 'The
the amount by which the sum of the following exceeds zero:
(i) any-the increase in a~tual emissions from a particular
physical change or change in the method of operation at a
stationary source as calculated pursuant to OAC 252:100-8
50 (b) ; and,
(ii)
any other increases and decreases in actual emission
emissions
at
the
major
stationary source
that
are
contemporaneous with the particular change a.nd are otherwise
creditable.
Baseline actual emissions for calculating
increases and decreases under (A) (ii) of this definition
shall be determined as provided in the definition of
"baseline actual emissions", except that (B) (iii) and (C) (iv)
of that definition shall not apply.
(Bf
An increase or decrease in actual emissions is
contemporaneous with the increase from the particular change
only if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the
increase from the particular change occurs.
(C) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable
only if_;_ the Dii:ector has not relied on it in issuing a pe:r:nrit
ttnder Part 9 of this Sttbchapter, · which pe:r:ntit is in effect
~he!x the increase in actttal emissions from the particttlar
change occurs.
(i) it is contemporaneous; and
(ii) the Director has not relied on it in issuing a permit
under OAC 252:100-8, Part 9. which permit is in effect when
the increase in actual emissions from the particular change
occurs.
(D) An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that the new level of actual emissions exceeds the old
level.
(E) A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that:
(i)
the old level of actual emissions or the old level of
allowable emissions, whichever is lower, exceeds the new
level of actual emissions;
(ii)
it is enforceable as a practical matter at and after
the time that actual construction on the particular change
begins;
(iii) the :reV"ie"Wing o.tttho, itx Director has not relied on it
in issuing any permit under S~c..te air qttality ~ules OAC
252:100; and,
(iv) it has approximately the same qualitative significance
for public health and welfare as that attributed to the
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increase from the particular change.
(F)
lm increase that results from a physical change at a
source occurs whe~ the emission unit on which construction
occurred becomes operational and begins to emit a particular
pollutant. Any replacement unit that requires shakedown
becomes operational after a reasonable shakedown period, not
to exceed 180 days.
(G) Paragraph 40 CFR 51.165 (a) (1) (xii) (B) of the definition of
11 actual
emissions 11 shall not appl v for determining creditable
increases and decreases or after a change.
''Significant" mean5, in reference to ..,_ net emi5sion5 increa5e
m::
the potential of a source to etuit any of the fall owiug
pollntants, a rate of emissions that wonld equo.l o:r: exceed any of
the following :rate:s.
(A)
Carbon monoxide.
10 0 tons pe:r year (tpy) ,
Nitrogen oxide<=>.
40 tpy,
(B)
(C)
Snlfur dioxide.
40 tpy,
(D)
Pa:r ticulate matter.
15 tpy of PM 10 enri""sions,
(E)
Ozone.
4 0 tpy of volatile organ_;_c compound"", o:r
Lead.
0.6 tpy.
(P)
252:100-8-51.1.

Emissions reductions and offsets.

The requirements in 40 CFR 51.165(a) (3) regarding emissions
reductions 'and offsets, except for 40 CFR 51.165(a) (3) (ii) (H) and
(I), are hereby .incorporated by reference as they exist on January
2, 2006.
252:100-8-52.

Sot1rce applicabilitl Applicability determination
for
sources
in
attainment
areas
causing
or
contributing to NAAQS violation
Proposed new sonrces and sotnce modifications to which Pa:rt 9
of, this Snbchapte:r
is
~S.pplicable
a:re determined by
size,
geographical location and type of entitted pollutants.
(1)
Size.
(A)
Pe:rmit :review will apply to sources and modifications
that emit any regnlo.ted pollntant in nrajo:r anronnts.
These
quantities a:re specified in the definition:s fo:r major
stationo.:ry sonrce, major nrodification, poter"tial to emit, net
emissions
iih.. rease,
significant,
and othe:r
associated
definitions in O:AC 252 ..100 8 51, 252.105 8=1.1, and 252.100=
-1-=-3-;

(B)
:At snch time that a particula:r sonrce o~ modification
becomes major ~:;olel :t by ci:rtne of c'- :relaxo.tion in any
enforceable pe:rn,it linritation whi....h wo.s estaLlislxed. after
August 7, 1980 on the capacity of the sour'-~ a.L.. nroJ.ificatiou
otherwise to emit el. poll uto.nt, sn'--lr <"l.s a rc:~t. :'-tiod oL h.....,u.:rs
of opero.t_;_on, then the re:qui:renre:nts of fa:tts 1, 3, 5, a.nJ_ 9
of tL_;_s SnbcLapter sLa.ll o.pply to tl~at oCJUr'--e C' .noc__;_fiu:t::: on
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as though corrst:r uction had L10t yci::: coHmteHced 011 it.
(2)
Location.
(A)
Sources~ aiid, _modificatiom:: that are tttaj or in size and
proposed for construction :111 oJr a:r eo: which hac; been
desigrrated as nonattainncent fo:r auy applicable ambient air
quality
c;tanda:rd are c;ubj ect to the requirement~ fo:r the
nmra.ttainment a:r ea, if the sou:r ce or modification ic; major
fo:r the nonattainment pollutant(c;) of that area.
(B)
In addit'ion, the requirements of a PSD review (Pa:r t 7
of this Subchapte:r)
would be applicable if any othe:r
regulated pollutant other than the nonattainnrent pollutant
is emitted in significant anrounts by that source o:r
modification.
(3)
Location in attainment or unclassifiable area but causing
or contributing to NAAQS violation.

(1)
The requirements in 40 CFR 51.165(b) regarding a source
located in an attainment or unclassifiabl e area but causing or
contributing to a NAAQS violation are hereby incorporated by
reference as they exist on January 2, 2006.
(A)
A proposed major source or nraj or modification that would
locate in an area designated attainment or unclassifiable is
considered to cause or· contribute to a violation of the
national ambient air· quality standards when such sonrce or
modification would, as a ncinimum, exceed the following
significance levels at any locality that does not o:r would
not nceet the: applicable national c;tandard.
( i)

80%-:

( I)
1. 0 p:g/m'!" annual average,
(I I)
5 p:g I m'!" 2 4 hour average,
(I II)
25 p:g/m'!" 3 hour average,
(ii)
PM 10.
(I)
1. 0 p:g/m'!" annual average,
(II)
5 p:g/m'!" 24 hour average,
(iii)
N02'.
1 . 0 vg/m~ annual average,
( i v)
co.
(I)
50 0 p:g /ttt'!" 8 hour average,
(II)
h
2 0 0 0 p:g 1I ttt~ oneour
ave rage. .
(B)
A proposed nca:i or source o:r ina:i o:r modification sub:i ect
to OAC 252.100 8 52(3) (A) ma21 reduce the intpact of its
emissions upon air qual;ty by obtaining sufficient emissions
reductions to, at a mininrunt, compensate fo:r its adv e1. se
anrbient itttpact where the proposed source o:r modification
would othe, wise cause o, cont:r i bute to a. violation of any
national alttbieut ai, quality standard.
In the absence of
such enri;::.sion :teductious, a pe:rlllit for the p ... oposed so..:..rL-e
or modificati ou shall be d~1.cied.
(C) The :tequi:remeut5 of OAC 252.100 8 52 (3) (A) and (B) shall
uot apply to & majo~ sou, ce o:r nto.jo, mod.;.ficativn with
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iBt12.1

Sources of' volatile orgaJric conrpoundc; VOC located
outside a designated ozone nonattainment area will be presumed
to have no significant impact on the designated nonattainment
area. _If ambient monitoring indicates that the area of source
location is in fact nonattainment, then the source may be
granted its permit since the area has not yet been designated
nonattainment.
+Rtlll Sources locating in an attainment area but impacting
on a nonattainment area above the significant levels listed in
OAC 252.100 8 52 (3) 252:100 8 52 (1) are exempted from the
condition of OAC 252:100-8-54(4) (A).
-tP-)-_w_
The determination whether a source or modification
will cause or contribute to a violation of an applicable
ambient air quality standard for sulfur dioxide, particulate
matter or carbon monoxide will be made on a case by case case
by-case basis as of the proposed new source's start-up date by
an atmospheric simulation model.
For sources of nitrogen
oxides the model can be used for an initial determination
assuming all the nitric oxide emitted is oxidized to nitrogen
dioxide by the time the plume reaches ground level, and the
initial concentration estimates will be adjusted if adequate
data are available to account for the expected oxidation rate.
+etl2l The determination as to whether a source would cause
or contribute.to a violation of applicable ambient air quality
standards will be made on a case by case case-by case basis as
of the new source's start-up date. Therefore, if a designated
nonattainment area is projected to be attainment as part of
the state implementation plan control strategy by the new
source start-up date, offsets would not be required if the new
source would not cause a new violation.

252:100-8-53.

Exemptions

(a)
Nonattainment a:r:ea :r:egt1irements do not apply to a partict1lar
sonrce or modification locating in or impacting on a nonattainment
area if.
(1) . The sot1rce is major by virtne of fngitive emissions, to
the extent qt1antifiable, included ±u calculating the potential
to emit and is o. sonrce othe, than one of the following
catego.Lie5.
(A)
carbon black plant5 (fn.Lno.ce procef:'ls) ,
(B)
~..-lrarcoal prodnctiou pla11ts,
a.r.~.ts

(D)

coa.l cl eo:ming pl

(E)

coke oven batteries,

(w_;_tl1 tln::.Lntal
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d:r:_ye-

5),

mo:re thc:ux 250 rrci lli on BTU pe:r hour he:at iupttt-"f
(G) fossil fuel firc:d steam ele:ct:ric plant of more: tha11-z-s-o.
million BTU per hC?ur heat irrput,
(H)
fuel conversion plc;mts,
(I)
glass fiber p:roce;ssing plants,
iron and steel mills,
(L)
kraft pulp mills,
(M)
lime: plantl5,
(N) municipal incine:r ators ca.po_ble: of charging more: than 2 50
tons of refuse per day,
(0)
petroleum :refineriel5,
(P)
petroleum 15torage and transfer unitl5 with o. total
storage exceeding 300,000 barrels,
(Q)
phosphate roc·k processing· plants,
(R)
po:rtland cement plants,
(8)
primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
(T)
primary copper smelters,
(U)
prin~ry lead sn~lters,
(V)
primary zinc smelte:rs,
(H)
seconda:ry metal productioii plants,
(X)
sintering plants,
(Y)
sulfur recove:ry plants,
(:Z) . taconite ore p:rocessing plants, or
(AA:)
any other stationary source catego:ry which, as of
August 7, 1980, is being regulated by tmPS or NBSHA:P.
(K)

1£1

The requirement in 40 CFR 51.165(a) (4) regarding exemption of
fugitive emissions in determining if a source or modification is
major are hereby incorporated by reference as they exist on January
2, 2006.
~(b)
Nonattainment area requirements do not apply to a
particular source or modification locating in or impacting on a
nonattainment area if the A-source or modification was not ~ubject
to 4 0 CFR Part 51, Appendix S (emission offset interpretative
ruling) as in effect it existed on January 16, 1979-'- and the
source:
Obtained obtained all final federal and state
construction permits-· before August 7, 198 0;
-tBtl£L Contmei:(ced commenced construction within 18 months from
August 7, 1980-'- or any earlier time required by the State
Implementation Plan; and,
+etlll B±d-did not discontinue construction for a period of
18 months or more and completed construction within .a
reasonable time.
ibtl£1
Secondary emissions are excluded in determining the
potential to emit (see de fin: tioL of "potential to emit
iu
2~2.100 8 1.1)
However,
upon determination of the Bxccutiv~
·Director, if a source is subject to the requirements on the basis
II
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of its direct emissions, the applicc:tble requiren1ents must also be
met for secondary emissions but the source would be exempt from the
conditions of 252.lG-o 8~52(3) (F) OAC 252:100 8-52(4) and252:100-8
54 (1) through 252:100-8.:.54 (3)
Also, the indirect impacts of
mobile sources are excluded.
+e+-Jill
As
specified
in the
applicable definitions,
the
requirements of Part 7 for PSD and Part 9 for nonattainment areas
of this Subchapter are not applicable to a modification if the
existing source was not major on August 7, 1980.£.. unless the
proposed addition to the existing minor source is major in its own
right.
252:100-8-54.

Requirements for sources located in nonattainment
areas

In the event a major source or modification would be
constructed in an area designated as nonattainment for a pollutant
for which the source or modification is major, approval shall be
granted only if the following conditions are met:
(1)
The new source must demonstrate that it has applied
control technology which the Executive Director, on a case by
case case by case basis, determines is achievable for a source
based on the lowest achievable emission rate (LAER) achieved
in practice by such category of source
(i.e.,
lowest
achievable emission rate as defined in the Act) .
(2)
If the Executive Director determines that imposition of
an enforceable numerical emission standard is infeasible due
to technological or economic limitations on measurement
·methodology, a design, equipment, work practice or operational
standard, or combination thereof, may be prescribed as the
emiasion limitation rate.
(3) The owner or operator of the new source must demonstrate
that all other major sources owned or operated by such person
in Oklahoma are in compliance, or are meeting all steps on a
schedule for compliance, with all applicable limitations and
standards under Oklahoma and Federal Clean Air Acts.
(4) The owner or operator of the new source must demonstrate
that upon commencing operations:
(A)
The emissions from the proposed source and all other
sources permitted in the area do not exceed the planned
growth allowable for the area designated in the State
Implementation Plan; or,
(B)
The total allowable emissions from existing sources in
the region and the emissions from the proposed source will
be sufficiently less than the total emissions from existing
sources allowed under the State Implementation Plan at the
date of construction permit application so as to represent
further progress toward attainment or maintenance of the
ambient air quality standards in the problem area.
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(5) The m~m.er or operator may present with the application an
analysis of alternate sites 1 sizes and production processes
for such propo~ed~?urce.
252:100-8-55.
Source obligation
(a)
Construction per.rnits required.
An owner or operator shall
obtain a construction permit prior to commencing construction of a
new major stationary source or major modification.
(b) Responsibility to comply and the consequences of relaxation of
permit conditions.
The requirements in 40 CFR 51~165(a) (5)
regarding the responsibility to comply with applicable local State
or Federal law and the consequences of becoming a major source by
virtue of a relaxation in any enforcement limitation are hereby
incorporated by reference as they exist on January 2, 2006.
(c) Requirements when using projected actual emissions.
(1) The specific provisions in 40 CFR 51.165 (a) (6) (i) through
(v) shall apply to projects at existing emissions units at a
major stationary source (other than projects at a source with
a PAL) when the owner or operator elects to use the methods
specified in the definition of 11 proj ected actual emissions 11 at
40 CFR 51.165(a) (xxviii) (B) (1) through (3) (as they exist on
January 2, 2006) for calculating projected actual emissions.
(2)
The requirements in 40 CFR 51.165 (a) (6) (i) through (v)
are hereby incorporated by reference as they exist on January
2, 2006.
(d) Availability of information.
The requirements in 40 CFR
51.165 (a) (7) regarding availability of information required to
document the use of projected actual emissions for determining if
a project is a major modification are hereby incorporated by
reference as they exist on January 2, 2006.
252:100-8-56.
Actuals PAL
The requirements in 40 CFR 51.165(f) regarding actuals PAL
except for the terminology contained in OAC 252:100-8-50.1(b), are
hereby incorporated by reference as they exist on January 2, 2006.
252:100-8-57.
Severability
If· a.-hy provision of this Part, or the application of such
provision· to any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the
remainder of this Part, or the application of such provision to
oersons or circumstances other than those as to which it is held
invalid, shall not be affected thereby.
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Legal Authority

Legal Authori9'
27 A O.S. §2-5-105 designates DEQ as the administrative agency for the Oklahoma Clean
Air Act (CAA). DEQ's Air Quality Division (AQD) handles the statutory authorities and
responsibilities concerning air qualicyunder OAC 252:4-1-3(c). The AQD has the authority to carry
out all duties, requirements, and responsibilities necessary and proper for the implementation ofthe
Oklahoma CAA and fulfilling the requirements ofthe federal CAA under 27A O.S. §§ 1-3-101 (B)(8),
2-3-10l(E)(l), and 2-5-105. Upon recommendation of the Air Quality Advisory Council, the
Environmental Quality Board has the authority under Oklahoma statutory law 27A O.S. §2-5-106
to adopt air quality regulations for DEQ. DEQ has the authority under Oklahoma law to:
•

Enforce those regulations and orders ofDEQ [27A O.S. §§2-5-105(4) and2-5-110];

•-

Maintain and update an inventory of air emissions from stationary sources
[27A O.S. §2-5-105(19)];

•

Establish a permitting program [27A O.S. §2-5-1 05(2)]; and

•

Carry out all other duties, requirements and responsibilities necessary and proper for
the implementation of the Oklahoma CAA and the fulfillment of the requirements
ofthe federal CAA [27A O.S. §§2-5-105(22)].

Specifically, the Environmental Quality Board and DEQ have the existing authority to:
•

Adopt emissions standards and regulations to implement the Oklahoma CAA and
fulfill requirements ofthe federal CAA [27A O.S. §§2-2-104, 2-5-105, 2-5-106,
2-5-107, and 2-5-114];

•

Enforce the relevant laws, regulations, standards, orders and compliance schedules
authorized by the Oklahoma CAA [27A O.S. §§2-5-105(4) and 2-5-110], and seek
injunctive relief when necessary [27 A O.S. §§2-5-105(14) and 2-5-117(A)];

•

Abate pollutant emissions on evidence that the source is presenting an immediate,
imminent and substantial endangermentto human health [27A O.S. §2-5-105(15)];

•

Prevent construction, modification, or operation of a source in violation of the
requirement to have a permit, or in violation of any substantive provision or
condition of any permit issued pursuant to the Oklahoma CAA
[27AO.S.§2-5-117(A)(2)];

•

Obtain information necessary to determine compliance [27A O.S. §§2-5-105(17),
(18)];

•

Require recordkeeping, make inspections, and conduct tests [27A O.S.
§2-5-105(17)];

•

Require the installation, maintenance and use of monitors and require emissions
reports of owners or operators [27A O.S. §2-5-112(B)(5)]; and

•

Make emissions data available to the public [51 O.S. §§24A.l through 24A.27].

The following pages contain copies of these referenced statutes.

§27A-1-3-101. State environmental agencies - Jurisdictional areas of environmental·
responsibilities.
A. The provisions of this section specify the jurisdictional areas of responsibility for each
state environmental agency ap.d state agencies with limited environmental responsibility. The
jurisdictional areas of environmental responsibility specified in this section shall be in addition to
those otherwise provided by law and assigned to the specific state environmental agency;
provided that any rule, interagency agreement or executive order enacted or entered into prior to
the effective date of this section which conflicts with the assignment of jurisdictional
environmental responsibilities specified by this section is hereby superseded. The provisions of
this subsection shall not nullify any financial obligation arising from services rendered pursuant
to any interagency agreement or executive order entered into prior to July 1, 1993, nor nullify
any obligations or agreements with private persons or parties entered into with any state
environmental agency before July 1, 1993.
B. Department of Environmental Quality. The Department of Environmental Quality
shall have the following jurisdictional areas of environmental responsibility:
1. All point source discharges of pollutants and storm water to waters of the state which
originate from municipal, industrial, commercial, mining, transportation and utilities,
construction, trade, real estate and finance, services, public administration, manufacturing and
other sources, facilities and activities, except as provided in subsections D and E of this section;
2. All nonpoint source discharges and pollution except as provided in subsections D, E
and F of this section;
3. Technical lead agency for point source, nonpoint source and storm water pollution
control programs funded under Section 106 ofthe federal Clean Water Act, for areas within the
Department's jurisdiction as provided in this subsection;
4. Surface water and groundwater quality and protection and water quality certifications;
5. Waterworks and wastewater works operator certification;
6. Public and private water supplies;
7. Underground injection control pursuant to the federal Safe Drinking Water Act and 40
CFR Parts 144 through 148, except for:
a.
Class II injection wells,
b.
Class V injection wells utilized in the remediation of groundwater
associated with underground or aboveground storage tanks regulated by the
Corporation Commission,
c.
those wells used for the recovery, injection or disposal of mineral brines as
defined in the Oklahoma Brine Development Act regulated by the
Commission, and
d.
any aspect of any C02 sequestration facility, including any associated C02
injection well, over which the Commission is given jurisdiction pursuant to
the Oklahoma Carbon Capture and Geologic Sequestration Act;
8. Notwithstanding any other provision in this section or other environmental jurisdiction
statute, sole and exclusive jurisdiction for air quality under the federal Clean Air Act and
applicable state law, except for indoor air quality and asbestos as regulated for worker safety by
the federal Occupational Safety and Health Act and by Chapter 11 of Title 40 of the Oklahoma
Statutes;
9. Hazardous waste and solid waste, including industrial, commercial and municipal
waste;

10. Superfund responsibilities of the state under the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 and amendments thereto, except the planning
requirements of Title III of the Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization Act of 1986;
11. Radioactive waste_ and ,!lll regulatory activities for the use of atomic energy and
sources of radiation except for the use of sources of radiation by diagnostic x-ray facilities;
12. Water, waste, and wastewater treatment systems including, but not limited to, septic
tanks or other public or private waste disposal systems;
13. Emergency response as specified by law;
14. Environmental laboratory services and laboratory certification;
15. Hazardous substances other than branding, package and labeling requirements;
16. Freshwater wellhead protection;
17.
Groundwater protection for activities subject to the jurisdictional areas of
environmental responsibility of the Department;
18.
Utilization and enforcement of Oklahoma Water Quality Standards and
implementation documents;
19. Environmental regulation of any entity or activity, and the prevention, control and
abatement of any pollution, not subject to the specific statutory authority of another state
environmental agency;
20. Development and maintenance of a computerized information system relating to water
quality pursuant to Section 1-4-1 07 of this title; and
21. Development and promulgation of a Water Quality Standards Implementation Plan
pursuant to Section 1-1-202 of this title for its jurisdictional area of environmental responsibility.
C. Oklahoma Water Resources Board. The Oklahoma Water Resources Board shall have
the following jurisdictional areas of environmental responsibility:
1. Water quantity including, but not limited to, water rights, surface water and
underground water, planning, and interstate stream compacts;
2. Weather modification;
3. Dam safety;
4. Flood plain management;
5. State water/wastewater loans and grants revolving fund and other related financial aid
programs;
6. Administration of the federal State Revolving Fund Program including, but not limited
to, making application for and receiving capitalization grant awards, wastewater prioritization for
funding, technical project reviews, environmental review process, and financial review and
administration;
7. Water well drillers/pump installers licensing;
8. Technical lead agency for clean lakes eligible for funding under Section 314 of the
federal Clean Water Act or other applicable sections of the federal Clean Water Act or other
subsequent state and federal clean lakes programs; administration of a state program for
assessing, monitoring, studying and restoring Oklahoma lakes with administration to include, but
not be limited to, receipt and expenditure of funds from federal, state and private sources for
clean lakes and implementation of a volunteer monitoring program to assess and monitor state
water resources, provided such funds from federal Clean Water Act sources are administered and
disbursed by the Office of the Secretary of Environment;
9. Statewide water quality standards and their accompanying use support assessment
protocols, anti-degradation policy and implementation, and policies generally affecting

Oklahoma Water Quality Standards application and implementation including but not limited to
mixing zones, low flows and variances or any modification or change thereof pursuant to Section
1085.30 ofTitle 82 ofthe Oklahoma Statutes;
10.
Groundwater prQtecti<lP. for activities subject to the jurisdictional areas of
environmental responsibility of the Board;
11. Development and promulgation of a Water Quality Standards Implementation Plan
pursuant to Section 1-1-202 of this title for its jurisdictional area of environmental responsibility;
12. Development of classifications and identification of permitted uses of groundwater, in
recognized water rights, and associated groundwater recharge areas;
13. Establishment and implementation of a statewide beneficial use monitoring program
for waters of the state in coordination with the other state environmental agencies;
14. Coordination with other state environmental agencies and other public entities of
water resource investigations conducted by the federal United States Geological Survey for water
quality and quantity monitoring in the state; and
15. Development and submission of a report concerning the status of water quality
monitoring in this state pursuant to Section 1-1-202 of this title.
D. Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, Food, and Forestry.
1. The Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, Food, and Forestry shall have the following
jurisdictional areas of environmental responsibility except as provided in paragraph 2 of this
subsection:
a.
point source discharges and nonpoint source runoff from agricultural crop
production, agricultural services, livestock production, silviculture, feed
yards, livestock markets and animal waste,
b.
pesticide control,
c.
forestry and nurseries,
d.
fertilizer,
e.
facilities which store grain, feed, seed, fertilizer and agricultural chemicals,
f.
dairy waste and wastewater associated with milk production facilities,
g.
groundwater protection for activities subject to the jurisdictional areas of
environmental responsibility of the Department,
h.
utilization and enforcement of Oklahoma Water Quality Standards and
implementation documents,
1.
development and promulgation of a Water Quality Standards
Implementation Plan pursuant to Section 1-1-202 of this title for its
jurisdictional areas of environmental responsibility, and
J.
storm water discharges for activities subject to the jurisdictional areas of
environmental responsibility of the Department.
2. In addition to the jurisdictional areas of environmental responsibility specified in
subsection B of this section, the Department of Environmental Quality shall have environmental
jurisdiction over:
commercial manufacturers of fertilizers, grain and feed products,
a.
(1)
and chemicals, and over manufacturing of food and kindred
products, tobacco, paper, lumber, wood, textile mill and other
agricultural products,
slaughterhouses, but not including feedlots at these facilities, and
(2)
aquaculture and fish hatcheries,
(3)

including, but not limited to, discharges of pollutants and storm water to
waters of the state, surface impoundments and land application of wastes
and sludge, and other pollution originating at these facilities, and
b.
facilities ~hich store grain, feed, seed, fertilizer, and agricultural chemicals
that are required by federal NPDES regulations to obtain a permit for storm
water discharges shall only be subject to the jurisdiction of the Department
of Environmental Quality with respect to such storm water discharges.
E. Corporation Commission.
1. The Corporation Commission is hereby vested with exclusive jurisdiction, power and
authority, and it shall be its duty to promulgate and enforce rules, and issue and enforce orders
governing and regulating:
a.
the conservation of oil and gas,
b.
field operations for geologic and geophysical exploration for oil, gas and
brine, including seismic survey wells, stratigraphic test wells and core test
wells,
c.
the exploration, drilling, development, producing or processing for oil and
gas on the lease site,
d.
the exploration, drilling, development, production and operation of wells
used in connection with the recovery, injection or disposal of mineral
brines,
e.
reclaiming facilities only for the processing of salt water, crude oil, natural
gas condensate and tank bottoms or basic sediment from crude oil tanks,
pipelines, pits and equipment associated with the exploration, drilling,
development, producing or transportation of oil or gas,
f.
underground injection control pursuant to the federal Safe Drinking Water
Act and 40 CFR Parts 144 through 148, of:
(1)
Class II injection wells,
(2)
Class V injection wells utilized in the remediation of groundwater
associated with underground or aboveground storage tanks regulated
by the Commission,
(3)
those wells used for the recovery, injection or disposal of mineral
brines as defined in the Oklahoma Brine Development Act, and
any aspect of any C02 sequestration facility, including any
(4)
associated C02 injection well, over which the Commission is given
jurisdiction pursuant to the Oklahoma Carbon Capture and Geologic
Sequestration Act.
Any substance that the United States Environmental Protection Agency
allows to be injected into a Class II well may continue to be so injected,
g.
tank farms for storage of crude oil and petroleum products which are
located outside the boundaries of refineries, petrochemical manufacturing
plants, natural gas liquid extraction plants, or other facilities which are
subject to the jurisdiction of the Department of Environmental Quality with
regard to point source discharges,
h.
the construction and operation of pipelines and associated rights-of-way,
equipment, facilities or buildings used in the transportation of oil, gas,
petroleum, petroleum products, anhydrous ammonia or mineral brine, or in

the treatment of oil, gas or mineral brine during the course of transportation
but not including line pipes in any:
natural gas liquids extraction plant,
(1)
re~finery~
(2)
(3)
reclaiming facility other than for those specified within
subparagraph e of this subsection,
(4)
mineral brine processing plant, and
(5)
petrochemical manufacturing plant,
1.
the handling, transportation, storage and disposition of saltwater, mineral
brines, waste oil and other deleterious substances produced from or
obtained or used in connection with the drilling, development, producing
and operating of oil and gas wells, at:
(1)
any facility or activity specifically listed in paragraphs 1 and 2 of
this subsection as being subject to the jurisdiction of the
Commission, and
(2)
other oil and gas extraction facilities and activities,
j.
spills of deleterious substances associated with facilities and activities
specified in paragraph 1 of this subsection or associated with other oil and
gas extraction facilities and activities,
k.
subsurface storage of oil, natural gas and liquefied petroleum gas in
geologic strata,
1.
groundwater protection for activities subject to the jurisdictional areas of
environmental responsibility of the Commission,
m.
utilization and enforcement of Oklahoma Water Quality Standards and
implementation documents, and
n.
development and promulgation of a Water Quality Standards
Implementation Plan pursuant to Section 1-1-202 of this title for its
jurisdictional areas of environmental responsibility.
2. The exclusive jurisdiction, power and authority of the Commission shall also extend to
the construction, operation, maintenance, site remediation, closure and abandonment of the
facilities and activities described in paragraph 1 of this subsection.
3. When a deleterious substance from a Commission-regulated facility or activity enters a
point source discharge of pollutants or storm water from a facility or activity regulated by the
Department of Environmental Quality, the Department shall have sole jurisdiction over the point
source discharge of the commingled pollutants and storm water from the two facilities or
activities insofar as Department-regulated facilities and activities are concerned.
4. For purposes of the federal Clean Water Act, any facility or activity which is subject to
the jurisdiction of the Commission pursuant to paragraph 1 of this subsection and any other oil
and gas extraction facility or activity which requires a permit for the discharge of a pollutant or
storm water to waters of the United States shall be subject to the direct jurisdiction of the federal
Environmental Protection Agency and shall not be required to be permitted by the Department of
Environmental Quality or the Commission for such discharge.
5. The Commission shall have jurisdiction over:
a.
underground storage tanks that contain antifreeze, motor oil, motor fuel,
gasoline, kerosene, diesel, or aviation fuel and that are not located at
refineries or at the upstream or intermediate shipment points of pipeline

operations, including, but not limited to, tanks from which these materials
are dispensed into vehicles, or tanks used in wholesale or bulk distribution
activities, as well as leaks from pumps, hoses, dispensers, and other
ancillary ,equip,Pent associated with the tanks, whether above the ground or
below; provided, that any point source discharge of a pollutant to waters of
the United States during site remediation or the off-site disposal of
contaminated soil, media, or debris shall be regulated by the Department of
Environmental Quality,
b.
aboveground storage tanks that contain antifreeze, motor oil, motor fuel,
gasoline, kerosene, diesel, or aviation fuel and that are not located at
refineries or at the upstream or intermediate shipment points of pipeline
operations, including, but not limited to, tanks from which these materials
are dispensed into vehicles, or tanks used in wholesale or bulk distribution
activities, as well as leaks from pumps, hoses, dispensers, and other
ancillary equipment associated with the tanks, whether above the ground or
below; provided, that any point source discharge of a pollutant to waters of
the United States during site remediation or the off-site disposal of
contaminated soil, media, or debris shall be regulated by the Department of
Environmental Quality, and
c.
the Petroleum Storage Tank Release Environmental Cleanup Indemnity
Fund, the Oklahoma Petroleum Storage Tank Release Indemnity Program,
and the Oklahoma Leaking Underground Storage Tank Trust Fund.
6. The Department of Environmental Quality shall have sole jurisdiction to regulate the
transportation, discharge or release of deleterious substances or solid or hazardous waste or other
pollutants from rolling stock and rail facilities. The Department of Environmental Quality shall
not have any jurisdiction with respect to pipeline transportation of carbon dioxide.
7. The Department of Environmental Quality shall have sole environmental jurisdiction
for point and nonpoint source discharges of pollutants and storm water to waters of the state
from:
a.
refineries, petrochemical manufacturing plants and natural gas liquid
extraction plants,
b.
manufacturing of equipment and products related to oil and gas,
c.
bulk terminals, aboveground and underground storage tanks not subject to
the jurisdiction of the Commission pursuant to this subsection, and
d.
other facilities, activities and sources not subject to the jurisdiction of the
Commission or· the Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, Food, and
Forestry as specified by this section.
8. The Department of Environmental Quality shall have sole environmental jurisdiction to
regulate air emissions from all facilities and sources subject to operating permit requirements
under Title V of the federal Clean Air Act as amended.
F. Oklahoma Conservation Commission. The Oklahoma Conservation Commission shall
have the following jurisdictional areas of environmental responsibility:
1. Soil conservation, erosion control and nonpoint source management except as otherwise
provided by law;
2. Monitoring, evaluation and assessment of waters to determine the condition of streams
and rivers being impacted by nonpoint source pollution. In carrying out this area of

responsibility, the Oklahoma Conservation Commission shall serve as the technical lead agency
for nonpoint soillce categories as defined in Section 319 of the federal Clean Water Act or other
subsequent federal or state nonpoint source programs, except for activities related to industrial
and municipal storm water or f1.S oth!rwise provided by state law;
3. Wetlands strategy;
4. Abandoned mine reclamation;
5. Cost-share program for land use activities;
6. Assessment and conservation plan development and implementation in watersheds of
clean lakes, as specified by law;
7. Complaint data management;
8. Coordination of environmental and natural resources education;
9. Federal upstream flood control program;
10.
Groundwater protection for activities subject to the jurisdictional areas of
environmental responsibility of the Commission;
11. Development and promulgation of a Water Quality Standards Implementation Plan
pursuant to Section 1-1-202 of this title for its jurisdictional areas of environmental
responsibility;
12. Utilization of Oklahoma Water Quality Standards and Implementation documents; and
13. Verification and certification of carbon sequestration pursuant to the Oklahoma
Carbon Sequestration Enhancement Act. This responsibility shall not be superseded by the
Oklahoma Carbon Capture and Geologic Sequestration Act.
G. Department of Mines. The Department of Mines shall have the following jurisdictional
areas of environmental responsibility:
1. Mining regulation;
2. Mining reclamation of active mines;
3.
Groundwater protection for activities subject to the jurisdictional areas of
environmental responsibility of the Commission; and
4. Development and promulgation of a Water Quality Standards Implementation Plan
pursuant to Section 1-1-202 of this title for its jurisdictional areas of responsibility.
H. Department of Wildlife Conservation. The Department of Wildlife Conservation shall
have the following jurisdictional areas of environmental responsibilities:
1. Investigating wildlife kills;
2. Wildlife protection and seeking wildlife damage claims; and
3. Development and promulgation of a Water Quality Standards Implementation Plan
pursuant to Section 1-1-202 of this title for its jurisdictional areas of environmental
responsibility.
I. Department of Public Safety. The Department of Public Safety shall have the following
jurisdictional areas of environmental responsibilities:
1. Hazardous waste, substances and material transportation inspections as authorized by
the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act; and
2. Inspection and audit activities of hazardous waste and materials carriers and handlers as
authorized by the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act.
J. Department of Labor. The Department of Labor shall have the following jurisdictional
areas of environmental responsibility:
1. Regulation of asbestos in the workplace pursuant to Chapter 11 of Title 40 of the
Oklahoma Statutes;

2. Asbestos monitoring in public and private buildings; and
3. Indoor air quality as regulated under the authority of the Oklahoma Occupational
Health and Safety Standards Act, except for those indoor air quality tssues specifically
authorized to be regulated by ~oth~ agency.
Such programs shall be a function of the Department's occupational safety and health
jurisdiction.
K. Oklahoma Department of Emergency Management. The Oklahoma Department of
Emergency Management shall have the following jurisdictional areas of environmental
responsibilities:
1. Coordination of all emergency resources and activities relating to threats to citizens'
lives and property pursuant to the Oklahoma Emergency Resources Management Act of 1967;
2. Administer and enforce the planning requirements of Title III of the Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 and develop such other emergency operations
plans that will enable the state to prepare for, respond to, recover from and mitigate potential
environmental emergencies and disasters pursuant to the Oklahoma Hazardous Materials
Planning and Notification Act;
3. Administer and conduct periodic exercises of emergency operations plans provided for
in this subsection pursuant to the Oklahoma Emergency Resources Management Act of 1967;
4. Administer and facilitate hazardous materials training for state and local emergency
planners and first responders pursuant to the Oklahoma Emergency Resources Management Act
of1967; and
5. Maintain a computerized emergency information system allowing state and local access
to information regarding hazardous materials' location, quantity and potential threat.
Added by Laws 1992, c. 398, § 6, eff. July 1, 1993. Amended by Laws 1993, c. 145, § 11, eff.
July 1, 1993. Renumbered from§ 6 of this title by Laws 1993, c. 145, § 359, eff. July 1, 1993.
Amended by Laws 1993, c. 324, § 6, eff. July 1, 1993; Laws 1994, c. 140, § 24, eff. Sept. 1,
1994; Laws 1997, c. 217, § 1, eff. July 1, 1997; Laws 1999, c. 413, § 4, eff. Nov. 1, 1999; Laws
2000, c. 364, § 1, emerg. eff. June 6, 2000; Laws 2002, c. 397, § 1, eff. Nov. 1, 2002; Laws
2004, c. 100, § 2, eff. July 1, 2004; Laws 2004, c. 430, § 11, emerg. eff. June 4, 2004; Laws
2009, c. 429, § 8, emerg. eff. June 1, 2009.
§27A-2-2-104. Board rules incorporating by reference federal provisions - No effect on
rules from subsequent changes in federal provisions.
Insofar as permitted by law and upon recommendation from the appropriate Council, rules
promulgated by the Environmental Quality Board may incorporate a federal statute or regulation
by reference. Any Board rule which incorporates a federal provision by reference incorporates
the language of the federal provision as it existed at the time of the incorporation by reference.
Any subsequent modification, repeal or invalidation of the federal provision shall not be deemed
to affect the incorporating Board rule.
Added by Laws 1994, c. 353, § 3, eff. July 1, 1994.
§27A-2-3-101. Creation - Powers and duties - Disclosure of interests - Employee
classification - Programs - Departmental offices and divisions - Annual report 
Environmental Quality Report - Environmental services contracts.
A. There is hereby created the Department of Environmental Quality.

B. Within its jurisdictional areas of environmental responsibility, the Department of
Environmental Quality, through its duly designated employees or representatives, shall have the
power and duty to:
1. Perform such duties as required by law; and
2. Be the official agency of the State of Oklahoma, as designated by law, to cooperate with
federal agencies for point source pollution, solid waste, hazardous materials, pollution,
Superfund, water quality, hazardous waste, radioactive waste, air quality, drinking water
supplies, wastewater treatment and any other program authorized by law or executive order.
C. Any employee of the Department in a technical, supervisory or administrative position
relating to the review, issuance or enforcement of permits pursuant to this Code who is an owner,
stockholder, employee or officer of, or who receives compensation from, any corporation,
partnership, or other business or entity which is subject to regulation by the Department of
Environmental Quality shall disclose such interest to the Executive Director. Such disclosure
shall be submitted for Board review and shall be made a part of the Board minutes available to
the public. This subsection shall not apply to financial interests occurring by reason of an
employee's participation in the Oklahoma State Employees Deferred Compensation Plan or
publicly traded mutual funds.
D. The Executive Director, Deputy Director, and all other positions and employees ofthe
Department at the Division Director level or higher shall be in the unclassified service.
E.
The following programs are hereby established within the Department of
Environmental Quality:
1. An air quality program which shall be responsible for air quality;
2. Water programs which shall be responsible for water quality, including, but not limited
to point source and nonpoint source pollution within the jurisdiction of the Department, public
and private water supplies, public and private wastewater treatment, water protection and
discharges to waters of the state;
3. Land protection programs which shall be responsible for hazardous waste, solid waste,
radiation, and municipal, industrial, commercial and other waste within its jurisdictional areas of
environmental responsibility pursuant to Section 1-3-101 of this title; and
4. Special projects and services programs which shall be responsible for duties related to
planning, interagency coordination, technical assistance programs, laboratory services and
laboratory certification, recyCling, education and dissemination of information.
F. Within the Department there are hereby created:
1. The complaints program which shall be responsible for intake processing, investigation,
mediation and conciliation of inquiries and complaints received by the Department and which
shall provide for the expedient resolution of complaints within the jurisdiction of the
Department; and
2. The customer assistance program which shall be responsible for advising and providing
to licensees, permittees and those persons representing businesses or those persons associated
with and representing local political subdivisions desiring a license or permit, the necessary
forms and the information necessary to comply with the Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code.
The customer assistance program shall coordinate with other programs of the Department to
assist businesses and municipalities in complying with state statutes and rules governing
environmental areas.

The customer assistance program shall also be responsible for advising and providing
assistance to persons desiring information concerning the Department's rules, laws, procedures,
licenses or permits, and forms used to comply with the Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code.
G. The Department sh~ll be responsible for holding administrative hearings as defined in
Section 2-1-102 of this title and shall provide support services related to them, including, but not
limited to, giving required notices, maintaining the docket, scheduling hearings, and maintaining
legal records.
H. 1. The Department shall prepare and submit an annual report assessing the status of the
Department's programs to the Board, the Governor, the President Pro Tempore of the State
Senate, and the Speaker of the Oklahoma House of Representatives by January 1 of each year.
The annual status report shall include: the number of environmental inspections made within the
various regulatory areas under the Department's jurisdiction; the number of permit applications
submitted within the various regulatory areas under the Department's jurisdiction; the number of
permits issued within the various regulatory areas under the Department's jurisdiction; the
number and type of complaints filed with the Department; the number of resolved and
unresolved Department complaints; a list of any permits and complaints which failed to be either
completed or resolved within the Department's established time frames and an explanation of
why the Department was unable to meet said time frames; the number and kinds of services
provided corporations, businesses, cities, towns, schools, citizen groups and individuals by the
customer assistance programs; a summary of the Department's environmental education efforts;
the number and type of administrative hearings held and their outcomes; a detailed description of
any promulgated and pending emergency or permanent rules requested by the Department and
the current status of pending rules within the rulemaking process; the number of notices of
violations issued by the Department within the various regulatory areas under its jurisdiction; the
amount of penalties collected by the Department within the various regulatory areas under its
jurisdiction; and any other information which the Department believes is pertinent.
2. Beginning January 1, 1995, and on or before January 1 of every year thereafter, the
Department shall prepare an Oklahoma Environmental Quality Report which outlines the
Department's annual needs for providing environmental services within its jurisdictional areas.
The report shall reflect any new federal mandates and any state statutory or constitutional
changes recommended by the Department within its jurisdictional areas. The Oklahoma
Environmental Quality Report shall be reviewed, amended, and approved by the Board. The
Department shall transmit an approved copy of the Oklahoma Environmental Quality Report to
the Governor, President Pro Tempore of the State Senate, and Speaker of the House of
Representatives.
3. The Executive Director shall establish such divisions and such other programs and
offices as the Executive Director may determine necessary to implement and administer
programs and functions within the jurisdiction of the Department pursuant to the Oklahoma
Environmental Quality Code.
I. 1. The Department may contract with other governmental entities to provide
environmental services. Such contracts may include duties related to providing information to
the public regarding state environmental services, resources, permitting requirements and
procedures based upon the ability, education and training of state environmental agency
employees.
2. The Department, in conjunction with the state environmental agencies, may develop a
program for the purpose of training government employees to provide any needed environmental

services; provided, that the investigation of complaints regarding, or inspections of, permitted
sites or facilities shall not be performed by employees of other agencies, unless otherwise
authorized by law.
Added by Laws 1992, c. 398,_§ 9, i€ ff. Jan. 1, 1993. Amended by Laws 1993, c. 145, § 16, eff.
July 1, 1993. Renumbered from§ 9 of this title by Laws 1993, c. 145, § 359, eff. July 1, 1993.
Amended by Laws 1993, c. 324, § 5, eff. July 1, 1993; Laws 1995, c. 246, § 1, eff. Nov. 1, 1995;
Laws 2002, c. 139, § 1, emerg. eff. April29, 2002.

§27A-2-5-105. Administrative agency- Powers and duties.
The Department of Environmental Quality is hereby designated the administrative agency
for the Oklahoma Clean Air Act for the state. The Department is empowered to:
1. Establish, in accordance with its provisions, those programs specified elsewhere in the
Oklahoma Clean Air Act;
2. Establish, in accordance with the Oklahoma Clean Air Act, a permitting program for
the state which will contain the flexible source operation provisions required by Section
502(b)(10) of the Federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990;
3. Prepare and develop a general plan for proper air quality management in the state in
accordance with the Oklahoma Clean Air Act;
4. Enforce rules of the Board and orders ofthe Department and the Council;
5. Advise, consult and cooperate with other agencies of the state, towns, cities and
counties, industries, other states and the federal government, and with affected groups in the
prevention and control of new and existing air contamination sources within the state;
6. Encourage and conduct studies, seminars, workshops, investigations and research
relating to air pollution and its causes, effects, prevention, control and abatement;
7. Collect and disseminate information relating to air pollution, its prevention and control;
8. Encourage voluntary cooperation by persons, towns, cities and counties, or other
affected groups in restoring and preserving a reasonable degree of purity of air within the state;
· 9. Represent the State of Oklahoma in any and all matters pertaining to plans, procedures
or negotiations for the interstate compacts in relation to the control of air pollution;
10. Provide such technical, scientific or other services, including laboratory and other
facilities, as may be required for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of the Oklahoma
Clean Air Act, from funds available for such purposes;
11. Employ and compensate, within funds available therefor, such consultants and
technical assistants and such other employees on a full- or part-time basis as may be necessary to
carry out the provisions of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act and prescribe their powers and duties;
12. Accept and administer grants or other funds or gifts for the purpose of carrying out
any of the functions of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act;
13. Budget and receive duly appropriated monies and all other monies available for
expenditures to carry out the provisions and purposes of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act;
14. Bring appropriate court action to enforce the Oklahoma Clean Air Act and final orders
of the Department, and to obtain injunctive or other proper relief in the district court of the
county where any alleged violation occurs or where such relief is determined necessary. The
Department, in furtherance of its statutory powers, shall have the independent authority to file an
action pursuant to the Oklahoma Clean Air Act in district court. Such action shall be brought in
the name of the Department of Environmental Quality;

15. Take such action as may be necessary to abate the alleged pollution upon receipt of
evidence that a· source of pollution or a combination of sources of pollution is presenting an
immediate, imminent and substantial endangerment to the health of persons;
16. Periodically enter ~d il!~pect at reasonable times or during regular business hours,
any source, facility or premises permitted or regulated by the Department, for the purpose of
obtaining samples or determining compliance with the Oklahoma Clean Air Act or any rule
promulgated thereunder or permit condition prescribed pursuant thereto, or to examine any
records kept or required to be kept pursuant to the Oklahoma Clean Air Act. Such inspections
shall be conducted with reasonable promptness and shall be confined to those areas, sources,
facilities or premises reasonably expected to emit, control, or contribute to the emission of any
air contaminant;
17. Require the submission or the production and examination, within a reasonable
amount of time, of any information, record, document, test or monitoring results or emission
data, including trade secrets necessary to determine compliance with the Oklahoma Clean Air
Act or any rule promulgated thereunder, or any permit condition prescribed or order issued
pursuant thereto. The Department shall hold and keep as confidential any information declared
by the provider to be a trade secret and may only release such information upon authorization by
the person providing such information, or as directed by court order. Any documents submitted
pursuant to the Oklahoma Clean Air Act and declared to be trade secrets, to be so considered,
must be plainly labeled by the provider, and be in a form whereby the confidential information
may be easily removed intact without disturbing the continuity of any remaining documents.
The remaining document, or documents, as submitted, shall contain a notation indicating, at the
place where the particular information was originally located, that confidential information has
been removed. Nothing in this section shall preclude an in-camera examination of confidential
information by an Administrative Law Judge during the course of a contested hearing;
18. Maintain and update at least annually an inventory of air emissions from stationary
sources;
19. Accept any authority delegated from the federal government necessary to carry out
any portion of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act; and
20. Carry out all other duties, requirements and responsibilities necessary and proper for
the implementation of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act and fulfilling the requirements of the Federal
Clean Air Act.
Added by Laws 1992, c. 215, § 4, emerg. eff. May 15, 1992. Amended by Laws 1993, c. 145, §
42, eff. July 1, 1993. Renumbered from§ 1-1805.1 of Title 63 by Laws 1993, c. 145, § 359, eff.
July 1, 1993. Amended by Laws 1998, c. 314, § 6, eff. July 1, 1998; Laws 2002, c. 397, § 2, eff.
Nov. 1, 2002.
NOTE: Laws 1993, c. 47, § 1 repealed by Laws 1994, c. 2, § 34, emerg. eff. March 2, 1994.
§27A-2-S-106. Rules and regulations.
The Board is hereby authorized, after public rulemaking hearing and approval by the
Council, to:
1. Promulgate, amend or repeal rules for the prevention, control and abatement of air
pollution and for establishment of health and safety tolerance standards for discharge of air
contaminants to the atmosphere; and

2. Promulgate such additional rules including but not limited to permit fees, as it deems
necessary to protect the health, safety and welfare of the public and fulfill the intent and purpose
of these provisions.
Added by Laws 1992, c. 215,.§ 5, e_!P.erg. eff. May 15, 1992. Amended by Laws 1993, c. 145, §
43, eff. July 1, 1993. Renumbered from Title 63, § 1-1806.1 by Laws 1993, c. 145, § 359, eff.
July 1, 1993.

§27A-2-5-107. Air Quality Council- Powers and duties.
The powers and duties of the Council shall be as follows:
1. The Council shall recommend to the Board rules or amendments thereto for the
prevention, control and prohibition of air pollution and for the establishment of health and safety
tolerances for discharge of air contaminants in the state as may be consistent with the general
intent and purposes of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act. The recommendations may include, but
need not be limited to, rules required to implement the following:
a.
a comprehensive state air permitting program,
b.
an accidental release prevention program,
c.
a program for the regulation and control of toxic and hazardous air
contaminants,
d.
a program for the regulation and control of acid deposition,
e.
a small business program, and
f.
a system of assessing and collecting fees;
2. The Council shall recommend rules of practice and procedure applicable to proceedings
before the Council;
3. Before recommending any permanent rules, or any amendment or repeal thereof to the
Board, the Council shall hold a public rulemaking hearing. The Council shall have full authority
to conduct such hearings, and may appoint a hearing officer;
4. A rule, or any amendment thereof, recommended by the Council may differ in its terms
and provisions as between particular conditions, particular sources, and particular areas of the
· state. In considering rules, the Council shall give due recognition to the evidence presented that
the quantity or characteristic of air contaminants or the duration of their presence in the
atmosphere, which may cause a need for air control in one area of the state, may not cause need
for air control in another area of the state. The Council shall take into consideration, in this
connection, all factors found by it to be proper and just, including but not limited to existing
physical conditions, economic impact, topography, population, prevailing wind directions and
velocities, and the fact that a rule and the degrees of conformance therewith which may be
proper as to an essentially residential area of the state may not be proper either as to a highly
developed industrial area of the state or as to a relatively unpopulated area of the state;
5. Recommendations to the Board shall be in writing and concurred upon by at least five
members of the Council;
6. The Council shall have the authority and the discretion to provide a public forum for the
discussion of issues it considers relevant to the air quality ofthe state, and to:
a.
pass nonbinding resolutions expressing the sense of the Council,
b.
make recommendations to the Department concerning the need and the
desirability of conducting public meetings, workshops and seminars, and

c.

hold public hearings to receive public comment in fulfillment of federal
requirements regarding the State Implementation Plan and make
recommendations to the Department concerning the plan; and
7. The Council shall haye the_authority to conduct individual proceedings, to issue notices
of hearings and subpoenas requiring the attendance of witnesses and the production of evidence,
to administer oaths, and to take testimony and receive such pertinent and relevant proof as it may
deem to be necessary, proper or desirable in order that it may effectively discharge its duties and
responsibilities under the Oklahoma Clean Air Act. The Council is also empowered to appoint
an Administrative Law Judge to conduct individual proceedings and prepare such findings of
fact, conclusions of law and proposed orders as they may require. Upon issuance of a proposed
order, the Council shall request that the Executive Director issue a final order in accordance with
their findings or take such action as indicated and notify the respondent thereof in writing.
Added by Laws 1992, c. 215, § 7, emerg. eff. May 15, 1992. Amended by Laws 1993, c. 145, §
44, eff. July 1, 1993. Renumbered from Title 63, § 1-1808.1 by Laws 1993, c. 145, § 359, eff.
July 1, 1993. Amended by Laws 1994, c. 353, § 7, eff. July 1, 1994.
§27A-2-5-110. Violations - Compliance orders - Administrative penalties - Notice and
hearing - Burden of proof- Settlements or consent orders.
A. In addition to any other remedy provided for by law, the Department may issue a
written order to any person whom the Department has reason to believe has violated, or is
presently in violation of, the Oklahoma Clean Air Act or any rule promulgated by the Board, any
order of the Department or Council, or any condition of any permit issued by the Department
pursuant to the Oklahoma Clean Air Act, and to whom the Department has served, no less than
fifteen ( 15) days previously, a written notice of violation. The Department shall by conference,
conciliation and persuasion provide the person a reasonable opportunity to eliminate such
violations, but may, however, reduce the fifteen-day notice period as in the opinion of the
Department may be necessary to render the order reasonably effectual.
B. Such order may require compliance immediately or within a specified time period or
both. The order, notwithstanding any restriction contained in subsection A of this section, may
also assess an administrative penalty for past violations occurring no more than five (5) years
prior to the date the order is filed with the Department, and for each day or part of a day that such
person fails to comply with the order.·
C. Any order issued pursuant to this section shall state with specificity the nature of the
violation or violations, and may impose such requirements, procedures or conditions as may be
necessary to correct the violations. The Department may also order any environmental
contamination having the potential to adversely affect the public health, when caused by the
violations, to be corrected by the person or persons responsible.
D. Any penalty assessed in the order shall not exceed Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00)
per day for each violation. In assessing such penalties, the Department shall consider the
seriousness of the violation or violations, any good faith efforts to comply, and other factors
determined by rule to be relevant. A final order following an enforcement hearing may assess an
administrative penalty of an amount based upon consideration of the evidence but not exceeding
the amount stated in the written order.
E. Any order issued pursuant to this section shall become a final order, unless no later than
fifteen (15) days after the order is served the person or persons named therein request in writing
an enforcement hearing. Said order shall contain language to that effect. Upon such request, the

Department shall promptly schedule the enforcement hearing before an Administrative Law
Judge for the D~partment and notify the respondent.
F. At all proceedings with respect to any alleged violation of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act,
or any rule promulgated there@der,j:he burden of proof shall be upon the Department.
G. Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit the authority of the Department to
enter into an agreed settlement or consent order with any respondent.
Added by Laws 1992, c. 215, § 10, emerg. eff. May 15, 1992. Amended by Laws 1993, c. 145, §
47, eff. July 1, 1993. Renumbered from § 1-1811 of Title 63 by Laws 1993, c. 145, § 359, eff.
July 1, 1993. Amended by Laws 1993, c. 324, § 13, eff. July 1, 1993; Laws 1999, c. 131, § 1,
eff. Nov. 1, 1999; Laws 2001, c. 109, § 1, emerg. eff. April18, 2001.
§27A-2-5-112. Comprehensive permitting program - Issuance, denial or renewal.
A. Upon the effective date of permitting rules promulgated pursuant to the Oklahoma
Clean Air Act, it shall be unlawful for any person to construct any new source, or to modify or
operate any new or existing source of emission of air contaminants except in compliance with a
permit issued by the Department of Environmental Quality, unless the source has been exempted
or deferred or is in compliance with an applicable deadline for submission of an application for
such permit.
B. The Department shall have the authority and the responsibility, in accordance with
rules of the Environmental Quality Board, to implement a comprehensive permitting program for
the state consistent with the requirements of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act. Such authority shall
include but shall not be limited to the authority to:
1. Expeditiously issue, reissue, modify and reopen for cause, permits for new and existing
sources for the emission of air contaminants, and to grant a reasonable measure of priority to the
processing of applications for new construction or modifications. The Department may also
revoke, suspend, deny, refuse to issue or to reissue a permit upon a determination that any
permittee or applicant is in violation of any substantive provisions of the Oklahoma Clean Air
Act, or any rule promulgated thereunder or any permit issued pursuant thereto;
2. Refrain from issuing a permit when issuance has been objected to by the Environmental
Protection Agency in accordance with Title V of the Federal Clean Air Act;
3. Revise any permit for cause or automatically reopen it to incorporate newly applicable
rules or requirements if the remaining permit term is greater than three (3) years; or incorporate
insignificant changes into a permit without requiring a revision;
4. Establish and enforce reasonable permit conditions which may include, but not be
limited to:
a.
emission limitations for regulated air contaminants,
b.
operating procedures when related to emissions,
c.
performance standards,
d.
provisions relating to entry and inspections, and
e.
compliance plans and schedules;
5. Require, if necessary, at the expense of the permittee or applicant:
a.
installation and utilization of continuous monitoring devices,
b.
sampling, testing and monitoring of emissions as needed to determine
compliance,
c.
submission of reports and test results, and
d.
ambient air modeling and monitoring;

6. Issue:
a.
b.

general permits covering similar sources, and
permits to sources in violation, when compliance plans, which shall be
·
enforceable by jhe Department, are incorporated into the permit;
7. Require, at a minimum, that emission control devices on stationary sources be
reasonably maintained and properly operated;
8. Require that a permittee certify that the facility is in compliance with all applicable
requirements of the permit and to promptly report any deviations therefrom to the Department;
9. Issue permits to sources requiring permits under Title V of the Federal Clean Air Act
for a term not to exceed five (5) years, except that solid waste incinerators may be allowed a
term of up to twelve (12) years provided that the permit shall be reviewed no less frequently than
every five (5) years;
10. Specify requirements and conditions applicable to the content and submittal of permit
applications; set by rule, a reasonable time in which the Department must determine the
completeness of such applications; and
11. Determine the form and content of emission inventories and require their submittal by
any source or potential source of air contaminant emissions.
C. Rules of the Board may set limits below which a source of air contaminants may be
exempted from the requirement to obtain a permit or to pay any fee. Any source so exempted,
however, shall remain under jurisdiction of the Department and shall be subject to any applicable
rules or general permit requirements. Such rules shall not prohibit sawmill facilities from open
burning any wood waste resulting from the milling of untreated cottonwood lumber in areas that
have always attained ambient air quality standards.
D. To ensure against unreasonable delay on the part of the Department, the failure of the
Department to act in either the issuance, denial or renewal of a permit in a reasonable time, as
determined by rule, shall be deemed to be a final permit action solely for purpose of judicial
review under the Administrative Procedures Act, with regard to the applicant or any person who
participated in the public review process. The Supreme Court or the district court, as the case
may be, may require that action be taken by the Department on the application without additional
delay. No permit, however, may be issued by default.
E. The Department shall notify, or require that any applicant notify, all states whose air
quality may be affected and that are contiguous to the State of Oklahoma, or are within fifty (50)
miles of the source of each permit application or proposed permit for those sources requiring
permits under Title V of the Federal Clean Air Act, and shall provide an opportunity for such
states to submit written recommendations respecting the issuance of the permit and its terms and
conditions.
F. No person, including but not limited to the applicant, shall raise any reasonably
ascertainable issue in any future proceeding, unless the same issues have been raised and
documented before the close of the public comment period on the draft permit.
G. A change in ownership of any facility or source subject to permitting requirements
under this section shall not necessitate any action by the Department not otherwise required by
the Oklahoma Clean Air Act. Any permit applicable to such source at the time of transfer shall
be enforceable in its entirety against the transferee in the same manner as it would have been
against the transferor, as shall any requirement contained in any rule, or compliance schedule set
forth in any variance or order regarding or applicable to such source. Provided, however, no
transferee in good faith shall be held liable for penalties for violations of the transferor unless the

transferee assumes all assets and liabilities through contract or other means. For the purposes of
this subsection," good faith shall be construed to mean neither having actual knowledge of a
previous violation nor constructive knowledge which would lead a reasonable person to know of
the violation. It shall be the tespon..§ibility of the transferor to notify the Department in writing
within thirty (30) days of the change in ownership.
H. Operating permits may be issued to new sources without public review upon a proper
determination by the Department that:
1. The construction permit was issued pursuant to the public review requirements of the
Code and rules promulgated thereunder; and
2. The operating permit, as issued, does not differ from the construction permit in any
manner which would otherwise subject the permit to public review.
Added by Laws 1992, c. 215, § 12, emerg. eff. May 15, 1992. Amended by Laws 1993, c. 145, §
49, eff. .July 1, 1993. Renumbered from§ 1-1813 of Title 63 by Laws 1993, c. 145, § 359, eff.
July 1, 1993. Amended by Laws 1994, c. 373, § 16, eff. July 1, 1994; Laws 1995, c. 285, § 2,
eff. July 1, 1996; Laws 1999, c. 284, § 1, emerg. eff. May 27, 1999; Laws 2000, c. 6, § 7, emerg.
eff. March 20, 2000; Laws 2004, c. 83, § 1, emerg. eff. April 13, 2004; Laws 2004, c. 381, § 4,
emerg. eff. June 3, 2004.
NOTE: Laws 1999, c. 131, § 2 repealed by Laws 2000, c. 6, § 33, emerg. eff. March 20, 2000.
§27A-2-5-114. Implementation and enforcement of federal emission standards - Oil and
gas well and equipment emissions.
A. The Department shall have the authority to establish a program for the implementation
and enforcement of the federal emission standards and other requirements under Section 112 of
the Federal Clean Air Act for hazardous air pollutants and for the prevention and mitigation of
accidental releases of regulated substances under Section 112(r) of the Federal Clean Air Act.
1. Except as otherwise provided by paragraph 2 of this subsection, to assure that such
program shall be consistent with, and not more stringent than, federal requirements:
a.
any rule recommended by the Council and promulgated by the Board
regarding hazardous air pollutants and regulated substances shall only be by
adoption by reference of final federal rules, and
b.
shall include the federal early reduction program under Section 112(i) (5) of
the Federal Clean Air Act.
2. The Board may promulgate, pursuant to recommendation by the Council, rules which
establish emission limitations for hazardous air pollutants which are more stringent than the ·
applicable federal standards, upon a determination by the Council that more stringent standards
are necessary to protect the public health or the environment.
B. The Department shall also have the authority to establish a separate and distinct
program only for the control of the emission of those toxic air contaminants not otherwise
regulated by a final emission standard under Section 112(d) of the Federal Clean Air Act.
1. Such program shall consist of permanent rules establishing:
a.
appropriate emission limitations, work practice standards, maximum
acceptable ambient concentrations or control technology standards
necessary for the protection of the public health or the environment, and
b.
emissions monitoring or process monitoring requirements necessary to
assure compliance with the requirements of this section.

2. Paragraph 1 of this subsection shall not be construed as requiring readoption of existing
rules regarding toxic air contaminants.
C. Regulation of any hazardous air pollutant pursuant to a final emission standard
promulgated under Section ll~(d) of the Federal Clean Air Act, shall preclude its regulation as a
toxic air contaminant under subsection B of this section.
D. Emissions from any oil or gas exploration or production well with its associated
equipment, and emissions from any pipeline compressor or pump station shall not be aggregated
with emissions from other similar units, whether or not such units are in a contiguous area or
under common control, to determine whether such units or stations are major sources, and in the
case of any oil or gas exploration or production well with its associated equipment, such
emissions shall not be aggregated for any purpose under this section.
E. The Department shall not list oil and gas production wells with their associated
equipment as an area source category, except that the Department may establish an area source
category for oil and gas production wells located in any metropolitan statistical area or
consolidated metropolitan statistical area with a population in excess of one million (1,000,000)
if the Department determines that emissions of hazardous air pollutants from such wells present
more than a negligible risk of adverse effects to public health.
F. Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit authority established elsewhere in the
Oklahoma Clean Air Act.
Added by Laws 1992, c. 215, § 14, emerg. eff. May 15, 1992. Amended by Laws 1993, c. 145, §
51, eff. July 1, 1993. Renumbered from Title 63, § 1-1815 by Laws 1993, c. 145, § 359, eff. July
1, 1993.
§27 A-2-5-117. Civil actions - Injunctions - Abatement - Civil penalties.
A. The Department shall have the authority to commence a civil action for a permanent or
temporary injunction or other appropriate relief, or to require abatement of any emission or
correction of any contamination, or to seek and recover a civil penalty of not more than Ten
Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) per day for each violation, or all of the above, in any of the
following instances:
1. Whenever any person has violated or is in violation of any applicable provision of the
Oklahoma Clean Air Act, or any rule promulgated thereunder;
2. Whenever any person has commenced construction, modification or operation of any
source, or operates any source in violation of the requirement to have a permit, or violates or is in
violation of any substantive provision or condition of any permit issued pursuant to the
Oklahoma Clean Air Act; or
3. Whenever any person has violated any order of the Department or the Council or any
requirement to pay any fee, fine or penalty owed to the state pursuant to the Oklahoma Clean Air
Act.
B. The district attorney or attorneys having jurisdiction shall have primary authority and
responsibility for prosecution of any civil or criminal violations under the Oklahoma Clean Air
Act and for the collection of any delinquent fees, penalties or fines assessed pursuant to the
Oklahoma Clean Air Act and shall be entitled to recover reasonable costs of collection, including
attorney fees, and an appropriate fee of up to fifty percent (50%) for collecting delinquent fees,
penalties or fines.

Added by Laws 1992, c. 215, § 17, emerg. eff. May 15, 1992. Amended by Laws 1993, c. 145, §
54, eff. July 1, i993. Renumbered from Title 63, § 1-1818 by Laws 1993, c. 145, § 359, eff. July
1, 1993.

OPEN RECORDS ACT

§51-24A.l. Short title.
Section 24A.1 et seq. of_this title shall be known and may be cited as the "Oklahoma Open
Records Act".
Added by Laws 1985, c. 355, § 1, eff. Nov. 1, 1985. Amended by Laws 1988, c. 68, § 1, eff.
Nov. 1, 1988; Laws 1988, c. 187, § 1, emerg. eff. June 6, 1988; Laws 1996, c. 247, § 41, eff. July
1, 1996; Laws 1997, c. 2, § 10, emerg. eff. Feb. 26, 1997.

NOTE: Laws 1996, c. 209, § 1 repealed by Laws 1997, c. 2, § 26, emerg. eff. Feb. 26, 1997.
§51-24A.2. Public policy- Purpose of act.
As the Oklahoma Constitution recognizes and guarantees, all political power is inherent in
the people. Thus, it is the public policy of the State of Oklahoma that the people are vested with
the inherent right to know and be fully informed about their government. The Oklahoma Open
Records Act shall not create, directly or indirectly, any rights of privacy or any remedies for
violation of any rights of privacy; nor shall the Oklahoma Open Records Act, except as
specifically set forth in the Oklahoma Open Records Act, establish any procedures for protecting
any person from release of information contained in public records. The purpose of this act is to
ensure and facilitate the public's right of access to and review of government records so they may
efficiently and intelligently exercise their inherent political power. The privacy interests of
individuals are adequately protected in the specific exceptions to the Oklahoma Open Records
Act or in the statutes which authorize, create or require the records. Except where specific state
or federal statutes create a confidential privilege, persons who submit information to public
bodies have no right to keep this information from public access nor reasonable expectation that
this information will be kept from public access; provided, the person, agency or political
subdivision shall at all times bear the burden of establishing such records are protected by such a
confidential privilege. Except as may be required by other statutes, public bodies do not need to
follow any procedures for providing access to public records except those specifically required
by the Oklahoma Open Records Act.
Added by Laws 1985, c. 355, § 2, eff. Nov. 1, 1985. Amended by Laws 1988, c. 187, § 2,
emerg. eff. June 6, 1988.
§51-24A.3. Definitions.
As used in this act:
1. "Record" means all documents, including, but not limited to, any book, paper,
photograph, microfilm, data files created by or used with computer software, computer tape,
disk, record, sound recording, film recording, video record or other material regardless of
physical form or characteristic, created by, received by, under the authority of, or coming into
the custody, control or possession of public officials, public bodies, or their representatives in
connection with the transaction of public business, the expenditure of public funds or the
administering of public property. "Record" does not mean:
a.
computer software,
b.
nongovernment personal effects,

c.

unless public disclosure is required by other laws or regulations, vehicle
movement records of the Oklahoma Transportation Authority obtained in
connection with the Authority's electronic toll collection system,
d.
personal _finan2ial information, credit reports or other financial data
obtained by or submitted to a public body for the purpose of evaluating
credit worthiness, obtaining a license, permit, or for the purpose of
becoming qualified to contract with a public body,
e.
any digital audio/video recordings of the toll collection and safeguarding
activities of the Oklahoma Transportation Authority,
f.
any personal information provided by a guest at any facility owned or
operated by the Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department or the
Board of Trustees of the Quartz Mountain Arts and Conference Center and
Nature Park to obtain any service at the facility or by a purchaser of a
product sold by or through the Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation
Department or the Quartz Mountain Arts and Conference Center and Nature
Park,
g.
a Department of Defense Form 214 (DD Form 214) filed with a county
clerk, including any DD Form 214 filed before the effective date of this act,
or
h.
except as provided for in Section 2-110 of Title 47 of the Oklahoma
Statutes,
(1)
any record in connection with a Motor Vehicle Report issued by the
Department of Public Safety, as prescribed in Section 6-117 of Title
47 of the Oklahoma Statutes,
(2)
personal information within driver records, as defined by the
Driver's Privacy Protection Act, 18 United States Code, Sections
2721 through 2725, which are stored and maintained by the
Department of Public Safety, or
(3)
audio or video recordings of the Department of Public Safety;
2. "Public body" shall include, but not be limited to, any office, department, board, bureau,
commission, agency, trusteeship, authority, council, committee, trust or any entity created by a
trust, county, city, village, town, township, district, school district, fair board, court, executive
office, advisory group, task force, study group, or any subdivision thereof, supported in whole or
in part by public funds or entrusted with the expenditure of public funds or administering or
operating public property, and all committees, or subcommittees thereo£ Except for the records
required by Section 24A.4 of this title, "public body" does not mean judges, justices, the Council
on Judicial Complaints, the Legislature, or legislators;
3. "Public office" means the physical location where public bodies conduct business or
keep records;
4. "Public official" means any official or employee of any public body as defmed herein;
and
5. "Law enforcement agency" means any public body charged with enforcing state or local
criminal laws and initiating criminal prosecutions, including, but not limited to, police
departments, county sheriffs, the Department of Public Safety, the Oklahoma State Bureau of
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs Control, the Alcoholic Beverage Laws Enforcement
Commission, and the Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation.

Added by Laws 1985, c. 355, § 3, eff. Nov. 1, 1985. Amended by Laws 1987, c. 222, § 117,
operative July i, 1987; Laws 1988, c. 187, § 3, emerg. eff. June 6, 1988; Laws 1993, c. 39, § 1,
eff. Sept. 1, 1993; Laws 1996, c. 209, § 2, eff. Nov. 1, 1996; Laws 1998, c. 315, § 4, emerg. eff.
May 28, 1998; Laws 1998, c ... 368,...§ 11, eff. July 1, 1998; Laws 2001, c. 355, § 1, emerg. eff.
June 1, 2001; Laws 2002, c. 478, § 2, eff. July 1, 2002; Laws 2003, c. 3, § 42, emerg. eff. March
19, 2003; Laws 2004, c. 328, § 1, eff. July 1, 2004; Laws 2005, c. 199, § 4, eff. Nov. 1, 2005.
NOTE: Laws 2002, c. 293, § 3 repealed by Laws 2003, c. 3, § 43, emerg. eff. March 19,2003.
§51-24A.4. Record of receipts and expenditures.
In addition to other records which are kept or maintained, every public body and public
official has a specific duty to keep and maintain complete records of the receipt and expenditure
of any public funds reflecting all financial and business transactions relating thereto, except that
such records may be disposed of as provided by law.
Added by Laws 1985, c. 355, § 4, eff. Nov. 1, 1985.
§51-24A.5. Inspection, copying and/or mechanical reproduction of records- Exemptions.
All records of public bodies and public officials shall be open to any person for inspection,
copying, or mechanical reproduction during regular business hours; provided:
1. The Oklahoma Open Records Act, Sections 24A.l through 24A.28 of this title, does not
apply to records specifically required by law to be kept confidential including:
a.
records protected by a state evidentiary privilege such as the attorney-client
privilege, the work product immunity from discovery and the identity of
informer privileges,
b.
records of what transpired during meetings of a public body lawfully closed
to the public such as executive sessions authorized under the Oklahoma
Open Meeting Act, Section 301 et seq. of Title 25 of the Oklahoma
Statutes,
c.
personal information within driver records as defined by the Driver's
Privacy Protection Act, 18 United States Code, Sections 2721 through 2725,
or
d.
information in the files of the Board of Medicolegal Investigations obtained
pursuant to Sections 940 and 941 of Title 63 of the Oklahoma Statutes that
may be hearsay, preliminary unsubstantiated investigation-related findings,
or confidential medical information.
2. Any reasonably segregable portion of a record containing exempt material shall be
provided after deletion of the exempt portions; provided however, the Department of Public
Safety shall not be required to assemble for the requesting person specific information, in any
format, from driving records relating to any person whose name and date of birth or whose driver
license number is not furnished by the requesting person.
The Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation shall not be required to assemble for the requesting
person any criminal history records relating to persons whose names, dates of birth, and other
identifying information required by the Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation pursuant to
administrative rule are not furnished by the requesting person.
3. Any request for a record which contains individual records of persons, and the cost of
copying, reproducing or certifying each individual record is otherwise prescribed by state law,
the cost may be assessed for each individual record, or portion thereof requested as prescribed by

state law. Otherwise, a public body may charge a fee only for recovery of the reasonable, direct
costs of record copying, or mechanical reproduction. Notwithstanding any state or local
provision to the contrary, in no instance shall the record copying fee exceed twenty-five cents
($0.25) per page for records h~ving,!he dimensions of eight and one-half (8 1/2) by fourteen (14)
inches or smaller, or a maximum of One Dollar ($1.00) per copied page for a certified copy.
However, if the request:
a.
is solely for commercial purpose, or
b.
would clearly cause excessive disruption of the essential functions of the
public body,
then the public body may charge a reasonable fee to recover the direct cost of record search and
copying; however, publication in a newspaper or broadcast by news media for news purposes
shall not constitute a resale or use of a record for trade or commercial purpose and charges for
providing copies of electronic data to the news media for a news purpose shall not exceed the
direct cost of making the copy. The fee charged by the Department of Public Safety for a copy
in a computerized format of a record of the Department shall not exceed the direct cost of
making the copy unless the fee for the record is otherwise set by law.
Any public body establishing fees under this act shall post a written schedule of the fees at
its principal office and with the county clerk.
In no case shall a search fee be charged when the release of records is in the public interest,
including, but not limited to, release to the news media, scholars, authors and taxpayers seeking
to determine whether those entrusted with the affairs of the government are honestly, faithfully,
and competently performing their duties as public servants.
The fees shall not be used for the purpose of discouraging requests for information or as
obstacles to disclosure of requested information.
4. The land description tract index of all recorded instruments concerning real property
required to be kept by the county clerk of any county shall be available for inspection or copying
in accordance with the provisions of the Oklahoma Open Records Act; provided, however, the
index shall not be copied or mechanically reproduced for the purpose of sale of the information.
5. A public body must provide prompt, reasonable access to its records but may establish
reasonable procedures which protect the integrity and organization of its records and to prevent
excessive disruptions of its essential functions.
6. A public body shall designate certain persons who are authorized to release records of
the public body for inspection, copying, or mechanical reproduction. At least one person shall be
available at all times to release records during the regular business hours of the public body.
Added by Laws 1985, c. 355, § 5, eff. Nov. 1, 1985. Amended by Laws 1986, c. 213, § 1,
emerg. eff. June 6, 1986; Laws 1986, c. 279, § 29, operative July 1, 1986; Laws 1988, c. 187, §
4, emerg. eff. June 6, 1988; Laws 1992, c. 231, § 2, emerg. eff. May 19, 1992; Laws 1993, c. 97,
§ 7, eff. Sept. 1, 1993; Laws 1996, c. 209, § 3, eff. Nov. 1, 1996; Laws 2000, c. 342, § 8, eff.
July 1, 2000; Laws 2001, c. 137, § 1, emerg. eff. April 24, 2001; Laws 2005, c. 199, § 5, eff.
Nov. 1, 2005; Laws 2006, c. 16, § 34, emerg. eff. March 29, 2006.
NOTE: Laws 2005, c. 223, § 1 repealed by Laws 2006, c. 16, § 35, emerg. eff. March 29,2006.

§51-24A.6. Public body maintaining less than 30 hours of regular business per week 
Inspection, copying or mechanical reproduction of records.

A. If a p~blic body or its office does not have regular business hours of at least thirty (30)
hours a week, the public body shall post and maintain a written notice at its principal office and
with the county clerk where the public body is located which notice shall:
1. Designate the days Qf the ~eek when records are available for inspection, copying or
mechanical reproduction;
2. Set forth the name, mailing address, and telephone number of the individual in charge
ofthe records; and
3. Describe in detail the procedures for obtaining access to the records at least two days of
the week, excluding Sunday.
B. The person requesting the record and the person authorized to release the records of the
public body may agree to inspection, copying, or mechanical reproduction on a day and at a time
other than that designated in the notice.
Added by Laws 1985, c. 355, § 6, eff. Nov. 1, 1985.
§Sl-24A.7. Personnel records- Confidentiality- Inspection and copying.
A. A public body may keep personnel records confidential:
1. Which relate to internal personnel investigations including examination and selection
material for employment, hiring, appointment, promotion, demotion, discipline, or resignation;
or
2. Where disclosure would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy
such as employee evaluations, payroll deductions, employment applications submitted by
persons not hired by the public body, and transcripts from institutions of higher education
maintained in the personnel files of certified public school employees; provided, however, that
nothing in this subsection shall be construed to exempt from disclosure the degree obtained and
the curriculum on the transcripts of certified public school employees.
B. All personnel records not specifically falling within the exceptions provided in
subsection A of this section shall be available for public inspection and copying including, but
not limited to, records of:
1. An employment application of a person who becomes a public official;
2. The gross receipts of public funds;
3. The dates of employment, title or position; and
4. Any final disciplinary action resulting in loss of pay, suspension, demotion of position,
or termination.
C. Except as may otherwise be made confidential by statute, an employee of a public body
shall have a right of access to his own personnel file.
D. Public bodies shall keep confidential the home address, telephone numbers and social
security numbers of any person employed or formerly employed by the public body.
Added by Laws 1985, c. 355, § 7, eff. Nov. 1, 1985. Amended by Laws 1990, c. 257, § 6,
emerg. eff. May 23, 1990; Laws 1994, c. 177, § 1, eff. Sept. 1, 1994; Laws 2005, c. 116, § 2, eff.
Nov. 1, 2005.
§Sl-24A.8. Law enforcement records- Disclosure.
A. Law enforcement agencies shall make available for public inspection, if kept, the
following records:
1. An arrestee description, including the name, date of birth, address, race, sex, physical
description, and occupation ofthe arrestee;

2. Facts concerning the arrest, including the cause of arrest and the name of the arresting
officer;
3. A chronological list of all incidents, including initial offense report information
showing the offense, date, tim~, genEral location, officer, and a brief summary of what occurred;
4. Radio logs, including a chronological listing of the calls dispatched;
5. Conviction information, including the name of any person convicted of a criminal
offense;
6. Disposition of all warrants, including orders signed by a judge of any court
commanding a law enforcement officer to arrest a particular person;
7. A crime summary, including an agency summary of crimes reported and public calls for
service by classification or nature and number; and
8. Jail registers, including jail blotter data or jail booking information recorded on persons
at the time of incarceration showing the name of each prisoner with the date and cause of
commitment, the authority committing the prisoner, whether committed for a criminal offense, a
description of the prisoner, and the date or manner of discharge or escape of the prisoner.
B. Except for the records listed in subsection A of this section and those made open by
other state or local laws, law enforcement agencies may deny access to law enforcement records
except where a court finds that the public interest or the interest of an individual outweighs the
reason for denial.
C. Nothing contained in this section imposes any new recordkeeping requirements. Law
enforcement records shall be kept for as long as is now or may hereafter be specified by law.
Absent a legal requirement for the keeping of a law enforcement record for a specific time
period, law enforcement agencies shall maintain their records for so long as needed for
administrative purposes.
D. Registration files maintained by the Department of Corrections pursuant to the
·
provisions of the Sex Offenders Registration Act shall be made available for public inspection in
a manner to be determined by the Department.
E. The Council on Law Enforcement Education and Training (C.L.E.E.T.) shall keep
confidential all records it maintains pursuant to Section 3311 of Title 70 of the Oklahoma
Statutes and deny release of records relating to any employed or certified full-time officer,
reserve officer, retired officer or other person; teacher lesson plans, tests and other teaching
materials; and personal communications concerning individual students except under the
following circumstances:
1. To verify the current certification status of any peace officer;
2. As may be required to perform the duties imposed by Section 3311 of Title 70 of the
Oldahoma Statutes;
3. To provide to any peace officer copies of the records of that peace officer upon
submitting a written request;
4. To provide, upon written request, to any law enforcement agency conducting an official
investigation, copies of the records of any peace officer who is the subject of such investigation;
5. To provide final orders of administrative proceedings where an adverse action was
taken against a peace officer; and
6. Pursuant to an order of the district court of the State of Oklahoma.
F. The Department of Public Safety shall keep confidential:

1. All records it maintains pursuant to its authority under Title 4 7 of the Oklahoma
Statutes relating to the Oklahoma Highway Patrol Division, the Communications Division, and
other divisions of the Department relating to:
a.
training, lesson_plans, teaching materials, tests, and test results,
b.
policies, procedures, and operations, any of which are of a tactical nature,
and
c.
the following information from radio logs:
(1)
telephone numbers,
(2)
addresses other than the location of incidents to which officers are
dispatched, and
(3)
personal information which is contrary to the provisions of the
Driver's Privacy Protection Act, 18 United States Code, Sections
2721 through 2725; and
2. For the purpose of preventing identity theft and invasion of law enforcement computer
systems, except as provided in Title 4 7 of the Oklahoma Statutes, all driving records.
Added by Laws 1985, c. 355, § 8, eff. Nov. 1, 1985. Amended by Laws 1989, c. 212, § 8, eff.
Nov. 1, 1989; Laws 2000, c. 349, § 2, eff. Nov. 1, 2000; Laws 2001, c. 5, § 29, emerg. eff.
March 21, 2001; Laws 2005, c. 199, § 6, eff. Nov. 1, 2005; Laws 2006, c. 16, § 36, emerg. eff.
March 29, 2006; Laws 2009, c. 36, § 1, eff. Nov. 1, 2009.
NOTE: Laws 2000, c. 226, § 1 repealed by Laws 2001, c. 5, § 30, emerg. eff. March 21, 2001.
Laws 2005, c. 35, § 1 repealed by Laws 2006, c. 16, § 37, emerg. eff. March 29, 2006.

§51-24A.9. Personal notes and personally created material- Confidentiality.
Prior to taking action, including making a recommendation or issuing a report, a public
official may keep confidential his or her personal notes and personally created materials other
than departmental budget requests of a public body prepared as an aid to memory or research
leading to the adoption of a public policy or the implementation of a public project.
Added by Laws 1985, c. 355, § 9, eff. Nov. 1, 1985.
§51-24A.10. Voluntarily supplied information - Records providing unfair competitive
advantage - Department of Commerce, Department of Career and Technology Education,
and technology center school districts records - Public utility records - Confidentiality 
Disclosure.
A. Any information, records or other material heretofore voluntarily supplied to any state
agency, board or commission which was not required to be considered by that agency, board or
commission in the performance of its duties may, within thirty (30) days from June 6, 1988, be
removed from the files of such agency, board or commission by the person or entity which
originally voluntarily supplied such information. Provided, after thirty (30) days from the
effective date of this act, any information voluntarily supplied shall be subject to full disclosure
pursuant to this act.
B. If disclosure would give an unfair advantage to competitors or bidders, a public body
may keep confidential records relating to:
1. Bid specifications for competitive bidding prior to publication by the public body; or
2. Contents of sealed bids prior to the opening of bids by a public body; or
3. Computer programs or software but not data thereon; or

4. Appr~isals relating to the sale or acquisition of real estate by a public body prior to
award of a contract; or
5. The prospective location of a private business or industry prior to public disclosure of
such prospect except for recorps otq~rwise open to inspection such as applications for permits or
licenses.
C. Except as set forth hereafter, the Oklahoma Department of Commerce, the Oklahoma
Department of Career and Technology Education and the technology center school districts may
keep confidential:
1. Business plans, feasibility studies, financing proposals, marketing plans, financial
statements or trade secrets submitted by a person or entity seeking economic advice, business
development or customized training from such Departments or school districts;
2. Proprietary information of the business submitted to the Department or school districts
for the purpose of business development or customized training, and related confidentiality
agreements detailing the information or records designated as confidential; and
3. Information compiled by such Departments or school districts in response to those
submissions.
The Oklahoma Department of Commerce, the Oklahoma Department of Career and
Technology Education and the technology center school districts may not keep confidential that
submitted information when and to the extent the person or entity submitting the information
consents to disclosure.
D. Although they must provide public access to their records, including records of the
address, rate paid for services, charges, consumption rates, adjustments to the bill, reasons for
adjustment, the name of the person that authorized the adjustment, and payment for each
customer, public bodies that provide utility services to the public may keep confidential credit
information, credit card numbers, telephone numbers, social security numbers, bank account
information for individual customers, and utility supply and utility equipment supply contracts
for any industrial customer with a connected electric load in excess of two thousand five hundred
(2,500) kilowatts if public access to such contracts would give an unfair advantage to
competitors of the customer; provided that, where a public body performs billing or collection
services for a utility regulated by the Corporation Commission pursuant to a contractual
agreement, any customer or individual payment data obtained or created by the public body in
performance of the agreement shall not be a record for purposes of this act.
Added by Laws 1985, c. 355, § 10, eff. Nov. 1, 1985. Amended by Laws 1988, c. 187, § 5,
emerg. eff. June 6, 1988; Laws 1996, c. 209, § 4, eff. Nov. 1, 1996; Laws 2004, c. 186, § 1,
emerg. eff. May 3, 2004; Laws 2006, c. 18, § 1, eff. Nov. 1, 2006; Laws 2007, c. 6, § 1, eff. Nov.
1, 2007; Laws 2008, c. 284, § 1, eff. Nov. 1, 2008; Laws 2009, c. 158, § 1, eff. Nov. 1, 2009.
§51-24A.ll. Library, archive or museum materials- Confidentiality.
A. A public body may keep confidential library, archive, or museum materials donated to
the public body to the extent of any limitations imposed as a condition of the donation and any
information which would reveal the identity of an individual who lawfully makes a donation to
or on behalf of a public body including, but not limited to, donations made through a foundation
operated in compliance with Sections 5-145 and 4306 of Title 70 of the Oklahoma Statutes.
B. If library, archive, or museum materials are donated to a public body and the donation
may be claimed as a tax deduction, the public body may keep confidential any information

required as a condition of the donation except the date of the donation, the appraised value
claimed for the ·donation, and a general description of the materials donated and their quantity.
Added by Laws 1985, c. 355, § 11, eff. Nov. 1, 1985. Amended by Laws 1992, c. 231, § 3,
emerg. eff. May 19, 1992.
§51-24A.l2. Litigation files and investigatory files of Attorney General, district or
municipal attorney - Confidentiality.
Except as otherwise provided by state or local law, the Attorney General of the State of
Oklahoma and agency attorneys authorized by law, the office of the district attorney of any
county of the state, and the office of the municipal attorney of any municipality may keep its
litigation files and investigatory reports confidential.
Added by Laws 1985, c. 355, § 12, eff. Nov. 1, 1985. Amended by Laws 1988, c. 187, § 6,
emerg. eff. June 6, 1988.
§51-24A.l3. Federal records- Confidentiality.
Records coming into the possession of a public body from the federal government or
records generated or gathered as a result of federal legislation may be kept confidential to the
extent required by federal law.
Added by Laws 1985, c. 355, § 13, eff. Nov. 1, 1985.
§51-24A.l4. Personal communications relating to exercise of constitutional rights 
Confidentiality.
Except for the fact that a communication has been received and that it is or is not a
complaint, a public official may keep confidential personal communications received by the
public official from a person exercising rights secured by the Constitution of the State of
Oklahoma or the Constitution of the United States. The public official's written response to this
personal communication may be kept confidential only to the extent necessary to protect the
identity of the person exercising the right.
Added by Laws 1985, c. 355, § 14, eff. Nov. 1, 1985.
§51-24A.l5. Crop and livestock reports - Public warehouse financial statements 
Confidentiality.
A. The Division of Agricultural Statistics, Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, also
known as the Oklahoma Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, may keep confidential crop and
livestock reports provided by farmers, ranchers, and agribusinesses to the extent the reports
individually identify the providers.
B. The State Board of Agriculture is authorized to provide for the confidentiality of any
financial statement filed pursuant to Section 9-22 of Title 2 of the Oklahoma Statutes. Copies of
such financial statements may only be obtained upon written request to the Commissioner of
Agriculture.
Upon good cause shown, and at the discretion of the Commissioner of Agriculture, such
financial statements may be released.
Added by Laws 1985, c. 355, § 15, eff. Nov. 1, 1985. Amended by Laws 1988, c. 259, § 14,
emerg. eff. June 29, 1988.
§51-24A.16. Educational records and materials- Confidentiality.

A. Except as set forth in subsection B of this section, public educational institutions and
their employees' may keep confidential:
1. Individual student records;
2. Teacher lesson plans,_tests ~d other teaching material; and
3. Personal communications concerning individual students.
B. If kept, statistical information not identified with a particular student and directory
information shall be open for inspection and copying. "Directory information" includes a
student's name, address, telephone listing, date and place of birth, major field of study,
participation in officially recognized activities and sports, weight and height of members of
athletic teams, dates of attendance, degrees and awards received, and the most recent previous
educational institution attended by the student. Any educational agency or institution making
public directory information shall give public notice of the categories of information which it has
designated as directory information with respect to each student attending the institution or
agency and shall allow a reasonable period of time after the notice has been given for a parent to
inform the institution or agency that any or all of the information designated should not be
released without prior consent of the parent or guardian or the student if the student is eighteen
(18) years of age or older.
C. A public school district may release individual student records for the current or
previous school year to a school district at which the student was previously enrolled for
purposes of evaluating educational programs and school effectiveness.
Added by Laws 1985, c. 355, § 16, eff. Nov. 1, 1985. Amended by Laws 1986, c. 116, § 1,
emerg. eff. April9, 1986; Laws 2003, c. 430, § 1, eff. July 1, 2003.
§51-24A.l7. Violations- Penalties- Civil liability.
A. Any public official who willfully violates any provision of the Oklahoma Open
Records Act, upon conviction, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be punished by a fine
not exceeding Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) or by imprisonment in the county jail for a period
not exceeding one (1) year, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
B. Any person denied access to records of a public body or public official:
1. May bring a civil suit for declarative or injunctive relief, or both, but such civil suit
shall be limited to records requested and denied prior to filing of the civil suit; and
2. If successful, shall be entitled to reasonable attorney fees.
C. If the public body or public official successfully defends a civil suit and the court finds
that the suit was clearly frivolous, the public body or public official shall be entitled to
reasonable attorney fees.
D. A public body or public official shall not be civilly liable for damages for providing
access to records as allowed under the Oklahoma Open Records Act.
Added by Laws 1985, c. 355, § 17, eff. Nov. 1, 1985. Amended by Laws 2005, c. 199, § 7, eff.
Nov. 1, 2005.
§51-24A.l8. Additional recordkeeping not required.
Except as may be required in Section 24A.4 of this title, this act does not impose any
additional recordkeeping requirements on public bodies or public officials.
Added by Laws 1985, c. 355, § 18, eff. Nov. 1, 1985. Amended by Laws 2005, c. 199, § 8, eff.
Nov. 1, 2005.

§51-24A.l9. Research records- Confidentiality.
In addition to other records that a public body may keep confidential pursuant to the
provisions of the Oklahoma Open Records Act, a public body may keep confidential:
1. Any information rela~ed to.!esearch, the disclosure of which could affect the conduct or
outcome of the research, the ability to patent or copyright the research, or any other proprietary
rights any entity may have in the research or the results of the research including, but not limited
to, trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from an entity financing or
cooperating in the research, research protocols, and research notes, data, results, or other
writings about the research; and
2. The specific terms and conditions of any license or other commercialization agreement
relating to state owned or controlled technology or the development, transfer, or
commercialization of the technology. Any other information relating to state owned or
controlled technology or the development, transfer, or commercialization of the technology
which, if disclosed, will adversely affect or give other persons or entities an advantage over
public bodies in negotiating terms and conditions for the development, transfer, or
commercialization of the technology. However, institutions within The Oklahoma State System
of Higher Education shall:
a.
report to the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education as requested, on
forms provided by the Regents, research activities funded by external
entities or the institutions, the results of which have generated new
intellectual property, and
b.
report to the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education annually on
forms provided:
(1)
expenditures for research and development supported by the
institution,
(2)
any fmancial relationships between the institution and private
business entities,
(3)
any acquisition of an equity interest by the institution in a private
business,
(4)
the receipt of royalty or other income related to the sale of products,
processes, or ideas by the institution or a private business entity with
which the institution has established a financial arrangement,
(5)
the gains or losses upon the sale or other disposition of equity
interests in private business entities, and
(6)
any other information regarding technology transfer required by the
Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education.
The reports required in subparagraphs a and b of this paragraph shall not be deemed
confidential and shall be subject to full disclosure pursuant to the Oklahoma Open Records Act.
Added by Laws 1988, c. 68, § 2, eff. Nov. 1, 1988. Amended by Laws 1999, c. 287, § 1, emerg.
eff. May 27, 1999.
§51-24A.20. Records in litigation or investigation file- Access.
Access to records which, under the Oklahoma Open Records Act, would otherwise be
available for public inspection and copying, shall not be denied because a public body or public
official is using or has taken possession of such records for investigatory purposes or has placed
the records in a litigation or investigation file. However, a law enforcement agency may deny

access to a copy of such a record in an investigative file if the record or a true and complete copy
thereof is available for public inspection and copying at another public body.
Added by Laws 1988, c. 187, § 7, emerg. eff. June 6, 1988.
'

-

§51-24A.21. Increment district reports- Exemption from copying fees.
The fees that may be charged by a public body pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 3 of
Section 24A.5 of Title 51 of the Oklahoma Statutes shall not be charged when a state agency or
taxing entity located within the boundaries of any district created pursuant to the provisions of
the Local Development Act request a copy of the reports required by subsections A and B of
Section 18 of this act.
Added by Laws 1992, c. 342, § 21.
§51-24A.22. Public utilities- Confidential books, records and trade secrets.
A. The Corporation Commission shall keep confidential those records of a public utility,
its affiliates, suppliers and customers which the Commission determines are confidential books
and records or trade secrets.
B. As used in this section, "public utility" means any entity regulated by the Corporation
Commission, owning or operating for compensation in this state equipment or facilities for:
1. Producing, generating, transmitting, distributing, selling or furnishing electricity;
2. The conveyance, transmission, or reception of communication over a telephone system;
or
3. Transmitting directly or indirectly or distributing combustible hydrocarbon natural or
synthetic natural gas for sale to the public.
Added by Laws 1994, c. 315, § 12, eff. July 1, 1994.
§51-24A.25. Order of court for removal of materials from public record.
Any order of the court for removal of materials from the public record shall require
compliance with the provisions of paragraphs 2 through 7 of subsection C of Section 3226 of
Title 12 of the Oklahoma Statutes.
Added by Laws 2000, c. 172, § 4, eff. Nov. 1, 2000.
§51-24A.26. Intergovernmental self-insurance pools.
An intergovernmental self-insurance pool may keep confidential proprietary information,
such as actuarial reports, underwriting calculations, rating information and records that are
created based on conclusions of such information that are developed through the operation of the
intergovernmental self-insurance pool.
Added by Laws 2000, c. 226, § 2, eff. Nov. 1, 2000.
NOTE: Editorially renumbered from § 24A.25 of this title to avoid duplication in numbering.
§51-24A.27. Vulnerability assessments of critical assets in water and wastewater systems.
A. Any state environmental agency or public utility shall keep confidential vulnerability
assessments of critical assets in both water and wastewater systems. State environmental
agencies or public utilities may use the information for internal purposes or allow the
information to be used for survey purposes only. The state environmental agencies or public

utilities shall allow any public body to have access to the information for purposes specifically
related to the public bodies function.
B. For purposes of this section:
1. "State environmentat agen£ies" includes the:
a.
Oklahoma Water Resources Board,
b.
Oklahoma Corporation Commission,
c.
State Department of Agriculture,
d.
Oklahoma Conservation Commission,
e.
Department of Wildlife Conservation,
f.
Department of Mines, and
g.
Department of Environmental Quality;
2. "Public Utility" means any individual, firm, association, partnership, corporation or
any combination thereof, municipal corporations or their lessees, trustees and receivers, owning
or operating for compensation in this state equipment or facilities for:
a.
producing, generating, transmitting, distributing, selling or furnishing
electricity,
b.
the conveyance, transmission, reception or communications over a
telephone system,
c.
transmitting directly or indirectly or distributing combustible hydrocarbon
natural or synthetic natural gas for sale to the public, or
d.
the transportation, delivery or furnishing of water for domestic purposes or
for power.
Added by Laws 2003, c. 166, § 1, emerg. eff. May 5, 2003.
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Public Hearing

Notices of Rulemaking Intent
2500 North Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, on
December 16,2005.
CONTACT PERSON:
Connie Holland, 405-521-3308
[OAR Docket#05-1436;filed 11-23-05]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket#Os:uoo]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT ru1emaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 1. General Provisions
252:100-1-3. [AMENDED]
Subchapter 8. Permits for Part 70 Sources
Part 1. General Provisions
252:100-8-1.1. [AMENDED]
Part 5. Permits for Part 70 Sources
252:100-8-2. [AMENDED]
Part 7. Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
Requirements for Attainment Areas
252:100-8-30. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-31. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-32. [REVOKED]
252:100-8-32.1. [NEW]
252:100-8-32.2. [NEW]
252:100-8-32.3. [NEW]
252:100-8-33. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-34. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-35. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-35.1. [NEW]
252:100~8-35.2. [NEW]
252:100-8-36. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-36.1. [NEW]
252:100-8-36.2. [NEW]
252:100-8-37. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-38. [NEW]
252:100-8-39. [NEW]
Part 9. Major Sources Affecting Non attainment Areas
252:100-8-50. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-50.1. [NEW]
252:100-8-51. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-51.1. [NEW]
252:100-8-52. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-53. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-54. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-55. [NEW]
252:100-8-56. [NEW]
252: 100-8-57. [NEW]
Part 11. Visibility Protection Standards [NEW]
252:100-8-70. [NEW]
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252:100-8-71. [NEW]
252:100-8-72. [NEW]
252:100-8-73. [NEW]
252:100-8-74. [NEW]
252:100-8-75. [NEW]
252:100-8-76. [NEW]
252:100-8-77. [NEW]
SUMMARY:
The Department is proposing amendments to Subchapter
8, Permits for Part 70 Sources. The Department proposes
to revise Parts 7· and 9 to incorporate the Environmental
Protection Agency's revisions to the New Source Review
(NSR) permitting program under the Federal Clean Air Act. ·
These proposed amendments include revisions to the method
of determining if a modification to an NSR source is a major
modification and includes P1antwide Applicability Limitations
(PAL) Exclusions. The Department proposes to update and
clarify Parts 7 and 9. This will include federal revisions not
previously incorporated by the Department. The Department
proposes to move a number of definitions from Section 8-1.1
of Subchapter 8 to Subchapter 1 since these terms are used in
more than one Subchapter in Chapter 100. Updates to a few
definitions in OAC 252:100-1-3 are also being proposed.
The Department proposes to revise the definition of
"insignificant activities" in Section 8-2 of Subchapter 8 due to
the recent revision to Subchapter 41 and the promulgation of
new Subchapter 42 and to move paragraph (B) of the definition
of "begin actual construction" from Section 8-1.1 to Section
8-2.
The Department is proposing a new Part 11 which
incorporates the federal Best Available Retrofit Technology
(BART) requirements into Chapter 100. The BART
requirements are part of the Regional Haze State
Implementation Plan (SIP).
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board powers and duties, 27 A O.S.,
§§ 2-2-101, 2-2-201; and Oklahoma Clean Air Act,§§ 2-5-101
et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments on the proposed rulemakings will be
accepted prior to and at the hearing on January 19, 2006. For
comments received at least 5 business days prior to the council
meeting, staff will post written responses on the Department's
web page at least 1 day prior to the Council meeting and
provide hard copy written responses to these comments to the
council and the public at that council meeting. Oral comments
may be made at the January 19, 2006, council meeting and at
the February 24, 2006, Environmental Quality Board meeting.
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Before the Air Quality Advisory Council at 9:00 a.m. on
Wednesday, January 19, 2006, at the Oklahoma Department
of Environmental Quality, 707 North Robinson, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma. Before the Environmental Quality Board on
February 24, 2006 in Oklahoma City.
DEQ proposes to submit Subchapter 8 to the EPA for
inclusion in the Oklahoma SIP. This hearing shall also serve
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as the public hearing to .receive comments on the proposed
revisions to the SIP under the requirements of 40 Code of
Federal Regulations (CPR)§ 51.102 of the EPA regulations
concerning the SIPs and 27A O.S. § 2-5-107(6)(c).
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS FROM BUSINESS
ENTITIES:
The Department requests that business entities or any other
members of the public affected by these rules provide' the
Department, within the comment period, in dollar amounts
if possible, the increase in the level of direct costs such as
fees, and the indirect costs such as reporting, recordkeeping,
equipment, construction, labor, professional services, revenue
loss, or other costs expected to be incurred by a particular entity
due to compliance with the proposed rules.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
The proposed rules are available for review 30 days prior
to the hearing at the Air Quality Division of the Department
and on the Department's website (www.deq.state.ok.us), Air
Quality Division, What's New, or copies may be obtained from
the contact person by calling (405) 702-4100.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained from
the contact person.
CONTACT PERSON:
Please send written comments to Joyce Sheedy (e-mail:
joyce.sheedy@deq.state.ok.us), Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 707 N. Robinson, Oklahoma
City, OK 73102. Mailing address is P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73101-1677, FAX (405)702-4101.
PERSONS WITH DISABll..ITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an
accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division three
(3) days in advance at (405)702-4100.

[OAR Docket #05-1400; filed 11-22-05]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 300. LABORATORY
ACCREDITATION

[OAR Docket #05 -140 I]
No · e of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPO D RULES:
Subchap
. Laboratory Accreditation Process
252:300-5-1.
NDED]
ral Operations
252:300-7-3. [
ED]
Subchapter 17. Quality surance/Quality Control
Part 1. Quality Assurance/
lity Control [NEW]
Part 2. Standard Operating
Manual [NEW]
252:300-17-21. [NEW]
252:300-17-22. [NEW]
Oklahoma Register (Volume 23, Number 7)

152:300-17-23. [NEW]
2S2:300-17-24. [NEW]
25.2:300-17-25. [NEW]
Subchapter 19. Classifications
252:300-19-2. [AMENDED]
252:300-19-3. [AMENDED]
Appe~ ix D. Analytes for Petroleum Hydrocarbon
Lab atory Category [REVOKED]
Append' D. ·Analytes for Petroleum Hydrocarbon
Labor ory Category [NEW]
SUMMARY:
The propos d change to Subchapter 5 is a reference to
the need for co pliance with other DEQ rules chapters. In
Subchapter 7, th proposed change is from one edition of the
federal rules to
re current one. The proposed new rules
in Subchapter 17 e designed to be consistent with NELAC
provisions about s dard operating procedures. Subchapter
19 and Appendices p posed changes were made at the request
of the Oklahoma Co oration Commission. Classifications
were expanded to in ude the Oklahoma GRO and DRO
methodologies. Accor ngly, Appendix D was revoked and
rewritten to reflect that c ge
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S. §§ 2-2-101,
2-2-201 and Article IV., Lab ratory Services and Certification,
§ 2-4-101 et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Deliver or mail written co
ents on the proposed rules to
the contact person from Decem er 15, 2005 through January
17, 2006. Oral comments may e made at the Laboratory
Certification Advisory Council m ting on January 19, 2006,
or at the meeting of the Enviro ental Quality Board on
February 24, 2006.
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Before the Laboratory Certificatio Advisory Council at
1:30 p.m. on January 19, 2006, in the ulti-Purpose Room,
first floor of the Department of Enviro
tal Quality, 707 N.
Robinson, Oklahoma City, OK 73102.
Before the Environmental Quality oard at 9:30 on
February 24, 2006, in the Multi-Purpose oom, first floor
of the Department of Environmental Quality, 07 N. Robinson,
Oklahoma City, OK 73102.
REQUESTS FOR COMMENTS FRO
ENTITIES:
The Department requests that business en ·es affected
by these proposed rules provide the Departmen within the
comment period and in dollar .amounts if possible, e increase
or decrease in the level of direct costs such as fe and the
indirect costs such as reporting, recordkeeping, eq 'pment,
construction, labor, professional services, revenue
other costs expected to be incurred by a particular enti
compliance with the proposed rules.
COPY OF PROPOSED RULE CHANGES:
A copy of the proposed rules may be obtained
m
the contact person or may viewed on the DEQ web site at
www.deq.state.ok.us or may be reviewed at the Departrne t
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REGULAR MEETING/ HEARING AGENDA
AIR QUALITY ADVISORY COUNCIL
January 18, 2006,9:00 ~.m.
DEQ·Building @707 North Robinson
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Please turn offyour cell phones.

1. Call to Order- Sharon Myers, Chair

2. Roll Call- Myrna Bruce
3. Approval of Minutes--:- October 19, 2005 Regular Meeting
4. Election of Officer's - Calendar Year 2006
5. Public Rulemaking Hearings
A.

OAC 252:100-1. General Provisions [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-8. Permits for Part 70 Sources, Parts 1, 5, 7 and 9 -[AMENDED]
The Department proposes to amend Subchapter 8 to incorporate the Environmental Protection
Agency's revisions to the NSR permitting program under the Federal Clean Air Act. The
proposed amendments include revisions to the method of determining if a modification to an
NSR source is a major modification and include Plantwide Applicability Limitations (PALs)
Exclusions. The Department proposes to update and clarify Parts 7 and 9. This will include
federal revisions not previously incorporated by the Department. The Department proposes.
to move a nwnber of defmitions from Section 8-1.1 of Subchapter 8 to Subchapter 1 since
these terms are used in more than one subchapter in Chapter 100. The Department also
proposes to revise the definition of "insignificant activities" in Section 8-2 of Subchapter 8
due to the recent revision to Subchapter 41 a.Iid the promulgation of new Subchapter 42 and
to move paragraph ·(B) of the definition of "begin actual construction" from Section 8-1.1 to
Section 8-2.
1.
2.
3.
4.

B.

Presentation - Joyce Sheedy
Questions and discussion by Council/Public
Possible action by Council
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

OAC 252:100-8. Permits for Part 70 Sources, Part 11 [NEW]
The Department proposes a new Part 11, which incorporates the federal Best Available
Retrofit Technology (BART) requirements into Chapter 100. The BART requirements are
part of the Regional Haze ~tate Implementation Plan (SIP).
1.
2.
3.
4.

Presentation- Matt Paque
Questions and discussion by Council/Public
Possible action by Council
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

6. Division Director's Report- Eddie Ten·ill
7. New Business·- Any matter not known about or which could not have been reasonably foreseen
prior to the time of posting the agenda.
8. Adjournment- The next regular meeting is proposed for 9 a.m., Wednesday, April 19, 2006, in
Tulsa- exact location to be announced at a later date.
Lunch Break, if necessary.
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify the DEQ Air Quality Division three days in advance at 405-702-4212.
Hearing impaired persons may call the text telephone (TDD) Relay Number at 1-800-722-0353 for TDD machine use only.
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SUBCHAPTER .8.

PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES

PART 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Section
252:100-8-1.
Purpose
252:100-8-1.1. Definitions
252:100-8-1.2. General information
252:100-8-1.3. Duty to comply
252:100-8-1.4. Cancellation or extension of a construction

permit or authorization under a general
construction permit
252:100-8-1.5. Stack height limitations
PART 3.
252:100-8-1.7.

Permit application fees
PART 5.

252:100-8-2.
252: 1'00-8-3.
252:100-8-4.
252:100-8-5.
252:100-8-6.
252:100-8-6.1.
252:100-8-6.2.
252:100-8-6.3.
252:100-8-7.
252:100-8-7.1.
252:100-8-7.2.
252:100-8-7.3.
252:100-8-7.4.
252:100-8-7.5.
252:100-8-8.
252:100-8-9.

PART 7.

252:100-8-30.
8 NSR Rule

PERMIT APPLICATION FEES

PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES

Definitions
Applicability
Requirements for construction and operating
permits
Permit applications
Permit content·
General permits
Temporary sources
Special provisions for affected·(acid rain)
sources
Permit issuance
Permit renewal and expiration
Administrative permit amendments and permit
modifications
Reopening of operating.permits for cause
Revocations of operating permits
Judicial review
Permit review by EPA and affected states
Permit fees
PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION (PSD)
REQUIREMENTS FOR ATTAINMENT AREAS
Applicability
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Befinitions
252:100-8-32.
Source applicability determination
[REVOKED]
252:100-8-32~1 Ambient air increments and ceilings_
252: 100-8'-32. 2 Exclusion from increment consumption
252:100-8-32.3 Stack heights
252:1_00-8-33.
Exemptions
252:100-8-34.
Best available eontro±-Control technology review
252:100-8-35.
Air quality impact evaluation
252:100-8-35.1 Source information
252:100-8-35.2 Additional impact analyse-s
252:100-8-36.
Source impacting Class I areas
252:100-8-36.1 Public participation
25~:100-8-36.2 So~rce obligation
252:100-8-37.
Innovative control technology
252:100-8-38.
Actuals PAL
252:100-8-3_9_.___S_e
__
v_e_r_a_b_l_'l_l_._t~y
~52:100-8-31.

PART 9.

252:100-8-50.

MAJOR

SOu~CES

AFFECTING NONATTAINMENT AREAS

Applicability

252:100-8-50~1 ~ncorporation

by reference

252:100-8-51.
Definitions
252:100-8-51.1 Emissions reductions and offsets
252:100-8-52.
Source applicability determination

252:100-8-53.
252:100-8-54.
252:100-8-55.
252:100-8-56.
-252:100-8-57.

Applicability
determination for sources in attainment areas
causing or contributing to NAAQS violation
Exemptions
Requirements for sources located in nonattainment
areas
Source obligation 
Actuals PAL
Severability
PART 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

252:100-8-1.1. Definit~ons
The
following
words
and
terms,
when
used
in
this
Subchapter, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise.
Except as specifically provided in
this section, terms used in this Subchapter retain the meaning
accorded them under the applicable requirements of the Act.
"A stack in existence" means for purposes of OAC 252:100-8
1.5 that the owner or operator had:
8 NSR Rule
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(A)
begun, or ca~sed to begin,
a continuous program of
physical on-site construction of the stack; or
(B)
entered
into
binding
agreements
or
contractual
obligations, which could not be canceled or modified without
substantial loss to the owner or operator, to underfake a
program of construction of the stack to be completed in a
reasonable time.
"Act• means the federal Clean Air Act,
as amended,
42
lJ.8.C. 740±----e-t:: oeq.
"Actual emissions" means, except for' Parts 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter, the total amourit of regulated air pollutants emitted
from a
given facility during a
particular calendar year,
determined using methods contained in OAC 252:100-5-2.1(d).
"Aclm.inistrator"
means
the Jl,dminiotrat:::r of
the United
-8-t:-a.t:-c-s-- E!T'ri ·-onmental
Protection
Agency
("R:::'JI_~ o=r
the
}\dmi:1istrator' s designee.
"JI_llowable emissions" means, for purposes of Parte '7 and 9
e: . this t.'ubchapte-, thP emission rate o"· a st:~': i onary source
calcula.i::ed using the maximum rated capacity of the ool:±Fee
(unless the source is subject to en:orccable limi to ·..·hich
z:estr:..ct the operating rate, or hours o::: operation, --er---bot~) and
the moot stringent of the follmdng:
(A)
the applicable standards as oct forth in 40 CFR Parts 60
and 61;
(B)
the applicable State rule allowable emissions; or,
(C)
the emissions rate specified as an cn:orceable permit
condition.
"Adverse impact on visibility" means, for purposes of Parts
7 and 11,
visibility impairment which interferes with the
management,
protection,
preservation,
or
enjoyment
of
the
visitor's visual experience of the Federal Class I area.
This
determination must be made by the DEQ on a case-by-case basis
taking into account the geographic extent, intensity, duration,
frequency and time of visibility impairments, and how these
factors correlate with (1) times of visitor use of the Federal
Class I area, and
(2) t:he ·frequency and timing of natural
conditions that reduce visibility. This term does not include
effects on integral vistas.
"Begin actual constructicn 11 means:
(Z\:)
for purposes of Parts. 7 and 9 . of this 2ubchapter, in
gencr~' ,,
i nit i at i en
of
physical.
on· oi te
construction
activities on an emissions un~t which arc sf a permanent
nature.
Such activities include, but arc not limitied. to,
inst::.' l at" on of building m::ppor':.o and foundations, laying of
B NSR Rule
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·1±Fl<:iergreund

p-i pc.mrl<:,

and

const=ructi~

of

pe:;::ma-BeTlt

s~erage

-s-t-Tucturcs--;--·--¥-J-i-F-fi----:~:-ec::;::::ct

th=is

term

refer-s

tA

to a cl1::.ngc in~~:_l-::.cd of c~perat ~ore
:__hose on s~vit~es, . ott:er ~han
.,,hi ch m:a-rk the i:-.:.it iat ion of t=l-::::

char1ge-;
(B)
for' pll.rposes -e-f-Part
o-r opcrc.':.or h.::r:::: begun t.h.::

= of

:=his Subchap':cr, that tl--:e O\mer
construction or ins':ai la':ion of the
pad or ir: ':he f-inal lee~·- 'c.n ct:= the

eE:itting eql.::.ipmen:... on a
£-a c i i ~ t= ·y .
"Best available control technology" or "BACT" n::::ar1s ;_he
centro,
technology to
be
applied fbr
a
major
source or
modification is the best that is available as determined by the
B-ireetor on a case by--ease basis talci ng into account energy,
environmental, ·and economic i mpaets and other costs of alternate
control systems.
"Building, structure, faeilityi or installation" moans, for
purposes of I'ctrL.:: +--and 9 of this Subchapter,
a 1 2. of the
p-rall uta:l.t el:r.4-:E *:: 1 ng --a-e-t-:l-,-i t i eo
,,;hi ch
bel oB:g
to
t~u
same
indust-rial grouping,· are located on one or more contiguous or
adjacent properties, and arc under the control of the same
person or persons under common coptrol.
Pollutant emitting
activities shall be considered as part of the same :i ndustr-:.al
grouping 1 r t=l-~cy bel eng to the same npqaj or Group n (i.e. , ',,,hi ch
have the same two digit code) , as described in the Standard
Industrial Class~f=lcation manual, 19721 as amended by the 1977
Supplement.
"Commence" for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 o::' this Subchapter
means, as applied to construction of a major stationary source
or major modifieati on,
that the owner or operator has all
necessary preeonstrucition approvals or permits and either·hao:
(A)
begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of actual
on site construction of the source, to be completed.- >;,Ji thin a·
reasonable time, or,
(B)
entered
into
binding
agreements
or
contractual
obl igatior:.s, 'VY'hich cannot be cancelled or mod~ f i ed wi':hou::
substantial loss to the m.incr or operator, to undertalcr:; a
program of actual construct.; on of the source to be eompl eted
witl:in a reasonable time.
"Construction" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter, any phy::::ieal
change or eha:xge in the method of
oper~t=ion
(ine,uding
fabrication,
erection,
insta,l::.tion,
demolition, or modification of an emiosi ono unit) ;;hi eh '<:oul d
rcou:'..t 1 n a ch::.1'lgc i:-1 actua, emiooieR-S-;
8 NSR Rule
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"Dispersion technj,.que" means f.or purpo~es of OAC: 252:100-8
5 any technique which attempts to affect the concentration of
a pollutant in the ambient air by using that portion of a stack
which exceeds good engineering practice. stack he.ight; varying
the rate of emission of a pollutant according to atmospheric
conditions or ambient concentrations of that pollutant; or
increasing final exhaust gas plume rise by manipulating source
process pa~ameters, exhaust gas parameters, stack parameters or
combining exhaust gases from several existing stacks into one
stack, or other selective handling of exhaust gas streams so as
to increase the exhaust gas plume rise.
The preceding sentence
does not include:
(A)
The reheating of a gas stream, following use of a
pollution control system, for the purpose of returning the gas
to the temperature at which it. was originally discharged from
the facility generating the gas stream.
(B) The merging of exhaust gas streams where:
(i)
the source owner or operator documents that the
facility was originally designed and constructed with such
merged streams;
(ii)
after July 8, 1985, such merging is part of a change
in operation at the facility that includes the installation
of pollution controls and is accompanied by a net reduction
in the allowable emissions of a pollutant.
This exclusion
from "dispersion technique•i applicability shall apply only
to the emission limitation for the pollutant affected by
such change in operation; or
(iii)
before July 8, 1985, such merging was part of a
change in operation at the facility that included the
·installation of emissions control equipment or was carried
out for sound economic or engineering reasons,
Where there
was an increase in the emissibn limitation or, in the event
that no emission limitation existed prior to the merging,
there was an increase in the quantity of pollutants
actually emitted prior to the merging, it shall be presumed
that merging was primarily intended as a means of gaining
emissions credit for greater dispersion.
Before such
credit
can be
allowed,
the
owner or operator must
satisfactorily demonstrate that merging was not carried out
for the primary purpose of gaining credit for greater
dispersion.
(C)
Manipulation of exhaust gas parameters, merging of
exhaust gas streams from several existing stacks into one
stack, or other selective handling of exhaust gas streams so
1.

8 NSR Rule
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as to increase the exhaust gas plume rise in those cases where
the resulting allowa?le emissions of sulfur dioxide from the
facility do no~ exceed 5,000 tons per y~ar.
"Emission limitations and emission standards" means for
purposes of OAC 252:100-8-1.5 requirements that limit the
quantity, rate or concentration of emissions of air pollutants
on a continuous basis, including any requirements that limit the
level of opacity, prescribe equipment, set fuel specifications
or prescribe operation or maintenance procedures for a source to
assure continuous reduction.
"Emissions unit" meaFs, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 c.:::
this. Subchapter, any part of a sow-ce T,.·hich emits or ·,mul d have
ffie--petent-i-al to emit any pollutant subject to· regulation.
"EPA"
means the United States ElT.rironmental Protect-l-en
Agency.
"Fugitive emissions" means
fer purposes of Parts . 7.. and 9
of this Subchapter, those cm~ssi o::s v;hic:h could not reasona'hl:t
p-aso through a
a-t-aek:,- ch:'cmr:cy
'.:en.t or oth.:.r fu::c':::i.eL.J.L_y
equivalent opening.
"National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants 11
. or "NESHAP" means those otandards found in 40 CFR Parts 61 and
1

1

-6-h

"Natural conditions" includes naturally occurring phenomena
that reduce visibility as measured in terms of light extinction,
visual range, contrast, or coloration.
"Necessary preeonstruction approvals or permits" me.::ms
for
purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, those permits or
approvals required under all appl ieable air quality control lavJS
and rules.
·"Ne..i' Source Performance StanCI.ards" or "NSPS" means those
standards found in 40 CFR Part 60.
"Part. 70
permit~'
means
(unless
the
context
Buggesto
otherwise) any permit or group of permits covering a Part 7 0
source that is issued, rene-,JCd, amended, or revised pursuant to
this Chapter.
"Part 70 program"
means a program approved by the l'.dmin-i etratoY under 10 CFR F.::1~t
I

::;...&-;-

"Part 70 source" means any source subject to the permitting
requirements of Part 5 o • this Subchapter, as provided ir:. OAC
252:100 8 3(a) and (b)
"Potential· to emit" means, for purposes of Parts 7 :md ~ of
th-i o Subchapter
the max:. mum . eapaci ty of o. source tc emit ~
pollutant under its physical
and operational design.
70:Yl]
I

8 NSR Rule
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phvsica2_ or ODE.rational
l ~ m~ tc:~ ion o:~ ~he capacity. oi the so~rce
.
eni: a po'''-.:l~ant, ~ncludi--r.:rs---2ir p-e-:1 1 -:..:t:i::--n ecn'::rol eq0.ipmsnt
::.nd reotr=i ct i ens on hours of opera':: i:::.F G=E on the type or amo·...:.n'::
6-'f- -ffi2r-'!.::.cri~--Bemb,,sted, s :...ore a-or proecss:::d, ::hal 2. .be treated~
part of its design if the limitation or ~he effect it weuld have
on emi 3s±Bn:: is enforeeab 1 e. · Scecndary en~issions do not eG-l::I:B:t
ln determining the potential to emit of a source.
"Secondary emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9
of this Subchapter, emissions which occur as a result of the
construction or operation of a major stationary source or
modification, but do not come from the source or modification
itself.
Secondary emissions must be specific, well defined,
quantifiable, and impact the same general areas as the source or
n:todification which causes the secondary emissions.
Secondary
emissions may include, but are not limited to:
(A)
emissions from trains coming to or from the new or
modified stationary source; and,
(B)
emissions from any offsite support facility which would
not otherwise be constructed or increase its emissions as a
result of the construction or operation of the major source or
modificatjon.
11 Stack 11
means for purposes of OAC 252:100-8-1.5 any point
in a source designed to emit solids, liquids or gases into the
air, including a pipe or duct but not including flares.
"Stationary source" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
this
Subchapter,
any
building,
st~re,
faci::!..ity
or
installation '•ohi eh emits or may emit any air pollutant oubj eet
to GAG 252:100.
"Visibility
impairment"
means, any
humanly perceptible
reduction in visibility (visual range, contrast, and coloration)
from that which would have existed under natural conditions.
~

~

-t:-2

PART 5.

PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES

252:100-8-2.
Definitions
The following words and terms,· when used in this Part,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise.
Except as specifically provided in this
Section, terms used in this Part retain the meaning accorded
them-under the applicable requirements of the Act.
"Administratively
complete 11
means
an
application
that
provides:
(A)
All information required under OAC 252:100-8-5 (c), (d),
or (e) ;
8 NSR Rule
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(B)
A landowner affidavit as required by OAC 252:2-15
20 (b) (3) i
(C)
The appropriate application fees as required by OAC
252:100-8-1.7; and
(D)
Certification by the responsible official as required by
OAC 2 52 : 10 0- 8- 5 (f) .
"Affected source" means the same as the meaning given to it
in the regulations promulgated under Title IV (acid rain) of the
Act.
"Affected states" means:
(A)
all states:
(i)
That are one of the following contiguous states:
Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico and Texas,
and
(ii)
That in the judgment of the DEQ may be directly
affected by emissions from the facility seeking the permit,
permit modification, or permit renewal being proposed; or
(B)
all states that are within 50 miles of the permitted
source.
"Affected unit" means the same as the meaning given to it
in the regulations promulgated under Title IV (acid rain) of the
Act.
"Applicable requirement" means all of the following as they
apply to emissions units in a Part 7 0 source subject to this
Chapter (including requirements that have been promulgated or
approved by EPA through rulemaking at the time of issuance but
have future effective compliance dates) :
(A)
Any standard or other requirements provided for in the
applicable implementation plan approved or promulgated by EPA
through rulemaking under Titl~ I of the ·A~t that implements
the relevant requirements of the Act, including any revisions
to that plan promulgated in 40 CFR Part 52;
(B)
Any term or condition of any preconstruction permits
issued pursuant to regulations approved or promulgated through
·rulemaking under Title I, including parts Cor D, of the Act;
(C)
Any standard or other requirement under section 111 of
the Act, including section 111(d);
(D)
Any standard or other requirement under section 112 of
the
Act,
including
any
requirement
concerning
accident
prevention under section 112(r) (7)
of the Act,
but not
including the contents of any risk management plan required
under 112(r) of the Act;

8 NSR Rule
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(E)
Any standard or .other requirement of the acid · rain
program under
Title .IV of
the Act
or the
regulations
promulgated thereunder;
(F)
Any requirements established pursuant to section 504 (b)
or section 114 (a) (3) of the Act;
(G)
Any standard or other requirement governing solid waste
incineration, under section 129 of the Act;
(H)
Any · standard or other requirement for consumer and
commercial products, under section 183(e) of the Act;
(I)
Any standard or other ·requirement for tank vessels, under
section 183(f) of the Act;
(J}
Any standard -or other requirement of the regulations
promulgated to protect stratospheric ozone under Title VI of
the Act, unless the Administrator
has determined
that such
.
.
requirements need not be contained in a Title V permit; and
-(K}
Any national ambient air quality standard or increment or
visibility requirement under part C of Title I of the Act, but
only as it would apply to temporary sources permitted pursuant
to section 504(e) of the Act.
"Begin actual construction" means for purposes of this
Part, that the owner or operator has begun the construction or
installation of the emitting equipment on a-- pad or in the final
location at the facility.
"Designated representative" means with respect to affected
units, a- responsible person or official authorized by the owner
or operator of a unit to represent the owner or operator in
matters pertaining to the holding, transfer, or disposition of
allowances allocated to a unit,
and the submission of and
compliance. with permits, permit applications, and compliance
plans for the unit.
"Dra-ft permit" means the version of a permit for which the
DEQ offers public participation under 27A 0.8.
§§
2-14-101
through 2-14-401 and OAC 252:4-7 or affected State review under
OAC 252:100-8-8.
"Emergency"
means,
when
used
in
OAC
252:100-8
6 (a) (3) (C) (iii) (I) ·and (e), any situation arising from sudden
and reasonably unforeseeable events beyond the control of the
source,
including
acts
of
God,
which
situation
requires
immediate corrective action to restore normal operation, and
that causes the source to excee-d a technology-based emission
limitation under the permit, due to unavoidable increases in
emissions attributable to
the emergency.
An emergency shall
not include noncompliance to the extent caused by improperly
8 NSR Rule
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designed equipment, l~ck of preventi~~
improper operation, or 0perator error.

"Emissions

allowable

under

the

maint~nance,

careless or

permit"

means a federally
enforceable permit .term or condition determined at issuance to
be required by an applicable requirement that establishes an
emissions limit
(including a work practice standard)
or a
£ederally enforceable emissions cap that the source has assumed
to avoid an applicable requirement to which the source would
otherwise be subject.
"Emissions unit" means any part or activity of a stationary
source that emits or has the potential to emit any regulated air
pollutant or ariy pollutant listed under section 112 (b) of the
Act. Fugitive emissions from valves, flanges, etG:. associated
with a specific unit process shall be identified with that
specific· emission unit.
This term is not meant to alter or
affect the definition of the term 11 unit 11 for purposes of Title
IV of the Act.
"Final permit" means the version of a part 70 permit issued
by the DEQ that has completed all review procedures required by
OAC 252:100-8~7 through 252:100-8-7.5 and OAC 252:100-8-8.
"Fugitive emissions" means those emissions of regulated air
pollutants which could not reasonably pass through a stack,·
chimney, vent, or other functionally-equivalent opening.
"General permit" means a part 70 permit that meets the
requirements of OAC 252:100-8-6.1.
"Insignificant activities" means individual emissions units
tnat are either on the list approved by the Administrator and
contained in Appendix I, or whose actual calendar year emissions
do not ~xceed any of th~ limits in (A) through (C) and (B) of
this definition. Any activity to which a State or federal
applicable requirement applies is not insignificant even if it
meets the criteria below or is included on .the insignificant
activities list.
(A)
5 tons per year of any one criteria pollutant.
(B)
2 tons per year for any one hazardous air pollutant (HAP)
or 5 tons per year for an aggregate of two or more HAP-'s, or
20 percent of any threshold less than 10 tons per year for
single HAP that the EPA may establish by rule·.
(C)
0.6 <:.ens per yrar for any one catcgo=y A substance, 1.2
tons per y0ar for any one category B oubo~anee or 6 tons per
year for any o:r:e e:lt= egory C oubot=anee as de:: i ned in 01\C
2::::2. 1 00 11 10.
11 MACT"
means maximum achievable control technology.
I

8 NSR Rule
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"Major source" mea,ns any stationary source. (or any group of
stationary sources that are located on one or more contiguous or
adjacent properties and are under common control. of the same
person (or persons under common control)) belonging to a single
major industrial grouping and that is'described in subparagraph
(A.),
(B), or (C) of ·this definition.
For the purposes of
defining
"major source,"
a
stationary source or group of
stationary sources
shall
be
considered part
of
a
single
industrial grouping if all of the pollutant emitting activities
at such source or group of sources on contiguous or adjacent
properties belong to the same Major Group (i.e., all have the
same two-digit primary SIC code) as described in the Standard
Industrial Classificatiori Manual, 1987.
(A)
A major source under section 112 of the Act, which is
·defined as:
(i)
For
pollutants
other
than
radionuclides,
any
stationary source or group of stationary sources located
within a contiguous ·area and under common control that
emits or has the potential to emit, in the aggregate, 10
tons per year
( "tpy")
or more of
any hazardous air
pollutant which has been listed pursuant to sec.tion 112 (b)
of the Act, 25 tpy or more of any combination of such
hazardous air pollutants, or such lesser quantity as the
Administrator may establish by rule. Notwithstanding the
preceding
sentence;
emissions
from
any
oil
or
gas
exploration
or
production
well
(with
its
associated
equipment) and emissions from any pipeline compressor or
pump station shall not be aggregated with emissions from
other similar units, whether or not such units are in a
contiguous area or under common control,· ·to determine
whether such units or stations are major sources; or.
(ii)
For radionuclides, "major source" shall have the
meaning specified by the Administrator by rule.
(B)
A major stationary source of air pollutants, as defined
in section 3 02 . of the Act, that directly emits or has the
potential - to emit, 100 tpy or more of any regulated air
pollutant (except that fraction of particulate matter that
exhibits an average aerodynamic particle diameter of more than
10 micrometers)
(including any major source of .fugitive
emissions of any such pollutant, as determined by rule by the
Administrator) . The fugitive emissions of a stationary source
shall not be considered in determining whether it is a major
stationary source for the purposes of section 302 (j) of the
8 NSR Rule
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Act
unless the source belqngs to one of the following
categories of statio~ary sources:
(i)
CoaL cleaning plants (with therm~l dryers);
(ii)
Kraft pulp mills;
(iii)
Portland cement plants;
(iv)
Primary zinc smelters;
(v)
Iron and steel mills;
(vi)
Primary aluminum ore reduction plants;
(vii)
Primary copper smelters;
(viii)
Municipal incinerators capable of charging more
than 250 tons of refuse per day;
(ix) Hydrofluoric/ sulfuric/ or nitric.acid plants;
(x)
Petroleum refineries;
(xi)
Lime plants;
(xii)
Phosphate rock processing plants;
(xiii)
Coke oven batteries;
(xiv)
Sulfur recovery plants;
(xv)
Carbon black plants (furnace process) ;
(xvi)
Primary lead smelters;
(xvii)
Fuel conversion plants;
(xviii) ·sintering plants;
(xix)
Secondary metal production plants;
(xx)
Chemical process plants;
(xxi)
Fossil-fuel
boilers
(or
combination thereof)
totaling more than 250 million British thermal units per
hour heat input;
(xxii)
Petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
storage capacity exceeding 300 000 barrels;
(xxiii)
Taconite ore processing pl.ants;
(xxiv) ·Glass fiber processing plants;
(xxv). Charcoal production plants;
(xxvi)
Fossi 1- fuel- fired steam electric plants of more
than 250 million British thermal units per hour heat input;
or
(xxvii)
All other stationary source categories which/ as
of August 7/ 1980i are being regulated by a standard
promulgated under section 111 or 112 of the-Act.
(C) A major stationary source as defined in part D of Title I
of the Act, including:
(i)
For ozone non-attainment areas/ sources with the
potential to emit 100 tpy or more of volatile organic
compounds or oxides of nitrogen in areas classified as
"marginal''
or
"moderate
50
tpy or more in areas
classified as "serious/'' 2 5 tpy or more in areas classified
1

1

1
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as "severe," and ·10 tpy or more ln areas · class~fied as
11
extreme"; except· that the references in this paragraph to
100, 50, 25, and 10 tpy of nitrogep oxides shall not apply
with respect to any source for which the Administrator has
made a finding, under section 182 (f) (1) or (2) of the Act,
that requirements under section 182 (f) of the Act do not
apply;
(ii)
For ozone transport regions established pursuant to
section 184 of the Act, sources with the potential to emit
50 tpy or more of volatile organic compounds;
(iii)
For carbon monoxide non-attainment areas:
(I)
that are classified as "serious"; and
(I I)
in
which
stationary
sources
contribute
significantly to carbon monoxide levels as determined
under rules issued by the Administrator, sources with the
potential to emit 50 tpy or more of carbon monoxide; and
(iv)
For particulate matter (PM-10) non-attainment areas
classified as "serious," sources with the potential to emit
70 tpy or ·more of PM-10.
"Maximum capacity" meahs the quantity of air contaminants
that theoretically could be emitted by a statio~ary source
without control devices based on the design capacity or maximum
production capacity of the source and 8,760 hours of operation
per year.
In determining the maximum theoretical emissions· of
VOCs for a source, the design capacity or maximum production
capacity shall include the use of raw materials, coatings and
inks with the highest VOC content used in practice by the
source.
"Permit" means (unless the context suggests otherwise) any
permit. or group of permits covering a Part 70 source that is
issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to this Chapter.
"Permit modification"
means a
revision to a Part
70
construction or operating permit that meets the requirements of
OAC 252:100-8-7.2(b).
"Permit program costs" means all reasonable (direct and
indirect) costs required -to develop and administer a permit
program, as set forth in OAC 252:100-5-2.2 (whether such costs
are incurred by the DEQ or other State or local agencies that do
not issue permits directly, but that support permit issuance or
administration) .
"Permit
revision"
means
any
permit
modification
or
administrative permit amendment.
"Potential
to
emit"
means the
maximum capacity of
a
stationary source to emit any air pollutant under its physical
8 NSR Rule
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and operational design.
Any physica~ or operational limitation
on the capacity of a source to emit an air pollutant, including
air pollution control equipment and restrictions on hours of
operation or on the type, or amount of material combusted,
stored, or processed, shall be treated as part of its design if
the limitation is enforceable by the Administrator.
This term
does not alter or affect the use of this term for any other
purposes under the Act, or the term "capacity factor" as used in
Title IV of the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder.
"Proposed permit" means the version of a permit that the
DEQ proposes to issue and forwards to the Administrator for
review in compliance with OAC 252:100-8-8.
"Regulated air pollutant" means the following:
(A)
Nitrogen oxides or any volatile organic compound (VOC),
including
those
substances
defined
in
OAC
252:100-1-3,
252:100-37-2,
and 252:100-39-2,
except
those specifically
excluded in the EPA definition of VOC in 40 CFR 51.100(s);
(B)
Any pollutant for which a national ambient air quality
standard has been promulgated;
(C)
Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated
under section 111 of the Act;
(D)
Any Class I or II ozone-depleting substance subject to a
standard promulgated under or. established by Title VI of the
Act;
(E)
Any pollutant subject to a standard. promulgated under
section 112 or other requirements established under section
112 of the Act (Hazardous Air Pollutan~s) , including sections
112 (g) (Modifications), (j) (Equivalent Emission Limitation by
Permit, and. (r) (Prevention of Accidental Releases), including
the following:
(i)
any pollutant subject to the requirements under
section 112 (j) of the Act.
If the Administrator fails to
promulgate a standard by the date established pursuant ·to
section 112 (e)
of the Act
(Schedule for Standards and
Review), any pollutant for which a subject source would be
major shall be considered to be regulated as to that source
on the date 18 months afte·r-the applicable date established
pursuant to section 112(e) of the Act; and,
(ii)
any pollutant for which the requirements of section
112 (g) (2) of the Act have been met, but only with respect
to the individual source subject to the section 112 (g) (2)
requirement; or
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(F) . k\n'y other substance for.w;hich an air emission ,limitc;J.tion
or equipment standard is set by an existing permit or
regulation.
"Renewal" means the process J:;>Y which a permit is reissued
at the end of its term.
"Responsible official" means one of the following:
(A)
For a corporation: a president, ,secretary, treasurer, or
vice-president of the corporation in charge of a principal
business function, or any other person who performs similar
policy or decision-making functions for the corporation, or a
duly
authorized
representative
of
such
person
if
the
representative is r'esponsible for the overall operation of one
or more manufacturing, production, or operating facilities
applying for or subject to a permit and either:
(i)
The facilities employ more than 250 persons or have
gross annual sales or expenditures exceeding $25 million
(in second quarter 1980 dollars); or
(ii)
The delegation of authority to such representatives
is approved in advance by the DEQ;
For the partnership or sole proprietorship: a general
{B)
partner or the proprietor, respectively;
(C)
For a municipality, State, Federal, or other public
agency:
Either a
principal
executive officer or ranking
elected official.
For purposes
of this
Subchapter,
a
principal executive officer or installation commander of a
Federal agency includes the chief executive officer having
responsibility for the overall operations of a principal
geographic unit of the agency (e.g., a Regional Administrator
of EPA); or
(D)
For affected sources:
( i)
The designated representative in so far as actions
standards, requirements, or prohibitions under Title IV of
the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder 'are
concerned; and
(ii)
The designated representative- f-or· any other purposes
under this Subchapter.
"Section 502(b) (10) changes" means changes that contravene
an express permit term.
Such changes do not include changes
that
would
violate
applicable
requirements
or
contravene
federally enforceable permit terms and conditions that are
monitoring (including test methods) , recordkeeping, reporting,
or compliance certification requirements.
1
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"Smail unit" means a fossil fmil fired combustion device
which serves a generator with a name plate capacity of 25 MWe or
less.
11
State-only requirement 11 mear:s any standard or requirement
pursuant to Oklahoma Clean Air Act (27A O.S. §§ 2-5-101 through
2-5-118,
as
amended)
that
is not
contained 1n the State
Implementation Plan (SIP) .
11
State
program"
means
a
program
approved
by
the
Administrator under 40 CFR Part 70.
"Stationary· source 11
means
any
building,
structure,
facility, or installation that emits or may emit any regulated
air pollutant or any pollutant listed under section 112 (b) of
the Act as it existed on January 2, 2006.
11
Trivial activities" means any individual or combination of
air emissions units that are considered inconsequential and are
on a
list approved by the Administrator and contained in
Appendix J.
"Unit 11 means, for purposes of Title IV, a fossil fuel-fired
combustion device.

PART 7.

PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION (PSD)
REQUIREMENTS FOR ATTAINMENT AREAS

252:100-8-30. Applicability
(a)
General applicability.
(1)
The
nD~
source
requirements
of
this
Part,
in
addition to the requirements of Parts 1 , 3, and S · of t:his
Subchapter, shall apply to the construction of ~ll any new
major stationary sources source and major modifications as
specified in 252:100 8 31 through 252:±80 8 33 or any project
that is a major modification at an existing major stationary
source in an area designated as attainment or unclassifiable
under sections 107 (d) ( 1) (A) ( ii) or (iii) of the Act. So:J.rces
subject to H:i o Part are aloe oubj·ect to the operating pcrn;.it
• "
'
' "1n Part
.
~
'£ "5"
AI'\
8.
'
provls,ons
co~t91nea
~
o~
~ z :12
uu
(2) The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-34 through 252:100-8
3 6. 2 apply to the construction of any new major stationary
source or the major modification of any. existing major
stationary source, except as this Part otherwise provides. .
(3) No new major stationary source or major modification to
which the requirements of OAC 252:10-8-34 through 252:100-8
36.2 (b) apply shall begin actual construction wi-thout a permit
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that
states
that . the, major stationary sour.ce or 111ajor
modification will meet those requirements.
(4) The requirements of OAC 252:100-8, Parts 1, 3, and -~-also
apply to the construction.of all new major stationary sources
and major modifications.
(b) Major modification.
(1)
Major modification applicability deter.mination.
(A) Except as otherwise provided ln OAC 252:100-8-30(c),
and consistent with the definition of "major modification",
a project is a major modification for a regulated NSR
pollutant if it causes two types of emissions incr~ase_~
(i) a significant emissions increase and
(ii) a significant net emissions increase.
(B) The project is not a major modificat-ion if it does not
cause a signific.ant emissions increase.
If the project
causes a significant ·emissions increase, then the project
is a major modification only if it also results in a
significant net emissions increase.
{2) Calculating significant emissions increase and significant
net emissions increase before beginning actual· construction.
The procedure for calculating whether a significant emissions
increase will occur depends upon the type of emissions . units
being modified, according to OAC 252:100-8-30 (b) (3) through
{5) .
This is the first step in determining if a proposed
modification would. be considered a major modification.
The
procedure for calculating whether a significant net emissions
increase will
occur at
the major
stationary source
is
contained in the definition of "net emissions increase".
This·
is the second step in the process of determining if a proposed
modification is .a major modification.
Both steps occur prior
to the beginning of actual construction.
Regardless of any
such preconstruction projections, a major modification results
if the project causes a significant emissions increase and a
significant net emissions increase.
(3) Actual-to-projected-actual applicability test for .projects
that only involve existing emissions uri.its.
A significant
emissions increase of a regulated NSR pollutant is projected
to occur if the sum of the difference between the projected
actual emissions and the baseline actual emissions for each
existing emissions unit, equals or exceeds the amount that is
significant for that pollutant.
(4) Actual-to-potential test for projects that only involve
construction of a new emissions unit(s).
A significant
emissions increase of a regulated NSR pollutant is projected
8 NSR Rule
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to occur if the sum of the difference between the potential to
emit from each new e~issions unit following completion of the
££Oject and the baseline actual em1ss1ons of these units
before the project equals or exceeds .. the amount that is
significant for that pollutant.
(5) Hybrid test for projects that
amissions units.
A significant

involve multiple

types

of

emissions increase of a
regulated NSR pollutant is projected to occur if the sum of
the emissions increases for each emissions unit, using the
method
specified
in
OAC
252:100-8-30(b) (3)
or
(4)
as
applicable with respect to each emissions unit; for each type
of emissions unit equals or exceeds the amount that is
significant for that pollutant.
For example, if a project
involves both an existing emissions unit and a
new emissions
unit, the projected increase is determined by summing the
values determined using the method specified in OAC 252:100-8
30(b) (3) for the existing unit and determined using the method
spec_ified in 252:100-8--3o(b) (4) for the new emissions unit.
Actual-to-potential test for projects that only involve
existing emissions units. In lieu of using the actual-to
(6)

projected-actual test, owners or operators may choose to use
the actual-to-potential test to determine if a significant
emissions increase of a regulated NSR ·pollutant will result
from a proposed project.
A significa~t emissions increase of
a regulated NSR pollutant. will occur if the sum of the
difference between the potential emissions and the baseline
actual emissions for each existing emissions unit, equals or
exceeds the amount that is significant for that pollutant.
Owners or operators who use the potentia.l-to-actual test will
not be subject to the recordkeeping requirements in OAC
252:100-8-36.2 (c).
·
(c) Plantwide applicability limitation (PAL).
Major stati onary
sources. seeking to obtain or maintain a PAL shall c omply with
the requirements under OAC 252:100-8-38.
252:100-8-31.

Definitions

The following words and terms when used in this Part shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise7.
All terms used in this Part that are not defined in
this Subsection shall have the meaning given to them in OAC
252:100-1-3, 252:100-8-1.1, or in the Oklahoma Clean Air Act.
"Actual
emission emissions" means the actual rate of
emissions of a regulated NSR pollutant . from an emissions unit,
as determined in accordance with ':.he fell mri ng: paragraphs (A)
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through (C) of this definition, except. that this definition
shall not apply for calculating whether a significant emissions
increase has occurred, or for establishing a PAL under OAC.
252:100-8-38.
Instead, the definitions of "projected actual
emissions" and "baseline actual emissions" shall apply for those
purposes.
(A)
In· general, actual emissions as of a particular date
shall equal the average rate in "'-ens prr year TPY at which the
unit
actually
emitted
the
pollutant
during
a------t=-wo ye::.r
consecutive 24-month period which precedes the particular date
and which is representative of normal source operation.
The
rrvie·,.,i:'lg autheri~y Director n"..::y shall allow the use .of a
different time period upon a determination that it is more
representative of normal source operation.
Actual emissions
shall be calculated using the uni·t 1 s actual operating hours,
production rates, and types of materials processed, stored, or
combusted during the selected time period.
Actual cmisoi vns
may a2_-:ee be determined by souree ---t::~;::ts, or by best e:'lgineerin:;
j udgrnen£: in the absence of acccp£:abl e test da£:a.
(B)
The rc-·{iev;ing authority Director may presume that source
specific allowable emissions for the unit are equivalent to
the actual emissions of the unit.
(C)
For any emissions unit ·.:hich that has not begun normal
operations on the particular date, actual emissions shall
equal the potential to emit of the unit on that date.
"Adverse impact on · visibility" means vft-sibility impairmc:-:t·
·,.·hich interferes with the rnanagemrnt r protection, preservation
•
1.-.
•
•
I
•
,
•
""
+-1.-.
F "
or enJoymen£:
OE ~ue.vJ:oJ:tor s vJ:oua:t experJ:enee OT t:ueeo:rra:
Class I area.
This determination must be made by the DEQ on a
ease by case basis tak::.ng into account:: the geographic extent,
~ration,
frequency
and
time
of
visibility
impairments, and hm.· these factors correlate ·.v'ith:
(A)
times of visitor use o:f: the Federal Class I area, and
(B)
the frequency and timing of natural eondit 1 ens that
reduce visibility.
"Allowable
emissions"
means
the
emission
rate
of
a
stationary source calculated using the maximum rated capacity of
the source (unless the source is subject to enforceable ·limits
which restrict the operating rate, or hours of operation, . or
both) and the most stringent of the following:
{A)
the applicable standards as set forth in 40 CFR Parts 60
and 61;
(B)
the applicable State rule allowable emissions; or,
~
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(C)
the emissions rate . specified as an enforceable permit
condition.
"Baseline actual emissions" means the rate of emissions, in
TPY, of· a r-egulated NSR pollutant, as determined in accordance
with paragraphs (A) through (C) of this definition.
(A) For any existing emissions unit, baseline actual emissions
means the average rate, in TPY, at which the emissions unit
actually emitted the pollutant during any consecutive 24-month
period selected by the owner or operator within the 5 -year
period immediately preceding the date that a complete permit
~plication is received by the Director for a permit required
urider OAC 252:100-8.
.The baseline actual emissions shall be
-----·•-R
based on ·current emissions data and the unit's utilization
during the period chosen. The Director shall.allow the use of
a different time period, not to exceed 10 years immediately
preceding the date that a complete application is received by
the
Division,· upon
a
determination
that
it
is
more
represent~tive of normal source operation.
The same 24-month
period shall be used for all pollutants.
(i) The average rate shall include .fugitive emissions to
the extent quantifiable, and emissions associated with
start-ups, shutdowns, and malfunctions.
(ii) The average rate shall be adjusted downward to exclude
any noncompliant emissions that occurred while the source
was operating above an emission limitation that was legally
enforceable during the consecutive 24-month period.
(iii) For an existing unit other than an EUSGU, the average
rate shall be adjusted downward to exclude any emissions
that would have exceeded an emission limitation with 1t{hich
the major stationary source must currently comply, had such
major stationary source been required to comply with such
limitations
during
the
consecutive
24-month
period.
However,
if an emission limitation is part of a MACT
standard that the Administrator proposed or promulgated
under 40 CFR 63, the baseline actual emissions need only be
adjusted if the DEQ has taken credit for such emissions
reductions in an attainment demonstration or maintenance
plan
consistent
with
the
requirements
of
40
CFR
51.165 (a) (3) (ii) (G) .
(iv) For a regulated NSR pollutant, when a project involves
multiple emissions units, only one consecutive · 24-month
period shall be used to determine the baseline actual
emissions for all pollutants and for all the emissions
units affected by the project.
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(v) The average r~te shall not be based on any consecutive
24 -month period for which there is inadequate information
for determining annual emissions, in TPY, and for adjusting
this amount if required by (A) (ii) of this definition.
(B) For a new emissions unit, the baseline actual emissions
for purposes of determining . the emissions increase that will
result from the initial construction and ·operation -of such
unit shall equal zero; and thereafter, for all other purposes,
shall equal the unit's potential to emit.
(C) For a PAL . for a stationary source, the baseline actual
emissions shall be calculated for existing emissions units in
accordance with the procedures contained .in paragraph (A) of
this definition and for a new emissions unit in accordance
·with the procedures contained in paragraph
(B)
of this
definition.
"Baseline area" means any intrastate areas (and every part
thereof)
designated
as
a.ttainment
or unclassifiable
under
section 107 (d) (1) (D) or (E) of the Act in which the major source
or major modification establishing the minor source baseline
date would construct or would have an air quality impact equal
to or greater than 1 ~g/m 3 (annual average) of the pollutant for
which the minor source baseline date is established.
(A) Area redesignations under section 107(d) (1) (D) or (E) of
the Act cannot intersect or be smaller than the area of impact
of any major stationary source or major modification which:
(i) establishes a minor source baseline date; or
(ii) is subject to 40 CFR 52.21 or OAC 252:100-8, Part 7,
and would be constructed. in the same State as the State
proposing_ the redes~gnation.
(B) Any baseline area established originally for the TSP
increments shall remain in effect and shall apply for purposes
of determining the amount of available PM-10 increments,
except that such baseline area shall not remain in effect if
the Director rescinqs the corresponding minor source baseline
date in accordance with paragraph (D) of the definition of
"baseline date".
"Baseline concentration" means that ambient concentration
level T..rhieh that exists in the baseline area at the time of the
applicable minor source baseline date.
(A)
A baseline concentration is determined for each pollutant
for which a minor source baseline date is established and
shall include:
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(i)
the actual emissions. representative ot sources in
existence on the . applicable minor source baseline dater
except as pr~vided in (B) of this definition.
(ii)
the allowable- emissions of major stationary sources
v;hich that commenced construction before the major source
baseline date~ but were not in operation by the applicable
minor source baseline date.
(B)
The following will not be included in the baseline
concentration and will affect the applicable maximum allowable
increase(s):
(i)
actual emissions from any major stationary source on
which
construction
commenced
after
the
major
source
baseline date; and,
(ii)
.actual emissions increases and decreases at any
stationary so)Jrce occurring after the minor source baseline
date.
nBaseline date"--fl.-:cans:

(A)

cor rrc.jor socrcc-s-, Major sou:r:ce baseline date means:
(i)
in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide
January 6, 1975 1 and,
(ii)
in the case of nitrogen dioxide, February 8, 1988.,
I

aR-d-;-.

cor minor sources, Minor source baseline date means the
earliest date after the trigger date on which a major
stationary source or major modification (subject to 40 CFR
52.21
or
OAC
252:100-8 1
Part
7)
submits
a
complete
application. The trigger date is:
(i)
in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide
August 7, 1977, and
(i i)
in the case of nitrogen oxides dioxide February 81
1988.
(C) The baseline date_ is established fpr each pollutant for
which increments or other equivalent measures have been
established if:
(i) the area in which the proposed source or modification
·would
construct
is
designated
as
attainment
or
unclassifiable under section 107(d) (i) (D) or (E) of the Act
for the pollutant on the date of its complete application
under 40 CFR 52.21 or under OAC 252:100-8 1 Part 7; and'
(ii)
in the case of a major stationary source,
the
pollutant would be emitted in significant amounts, or, in
the case of a major modification,
there would be a
significant net emissions increase of the pollutant.
(B)

I

1
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(p) ~y minor source baseline··date establishec'l originally for
the TSP increments shall remain in effect and shall apply for
purposes
of
determining
the
amount
of
available
PM-10
increments, except that the Director may rescind any such.
minor source baseline date where- it can be shown, to the
satisfaction of the Director, that the emissions increase from
the major stationary source, or the net emissions ·increase
from the major modification, responsible for triggering that
date
did not
result
in a
significant
amount
of PM-10
emissions.
"Begin actual construction" means in general, initiation of
physical on-site construction activities on an emissions unit
which are of a permanent nature.
(A)
Such
activities
include,
but
are
not
limited
to,
installation of building supports and foundations, laying of
underground - pipework, and construction of permanent storage
structures.
(B)
With respect to a change in method of operation this term
refers to those on-site activities, other than preparatory
activities, which mark the initiation of the change.
"Best available control technology" or "BACT" means an
emissions limitation (including a visible emissions standard)
based on the maximum degree of reduction for each regulated NSR
pollutant which would be
emitted from any proposed _major
stationary source or major modification which the Director, on a
case-by-case basis, taking into account energy, environmental,
and economic impacts and other costs, determines- is achievable
fo.r
such
source
or
modification
through
application
of
production
processes
or
available
methods,
systems,
and
techniques; - including fuel cleaning or treatment or innovative
fuel combination techniques for control of such pollutant.
In
no· event shall application· of BACT result in ·emissions of any
pollutant which would exceed the emissions allowed by any
applicable standard ·under 40 CFR parts 60 and 61.
If the
Director determines that technological ·or economic limitations
· oh the application of measurement methodology to a particular
emissions unit
would make
the imposition of an emissions
standard
infeasible,
a
design,
equipment,
work
practice,
operational standard or combination thereof, may be prescribed
instead to satisfy the requirement for the application of BACT ..
Such standard shall, to- the degree possible, set forth the
emissions reduction achievable by implementation of such design,
equipment, work practice or operation, and shall provide for
compliance by means which achieve equivalent results.
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"Clean. coal technology" means any technology,
including
technologies applied at the precombustion, combustion, or post
combustion stage,
at a new or existing facility which will
achieve
significant
reductions
in air emissions of
sulfur
dioxide or oxides of nitrogen associated with the utilization of
coal in the generation of e1ectricity, or process steam which
was not in widespread use as of November 15, 1990.
"Clean coal
technology demonstration project"
means
a
project using funds appropriated under the heading "Department
of Energy-Clean Coal Technology 11 ,
up to a total amount of
$2,500,000,000
for
commercial
demonstration
of
clean
coal
technology, or similar projects funded through appropriations
for the EPA..
The Federal contribution for a qualifying project
shall be at least 2 0% of the total cost of the demonstration
project.
"Commence •i means, ·as applied to construct ion of a major
stationary source or major modification,
that the owner or
operator has all necessary preconstruction approvals or permits
and either has:
(A)
begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of actual
on-site construction of the source, to be completed within a
reasonable time; or,
(B)
entered
into
binding
agreements
or
contractual
obligations, which cannot be cancelled or modified without
substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a
program of actual construction of the source to be completed
within a reasonable time.

"Complete" means, ln r~ +=erence to an application for a
permit,
that the application contains all the information
necessary for processing the application.
Designating an
application complete for purposes of pe~~it processing does not
preclude the . revievving authority from reqUesting or accepting
any additional information.
"Construction" means any physical change or change in the
method.
of
operation
(including
fabrication,
erection,
installation, demolition~ or modification of an emissions -unit)
that would result in a change in emissions.
"Continuous emissions moni taring system" or "CEMS" means
all of the equipment that may be required to meet the data
acquisition and availability requirements to sample, condition
(if applicable) , analyze, and provid~ a record of emissions on a
continuous basis.
"Continuous emissions rate monitoring system" or "CERMS"
means the tota1 equipment required for the determination and
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recorping of the pollutant mass emission$ rate (in terms of maps
per unit of time) .
"Continuous parameter monitoring system" or "CPMS" means
all of the equipment necessary to meet the data acquisition and
availability requirements to monitor process and control device
operational parameters (for example, control device secondary
voltages ·and electric currents)
and other information (for
example, gas flow rate, 0 2 , or C0 2 concentrations), and to record
average operational parameter value(s) on a continuous basis.
"Electric utility steam generating unit" or "EUSGU" means .
any steam electric generating unit that is constructed for the
purpose of · supplying more th.im one-third of its potential
electric output capacity and more than 2 5 MW electrical output
to any utility power distribution system for sale.
Any steam
supplied to a steam distribution system for the purpose of
providing steam to a steam-electric generator that would produce
electrical energy for sale is also considered in determining the
electrical energy output capacity of the affected facility.
"Emissions unit" means any part of a stationary source that
emits or would have the potential to emit any regulated NSR
pollutant and includes an EUSGU.
There are two types of
emissions units · as described in paragraphs (A) and (B) of this
definition.
(A) A new emissions unit is any emissions unit that is (or
will be) newly constructed and that has existed for less than
2 years from the date such emissions unit first operated.
(B) An existing emissions unit is any emissions unit that does
not meet the requirements in paragraph (A) of this definition.
A replacement unit is ari existing emissions unit.
"Federai land manager Land Manager" means _w_i_t_h_ _r_e_s~p,__e_c_t__t_o
any lands in the United States, the Secretary of the department
with authority
over
the
Fede-r-al
Class
I
area · or
his
representative such lands.
"High terrain" means any area having an elevation 900 feet
or more above the base of the stack of a source.
"Innovative· control technology" means any system of air
pollution control that has not been adequately demonstrated in
practice, but would have a substantial likelihood of achieving
greater 'continuous emissions reduction than any control system
in current
practice or of achieving at least
comparable
reductions at lower cost in terms of energy, economics, or non
air quality environmental impacts.
"Low terrain" means any area other than high terrain.
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"Maj.or

modificat~on"

:i+------tl-:c-----F~-r-~~~-d.
l :.-:

to

a ::_ig-r1 ~ f

t)=

~ CcJ_n.t

rr:::::ans any :;:-;h~"1' chang-e 1 n or change
r;p.::r2.t. ~ 211 cf a -FftD.j o:o~ L~c~~~-=-"':+.::-t.~---t--:-fl.:~ "v{c:..:l d Y'CStllt
11.et. emios~ on.s in.cre=.se c4---EHT~l pollutant su.bj ect

,::_t ~ ~::c:..
(A) Any physical change in _or change in the method of
operation of a major stationary source that would result in a
significant emissions increase of a regulated NSR pollutant
and a significant net emissions increase -of that pollutant
from the major stationary source is a major modification.
(!~~ (i)
Any net significant emissions increase from any
emissions units or net emissions increase at a major
stationary source that is significant for volat-ile organ-1 c
e-tPTOur:dc VOC shall be considered significant for ozone.
--8--t-(ii)
A physical change or change in the method of
operation shall not include:
-+--:i:-+-(I)
routine maintenance, repair and replacement-7;
+i:--±+(II)
use of an altcn:ate alternative fuel or raw
material by reason of any order under Sections sections
2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply and Environmental
Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding legislation)
or by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant
to the Federal Power Act~L
(iii; (III)
use of an alternate alternative fuel by
reason of an order or rule under Section section 125 of
the Federal Clean Air Act~L
(iv) (IV)
use of an alternate alternative fuel at a steam
generating unit to the extent that the fuel is generated
from municipal solid waste-:-L
(-o) (V)
Usc use
of an a, tcrnate alternative fuel or raw
--material by a stationary source -which-:
the source was capable of accommodating before
January 6, 1975, iunless such change would be prohibited
under any enforceable permit limita-tion condition which
was established after January 6, 1975l--;- or-:;
------t(-:!T-±+- the source is approved to use under any permit
issued under 40 CFR 52.21 or OAC 252:100-7 or 252:100-B~L.
~(VI)
An-an increase in the hours of operation or in
the
production rate,
unless
such change
would be
prohibited
under
any
federally
enforceable
permit
-=! in"'.itaticn condition which was established after January
6, 1975~L
(vii) (VII)
Afly-~change in source ownership7L
operation,
cessation,
or
the
installation,
(VII I)
clean
coal
technology
of
a
temporary
removal
r::::<s~-; l
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demonstration P+:"Oj ect, provided the' ~project complies with
OAC 252:100 and other requirements necessary to attain
and maintain the NAAQS during the project and after it is
termina.Led;
(IX) the installation or operation of a permanent clean
coal technology demonstration project that constitutes
repowering, ·provided that the project does not result in
an increase in the potential to emit of ·any regulated
pollutant (on a pollutant-by-pollutant basis) emitted by
the unit; or
(X) the reactivation of a very clean coal-fired EUSGU.
(B) This definition shall not apply with r~spect to a
pa'rticular
regulated
NSR
pollutant
when
the
major
stationary source is complying with the requirements under
OAC 252:100-8-38 for a PAL for that pollutant.
Instead,
the definition of . "PAL major modification"
at ·40 CFR
51.~66(w) (2)(viii) shall apply.
"Major stationary source"~ns .:::.ny source ·w±=;.i el-~ meets. any
e-F t::-:;:: ""'cl' m;ing conditions:
(A)
A major stationary source is:
-++0-Jil ~. :r:y any of the following stationary sources of air
pollutants which emits, or has the potential to emit, 100
tons per year TPY or more of any a regulated NSR pollutant
subject to regu'ation:
+i+ill carbon black plants (furnace process),
(ii) (II)
charcoal production plants,
(iii) (II I)
chemical process plants,
~(IV)
coal cleaning plants .(with thermal dryers),
{v+(V)
coke oven batteries,
+v-:i:-1-(VI)
fossil-fuel boilers (or combination thereof)
totaling more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input,
(vii) (VII)
fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of
more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input,
(viii) (VI II)
fuel conversion plants,
~(IX)
glass fiber processing plants,
~(X)
hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
~(XI)
iron and steel mill plants,
(J~i i) (XII)
kraft pulp mills,
(xiii) (XIII)
lime plants,
(xi-:) (XIV)
municipal incinerators capable of charging
more than 50 tons of refuse per day,
(xv) (XV)
petroleum refineries,
(xv1) (XVI)
petroleum storage and transfer units with a
total storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels,
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(r<i.::_ )--(XVI I).
phosphate rock processing plc.L': plants,
--PIP+-i--:i-:L+ (XVIII)
portland cement plants,
(x-ix) (XIX)
primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
~(XX)

primary copper smelters,
primary lead smelters,
(Jod:.) (XXI I)
primary zinc smelters,
(xxiii} (XXIII)
secondary metal production plants,
(xx::._y) (XXIV)
sintering plants,
(xx=-.z) (XXV)
sulfur recovery plants, or
(Ju~:.) (XXVI)
taconite ore processing plants7L
~(ii)
~-any other stationary source not on the list in
(A) (i) of this definition which emits, or has the potential
to emit, 2 50 -Ecns per year TPY or more of any a regulated
NSR pollutant subject to regulation.L
+Gt- (iii)
A:r:.'/ any physical change that would occur at a
stationary source not otherwise qualifying as a major
stationary source under (A) and (B) of this definition if
the change would constitute a major stationary source by
itself.
--+:(Di::H-) (B)
A major source that is major for v-o2.ati2.c organic
compounds VOC shall be considered major for ozone.
(C)
ThE: fugitive emissions of a stationary source. shall not
be included in determining for any of the purposes of this
Part whether it is a I1laj or stationary source, unless the
source belongs
to one
of
the· following
categories of
stationary sources:
(A) ( i)
of this
(i)
the stationary sources listed in
definitioni
(ii) any other stationary source category which, as of
August 7, 1980, is being regulated under section 111 or 112
of the Act.
"Natural conditions" mean naturally occurring phenomena
against which any changes in visibility are measured in terms of
visual range, contrast or coloration.
or
permits"
means
"Necessary preconstruction approvals
those permits or approvals required under all applicable air
quality control laws and rules.
"Net emissions· increase" means:
(A)
Net emissions increase means, with respect to any
regulated NSR pollutant emitted by a major stationary source,
The the amount by which the sum of the following exceeds zero:
(i)
any the increase in actual emissions from a particular
physical change or change in the method of operation at a
(x::.Ki) (XXI)
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.stationary source as calculated,.pursuant to. OAC 252:100-8
30 (bl; and,
(ii)
any other increases and decreases in actual emissions
at the .major stationary source that are· contemporaneous
with the particular change and are otherwise creditable.
Baseline actual emissions for calculating increases and
decreases
u_nder · (A) (ii)
of
this
definition
shall
be
11
determined as provided in the definition of
baseline
actual emissions 11 •
(B)
An
increase
or
decrease
in
actual
emissions
is
contemporaneous ~ith the increase from the particular change
only if it occurs · within 3 years before the date that the
increase from the particular change occurs.
.
(C)
An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable
only if: the "J::xceutive D-irector has not relied on-,----i--::: ir:.
issuing
pcrm-i t under OAC 2 c;_2: l 00 8
Part 7, Tvihich permiL i-e
in effect ·.;hF·n :..he "ner::.aa:: in actuctl en~iss i ens fro~--fi.e
particular ch~ngc ~~r=.
(i)
it is contemporaneous; and
(ii)
the Director has not relied on it in issuing a permit
for the source under OAC 252:100-8, Part 7, which permit is
in effect when the increase in actual emissions from the
particular change occurs.
(D)
An increase or decrease in actual emissions of sulfur
dioxide, particulate matter, or nitrogen oxides \l.zhieh that
occurs before the applicable minor source baseline date is
creditable only if i't is required to be considered in
calculating
the
amount
of
maximum
allowable
increases
remaining available.
(E)
An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that the new level of actual emissions exceeds the old
level.
(F)
A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that-!- it meets all the conditions in (F) (i) through
(iii) of this definition.
(i)
It is creditable if the old· level· of actual emissions
or the old level of allowable emissions,
whichever is
lower, exceeds the new level of actual emissions,~
(ii)
It is creditable if it is enforceable as a practical
matter at and after the time that actual construction on
the particular change begins-;-~
(iii)
It is creditable if it has approximately the same
qualitative significance for public health and welfare as
that attributed to the increase from the particular change.

a
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(G)·
An increase that resu) ts from ·a physical . change at a
source occurs when. the ~Tiss~~~emissions unit on which
construction occurred becomes operational and begins to emit a
particular· poilu.tant.
Any replacemeBt unit that
requires
shakedown
becomes
operational
0r1ly
after
a
reasonable
shakedown period, not to exceed 180 days.
(H) Paragraph (A) of the definition of "actual emissions"
shall not apply for determining creditable increases and
decreases.
"Potential
to
emit" means the maximum capacity of a
stationary source to emit. a pollutant under its physical and
operational design.
Any physical or operational limitation. on
the capacity of the source to emit a pollutant, including air
pollution control
equipment
and
restrictions
on
hours
of
operation'or on the type or amount of material combusted, stored
or processed, shall be treated as part of its design if the
limitation or
the
effect
it would have
on emissions
is
enforceable.
Secondary emissions do not count in determining
the potential to emit of a stationary source.
"Predictive . emissions moni taring system" or "PEMS" means
all of the equipment necessary to monitor process and control
device operational
parameters
(for example,
control
device
secondary voltages and .electric currents) and other informat,ion
(for example, gas flow rate, 0 2 , or C0 2 concentrations), and
calculate arid record the mass emissions rate
(for example,
lb/hr) on a continuous basis.
"Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
program"
means a major source preconstruction permit program that has
been approved by the Administrator and incorporated into the
plan to implement the requirements of 40 CFR 51.166, or the
program in 40 CFR 52.21.
Any permit issued under such a program
{sa major NSR.permit.
"Project" means a physical change in, or change in method
of operation of, an existing major stationary source.
"Projected actual emissions"
(A)
Projected actual emissions means the maximum annual rate,
in TPY, a·t- which an existing emissions unit is projected to
emit a regulated NSR pollutant in any one of the 5 years (12
month period)
following the date the unit resumes regular
operation after the project, or . in any · one of the 10 years
following that date, if the project involves increasing the
emissions unit's design capacity or its potential to emit that
regulated NSR pollutant, and full utilization of the unit
would result
in a
significant
emissions increase,
or a
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significa~t
pet. emissions increase at the majqr $tationary
source.
(B)
In determining the projected actual emissions under
paragraph (~i of this definition (before beginning actual
construction) , the owner or operator of the major stationary
source:
(i) shall consider all relevant information, including but
not limited to, historical operational data, the company's
own
representations,
the
company's
expected
business
activity and the company's highest projections of business
activity, the company's filings with the State or Federal
regulatory authorities, and compliance plans under the
approved plan; and
(ii)
shall
include fugitive
emissions to the extent
quantifiable
and
emissions associ a ted with
start -ups,
shutdowns, and malfunctions; and
(iii)
shall
exclude,
in calculating any increase
in
emissions that results from the particular project, that
portion of the unit's emissions following the. project that
an existing unit
could have accommodated during the
consecutive 24-month period used to establish the baseline
actual emission~ and that are also unrelated to the
particular project, including any increased utilization due
to product demand growth; or,
(iv) in lieu of·· using the method set out in (B) (i) through
(iii) of this definition, may elect to use the emissions
unit's potential to emit, in ·TPY.

"Reactivation of a very clean coal-fired electric utility
steam generating unit" means any physical change or change in

the met.hod of operation associated with the commencement of
commercial operations by a coal-fired utility unit after a
period of discontinued operation where the unit:
(A) has not been in operation for the two-year period prior to
the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, and the
emissions from such unit continue to be carried in the
Department's emissions inventory at the time of enactment;· 
(B) was equipped prior to shutdown with a continuous system of
emissions control that achieves a removal efficiency for
sulfur dioxide of no less than 85% and a removal· efficiency
for particulates of no less than 98%;
(C) is equipped with low-NOx burners prior to the time of
commencement of operations following reactivation; and
(D) is otherwise in compliance with the requirements of the
Act.
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"Regulated NSR pollutant"
(A) Aregulated NSR pollutant is:
(i) any pollutant for which a NAAQS has been promulgated
and any constituents or .precursors for such pollutants
identified by the Administrator (e.g., VOC a.re precursors
for ozone);
(ii) · any pollutant
that
is
subject
to . any standard
promulgated under section 111 of the Act;
(iii) any Class I or II substance subject to a standard
promulgated under or established by title VI of the Act; or
(iv) any pollutant that otherwise is subject to regulation
under the Act.
(B)
Regulated NSR pollutant does not include:
(i) any or all. HAP either listed in section 112 of the Act
or added to the list pursuant to section 112 (b) (2) of the
Act, which have not been delisted pursuant to section
112 (b) (3)
of the Act,
unless the listed HAP is also
regulated as a
constituent or precursor of a general
~ollutant listed under section 108 of the Act; or
(ii) any pollutant that is regulated only ].lnder 112 (r) of
the Act.
"Replacement unit" means an emissions unit for which all
the. criteria listed in paragraphs
(A) ·through
(D)
of this
definition are met.
No creditable emission reduction shall be
generated from shutting down the existing emissions unit that is
replaced.
(A) The emissions unit is a reconstruct.ed unit within the
meaning
of
40
CFR
60.15(b) (1),
or
the
emissions
unit
completely takes the place of an existing emissions unit.
(B)
The emissions unit is identical to·. or functionally
equivalent to the replaced emissions unit.
(C) The replacement unit does not alter the basic design
parameter(s) of the process unit.
(D) The replaced emissions unit is permanently removed from
the major stationary source, otherwise permanently disabled,
or permanently barred from operating by a permit that is
enforceable as a practical matter.
If the replaced emissions
unit is brought back into operation, it shall constitute a new
emissions unit.
11
Repower ing"
(A) Repowering shall mean the replacement of an existing coal
fired
boiler
with
one
of
the
following
clean
coal
technologies:
atmospheric
or
pressurized
fluidized
bed
combustion,
integrated
gasification
combined
cycle,
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ma·gnetohydrodynamics., direct and indirect .coal- fir.ed .turbines,
integrated gasification fuel cells, or as determined by the
Administrator, in consultation with the Secretary of Energy, a
derivativ<:: of one or more of these technologies, and any other
technology
capable
of
controlling
multiple
combustion
emissions simultaneously with improved boiler or generation
efficiency and with significantly greater waste reduction
relative to the performance of technology in widespread
commercial use as of November 15, 1990.
(B) Repowering shall also include any oil and/or gas-:fired
unit
which
has
been
awarded
clean
coal
technology
demonstration funding as of January 1, 1991, · by the Depart-ment
of Energy.
(C) The Director shall give expedited consideration to permit
applications for any source that satisfies the requirements of
this definition and is granted an extension under section 409
of the Act.
"Significant 11 mc.:::.ns:
(A)
In reference to a net emissions increa~e or the potential
of a
source
to emit any of
the following pollutants,
significant means a rate of emissions that would equal or
exceed any of the following ra·tes:
(i)
carbon monoxide:
100 tons per.ycar (tpy) TPY,
(ii) nitrogen oxides:
40~ TPY,
(iii)
sulfur dioxide:
40~ TPY 1
(iv)
particulate matter:
25 tpy TPY of particulate matter
emissions or 15~ TPY of PM-10 emissions,
(v)
ozone:
40~ TPY of volatile organie compounds VOC,
(vi)
lead:
0 .. 6---t:-w TPY,
(yiil
6sbeotoo:
0.007 tpy,
(viii)
beryllium.
0. GOO 4 tpy,
(ix)
mercury:
0.1 tpy,
(x)
vinyl chloride:
1 tpy,
~(vii)
fluorides:
3-tpy TPY,
(xii) (viii)
sulfuric acid mist.:
7~ TPY,
(xiii) (ix)
hydrogen f?Ulfide (H 2 S)
10--E-py TPY,
(xiv) (x)
total reduced sulfur (including H2 S) : 10----t:-p-y TPY,
~(xi)

reduced sulfur compounds (including H2 S):
10~
TPY.
(xii) municipal waste combustor organics (measured as total
tetrathrough
acta-chlorinated
dibenzo-p-dioxins
and
6
dibenzofurans):
3.5 x 10
TPY,
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(xiii)
municipal
waste
combustor metals
(measured
as
particulate matter) : 15 TPY,
(xiv) municipal waste combustor acid gases (measured as
suJ_fur dioxide and hydrogen chloride): 40 TPY,
(xv) municipal solid waste landfill emissions (measured as
nonmethane organic compounds): SO TPY.
Notwithstanding (A2 of this definition, "significant"
(B)
means any emissions rate or any net emissions increase
associated
with
a
major
stationary
source
or
major
modification which would construct within 6 miles of a Class I
area, and have an impact on such area equal to or. greater than
1 tJ.g/m3 (24-hour average).
.
"Significant emissions increase" means, for a regulated NSR
pollutant, an increase in emissions that ls significant for that
pollutant.
"Significant net emissions increase" means a significant
emissions increase and a net increase.
"Stationary source" means any building, structure, facility
or installation which emits or may emit a
regulated NSR
pollutant.
"Temporary· clean

coal

teclmology

demonstration

project"

means a clean coa] technology demonstration project that is
operated for a period of 5 years or less, and which complies
with the Oklahoma Air Pollution Control Rules in OAC 252:100 and
other requirements necessary to attain and/or maintain the NAAQS
during and after the project is terminated.
"Visibility
impairment"
means· any humanly
perceptible
reduction in visibility (visual range, contrast and coloration)
from th9=t '•J!-::ic!1_ -.,ou l d h:;."""e existed under natural-eor:.dit iono.
252:100-8-32.

Source

applicability

determination·

[REVOKED]

----~~------~

Proposed nevv sources and source modifications to '•vhieh this
Part is applicable are determined by size, geographical location
and type o~ emitted pollutants.
( 1)

Size.

(j\)
Perm.:t revie·,,- ·.dll apply to sources and· modi-:='i eati one
th::::_t emit any regula ted pollutC!_nt in major amoun;..s.
These
=u~~~~t'~s
~re
s~e··""'.::_-~=·
__:) :t:nre
·
th
-'l
.c·
't';ens _r.nr
·
v.
a n t l ~c
~p
vLrleu
ueL:t:D:t:
__ maJor
statior:arf ssure0, major modification, potentia::. to enut,
net emission:: -! ncrease, significant and other assoc-iated
def~nit~ons in 252:100 8 31, 252:100 8 1.1, and 252.100 1.
(B)
When a source or modification becomes major solely by
virtue of a relaxation in any enforceable permit limitd~ion
est.ab2. i s~·wd a~ t er lmguot 7, 19 8 0, on the capaei'-y of the
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252:100 8, ~art~ 1,
-. er
modi f icat:!._cn
as
cornmc:1.ced on. it.
-(2)
Location.

opcraL o:1, :.hen t:he req:_:=_reR'lt-?R~= ::::----&:f
5, and 7 shall apply to that source
construct~ on
had
::ret

(}'x)
Sources a~·ld modil:ications T.<hich are major Hl s~ze at1d
proposed fo:- eo::ot:cuction in an area r.,rhich h:io bee:.
designated as atta~nment or unclassified for any-app1=ic::b=.e
arnbi ent air sta::dard are oubj eet to the PSD requirements.
(B)
:'hose sources
and modifications loeat i ng
~ n --a:n
atta-i 1-:.mF-nt
or
·unel assi fied
area
but . impa2::.i ng
e:-~
ct
nonattainment area may also be oubj?et to the requirements
for major source":: affecting ncnattainment areas in .::?~'1-&-8, P">rt J.

252:100-8-32.1.
Ambient air increments and ceilings
(a)
Ambient
·air
increments.
Increases
in

pollutant
concentration over the baseline concentration in Class I, II, or
III areas shall be· limited· to those listed in OAC 252:100-3-4
regarding significant deterioration increments.
(b) Ambient air ceilings.
No concentration of a pollutant shall
exceed whichever of the following concentrations is lowest for
the pollutant for a period of exposure:
(1) the concentration allowed under the secondary NAAQS, or
(2) the concentration permitted under the primary NAAQS.
252:100-8-32.2.

Exclusion from increment consumption

The
following
cases
are
excluded
from
increment
consumption.
(1)
Concentrations from an increase in emissions from any
stationary source converting from the use of petroleum
products, natural gas, or both by reason of any order under
sections 2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply and Environmental
Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding legislation), or
by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant to the
Fe deral Power Act shall be excluded.
(A)
Such exclusion is limited to five years after the
effective
date
of
the
order
or plan whichever
is
applicable.
(B)
If both an order and a plan are applicable, the
exclusion shall not apply more than five years after the
later of the effective dates.
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(2)
Emissions of particulat~ matter from construction ·or
other temporary emission-related activities of new or modified
sources shall be excluded.
(3)
A temporary increase of sulfur dioxide, particulate
matter, or nitrogen oxides from any stationary source by order
or authorized variance shall be excluded.
For purposes of
this exclusion any such order or variance shall:
(A) specify the time over which the temporary emissions
increase would occur (not to exceed 2 years in duration
unless a longer time is approved by the Director) ;
(B) specify that the exclusion is not renewable;
{C) allow no emissions increase from a stationary source
which would impact a Class I area or an area where an
applicable increment is known to be violated or cause or
contribute to the violation of a NAAQS; and
(D) require limitations to be. in effect by the end of the
time period specified in such order or variance, which
would ensure that the emissions levels. from the stationary
source affected would not exceed those levels occurring
from such source before the order or variance was issued.
25~:100-8-32.3.

Stack heights

(a) Emission limitation of any air pollutant
shall not be affected in any manner by:
(1) stack height of any source that exceeds
practice, or
(2) any other dispersion technique.
(b) OAC 252:100-8-32.3(a) shall not apply with
heights in existence before December 31, 1970,
techniques implemented before then.
252:100-8-33.
Exemptions
(a)
Exemptions from PSD
through 252:10 0-8-3 6. 2.

under

this

Part

good engineering

respect to stack
or to dispersion

the re_quirements of OAC 252:10 0-8-34
PSD ,ccqaircments do not apply t:-e-----a

part i cul ar source or modi f icc. t i o:-1 if :
(1)
The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-34 through 252:100-8
36.2 do not apply to a particular major stationary source or
major modification if the source or modification is:
+±+(A)
It i~a nonprofit health or nonprofit educational
institution-,-; or
-f.2+(B)
~he source is major by virtue of only if fugitive
emissions, to the extent quantifiable, are included in
calculating the potential to emit and such source is not-a
source other than:
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one of _the .categ.orie(3 listed in (1\) ( 1) throu.g~.
paragraph (C) of the definition of "Major
stationary source "~--R- o.c..c 2:::2: l 00 8 31, _;_ or
- -  ,,:, \~·
of=
~ti~...,__,_V
orurc
c
~~t-ca,....,Ty . ' 1l i ci r ~-~ of !'.USti:..Jt
.._
..._.. ._c;:
.1
..._.o
.._....._...
1980, io being regulated by :NSPS or :'n:;SHP~P.
~_,j- (C)
"'he source ·s-±- modifi::::at.ion--i-s-a portable stationary
source ~hich has previously ·received a permit under the-FEB
requirements contained in OAC 252:100-8-34 through 252:100
8-36.2 and proposes to relocate to a temporary new location
from which its emissions would not impact a Class I area or
an area where an applicable increment is known to be
violated.
(2) The requirements in OAC 252:100-8-34 through. 252:100-8
36.2 do not apply to a major stationary source or major
modification with respect to a particular pollutant if the
owner or operator demonstrates that the source or modification
is located in an area designated as nonattainment for that
pollutant under section 107 of the Act.
(.?\.)

C:-:e.

-+·Dc-J±+---u~-:der

~

-'-'.6-.!.L-.i;.L.

C:·-....t.l.-·

::J"-'' ·

wO,..._

.._... ... .:.

<..A.~

(b)
Exemption from air quality impact evaluation . analyses
OAC 252:100-8-35(a) and (c) and 252:100-8-35.2.

'

1

in

(1)
The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35 (a) and (c) and
252:100-8-35.2 are not applicable with respect to a particular
pollutant, if the allowable emissions of that pollutant from a
new source, or the net emissions increase of that pollutant
from a modification, v-vith rcopce~ to a particular pollutant,
would be temporary and impact no Class I area and no area
where an applicable increment is known to be violated.
(2)
The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35 (a) and (c) and
252:100-8-35.2 as they relate to any PSD increment for a Class
I I area do are not applicable not apply ·to the emissions, with
respect to a particular pol J;-utant, ~o a modification of a
major stationary source that was in existence on March 1,
1978L if the net increase in allowable emissions of each
regulated NSR pollutant, from the modification after the
application of BACT, would be less than 50 tons per year TPY.
(c)· 'Exemption from monitoring· air quality analysis requirements
in OAC 252:100-8-35(c).

(1)
The monitoring requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35(c)
regarding air quality analysis are not applicable for a
particular pollutant if the emission increase of the pollutant
from a ne•• proposed major stationary source or the net
emissions increase of the pollutant from a major modification
would cause, in any area, air quality impacts less than the
8 NSR Rule
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Carbon monoxide - 575 ~g/m 3 , 8-hour average,
Nitrogen dioxide - 14 ~g/m , annual average,
Particulate matter
10 Jlg/m3 , TSP or PM-10, 24-hour
average-1 -e-r 10 JJ:g/m'>---PM 1C,
l":.o-:_::_r :-.cvcr.~gc,
(D)
Sulfur dioxide -13 ~g/m 3 , 24-hour average,
(E)
Ozone - see (N) bel mJ no de ·minimis air quality level
is provided for ozone, however any net increase of 100 TPY
or more of VOC subject to PSD would require an ambient
impact analysis, including the gathering of ambient air
quality data,
(F)
Lead - 0.1 Jlg/m 3 , 24-hour 3-month average,
-----+,t-:i~-+-)
Mercury
0. 25 ttg/m, :<.4 hour average,
----(+H--- Beryl 1 ium
0. 0 01 ttg/m"'-,---:-2-4-he-tt~'" .:rveragc,
(I)JQl Fluorides - 0.25 ~g/m3 , 24-hour average,
(J)
Vi::-~yl chl oridc
lS ,ug/m3-~4 houi- a·•er.::~ge,
-+¥_\_-(H)
Total reduced sulfur - 10 ~g/m 3 , 1- hour average,
(L) (I)
Hydrogen sulfide - 0.2 Jlg/m3 , 1-hour average, or
(P'l) (J)
Reduced sulfur compounds - 10 !lg/m3 , 1-hour average.
- C"';J
No de minimis air quality level is pro-v-ided for ozone.
Ho·.cc"v"er, any net: increase of 100 !::one.:~· year 01.- mo,-e of
-,ol.::ti l e organic compounds subject: to PSD ·,,rould be required
~o
perform an amb~ ent: _=impact
analysis,
ine2.uding :Ehe
g::.t:hering of ambient air- quality dat:a.
(2) The pollutant is not listed in preceding OAC 252: 100-B
33(c)(1).
(2)
'fhe requireme:1ts for air qua'it:y monit:or~ng in GAG
252.100 8 35(b),(c) and (d)(2) sl1a-11_ not apply t:o a source or
modi f i co.:Eion t:hat: 'vv'as subject: to 10 ·CFR 52.21 as in effect on
June 19,_ 1978, if_ a permit: applicat:~ on was submitted before
Jane 8, 1981 and the D_irector subsequently determined !::hat: .:Ehe
application ...,..ao complete except :for OAC 252:100 8 35 (b) , (e)
a:::-1d (d) (2; .
Instead, the requirement:: in 4 0 CFR 52.21 (m) (2)
as in e~~ect on June 19, 1978, shall apply to ouch source or
modi f i'cation.
I
\
.-p\...
'
++=
,
, +,
n
r<
, ..:: ;
'rrt2
requ';lremenco
:1:0r
alr
qua±, ltY
men:' +-cor~• ng ln
vnc
2152:100 8 35 (b) , {c), and (d) (2) oha:l not apply t-o a source
or msdifieai....ion that ,,ms not S'..:bj cct to 4 G CFR 52. 2'1 as in
effect: on June- 19, 1978, i:E a permit app' ieati on '•:ao submitted
bcfoYc June 8, 198l c..nd the Director suboequent:ly determined
t:1.at the ·application ctB S"-.lbmi':::.-<:cd \mo complete, except fer the
requirements in OAC 252:100 8 3C:: (b;, (c) ::.:l.d (d) (.J).
(A)
(B)
(C)

3

=·i

~
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-f4+- Tbc D-i ~-ect-or sh.::::ll qctcrmi ::;1c if 'tl:Q requirements for alr
qi::l:-.::"""'<:;_i-t-,-y--t:'*IT:i:o,··ing· of PV 10 in OlxC 2:3·2~-8--3-..S-(.::::.) thre-ugt (c."-}
a:::--d OAC 292:lOQ 8 35(d:) (2) may be wai-.-ed for o. source or
rnEK:~ _-~=~ ~..::;'::~ ,~-:" , :~ --~ :;_:-~ ctpplication :':or a permit. 'u<~as submitted eR
or
b::-::- ore:
Jane
~,
1988
and
the
Dirccto,~
;:::t:becqucn'::l--y
det-'t:--r-m-.:i:-rn_~j_ t~:at ::he ---awl i cation
txeept for thc..____~equirementc
~-r-- :n<A'l:_ to1-ing
par!:iculatc matter und·cr OAC 2 52: 100 8 3 5 (a)
tl:ruugh (c) and OAC 2 5? : 10 0 8 35 (d) ( 2) , was conrp 1 etc bc:'pr::;
that: date~
c:::)
'FLc: requirements for air quality monitoring of PM 10 iE
OAC 25.2:1 GO 8 35 (b)
(e),
(d) (2) and (d) (6) sl-ull appl y_-t;-e---a
8-i?.r'tJ:E-'ce r:r mod-ifica::ien if an application for· ct perm"t wa:e
submit ted a::ter June l, 1988 and no later than Deeew.ber 1,
1 988.
The- d~;.t:;_ ohall have been gathered over at leas':. the
period .P.-om Febru:Ty l, · l 988 -::o the d:::.te !:he application
become-s other..·ise complete in o.ecordance vv=~ th t_he provisions
o.c OiD£ 252. l GO. 8 33 (b) (1), - eJceept- <:.ha::. if
the
Direc-!:or
determi-B-es- that a
comp' etc and adequate analys~ s
can be
accompl-i shed vii'!:h monitoring data eve,- ·a shorter period (not
to be 2.ess than 1 months), the data required by OAC 252:100 8
3:::. (b) ~1) m1:d OAC 252:100 8 35 (e) shall have bee::-: gathered over
that shorter period.
(d)
Exemption from monitoring requirements in OAC 252: 100..;8
3 5 ( c ) ( 1 ) (B) and (D) .
(1)
The requirements for air quality monitoring in OAC
252:100-8-35 (c) (1) (B) ·and (D) shall not apply to a particular
source or modification that was subject to 40 CFR 52.21 as in
effect on June 19, 1978, if a permit application was submitted
on or before June 8,
1981,
and the Director subsequently
determined that the· application was complete except- for the
requirements in OAC 252:100-8-35 (c) (1) (B) and (D).
Instead,
the requirements in 40 CFR · 52.21 (m) (2) as in effect on June
19, 1978, shall apply to any such source or modification.
(2)
The requirements for air quality monitoring in OAC
252:100-8-35 (c) (1) (B) and (D) shall not apply to a· particular
source or modification that was not subject to 40 CFR 52.21 as
in effect . on Jurie 19,
1978,
if a permit application was
submitted on or before
June
8,
1981,
and
the Director
subsequently determined that the application as submitted was
complete,
except
for
the
requirements in
OAC 252:100-8
35 (c) (1) (B) and (D) .
(e)
Exemption from the preapplication analysis required by OAC
2 52 : 10 0 - 8 - 3 5 (c) ( 1 ) (A) , (B) , and (D) .
1

1
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(1·)
The .Director spp_ll determine if the requirements for air
quality monitoring of PM-10 in OAC 252:100-8-35 (c) (1) (A), (B),
and (D) may be waived for a particular source or modification
when an application for a PSD permit was submitted on o:r:
before June 1, 1988, and the Director subsequently determined
that
the
application,
except
for· the
requirements
for
monitoring particulate matter under OAC .252:100-8-3:1 (c) (1) (A),
(B), and (D), was complete before that date.
(2)
The requirements for. air quality monitoring of PM-10 in
OAC
252:100-8-35(c) (1) (B) (i),
2.52:100-8-35(c) (1) (D),
and
252:100-8-35(c) (3)
shall apply to a particular source or
modification if an application for a permit was submitted
after June 1, 1988, and no later than December 1, 1988.
The
data shall have. been gathered over at least the period from
February 1, 1988, to the date the application became otherwise
complete in accordance with the provisions of OAC 252:100-8
35 (c) (1) (C), except that if the Director determines that a
complete and
adequate
analysis can · be
accomplished with
monitoring data ovir a shorter period (not to be less than 4
months), the data required by OAC 252:100-8-35 (c) (1) (B) (ii)
shall have been gathered over that shorter period.
-tEB-ill
Exemption from BACT requirements and-~~ air
quality analyses requirements.
If a complete permit application
for a source or modification was submitted before August 7, 1980
the
requirements
for
BACT
in
OAC
252:100-8-34
and
the
requirements for moLitoring air quality analyses in-GAG 252.~
8 35 (a)
through
(e)
ana · GF~C 252:100 8 35 ~d) (2) tl-:rough (4)
252:100-8-35 (c) (1) are not applicable to a particular stationary
source or modification that was subject to 40- CFR 52.21 as in
effect on June 19, 1978.
Instead,· the federal requirements at
40 CFR 52.21 (j) and (n) as in effect on June 19, 1978, are
applicable to any such source or modification.

(e)
Eltem.ption of modifications.
As specified in the applicable
de::initions o-~= G}'xC 25?:100 8 31, 252:100 8 1.1, and 2::::2:100 1,
the requi remc:to o-~= 0]\£ 252:100 8, Part 7 for PSD and OAC
252.100 8, Part C: for nonattainment areas are not applicable to
...:J • -1= '
+- '
• -1=
• 1-•
a mou,
1: l ca c, on
l1:
.-11e
rxl• st lng
source -,.·as no:: rna j or on August 7,
1980 unless the proposed add~ t~ on to that exi st:.ng minor source
is major in its er,;n rigl"::.t.
·
~lgl
Exemption from i~pact analyses OAC 252:100-8-35(a) (2).
The permitting requirements of OAC 252:100 8 35 and OAC 252:10&
-8----3-6- 252:100-8-35 (a) (2) do not apply to a stationary source or
modification with respect to any rr1aximum a' lmt:c.ble increase PSD
increment for nitrogen oxides if the owner or operator of the
8 NSR Rule
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source
or
modification
submitted
a
completed
·complete.
application for a permit before February 8, 1988.
~g)
EJ<:emption
frem-- increment
consurr.ption.
Excluded , fr"orn
~ l-:crcrrcc::-~t

cc~:-:suK""~t:. Ol.l.-..a:r--.:::

'!: l-:~: f :-: I ~ o-vv.. -i ng cases:

from _:.p~ 1 acre.::se in ertlissionc -~=,~om a:qy
source renvert:.i~£s---E-reffi- tl--.:.::: use of pe:::.roleum produ::ts, natura±
gas, er both by rcaaon of any order under Scctio:ao 2 (a) and
(b) s-~= the Energy Supply and ErF.-" ronmental Coerdinat ~en .?l,.ct c-)f
19'74
(or any s:..:.f7e-r--e-eding l:::gi:::'ation)
or by reason of J.
n.:.tural gas eurtail~11ent pl a:: puFStiant to the Pederal Power
Act.
Sach exe2.uoi or: is ::..·in~ited to five years after the
cffectivt d.:.~e cf ttic order or plan.
(2 j
Et:~iosions
of p.::rt:iculate matter from construction or
sther temperary emission related activities of ncr.; or modified
sources.
(3)
fi~
temporary :,.--£--e-reaoe of sulfur dioxide
particulat.e
matt:.r
or nitrogen :::::xidc.s . by e,~der or authcri zed vari ancc
-f.r.e.rtr ai-l}' ocurcc.
(1;

Cc:.-:c,:.::t-rat:io::s

1

1

1

252:100-8-34.--~B~e~s~tt---aa~v~aHi~l~a~b6±lee~·-ec€o~nHt~r~o~lr---ttec€e~haHHO~l~o~g~~~r------C~o~n~t_r~o=l

technology review
{a) Requirement to comply with rules and regulations.
A major
stationary
source
or
major
modification 'shall
meet
each
applicable emissions
limitation under OAC 252:100 and each
applicable emission standard and standard of performance under
40 CFR parts 60 and 61.
(b)
Requirement to apply best available control technology
(BACT)
+a-f-(1)
A new major stationary sou~ce must demonstrate that
the control technology to . be applied is the best that is
-available (i.e., BACT as defined herein shall apply BACT for
each regulated NSR pollutant that it would have the potential
to emit in significant amounts+-.
\.
~~
A major modification must demonstrate that the control
teehnol ogy to be applied is thE? _best that is available shall
apply BACT' for each r·egulated NSR pollutant for which it would
be a significant net emissions iricr~ase at the source.
This
requirement applies to each proposed emissions unit at which a
net emissions increase in the pollutant would occur as. a
result of a physical change or change in the method of
operation in the unit.
(c)
The detenr;i nation- o-~= best a-.,rail able centro' teehncl ogy
shall b:. nude on u ease by ease ba:::~s taking lnEo account 6osts
_and energy, env-ironmental and econom=lc impacts.
8 NSR Rule
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:~:)ill

For ph<;1sed constrw;::tion prbje,c,ts the determination of
:S-e-s4::--e:+::-<i LJs '.e con.,_ rel tcc:lBB~-·-BACT shall be reviewed and
modified at the discretion of the Exee-c.t:i--'V"e Director at a
reasonable
time
but
no
later than
18 months
prior to
commencement of construction of each independent phase of the
project.
At such time the owner or operator may be required
to demonstrate the adequacy of any previous determination of
t,r=st ava; 'able eor::.tro2. teehr:;.ology- BACT.

252:100-8-35.
Air quality impact evaluation
(a) Source impact analysis {impact on NAAQS and PSD increment) .
The owner or operator of the proposed source or modification
shall demonstrate that,
as of the
source's start-up date,
allowable emissions increase from that source or modification,
in conjunction with all other applicab=!-e emissions increases or
reductions (including secondary emissions) would not cause or
contribute to any increase in ambient concentrations that would
exceed:
(1)
a~y NAAQS in any air quality control region; or
( 2) the remaining available PSD ·increment for the specified
air contaminants as determined by the Director.
(b)
Air quality models.
(1)
All estimates of ambient concentrations required under
this Part shall be based on the applicable airquality models,
data bases, and other requirements specified in appendix W of
40 CFR 51 (Guideline on Air Quality Models) as it existed on
January 2, 2006.
(2)
Where an air quality model specified in appendix W of 40
CFR 51 (Guideline on Air Quality Models) as it· existed on
January 2, 2006 is inappropriate, the model may be modified or
another model substituted, as approved by the Administrator.
Such a modification or substitution of a model may be made on
a case-by- case basis or,
where appropriate, on a generic
basis.
Modified or substitute models shall be submitted to
the Administrator with written concurrence of the Director. In
addition, use of a modified or substituted model must be
subj oct to notice and opportunity for public comment under
procedures set forth in Sec. 51.1~2 as it existed on January
2, 2006.
(c)
Air quality analysis.
(1) Preapplication analysis.
~c.) (A)
App1 icati on
contents
Ambient
air
quality
analysis.
Any application for a permit under this Part
shall
contain,
as
the
Executive
Director
determines
8 NSR Rule
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a:rpropriate, an ·€7<ul·-.:a.-::: ~ arT--analys·is ·of aml::?_ient air qual'i ty
in the area that the major stationary source or major
would
affect
for
each
of
the
following
modification
.pollutants:
-+-±-+- (i)
for a new source, each regulated pollutant that
it would- have the potential to emit in a significant
amount;
-f-2--+-(ii)
for
a
major modification,
each
regulated
pollutant for which it would result in a significant net
emissions increase:
(B)
Monitoring requirements.
( i)
Non-NAAQS pollutants.
For any such.· pollutant for
which no NAAQS exists, the analysis shall contain such
air quality monitoring data as the Director determines is
necessary to assess the ambient air ·quality for that
pollutant in that area.
(ii)
NAAQS
pollutants.
For:
visibility
and
any
pollutant, other than VOC, for which a NAAQS does exist,
the
analysis
shall
contain
continuous· air
quality
monitoring data gathered to determine if emissions of
that pollutant would cause or contribute to a violation
of the NAAQS or any PSD increment.
(b)
Continuous
monitoring. data.
For
visibility
and
any
pollutcJ.nt, other than volatile organic compounds, for which an
ambient
air quality. standard exists,
the ·evaluation shall
contain continuous air quality. monitoring data gathered--t-e
determi ne '.,'he~her emissions of that pollutant 'Nould cause or
contribut~: to a ·violation of the applicable ambient air quality
standard.
For any ouch poll_utant for t;hi ch a standard does not
exist, ;:he mon::.toring data required shall be that ~llhich . the
Executive Director determines is necessary to assess the ambient
air quality for that pollutant in that area.
(Amended 7 9 87,
effective 8 10 87)
(c)
Increment consumption.
The evaluation shall demonstrate
that,
as
of
the
6ource's start up date,
the
increase in
e~iosi'ons
from that source,
in conjunction ~Ith all other
applicable emissions increases or reductions of that source,
',Jill
no~
cause
or co:1tributc to
any increase in ambient
eoncer:tratlcn.s exceeding the . ren~a i r:ing avai :able PSD increment
::or
the
speci-~"i ed
::.ir
contaminar:ts
as
determined
by
the
Executive Director.
(d)
Honitoring.
;l)~
Monitoring
method.
With
respect
to
any
requirements for air quality monitoring of PM-10 under
8 NSR Rule
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~...;;-...::..c::-8-8-3--=\

252:2.00 .~)2 (c++s+

OAC. 252:1.00-8
33 (e) (1) and (2), .the owner or operator of the source or
modification shall use a monitoring method approved by the
E:~::::;e;_:-1=---i=v-c.~Director
and . shall
'estimate
the
ambie~t
concentrations of FM-10 using the data collected by such
approved monitoring method in accordance with estimating
procedures approved by the ~-t-:i:-v-e-Director.
-f-2-} (D)
Moni taring period.
In general, T~l:::: the required
continuous air monitoring data shall have been gathered~
~ time over a period of up to one year and shall represent
the year preceding submission of the application. Ambient
monitoring data collected for a t~rnc gathered over a period
shorter than one year ·(but no less than four months) or for
a
time
period
other
than
immediately
preceding
the
application may be acceptable if such data are determined
by the Executive Director to·be within the time period that
maximum pollutant concentrations would occur, and to be
complete and adequate for determining whether the source or
modification will cause or contribute to a violation of any
applicable ambient air qua2.ity standard NAAQS or consume
more than the remaining available PSD increment.
~:;1§1
Monitoring period exceptions.
-+A+-Jil Exceptions for applications that became effective
betwee:p. June 8, 1981, and February 9, 1982.
For any
application which becomes became complete except ao to
for
the
monitoring
requirements
of----3-52.100 8 35 (b)
through
252:100 8 3S(c)
and
252:100 8 35(d) (2)
OAC
252:100-8-35(c) (1) (B) (ii)
and
252:100-8-35(c) (1) (D),
between June 8, 1981_!__ and February 9, 1982, the data that
252:100 8 35(b)
and ·252.100 8 35(e)
require 25.2:100-8
35 (c) (1) (B) (ii) requires shall have been gathered over
the period from February 9,
1981.!._ to the date the
application becomes became otherwise complete, except
that:
-f-i+i l l If the source or modification would have been
~major
for that pollutant under 40 CFR 52.21 as in
effect on June 19, 1978, any monitoring data shall
have been gathered over the period required by those
regulations.
+i-:i+J..!.!.l_ If the Executive Director determines that a
complete and adequate analysis can be accomplished
with monitoring data over a shorter period, not to be
less than four months, the data that 2C::2 .lOG 8 35 (b)
and
252:100 8 35(e)
require
OAC
252:100-8
B NSR Rule
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35 (c) (1) (B) (ii) requires shall have been gathered over
that shorter period.
( :_ i i ) (I I I)
. If
the mo!"!-i to ring data would relate
exclu~ively to ozone and would not have been required
under 40 CFR 52.21 as in effect on June 19, 1978, the
~cut i ,_-e Director may waive the otherwise applicable
requirements of 252:100 8 3S(-ci-1 (3) \A) OAC 252:100-8
35 (c) (1) (E) (i) to the extent tha.t the applicant shows
that the monitoring data would be unrepresentative of
air quality over a. full- year.
+B+(ii)
Monitoring period exception for PM-10.
For any
application that beeom::s became complete, e·xcept ::.s to
for the requirements of 252:100 3 35 (b;, (c) and (d) (2)
OAC 2 52 : 1 0 0 - 8 - 3 5 ( c ) ( 1 ) ( B ) ( i i ) and 2 52 : 1 0 0 - 8 - 3 5 ( c ) ( 1 ) (D)
pertaining to monitoring of PM-10, after December l,
19B8.!.... and no later than August l, . 1989, the data that
2=2. l 0'::' 8 ::;::: (b) and (c) require 252:100-8-35 (c) (1) (B) (ii)
requires shall have been gathered over at least the
period from August l, 1988.!.... to the date the application
becomes otherwise complete, except that. if the Bxecutivc
Director determines that a complete and adequate analysis
can be accomplished with .monitoring data over a shorter
period (not to be less than 4 months) , the data that
252:100 8 35(b)
and
252:100 8 35(c)
252:100-8
35 (c) (1) (B) (ii) require requires shall have been gathered
over that shorter period.
-t-4-+-ill
Ozone post·-approval monitoring.
The application
~ owner or operator of a proposed major stationary source
or major modification of volatile organic compounds VOC
which who satisfies all conditions of OAC 252:100.:..8-54 and
40 CFR 51, Appendix 8, Section IV as it existed January 16,
1979, may provide post-approval monitoring data for ozone
in lieu of providing preconstruction data as required under
2 52 : 1 0 0 8 3 5 OAC 2 52 : 1 0 0 - 8 - 3 5 ( c ) ( 1 ) .
;·~) (2)
Post-construction monitoring.
The applicant for a
permit for owner or operator of a new major stationary sourc~ 
or major modification shall conduct, after construction, such
ambient monitoring and visibility monitoring as the Bxec-...;.':. i',.-e
Director determines ~necessary to determine the effect its
emissions may have, or are having, on air quality in any area.
(Amended 7 9 87, ef~eetive 8 10 87)
-f6-1- ( 3) Monitoring system operation Operation of monitoring
stations.
The operation of monitoring stations for any air
quality monitoring
required under
this
Part
7
of this
8 NSR Rule
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Subchc_ptc£---shall meet the requi;cemepts of 40 CFR 58. Appendix B
as it existed January. 2 2006.
(c) Air quality models .
I

qu::.lity disperc-icn modeling thc_t is ~--cq;_:_i-•--cd.
c£ =.hia Su.bch::_pter for 2Stirr;ates c:' ::nnbic.:-::t:
coneent'~'·at i o::s -:::hal--±------B-e-----based o:-:. the appl ieabl c- air qu:::_l i--t-y
~1 --data bases- and o::.hcr reguire-m.2n':.s speeifL::d ---- t:.i=J.e
Cui de 1 i->:12:J
o""
Air
Q:..:al it:.y !'1odcls,
OPrQPS
~ . 2 02 C,
U. [.
:BF±viro:..,rnentc.l !'rote::::t ion Agency, April -±-9~~Hb::equc::-.:.-t

. (1)

under

Alx1
:::.r
l'ctY:.: 7

1

revisier~s.

Wi~ere

ar: air qua 1 ity impact model spcci .::::1 ed in t::c
8-1:-.H:-El.e'-i:-les on Air Quality ~4od:::l:: l::J in::p:propr-i:::_t:-:, tl"":: m::::del
ffta}"'--Be-----tnetH f icd ---G-'l:'---anot:.her model subs': it :..1t:.ed
as Gf7PYC<~ed by
the Executive Director.
!'4ethods :ike those oL:.::.l i ncfr-in the
Workbool: · fer ~=-~'!"ison of Air Qualit.y Hode~~, .lJ-.--.&-;
Enviro::.me::t:::tl =-'!·oteet~on Agency, _n,.pril
:977 and ·subsccrucr:t
revi oio::-10, can be used to detcrmi no the corn~-:;.h±l~ ty sf air
qaa! 1 t'i mode 1 o .
--{-B
Growth analysis.
Upon request of the Executive Dirretor
the pcrmi': ::tppl1 cation shall pre·dde information en t-he nature
and eJEtent
of any or all general cemrnereial
re::;identia~,
ot-her
aro•:•t=h
nh;ch
has ocrurrod
s~nce
?\."gnot= 7--.-.... _..._
_
:::.;
... _
Vi:--...L.
... _
._

1-::Z:
. ~·-_-_..:J,.·stri:;.' ann
1977 .ln the arc:: the source or modification '><'O:..:ld af~eet.
':'he
permit appl icat ion shall also contain an analysis of tlrr· air
qual it.y impact proj ccted for the area as a result o: general
comrnercla_:_
residential and other grm<th assoc~atcd -,Jit:h the
source or modification.
(g)
Visibility
and
other
impacts
analysis.
The
perm·i t
application shall provide an analysis of· the impa=.rmcnt to
visibility
soil o and vegetation as a result of the source or
modification.
The EJcecuti-.re Director may require monitoring of
visibility in any Federal Class I area ncar the proposed nc'•J
stationary source or major modification for such purposes and by
such means
as
the. EJcccutivc Director deems
necessary and
appropri:;.tc.
(Amended 7 9 87 effective 8 10 87)
(2)

1

1

1

~

~V

~~---

1

I

I

1

252:100-8-35.1.

Source infor.mation

(a)
The permit application for a proposed ~cw major stationary
source or major modification subject to this Part shall contain
the construction permit application content required in OAC
252:100-8-4.
(b)
In addition to the requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35.1 (a)
the owner or operator of a proposed new major stationary source
I
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or major modification subject to ·this Part shall· supply the
following information in the permit application.
(1) The owner or operator of a proposed source or modification
shall submit all information neces,sary to perform any analysis
or make any determination required under this·Part.
(2)
The
permit
application
shall
contain
a
detailed
description of the system of continuous emission reduction
planned for the source or modification, emission estimates,
and any other information necessary to determine that BACT as
applicable would be applied.
(3) Upon request of the Director, the owner or operator shall
also provide information on:
(A) the air quality impact of the source or modification,
including meteorological and topographical data necessary
to estimate such impact; and
(B) the air quality impacts and the nature and extent. of
any or all general commercial, residential, industrial, and
other growth which has occurred since August 7, 1977, in
the area the source or modification would affect.
252:100-8-35.2.
Additional impact analyses
(a)
Growth analysis.
The permit application shall provide an
analysis of the projected air quality impact and impairment to
visibility, soils,· and vegetation as a result of the source or
modification and general commercial, residential, industrial,
and other growth associated with the source or modification.
(b)
Visibility monitoring.
The Director may require monitoring
of visibility in any Federal Class I area near the proposed new
stationary source or major modification for such purposes and by
such means as the Director deems necessary and appropriate,
252:100-8-36.
Source impacting Class I areas
(a)
Permits issuance
Class I area variance.
Permits may be
issued at variance to the limitations imposed on a Class I area
in compliance with the procedures and limitations established in
State and Federal Clean Air Acts.
(b)
Impact analysis required Notice to Federal Land Managers.
(1)
The permit application for a proposed new source or
n~odificatier: r*;ill
e011t.al11 ar1 anal :{sis 011 the impairment of
visibility and an assessment of any anticipated adverse
impacts en ooi l o and v-egetation in the vicinity o"" the so:.1rcc
resulting from construct~ on of the source.
The Executive
Director shall notify the appropriate any affected Federal
Land Manager of the receipt of any such ana.l ysis permit
8 NSR Rule
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application for a propqsed major stationary source or ·major
modification, emissions from which may affect a Class I area.
Such notification must be made in writing within 30 days. of
receipt of an application for a permit to construct and at.
least 60 days prior to public hearing on the application.
The
notification must and include a complete copy of the permit
application.
The Director shall also notify any affected
Federal Land Manager within 30 days of receipt of any advance
notification
of
such
permit
application.
ABy
::.nalyc:.is
performed by the Land ~qanager shall be considered by t:-J.c
Executive Director provided th::.t the analys-i. o is filed ,,::;_t:::
the DEQ -,dthi n 3 0 d.:::_j.·s of receipt of the appl i eati on hy th:::
Lar:d r·qanagcr·.
Where t~:e Ex'.~-CJ.tlve. Director: find~e-l-:. GB
analysis do9o not demonstrate to the satisfaction of the
Exeeut·h·e--9-ireato"- t::hat ar::. 2.-dvc:~-oe · imp-a-et on ·.:isibil:.ty ,.,,; '1
rcc.1Ul t
in the Federal Cl aoo T area, the Exeeut:-ivc Director
·.:ill,
in
any
neticP
of
pub' ie
hearing
on the
pcrn:-i t
app:;, -1 cation, either expl c..~-3:-e- decision or gi.,-e not-ice a-s------i=:-e
·,.·here
the ·e?cplanat2.on can be
obtai:::ed.
Further,
upon
preser:t at ion of good ::.nd s:1: f i c icnt informa': ion by a Federal
Land Manager, the Elmeutive Director may deny the issuance of
-a----J?Crmit for a source, ernissionq from ">lhieh r,,dll adveroc~y
i=rr..p act a,-cas l"leretofore or hereafter ca_tegorized as Class T
areas even though the emissions would not eauoe the increment
for such Class I areas to be exceeded.

(2)
The permit application will contain an analysis on the
impairment of visibility and an assessment of any anticipated
adverse impacts on soils and vegetation in the vicinity of the
source resulting from construction of the ~ource.
(c)
Visibility.analysis. Any analysis performed .by the Federal
Land Manager shail be considered by the Director provided that
the analysis is filed with the DEQ within 30 days of receipt of
the application by the Federal Land Manager.
Where the Director
finds that such an analysis does not demonstrate to the
satisfaction of
the
Director
that
an adverse
impact
on
visibility will result in the Federal Class I area, the Director
will, in any notice of public hearing on the permit application,
ej_ ther explain the decision or give notice as to where the
explanation can be obtained.
(d)
Permit denial.
Upon presentation of good and sufficient
information by a Federal Land Manager, the Director may deny the
issuance of a permit for a source,
if the emissions will
adversely impact areas categorized as Class I areas even though
8 NSR Rule
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the emissions would not . cause
areas to be exceeded.

the . increment

for

such Class

r

·252:100-8-36 1.
Public participation
See OAC 252:4-7 and 0.8. §§ 27A-2-24-303 and 27A-2-14-304(B)
&

(C) .

252:100-8-36.2.
Source obligation
(a)
Obtaining and complying with preconstruction permits.
Any
owner or operator who constructs or operates a source or
modification not in accordance with the application submitted
pursuant to this Part or with ·the terms of any approval . to
construct, or any owner or operator of a source or modification
~ubject
to this ·Part who commences construction after the
effective date of these regulations without applying for and
receiving approval hereunder, shall be subject to appropriate
enforcement action.
(b)
Consequences of relaxation of per.mit requirements.
When a
source or modification becomes major solely· by virtue of a
relaxation in any enforceable permit limitation established
after August 7,
1980,
on the capacity. of the source or
modification to emit a pollutant, such as a restriction on hours
of operation, then the requirements of OAC 252:100-8, Parts 1,
3, 5, and 7 and 252:100-8-34 through 252:100-8-37 shall apply to
that source or modification as though construction had not yet
commenced on it.
(c) Requirements when using projected actual emissions.
The
following specific provisions apply to projects at existing
emissions units
at .a major stationary source
(other than
projects. at a source with a PAL) when the owner or operator
elects to use the method specified in (B) ( i) through (iii) of
the definition of "projected actual emissions" for calculating
projected actual emissions.
(1) Before beginning actual construction of the project, the
owner or operator shall document and maintain a record of the
following information: ·
(A) A description of the project;
(B) Identification of the existing emissions unit (s) whose_
emissions of a regulated NSR pollutant could be affected by
the project; and
(C)
A description of
the applicability test used to
determine that the project is not a major modification for
any regulated NSR pollutant, including the baseline actual
emissions, the projected . actual emissions, the amount of
8 NSR Rule
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emissiqns. excluded under tB) (iii) of the definition of
''projected actual . emissions 11 and an explanation for why
such amount was excluded/ and any netting calculations/ if
~pplicable.

(2)
If the emissions unit is an existing EUSGU/
befoLe
beginning actual construction/ the owner or operator shall
provide a copy of the information set out in OAC 252:100-8
36.2 (c) (1)
to the Director.
Nothing in OAC 252:100-8
36.2(c) (2) shall be construed to require the owner or operator
of such a unit to obtain any determination from the Director
before beginning actual construction.
(3) The owner or operator shall monitor the emissions of any
regulated NSR pollutant that could increase as a result of the
project and that is emit ted by any emissions unit identified
in OAC 252:100-8-36.2 (c) (1) (B);
and calculate and maintain a
record of the annual emissions 1 in TPY on a calendar year
basis/ for a period' of 5 years following resumption of regular
operations after the change 1 or for a period of 10 years
following resumption of regular operations after the change if
the project increases the design capacity or potential to emit
of that regulated NSR pollutant at such emissions unl.t.
(4) If the unit is an existing EUSGU 1 the owner or operator
shall submit a report to the Director within 60 days after the
end of each year during which records must be generated under
OAC 252:100-8-36.2 (c) (3)
setting
out
the
unit's
annual
emissions during the calendar year that preceded submission of
the report.
(5) If the unit is an existing unit other than an EUSGU 1 the
owneror operator shall submit a report to the Director if the
annual emissions 1 in TPY 1 from the project identified in OAC
252:100-8-36.2 (c) (1)
exceed the baseline actual emissions (as
documented and maintained pursuant to 252:100-8-36.2(c) (1) (C))
by an ,amount ·that is significant for that regulated NSR
pollutant/
and
if
such
emissions
differ
from
the
preconstruction
projection
as
documented
and
maintained
pursuant to 252:100-8-36.2(c) (1) (C).
Such report shall be
submitted to the Director within 60 days after the end of such·
year. The report shall contain the following:
(A)
The name
address and telephone number of the major
stationary source;
(B) The annual emissions as calculated pursuant to OAC
2 52 : 10 0- 8- 3 6 . 2 (c) ( 3) ; and
I

1
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Any other information that the owner or operator wishes
to include in the report (e.g~, an explanation as to why
the emissions differ from the preconstruction projection).
(6) The owner or operator of the source shall make the
information required to be documented and maintained pursuant
to OAC 252:100-8-36.2(c) available for review upon request for
inspection by the Director or the general public.
(7)
The requirements of OAC 252:100...:8-34 through 252:100-8
3 6. 2 ·shall apply as if construction has not yet commenced at
any time that a project is determined to be a major
modification based on any credible evidence, including but not
li~ited
to emissions data produced after the project i~
- completed.
In any such case, the owner or operator may be
subject to enforcement for failure to obtain a PSD permit
prior to beginning actual construction.
( 8)
If an owner or operator materialJ,.y fails to comply with
the provisions of OAC 252:100-8-36.2 (c), then the calendar
year emissions are presumed to equal the source's potential to
emit.
(C)

252:100-8-37.
Innovative control technology
(a)
An applicant for a permit for a proposed major stationary
source or major modification may request the EJcccutive Director
in writing to approve a system of innovative control technology.
(b)
The Exccu~ive Director may determine that the innovative
control technology is permissible if:
(1)
The proposed control system would not cause or contribute
to anunreasonable risk to public health, welfare or safety in
its operation 6r function.
(2)
The applicant agrees to achieve a level of continuous
emissions reductions equivalent to that which would have been
required for best available control technology BACT under
252.100 8 34 OAC 252:100-8-34 (b) (1) by a date specified by the
Eneeutiv2 Director.
Such date shall not be later than 4 years
from the time of start-up or 7 years from permit issuance.
(3) ·The source or modification would meet the requirements
equivalent to those in Parts 1 and 5 of tl:is Subchapter and
252.100 8 36 OAC 252:100-8-34 and 252:100 8 35(a) based on the
emissions rate that the stationary source employing the system
of innovative control technology would-be required to meet on
the date specified by the Bxeeutive·Director.
(4)
The source or modification would not, before the date
·specified,
cause or contribute to ·any violation of the
applicable arnbi ent a-ir stand::rds NAAQS, or impact any Class I
8 NSR Rule
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area or area where an apJ?licable increment is known to be
violated.
(5)
All other applicable requirements including those for
public rcv~c<*-participation have.been met.
(6)
The p:r:ovisions of OAC 252:100-8-36 (relating to Class I
areas) have been satisfied with respect to all periods during
the life of the source or modification.
(c)
The Px:::c-:.;_t _:_ ·,T Director shall withdraw approval to employ a
system of innovative control technology made under OAC 252:100
8-371 if:
(1)
The pr6posed system fails by the specified date to
achieve the required continuous r~duction rate; or,
(2)
The proposed system fails befo~e the specified date so as
to contribute to an unreasonable risk to public health,
welfare or safety; or,
(3)
The Exccut:i:-Te-Director decides at any time that the
proposed system is unlikely to achieve the required level of
control or to protect the public health, welfare or safety.
(d)
If a source or modification fails to meet the required
level of continuous emissions reduction within the specified
time period, or if the approval is withdrawn in accordance with
OAC 252:100-8-37(c),
the Director may allow the source or
modification may be allm;ed up to an additional 3 years to meet
the requirement
for application of best avctilable control
technology
BACT through the use of a demonstrated system of
control.
252:100-8-38.
Actuals PAL
(a)
Incorporation by reference.

With the ~xception of the
definitions in OAC · 252:100-8-38 (c), 40 CFR 51.166 (w), Actuals
PALs, is hereby incorporated by reference, as it exists on
January 2, 2006, and does not include any subsequent amendments
or editions to the referenced material.
(b)
Inclusion of CFR citations and definitions.
When a
provision of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40
CFR)
is iricorporated by reference,
all citations contained
therein are also incorporated by reference.
(c) Terminology related to 40 CFR 51.166(w).
For purposes of
interfacing with 40 CFR, the following terms apply.
11
(1)
Baseline actual emissions 11
is
synonymous with the
definition of ''baseline actual emissions 11 in OAC 252:100-8-31.
11
(2)
Building,
structure,
facility,
or installation 11
is
11
synonymous with the definition of
building,
structure,
facility, or installation 11 in OAC 252:100-1-3.
8 NSR Rule
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(3)
"EPA"· is syqo~ymous with Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ) .
(4)
"Major modification" is synonymous with the definition of
!1 major modification" in OAC 252:100-8-31.
(5) "Net emissions increase 11 is synonymous with the definition
of 11 net emissions increase" in OAC 252:100-8-31.
(6) 11 Reviewirig authority 11 is synonymous with 11 Director 11 •
11 State
(7)
implementation plan 11
is · synortymous with OAC
252:100.
(8) 11 Volatile organic compound (VOC) 11 is ·synonymous with the
definition of 11 Volatile organic compound 11 or 11 VOC" in OAC
252:100-1-3.

252:100-8-39. Severability
If any provision of this Part, or the application of such
provision to any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the
remainder of this Part, or the application of such provision to
persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is held
invalid, shall not be affected thereby.
PART 9.

MAJOR SOURCES AFFECTING NONATTAINMENT AREAS

252:100-8-50. Applicability
(a)
General applicability.
( 1)
The ne·.<~ source requirements of this Part, in addition to
the appl ic~bl e requirements of Parts 1, 3, and 5 o"' this
Subchapter, shall apply to the construction of all any new
major sources and stationary source or major modi ficatio:-:s
modification which would locate in or affecting affect a
nonattainment
area
located
in
Oklahoma, ..· designated
nonattainment
areas
as specified in 252:100 8 51
through
2 52 :100 8 53 under section 107 (d) ( 1) (A) (i) of the Act, if the
stationary source or modification is major for the pollutant
for which the area is designated nonattainment.
(2)
The requirements of OAC 252:100-8, Parts 1, 3, and 5 also
apply to the construc-tion of any new major stationary source
or major modification ..
(3)
In addition, the requirements of a PSD review (OAC
252:100-8, Part 7) would be applicable if any regulated NSR
pollutant other than the nonattainment pollutant is emitted in
significant amounts by that source or modification.
(b)
Major modification.
(1) Major modification applicability determination.
B NSR Rule
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(.A)
Except as otherwise provided in OAC 252:100-8-50 (c),
and consistent with the definition of "major modification 11
contained in OAC 252:100-8-51,
a project
is a tnajor
modificatiop for a r.egulated NSR pollutant if it causes two
types of emissions increases:
(i) a significant emissions increase, and
(ii) a significant net emissions increase.
(B) The proj~ct is not a major modification if it does not
cause a significant emissions increase.
If the project
causes a significant emissions increase, then the' project
is a major modification only if it also results in a
significant net emissions increase.
(2) Calculating significant emissions increase and significant
net emissions increase.
The procedure for calculating whethe~
a significant emissions increase will occur depends upon the
type of emissions unit ( s) being modified, according to OAC
252:100-8-50 (b) (3) through (5).
This is the first step in
determining if a proposed modification would be considered a
major modification.
The procedure for calculating whether a
significant net emissions increase will occur at the major
stationary source is contained in the definition of "net
emissions increase" in OAC 252:100-8-50.1 and 252:100-8-51.
This is the second step in the process of determining . if a
proposed modification is a major modification.
Both steps
occur
prior
to
the
beginning
of
actual
construction.
Regardless of any such· preconstruction projections, a major
modification results if the project causes a significant
emissions increase and a significant net emissions increase.
(3)
Actual-to-projected~actual
appl~cability
test
for
projects that only involve existing emissions ·units.
A
significant emissions increase of a regulated NSR pollutant is
projected to occur if the sum of the difference between the
projected actual emissions and the baseline actual emissions,
as applicable, for each exis-ting emissions unit, equals or
exceeds the amount that_ is significant for that pollutant.
(4)
Actual-to-potential test for projects that only involve
construction of a new emissions unit(s).
A significant
emissions increase of a regulated NSR pollutant is projected
to occur if the sum of the difference between the potential to
emit from each new emissions unit following completion of the
project and the baseline actual emissions of these units
before the project equals or exceeds the amount that is
significant for that pollutant.
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Hybrid· test for projects that involve multiple types of
emissions units.
·A significant emissions increase of a
regulated NSR pollutant is projected to occur if the sum of
the emissions increases for ·each emiss'ions unit, using. the
method
specified
in
OAC
252:100-8-50 (b) (3)
and
(4)
as
applicable with respect to e~ch emissions unit, for each type
of emissions unit equals or exceeds the amount that is
significant for that pe9llutant.
For example, ·if· a project
involves both an existing emissions unit and a new emissions
unit, the projected increase is determined by summing the
values determined using the method specified in OAC 252:100-8
S.:O (b) (3) for the existing unit arid determined using the method
specified in 252:100-8-50 (b) (4:) for the new emissions unit.
(c) Plantwide applicability limitation (PAL).
Major stationary
sources seeking to obtain or maintain a PAL shall comply with
requirements under OAC 252:100-8-56.
( 5)

252:100-50.1.
Incorporation by reference
(a)
Inclusion of
CFR citations
and definitions.
. When a
provision of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40
CFR)
~s
incorporated by reference,
all citations contained
therein are also incorporated by reference.
(b)
Termino"logy related to 40 CFR.
When these terms· are used
in ·rules incorporated by reference from 40. CFR, the following
terms or definitions shall apply.
(1)
"Baseline
actual
emissions"
is
synonymous with the
definition of "baseline actual emissions" in OAC 252:100-8-31.
(2)
nBuilding,
structl!re,
facility,
or
installation"
is
synonymous
with
the
definition
of
"building,
structure,
facility, or installation" in OAC 252:100-1-3~
(3)
"EPA" . is synonymous with Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ). '
(4) "Major modification" is synonymous with the definition of
"major modification" in OAC 252:100-8-51.
(5) "Net emissions increase" is·synonymous with the definition
of "net emissions increase" in OAC 25.2:100-8-51.
(6) "Reviewing authority" is synonymous with "Director".
(7) "Secondary emissions" is synonymous with the definition of
"secondary emissions" in OAC 252:100-8-1.1.·
(B)· "State
implementation plan"
is
synonymous with OAC
252:100.
(9) "Volatile organic compound (VOC)" is synonymous with the
definition of "volatile organic ·c6mpound'' or "VOC" .. in OAC
252:100-1-3.
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252:100-8-51.
Definitions
The
definitions
in
40
CFR. 51.165 (a) (1)
are
hereby
incorporated by reference. as they exist on January 2, 2006,
exceJ?L for the definitions found at 40 CFR 51.165 (a) (1) (x.xxv)
"baseline
actual
ernlssions 11 ;
(ii)
"building,
structure,
11
facility,
or installation";
(xxix)
Clean Unit";
(v)
"major
modification";
(vi) "net emissions increase";
(xxv) "pollution
control project (PCP)"; (xxxviii) "reviewing authority"; (viii)
"secondary emissions";
and· (xix)
"volatile organic compound
(VOCL".
With the exception of
"pollution control project
(PCP)", "Clean Unit",· and "reviewing authority" these terms are
defined in OAC 252:100-8-31, 252:100-8..:51, or 252:100-1..:..3·.
The
following words and terms, when used in this Part, shall have
the following meaning,
unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise-:-.
'Actual emissions" means ~he actua:' rate of emi osions of ::
ps.:±c±t.:tt.::t?:t ::::~emissions urnt, -::.a d-::::tcr.::n-1-i-H-e-e-- ::.:: accordance
-r,;,2~t.h. the fo~lo\~~~iTlg:
:1~)
:n general, actual emios-i o:'ls as of a particular date
sha' ' eg:ual the average rate in ::ens per year at w11ieh the
u1• it -;:ctua lly emitted the pollutant dur-ing a two year period
T.;t_i2~'l precedes
the operation.
':::'he revie·viing authority may
.:;_llm: the use oi a different time period upon a determination
that i:: is mere representati-ve of normal source operation.
:fl:ct.uctl ernissi ens ::hall be calculated. aoing the unit's actua-l
operating hours, production· rates, · and t}'Peo of materials
proce:.Jsed,
stored,
or combusted_ during the ·select-ed time
period.
Actual emiosionq m:<y also be -determined by sour-eo
teats, or by boo!: engineering j udgtrtent in the absence of
acceptable test data.
(B)
The. revi c.ving authority may presume ':.hat source specific
al' m..ab~._'e · emissions for the uni~ arc equivalent to the actual
cmiss~ono of the unit.
(C~
For any emissions unit -.;hich has not begun normal
operations on the particular date, actual emissions shall
'
T
t
- cm1t
'
1-.
'
,_
,
equa:~ t~ne
po t en t''1a1
~o
o f tnc
un1t
en tnat
aate.
"Lowest .achiev·a.blo
emissions
rate 11
means
the
centro l
te::."tr-:o} cgy to be app:!.icd to a rnaj or source or modification vvhich
-the D~rcctor, on a case by case basis, determines is achievable
for a source based on the lowest achievable emission rate
~c;.-.:.ieved
~1-: practice by
ouch ca~egory of OO:.tTCC (i.e., l m:cot
.::.c::iev::.bl c. enu::s::.on rate as defi nrd ::.n the Fedora:'. Cl can ]'£ir
ll::t).
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modification 11 mca:-:s =~:~}r
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_._
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o£

~

1

_s:-:,Or
1at -WEJ',:ld

an-v--=rol'ut->nt
..1
,.c_-'- ...

rr'-'~.

~--

.·

(A) Any physical ch0:nge in, or change in the method of
operation of, a majo~ stationary source that would result in a
significant · emissions increase of a regulated NSR pollutant
and a significant net emissions increase of that pollutant
.from the major stationary source is a major modification.
+A+Jil
·Any significant emissions
increase
from any
emissions unit or net emissions increase at. a major
stationary source that is significant for .,~·o' ati' e organ~::::
ebmpoundo VOC and/or oxides of nitrogen (NOx)
shall be
considered significant for ozone.
(B) (ii)
A physical change or change in the method of
operation shali not include:
-+±-+- (I) routine maintenance, repair and replacement i
--4--4--!-(II)
use of an alternate alternative fuel or raw
--material by reason of any . order ·under S::ctions sections
2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply and Environmental
Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding legislation)
or by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant
to the Federal Power Acti
(iii) (III)
use of an alternate alternative fuel by
reason of an order or rule under Section section 125 of
the Federal Clean Air Acti
-f:i:-v+ (IV)
use of an alternate alternative fuel at a steam
generating unit to the extent that: the fuel is generated
from municipal solid wastei
-f¥-t-- (V)
Use use of an alternate alternative fuel or raw
material by a source which7
(l)
the source was capable of. accommodating before
December 21, 1976, unless such change would be prohibited
under
any
federally
enforceable
permit
limitation
condition which was established after December 21, 19761 ..!...
or-,
(IT)
the source is approved to use under any permit
issued under 40 CFR 52.21 or OAC 252:100-7 or s~i
~(VI)
~an increase in the hours of operation or in
the
production
rate
unless
such
change
would
be
prohibited
under
any
federally
enforceable
permit
'-imitation condition which was established after December
21, 1976--,--------e:c:i
(vii) (VII)
any change in source ownership--:-i_
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,(VIII) .the installation, operation, cessation, or removal
of
a
temporary clean
coal
technology demonstration
project, provided that the project complies with OAC
252:100 and other requirements necessary to attain and
maintain the NAAQS during the project and after it is
terminated.
(B)
This definition shall not apply with respect
to a
P-articular regulated NSR pollutant when the major stationary
source is comJ2lying with the requirements under OAC 252:100-8
56 for a PAL for that pollutant.
Instead the definition at 40
CFR 51.165(f)(2)(viii) shall apply.
---~-a:-t-ienary source" mcano7
(A)
any s-t-atior:t-D.ry source o""' c..ir pol-:utant-8-----\',IL:!..eh elT,its,--e:F
has the potenti-a± ::o emitr 100 to:1.s per year or more of any
po 11 utant subject to regu 1 ation; or,
- - (-B-}-- a.:-.:.y p~qys-' c.J.l
C:!.1ange that "voul d occur a.t -.::. source :-.:.e-t
quc.l i -:'yLig u::-±de-F----(A; c.t:: this definition as c.. mc.j or sm.:Yce, i-:=
t2e eh:::nge v:e>.o:ld -tB-n-s-E-:!..tu-t:-e-a m.:.jor source }.>f itoe' f.
(C)
for ozone, a so-...1ree · that is major for vo l o.<:.ile organi-e
compounds shal::!.. be considered major.
11
Net emissions increase 11 means:
(A)
With respect to any regulated NSR pollutant emitted by a
major stationary source, net emissions increase shall mean The
the amount by which the sum of the following exceeds zero:
· (i)
~the increase in actual emissions from a particular
physical change or change in the method of operation at a
stationary source as calculated pursuant to OAC 252:100~8SO(b) i and,
(ii)
any other increases and decreases in actual emissioa
emissions
at
the
major
stationary
sou:r::.ce
that
are
contemporaneous
with
the
particular
change
and
are
otherwise
creditable.
Baseline
actual
emissions
for
calculating increases and decreases under (A) (ii) of this
definition
shall
be
determined
as
provided
in
the
11
definition of ''baseline actual emissions •
(B)
An
increase
or
decrease
in
actual
emissions
is
contemporaneous with the increase from the particular change
only if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the
increase from the particular change occurs.
(C)
An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable
only if~ the Director has not relied on it ~n issuing a permit
under Part 9 oi' this Subchapter, 'v<hic~q permit is ir: e""'""'cct
'•;he:q the increase in actual emissi ens from the par':.ic'...lla-,c
change occurs.
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( i·) it' is c:;oritemporaneous; and
(ii) the Director has not relied on it in issuing a permit
under OAC 252:100-8, Part 9, which permit is in effect when
the increase. in actual emissions from the particular change
occurs.
(D)
An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that the new level of actual emissions exceeds the old
level.
(E)
A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that:
(i)
the old level of actual emissions or the old level of
allowable emissions, whichever is lower, exceeds ·the new
level of actual emissions;
(ii)
it is enforceable as a practical matter at and after
the time that actual construction on the particular change
begins;
(iii)
the revi_·,;ing authority Director has not relied on
it in issuing any permit under St.3.te air qu::::. -i ty =::-ales OAC
252:100; and,
(iv)
it
has
approximately
the
same
qualitative
significan<;::e
for
public
health
and
welfare
as
that
attributed to the increase from the particular change.
(F)
An increase that results from a physical change at a
source occurs when the emission unit on which construction
occurred becomes operational and begins to emit a particular
pollutant.
Any
replacement
unit
that
requires
shakedown
becomes operational after a reasonable shakedown period, not
to exceed 180 days.
(G) Paragraph 40 CFR 51.165 (a) (1) (xii) (B) of the definition of
11
actual emissionsn shall not ·apply for- determining creditable
increases and decreases or afte~ a change.
"Significant"
m.eano,
in reference
to a
net
emissions
increase or the potential
of a source to emit any of the
fo1 Towing pollutants, a rate of emissions that '«'Oul d equal or
exceed any" of the .fol l mdng rates:
(A) · Carbon monoxide .
1 0 0 t o::o per year (tpy) ,
(B). Nitrogen oxides:
40 tpy,
(C)
Sulfur dioxide:
4.0 tpy,
~D)
Particulate matter.
15 tpy of PM 10 emissions,
(E)
Ozone.
4:0 tpy of volatile organic compounds, or
(F)
Lead:
0.6 tpy.
252:100-8-51.1.
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Tl)e requirements in 40 CFR 51.165 (a) (3) regarding emissions
reductions and offsets; except for 4 0 CFR 51. 165 (a) (3) ( ii) (H)
and (I), are hereby incorporated by reference as they exist on
January 2, 2006.
252:100-8-52.
Source applicability Applicability determination
for sources in attainment areas causing or contributing to NAAQS
violation
Proposed new -eeurces -a-B-El-s-e1:tFee--l-i'13dif-i cat~ ens to v?f.-1-::i eh I'~4
9 of this Subchapter is app' -; cabl::: arc dct:-rmined b-:1· s~ ~=-,
geograph-! cal location and type o:: em=i tted pollutants:

(1)

Sii'ie.

Pcrmi t rev-3:-e-it; ,,,:ip o.pply to sources and modificat:i:cB:S
that emit any .regulated pol~nt in major amounts.
The&e
f:fUCTtit-ics are spe-::::i+=~ed u: the de!i:-:itians for majcr
stationary sour-eo, major modifieat:ion, potential t:o emit,
net emissions lncrcas:::., s:Lg:-li.fic:a.nt, and ot:hcr associ::.-:::.c.d

-----1(-fll.r-!J:)

252_: 100 1 3.

(B)
At such time th.:::.t ·a parti~u~ ar source or modification
becomes major solely by virtue of a relaxation in ar:y
enforeeabl e perrni t l i mi t:<ti on "INhieh -was eotab 1 ished .after
August
7,
1980
on
the
capacity
of
the
source
or
modification othcn>~ sc to emit- a pollutant,
ouch a~
restriction on hours of operation, then the requirements of
Parts 1, 3, 5, and 9 of this St:lbchap~e~~ s:!:1all apply ~o that
source or modification as though construction had not yet
commenced on it.

Location.
(A)
Sources and modifications that are major in size and
proposed for
construction in an area "ihich has bee::
designated as nona~tainmer:-t for any applicable ambient air
quality
standard are .subj cct to the requirements for the
~onattainment areal
if the source or modification is major
~or the nonattainment pollut~nt~o) of that area.
(B)
In addition, the i~cq·c.i~"Cntcnts of a PSD revie·,.; (Part 7
of this Subchapter)
woa' d be applicable if any ether:
regulated pollutant ot:he~~ than the nona~tainmcnt pollutant
is cmi~~ed
Qian'£~
so~rce
or
c: cc
"~B
c:
:;", ~
c a~~
n~
amoun t . sb yth
at
-~---~~--
modi::ication.

(3)
Location in attainment or unclaesifiable
causing or contributing to NAAQS violation.

area

but

(1)
The requirements in 40 CFR 51.165 (b) regarding a source
located in an attainment or unclassifiable area but causing or
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contributing to a NAAQS violation are ):l.ereby incorporated by
reference as they exist on January 21 2006.
(A)
A proposed major oo-:.:rcc:: o~- rnajer modifj_cation t~'l:tt
'~>ss-u-J:B.--l ooa::c
unc'aooific.b'e is co::.o-i dercd to c.:::ru:=;e or contribute to
¥-io'ation of the· r:.c..tionu.l t:ir?J~;·icn': aiT'- quality st-andards
HhPr:
;Tech SO'c-lr2c or modi f i cat icn '•JOU l d ~- as a -ml 1-:lffil:::HTI-j-
. e3::cc:.::d the follm;i ::.g significaLee l cve-ls at any loec.litj'
-Etc:Elo:n:.a::rtt=:----EJd:Eo7€e~S3----JlR-1GO-tt:----Eo't'lr::--;'.'N-JOetUt-:il::-Ea:t-'--'lB't<Oott-ffFPtE.e:-Ec:':-'•.t.E---'tE-Rh::::
app 1 -; cab 1 e · :1a t i-e-n a l
st.J::!dard:
I

• )

\ l, 

------~lt:-:':i:-+\
,....~...! --:,!:--;-B--t.UtECT"f-f-1mffi-3~ ..
~':j/TCt

- '"»'>" • ctJ..-:rr-lLtct

l

•~ ·"-'3........_:
cr c
ctv'-;:c

-,

ra

mff\'3---z:,. ., 4'l' rt
hQ,_
------~lt:--:If:-±T-f\--,5~-tJHbfrfffi/
\ ::t: _ 7
,_...::;TILL
ct ,· - 0'
- V•e T "'=-=---1
( I I I)
2 5 #g/m'3----3-flou,- a·<'e,-aqe-;
~ii)
Pf'4 10:
6
( ±)
1. 0 119/m annual average;
.:;r'3·~ -

II,T_)'""

-ffim- .... - nour . average
. 0 pg/m3- ars;..: aJ av:.::r.3:§-e-:

/:;;..<J41--

-----+~-±=-::!-:-:71------:':;~.-----ttt:t<.g::;,-.+7

·---+(-'lj_:-:!i ~ )

( iv)

NO~.

I

CO:

50 0 ttg/m'3- 8 hou,- ave,-agc i
2000 J:;tg/m-3- one hour average.
(B)
A proposed major source o,- major modification subj oct
to OZ'rC 252:100 8 52(3) (A) may reduce th0 impact of ito
emissions
upon
air
quality
by
ob~aining
su:fieient
emissions reductio"ns to, at a minimum, compensate for its
adverse
ambient
impact
where
the
proposed
source
or
modification ·,JOuld otfiendse cause or contribute ·to a
~ation of any national ambient air quali~y standard.
Tn
t~'le absence of such emiss:_on reductions
a permit for tbe
proposed source or modification ohal, be denied.
(C)
The requirements of OAC 252.100 8. 52 (3) U'.c) and (B)
shall not apply to a major source or major modification
w, tf=I respect to a partict:la,- pollutant if the o·.mer or
operator demonstrates that,
as . to t~at pollutant,
tfie
couree or modification lS located l n an area desi gnc..ted
no:J.attainment.
-+E-1-- (2)
Sources of vel atile organic compounds VOC located
outside a designated ozone nonattainment area will be presumed
to have no significant impact on the designated nonattainment
area.
If ambient monitoring indicates that the area of source
location is in fact nonattainment, then the source may be
granted its permit since the area has not yet been designated
nonattainment.
( T)
(II)

1
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+B+-(3)
Sources loca):ing· in an attainment area but impacting
on a nonattainment area above the signific'arit levels listed in
OAC 252:100 8 52(3)
252:100-8-52(1)
are exempted from the
condition of OAC 252:100-8-54 (4) (A).
(F) (4)
The determination whether a source or modification
will cause or contribute to a violation of an applicable
ambient air quality standard for sulfur dioxide, particulate
matter or carbon monoxide will be made on a case by case case
by-case basis as of the proposed new source's start-up date by
an atmospheric simulation model.
For sources of nitrogen
oxides the model can be used for an initial determination
assuming all the nitric oxide emitted is oxidized to nitrogen
dioxide by the time the plume reaches ground level, and the
initial concentration estimates will be adjusted if adequate
data are available to account for the expected oxidation rate.
(G)j2l
The determination as to whecher a source would cause
or contribute to a violation of applicable ambient air quality'
standards will be made on a e-:rse .C:;,' case -case..:by-case basis as
of the new source's start-up date .. Therefore, if a designated
nonattainment area is projected to be attainment as part of
the state implementation plan control strategy by the new
source start-up date, offsets would not be required if the new
source would not cause a new violation.
252:100-8-53.
Exemptions
(a)
Nonattai nment.
area requirements
do not
apply to
a
_particular source or modification loeat::.ng in or impacting on a
nonattainment area if:
~1 ~
Tl~e source is major by .rir':.ue of fugi:.i-.-e em~ ss::.ons, to
the cx:.en<:..quantifiable, included in calculating t.hc potential
to emit and is a source other than one of the following
categories:
(A)
carbon black plants (furnace process)
{B)
charcoal production plants,
(C)
chemica, process plants,
(D)
coal e' caning plants h•-i tt. tl12rma' dryers),
(~.q
coke o-.ren batteries
(F)
fossil fuel boilers (or combination thereof) totalingwe-~
?CQ
millie~
BTB pn~ hour
bot-~:c:npu,_,
• t
; :_;:: ~h~r
c~.~d
~~•~~:<:.....,_...._
n.
~.'-"a._.
(8)
fossi, -Fuel fired otPam electric plant of mere than
250 mi, lion 'BTU per hour heat input.,
(H)
£uel eewversien plants,
(')
glass "fiber processing plants,
\
hydrof"' uori c 1 sulfuric or :-.:.itrie -eid p::.ants 1
' .
1

1

;
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;-"' ----4---r-en
. ___
- ---------!'-',!-·V<.;:-.;-'

;::o.r....
d
cc.'-'-

~tpp
_c;: _ _ ;·
--:

· ·., .,
rnl.:.±s,

----f-±,-;- \r.=-.,-f'-t-pu2_-p-- mi'' s,
(I"T)
' i me pL:::.nt-5--t .

muni:::::LpaJ ine-±-B-e-r-a-t:-er-s---e-a-pablc of_ ch.:::_rgi ::g mB-F2 t~-:a~-:
250 t:oons of refuse per day,
(0)
p~~~Jm re~irreries,
(F)
petroleum st:oorage and t:ransfer un_:.t:oc v:i~l-i a total
storage exceeding 300,000 barrels,
(Q)
pl:osp1:atc reel:: processing pl ::.nts,
-(~)
port'a~d eerne~t plants,
( 8)
primary aluminum ore reduct io:'l plants,
(T)
primary copper smelters,
(U)
primary lead smelters,
7
----+(-\:\~-c
)1----prin~ary zinc smclt:ero,
----+(....,W-t-- S<">C0:1dary rr.et::.l production p2.ants,
(X)
sintcring plants,
(Y)
ou,fur recovery plants,
--~-f~)---·---t-a-een-:!_-t::::: e~--e--p-roecssing plants, --e:r
(Al\~
any other stationar-y source category ·•.-hieh, as of
F.ugust 7, 1980, -is being regulated by HE:PB or NBBHJI.P.
(a)
The requirement in 40 CFR 51.165 (a) (4) r'egarding exemption
of fugitive emissions in deter~ining if a source or modification
is major are hereby incorporated by reference as they exist on
January 2, 2006.
_-t-2-+- (b)
Nonattainment area requirements do not apply to a
particular source or modification locating in or impacting on a
nonattainment area if tne A--source or modification was not
subject
to
40
CFR Part
51,
Appendix S
(emission offset
interpretative ruling) as in effect it existed on January 16,
1979L and the source:
+A-t-ill
Obtained obtained all
final
federal
and state
construction permits before August 7, 1980;
+8}(2)
Commenced commenced construction within 18 months from
August 7, 1980-L or any earlier time required by the State
Implementation Plan; and,
(C)~
Did did not discontinue construction for a period of
18
months
or
more
and completed construction within a
reasonable time.
~(c)
Secondary emissions are excluded in determining the
potential to emit (sec defini':ion of ''potential ~o emit" in
252:100 8 l.l)
However,
upon determination of the Executive
Director, if a source is subject to the requirements on the
basis of its direct emissions, the applicable requirements must
also be met for secondary emissions but the source would be
('-J)
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exempt from the conditions of £--s-;2.108 8 5£--{::;)-fF+-OAC 252:100-8
52 (4) and 252:100-8-54 (1) through 252:100-8-54 (3).
Also, the
indirect impacts of mobile sources are excluded.
-fe+-(d)
As
specified in the applicable
definitio1,1s,
the
requirements of Part 7 for PSD and Part 9 for nonattainment
areas of this Subchapter are not applicable to a modification if
the Existing source was not major on August 7-, 1980, unless the
proposed addition to the existing minor source is major in its
own right.
252:100-8-54.

Requirements
areas

for sources located in nonattainment

In the event a major source or modification would be
constructed in an area designated as rionattainment for a
pollutant for which the source or modification is major,
approva~. shall be granted only if the following conditions are
met:
(1)
The new source must demonstrate that ~t has applied
control technology which the Exee:1tive Director, on a ease by
case case-by-case basis, determines is achievable for a source
based on the lowest achievable emission. rate (LAER) achieved
in practice
by such category of
source
(i.e.,
lowest
achievable emission rate as defined in the Act)
(2)
If the 1rl:3cceu::ive Director determines that imposition of
an enforceable numerical emission standard is infeasible due
to technological or economic limitations on measurement
methodology, a design, equipment, work practice or operational
standard, or combination thereof, may be prescribed as the
emission limitation rate.
(3)
The owner or operator of the new source must demonstrate
that all other major sources owned or operated by such person
in Oklahoma are in compliance/ or <;ire meeting all steps on a
schedule for compliance 1 with all applicable limitations and
standards under Oklahoma and Federal Clean Air Acts.
(4)
The owner or operator of the new source must demonstrate
that upon commencing operations:
(A)
The emissions from the proposed source and all other
sources permitted in ·the area do not exceed the planned
growth allowable for the area designated in the State
Implementation Plan; or,
(B)
The total allowable emissions from existing sources in
the region and the emissions from the proposed source will
be sufficiently less than the total emissions from existing
sources allowed under the State Implementation Plan at the
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date of construction permit application so ap.. to. represent
further p~ogress toward attainment or .. maintenance of the
ambient air quality standards in the problem area.
_
The owner or operator may present with the application an
_(5)
analysis of alternate sites, sizes and production processes
for such proposed source.
252:100-8-55.
Source obligation
(a)
Construction permits required.
An owner or operator shall
obtain a construction permit prior to commencing construction of
a new major stationary source or major modification.
(b) Responsibility to comply and the ·consequences of relaxation
of permit conditions.
The requirements in 40 CFR 51.165 (a) (5)
regarding the responsibility to comply with applicable local
State or Federal law and the consequences of becoming a maj o~
source by virtue of a relaxation in any enforcement limitation
are hereby incorporated by reference as they exist on January 2,
2006.
(c) Requirements when using projected actual emissions.
(1) The specific provisions in 40 CFR 51.165(a) (6) (i) through
(v) shall apply to proje~ts at existing emissions units at a
major _stationary source (other than projects at a source with
a PAL) when the owner or operator elects to use the methods
specified in the definition of "projected actual emissions" at
4 0 CFR 51. 165 (a) (xxviii) (B) ( 1) through ( 3) (as they exist on
January 2, 2006) for calculating projected actual emissions.
(2)
The requirements in 40 CFR 51.165 (a) (6) (i) through (v)
are hereby incorporated by reference as they exist on January
2, 2006.
·(d) Availability of information.
The requirements in 40 CFR
51.165 (a) (7) regarding availability of information required to
document the use of projected actual emissions for determining
if a project is a major modification are hereby incorporated by
reference as they exist on January 2, 2006.
252:100-8-56.- Actuals PAL
The requirements in 40 CFR 51.165(f) regarding actuals PAL
except· for the terminology contained in OAC 252:100-8-50.1 (b),
are hereby incorporated by reference as they exist on January 2,
2006.
252:100-8-57.
Severability
If any provision of this Part, or the application of such
provision to any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the
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remainder of this Part, or the application of such provision to
persons or circumstances other th~n those as to which it is held
invalid, shall not be affected thereby.
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DRAFT MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
January 18,2006
707 North Robinson
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
FOR AQC Approval
Apri119, 2006
For EQB 2-24-06

Notice of Public Meeting The Air Quality Council convened for its regular meeting at
9:00a.m. January 18, 2005 in DEQ Multipurpose Room, 707 North Robinson, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma. Notice of the meeting was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary of
State giving the date, time, and place of the meeting on December 5, 2005. Agendas
were posted on the entrance doors at the DEQ Central Office in Oklahoma City at least
twenty-four hours prior to the meeting.
Ms. Beverly Botchlet-Smith convened the hearings by the Air Quality Council in
compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CPR Part 51,
and Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-201 and 2-5-101 - 2-5-118. Ms. Smith
entered the Agenda and the Oklahoma Register Notice into the record and announced that
forms were available at the sign-in table for anyone wishing to comment on any of the
rules. Ms. Sharon Myers, Chair, called the meeting to order. Ms. Bruce called roll and a
quorum was confirmed.
MEMBERS PRESENT
Sharon Myers
David Branecky
Bob Curtis
Gary Martin
Jerry Purkaple
Laura Worthen
MEMBERS ABSENT
Bob Lynch
Don Smith
Rick Treeman

DEQSTAFFPRESENT
Eddie Terrill
Beverly Botchlet-Smith
Scott Thomas
Joyce Sheedy
Pat Sullivan
Kendal Stegmann
MattPaque
Dawson Lasseter
Philip Fielder
Myrna Bruce

DEQ STAFF PRESENT
Kent Stafford
Rhonda Jeffries
Max Price
Leon Ashford
Lee Warden
Ray Bishop
Morris Moffett
Heather Bragg
Nancy Marshrnent
Gail George

OTHERS PRESENT
Christy Myers, Court Reporter
Steve Mason, EQB
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Approval of Minutes Ms. Myers called for approval of the October 19, 2005 Minutes. . _
Hearing no discussion, she called for a motion to approve the Minutes as presented. Mr.
Curtis made the motion with Ms. Worthen making the second. Roll call as follows with
motion passing.
Gary Martin
Jerry Purkaple
Laura Worthen

Yes
Yes
Yes

David Branecky
Bob Curtis
Sharon Myers

Yes
Yes
Yes

Election of Officers Ms. Myers called for nominees for Chair and Vice-Chair. Mr. Curtis nominated
Sharon Myers to be retained as Chair and for David Branecky for Vice Chair. He made that a motion and
Mr. Martin made the second. Roll call as follows with motion passing.

Gary Martin
Jen·y Purkaple
Laura Worthen

Yes
Yes
Yes

David Branecky
Bob Curtis
Sharon Myers

Yes
Yes
Yes

OAC 252:100-1 General Provisions [Al\1ENDED]
Mr. Scott Thomas, Program
Manager, Rules and Planning Unit, gave an update on proposed changes in Subchapter 1,
Definitions. He noted that the changes were non-controversial in nature and staff had
received no comments; therefore, asked Council for approval and to forward to the
Environmental Quality Board for adoption. Ms. Myers called for a motion. Mr. Curtis
moved to approve as presented and Mr. Purkaple made the second. Roll call as follows
with motion passing.
See transcript pages 7-13
Gary Martin
Jerry Purkaple
Laura Worthen

Yes
Yes
Yes

David Branecky
Bob Curtis
Sharon Myers

Yes
Yes
Yes

OAC 252:100-8 Permits for Part 70 Sources, Parts 1, 5, 7 and 9 [AM:ENDED]
Mr. Scott Thomas stated that the proposed amendments had been presented on July 20,
2005 and again on October 9, 2005. He outlined the changes then fielded questions and
comments. After considerable discussion, Council decided to pass the rulema.king as
proposed with a stipulation· that Council would have additional time to review public
comments received. Mr. Teni.ll agreed that if he received nothing further from the
Council by February 3, the rulema.king, as presented, would be forwarded to the
Environmental Quality Board for permanent adoption. Dr. Sheedy pointed out an error
in the proposed rule where a term 'actual to potential' was swapped arotmd. She advised
that it would be corrected before forwarding to the Board. Ms. Worthen made motion to
pass the rulema.king with the comment noted by Dr. Sheedy. Mr. Curtis made the second.
Mr. Branecky wanted the motion with the stipulation; therefore, Ms. Worthen withdrew
her motion and Mr. Curtis withdrew his second. Mr. Branecky then moved for adoption
of the rule as presented with the DEQ allowing comments and concerns from the Council
until February 3. Mr. Curtis made the second. Roll call as follows with motion passing.
See transcript pages 13- 76
Gary Martin
Jerry Purkaple
Laura Worthen

Yes
Yes
Yes

David Branecky
Bob Curtis
Sharon Myers

Yes
Yes
Yes

OAC 252:100-8 Permits for Part 70 Sources, Part 11 [AlVIENDED]
Mr. Matt Paque, DEQ Attorney, provided staffs recommendation to incorporate Best
Available Retrofit Technology (BART) into Chapter 100. He indicated that states are
required to submit Regional Haze State Implementation Plans outlining methods for
improving visibility to EPA by December, 2007. He detailed the process of establishing
BART emission limitations and advised of comments received to date. Staffs
recommendation was for Council's approval of proposal as presented and to forward to
the Environmental Quality Board for permanent adoption. After comments from Council
and public, Ms. Myers called for a motion. Mr. Branecky moved for approval and :Mr.
Purkaple made the second. Roll call as follows with motion passing.

See transcript pages 77- 92
Gary Martin
Jerry Purkaple
Laura Worthen

Yes
Yes
Yes

David Branecky
Bob Curtis
Sharon Myers

Yes
Yes
Yes

Division Director's Report 1\1r. Terrill mentioned that it is again time for receipt of
Turnaround Documents providing reporting information. He added that staff would be
bringing forth to the Council's April meeting rulemaking clarifying the definition of
regulated pollutant. He related that he is the current president of STAPPA-ALAPCO, the
national air directors association.
New Business -None
Adjournment - The meeting adjourned at 11:10 a.m.
scheduled for April19 at the OSU/Tulsa.

The next regular meeting is

A copy of the hearing transcript and the sign in sheet are attached and made an official part of these
Minutes.
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Minutes be approved:
MS. WORTHEN: Second.
MS. MYERS: Okay. Myrna, we have
a motion and a second. \Vould you call the
roll, please.
MS. BRUCE: Gary Martin.
MR. MARTIN: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Jerry Purkable.
MR. PURK.A..BLE: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Laura Worthen.
MS. WORTHEN: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: David Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Bob Curtis.
MR. CURTIS: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Sharon Myers.
MS. MYERS: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Motion passed.
MS. MYERS: The next item on the
Agenda is the Election of Officers for
Calendar Year 2006. A.ny discussions,
suggestions or whatever from Council?
MR. CURTIS: Yes. I would like
to make a move that Sharon Myers be
considered for Chair and for David Branecky

M:EMBERS OF THE COUNCIL
DAVID BRANECKY - MEMBER
BOB CURTIS - :tv1EMBER
BOB LYNCH -VICE-CHAIR
GARY MARTIN- MEMBER
SHARON MYERS - CHAIR
ffiRRYPURKABLE-MEMBER
DON SMITH - MEMBER
RICK TREEMAN - MElvfBER
LAURA. WORTHEN -l\ffiMBER
STAFF l\ffiMBERS
MYRNA BRUCE- SECRETARY
EDDIE TERRILL - DIY1SION DIRECTOR
JOYCE SHEEDY - AQD
MATT PAQUE- LEGAL
BEVERLY BOTCHLET-SMITH - AQD
PHILLIP FIELDER- AQD
Page 3
PROCEEDINGS
MS. MYERS: At this point, I
would like to call the meeting to order,
please.
MS. BRUCE: For roll call, Gary
Martin.
MR. MARTIN: Yes, here.
MS. BRUCE: Jerry Purkable.
MR. PURKABLE: Here.
MS. BRUCE: Laura Worthen.
MS. WORTHEN: Here.
MS. BRUCE: David Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: Here.
MS. BRUCE: Bob Lynch is absent
for now, but we do expect him. Bob Curtis.
MR. CURTIS: Here.
MS. BRUCE: Sharon Myers.
MS. MYERS: Here.
MS. BRUCE: And absent, for the
record, is Don Smith and Rick Treeman. We
do have a quorum.
MS. MYERS: At this time, I would
like to have discussion for Approval of the
Minutes.
:MR. CURTIS: I move that the

Pag-..

~

for Vice-Chair.
MS. MYERS: Is that a motion?
MR. CURTIS: That's a motion-
make a motion.
MR. MARTIN: Second
MR. BRANECKY: Can you do that?
MS. MYERS: You can do that, if
that's what the Council wants to do. We
have a motion and a second. Myrna.
MS. BRUCE: Gary Martin.
MR. MARTIN: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Jerry Purkable.
MR. PURKABLE: .Y~s.
MS. BRUCE: Laura Worthen.
MS. WORTHEN: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: David Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Bob Curtis.
MR. CURTIS: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Sharon Myers.
MS. MYERS: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Motion passed.
MS. MYERS: At this point, we're
ready to enter into the public hearing
Iportion of the meeting and I will tum that

Page 2 - Page 5
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over to Beverly.
MS. BOTCHLET-SMITH: Good
morning. I am Beverly Botchlet-Smith,
Assistant Director of the Air Quality
Division. And as such, I will be serving
as the Protocol Officer for today' s
hearing.
These hearings will be convened by
the Air Quality Council in compliance with
the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act
and Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 51, as well as the
authority of Title 2 7A of the Oklahoma
Statutes, Section 2-2-201, Sections 2-5-101
through 2-5-118.
These hearings were advertised in
the Oklahoma Register for the purpose of
receiving comments pertaining to the
proposed OAC Title 252 Chapter 100 Rules as
listed on the Agenda and v.rill be entered
into each record along with the Oklahoma
Register filing. Notice of meeting was
filed with the Secretary of State on
December 5, 2005. The Agenda was duly
posted 24 hours prior to the meeting on the

Page 8

Madame Chairman, Members of the
Council, ladies and gentlemen, in
conjunction with the revision proposed to
Part 7 ru.1d 9 of Subchapter 8, regarding New
Source Review Sources, the Department is
proposing amendments to Section 3 of
Subchapter 1.
This is being done as a general
cleanup of definitions in Parts 1, 7 and 9
of Subchapter 8 and to reduce redundru.lcy.
The definitions the Department proposes to
move from Subchapter 8 to Subchapter 1 are
used in more than one subchapter in Chapter
100.
Several years ago, the Department
undertook a project to correct and simplify
its Rules and to remove redundant language.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 1 are a
. continuation of that project. We propose
to make the following changes to Subchapter
1.
One: We propose to move eight
definitions from OAC 252:100-8-1.1 to
Section 3 of Subchapter 1 without
substantive changes. These definitions
Page 7

doors at the DEQ.
If you wish to make a statement,
it's very important you complete the form
at the registration table and you'll be
called upon at the appropriate time.
Audience members, please come to the podium
for your comments and please state your
nru.ne.
At this tiine, we will proceed with
what's marked as Agenda Item Number 5 on
the Hearing Agenda.
OAC 252: 100-1 General Provision and
OAC 252:100-8--Permits for Part 70 Sources,
Parts 1, 5, 7 and 9. Dr. Joyce Sheedy will
be doing the staff presentation, and I
believe she'll be assisted by Mr. Scott
Thomas.
"MR. THOMAS: I'm Scott Thomas,
I'm the Program Manager for the Rules and
Planning Section. · Today I'll be sort of
standing in and being Joyce's voice in
reading our presentation, but Joyce and
· Matt and Phillip are much more expert in
the Rule, I think than I am, and they'll be
here to ru.1swer any questions.

Page9

are:
a. "act"- moved without
modification.
b. The "Administrator"- modified to
include "unless specifically defined
otherwise" which is not a substantive
change.
c. "EPA" -moved without
modification.
d. "National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants" or "NESHAP" 
moved without modification.
e. "New Source Perfonnance
Standards" or "NSPS"- moved without
modifications.
f. "Part 70 Permit" - moved without
modification.
g. "Part 70 program" - moved without
modification.
h. "Part 70 source" -modified by
replacing "of this chapter" by "Subchapter
8" which is not a substantive change.
\Ve propose to move the definition of
"Lowest Achievable Emissions Rate" or
"LAER" from OAC 252:100-8-51 to Section 3

DEQ-AQC
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of Subchapter 1 and update it for
consistency Vi'ith the federal definition of
40 CFR 51.165(a)(riii).
We propose to add the definition of
"federally enforceable" as found in 40 CFR
51.166(b)(17). This term is currently used
several times in Chapter 100, but it's not
defined.
We propose to add the definition of
"Reasonable Available Control Technology"
or "RACT" to Section 3 of Subchapter 1.
This definition is currently defined at OAC
252:100-39-47(c), however, it has been
updated for consistency with the federal
definition found in 40 CFR 52.2l(b)(54).
We also propose to replace the term
"reviewing authority" in the definition of
"complete" with "Director" for consistency
of tenns throughout the Rule.
We propose to modify the definition
of "stack" to make it clear that a pipe can
be a stack, but a flare cannot.
Finally, we propose to modify the
definition of "stationary source" by adding
"suhject to OAC 252:1 00" at the end of the

January 18, 2006
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from OG&E I guess was on our places when we
came in, with a comment on subchapter -- or
the definitions section. Has that been
addressed?
MR. THOMAS: Joyce.
DR. SHEEDY: I'm not sure I know
what part.
MR. BRANECKY: To Part l, a
letter dated January 4th.
MS. BOTCHLET-SMITH: Joyce, you
might nrm your microphone on.
MR. BRANECKY: This is-- okay.
maybe I'm wrong. This is under a different
section. Okay. All right.
DR. SHEEDY: David, I think that
cmmnent maybe is for 8-1.1.
MR. BRANECKY: Okay. Under NSR,
right?
DR. SHEEDY: Yes.
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
MS. BOTCHLET -SMITH: Any other
comments on Subchapter 1 from the Council?
We haven't received any notice of oral
comment from the public.
MS. MYERS:· H there's no
Page

Page 11
definition. This is for clarity.
Many of these changes were proposed
at the October 19, 2005 Air Quality Council
meeting, but were withdrawn because the
revision also included a change to the
definition of VOC that has concerns that
have not yet been resolved.
Although these changes are being
proposed in conjunction with the changes to
NSR proposed in Subchapter 8, they can be
made in advance of the proposed Subchapter
8 revision.
We have received no written comments
regarding the proposed changes to
Subchapter 1.
Based on what we hope is the non
controversial nature of the proposed
changes, we ask the Council to recommend
these changes to the Enviromnental Board
for adoption as a permanent Rule. Thank
you.
Does the Council have any questions?
MS. BOTCHLET-Sl\illH: Do we have
questions from the Council?
MR. BRA1\TECKY: I have a comment

iJ

additional discussion on comments, then
I'll entertain a motion.
MR. CURTIS: I move that we adopt
the staff's recommendations.
MS. MYERS: I have a motion. Do
we have a second?
MR. PURKABLE: Second.
MS. MYERS: Myrna, would you call
roll, please.
MS. BRUCE: Gary Martin.
MR. MARTIN: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Jerry Purkable.
_ MR. PURKABLE: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Laura Worthen.
MS. WORTHEN: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: David Branecl.)'.
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Bob Curtis.
MR. CURTIS: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Sharon Myers.
MS. MYERS: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Motion passed.
MR. THOlvf....\ S: I guess we will go
on to the other portions of the hearing now
on Subchapter 8, Part 70 Sources.
Page 10- Page 13
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Madame Chair, Members of the
Council, ladies and gentlemen -- are we
going to do BART7 Okay. Vle were planning
to do BART first, but we can go ahead and
go with NSR. I think we're-- from the
discussions I've heard today on NSR, I
think we may· be trying to take some action
oil that, so we can go forward with NSR now.
Madame Chair, Members of the
Council, ladies and gentlemen, the
Department is proposing revisions to Parts
1, 5, 7 and 9 of Subchapter 8, Part 70
Sources. They were first proposed at the
July 20, 2005 Air Quality Council meeting.
The hearing was continued to the October
19, 2005 Air Quality Council meeting to
allow changes to the proposed Rule required
by the Decision of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the DC Circuit handed down on
June 24, 2005.
The October 19, 2005 Air Quality
Council meeting was continued to give the
Department additional time to consider the
comments received regarding the. definition
of "actual baseline emissions" and to allow

definitions from Section 8-1.1 and one
definition from Section 8-51 to Subchapter
1 to reduce redundancy in the Rules.

Page 15
additional time for consideration of the
recordkeeping requirement.
We propose to incorporate the NSR
reform update and clarify other portions of
the Rules regarding .the PSD program and the
NSR nonattaimilent program. Part 5 concerns
Permits for Part 70 Sources.
The Department proposes to revise
the definition of "insignificant
activities" in Sections 8-2 of Part 5 to
reflect the changes to Subchapter 41 and
the new Subchapter 42 regarding toxics air
contaminants.
_
·we also propose to move Paragraph
(B) of this definition of "begin actual
construction" from Section 8-1.1 to Section
8-2, since this definition applies only to
Part 7 0 Permitting.
Definitions. We are proposing to
revise Section 8-1.1 of Part 1 of
Subchapter 8. As discussed previously
today in the presentation on proposed
changes to Subchapter 1, in conjunction
with the NSR reform revision, the
Department proposes to move eight

We also propose to delete two
definitions from Section 8-1.1 because they
are essentially the same as the definitions
already in Subchapter 1. These terms are:
"Building, Structure, facility, or
installation" and "fugitive emissions".
We propose to move eight definitions
from Section 8-1.1 to Section 8-31 in Part
7 because they will apply only to Part 7
(PSD) in the revised Rule. These are
definitions of:
a. "allowable emissions"
b. "begin actual construction" from
Paragraph (A)
c. "Best Available Control
Technology" or "BACT"
d. "commence"
e. "construction"
f. "emission unit"
g. "necessary preconstruction
approval of Permits"
h. "potential to emit"; and

Page 14- Page 0
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were nonelectric generating sources. The
initial results of this study using
emission inventory data, emission factors,
the baseline actual emissions for case
study one calculated using a 10-year look
back period were significantly higher than
that, using a 5-year look back for PMlO,
NOx and SOx. There was no significant
differences in case study two or case study
three.
However, using current emissions
factors in the hours of operation and
production rates for annual emission
inventory, the differences in the baseline
actual emissions between the 5 -year look
back and the 10-year look back practically
disappear. These results have caused us to
review our position on the use of the 10
year look back period for calculating
baseline actual emissions, if current
emission factors are used.
Unfortunately, these results were
not available before the proposed Rule was
placed on the website and the Council
packets were mailed.

i. "stationary source"
The definitions of "BACT",
"emissions unit" and "stationary source"
have substantive changes required by NSR
reform.
\Ve propose to move three definitions
from Section 8-31 to Section 8-1.1 because
these tenns will be also used in the new
Part 11 or BART. These are: "adverse
impact on visibility'', "natural conditions"
and "visibility impainnent".
The NSR reform finalized on December
31, 2002 changes the method of calculation
of the emissions baseline for the purposes
of detennining whether or not a
modification of a facility triggers NSR.
Under the new Rule, far fewer modifications
will be classified as major modifications
that require a PSD Permit and installation
of up-to-date pollution control equipment
detennined by BACT.
Court decision and.EPA appeal.
After the promulgation of the NSR reform, a
suit was filed challenging the changes as
inconsistent ·with the federal Clean Air
Page 18
Act. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit on June 24,
2005 vacated the parts of the Rule dealing
with cleaning units and PCPs or Pollution
Control Projects and remanded the parts
concerning recordkeeping.
On August 8, 2005 EPA requested the
Court reconsider its ruling on the clean
unit provision and clarify the ruling
regarding PCPs. On December 9, 2006 the
D.C. Circuit Court refused EPA's petition.
At this time, we do not know whether-
know what further actions, if any, EPA will
take on these issues.
We did a comparison demonstration.
Phillip Fielder of the Air Quality Division
has done a study of the effect of using a
5 -year look back period for determining
baseline actual emissions compared to the
effect of using a 10-year look back. A
copy of the results of the study were
included in the Council packet.
Due to time constraints and
available resources, only three major NSR
sources were chosen for this study. These

Page ""'v
Since the October 19, 2005 Air
Quality meeting, we have received comments
from Julia Bevers of OG&E, on letters dated
December 15, 2005 and January 4, 2006;
Environmental Protection Agency Region 6,
in a letter of comments signed by David
Neleigh, received via email on January 10,
2006 from Stanley M. Spruill; and comments
from the Oklahoma Independent Petroleum
Association by letter dated January 13,
2006, received via email on January 13,
2006 from Angie Burkhalter.
These comments and a smmnary of the
comments and our responses will be made as
part of the hearing record. Copies of the
summary comments and responses have been
given to the Council and are available for
the public today. Some responses to
comments may be supplemented at a later
date, because they were received just a few
days before the meeting.
Based on the comments received and
the results of the comparison study Phillip
performed, we propose to make the following
changes to the proposed Rule contained in

Page 17 -Page 20
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-- on number four, we propose to revise
(B)(ii) of the definition of "regulated NSR
pollutant" in Section 8-31 on Page 32 by
adding section prior to 112(r) and provided
that such pollutant is not otherwise
regulated under the Act. This is in
response to an EPA comment.
In (b )(2) of Section 8-35 on Page
42, we propose to add a connna after "2006"
and in (c)(l)(F) on Page 45, we propose to
add "on" prior to January.
We propose to revise (A)(ii) in the
definition of "net emissions increase" in
Sections 8-51 on Page 58, by adding "except
that (B)(iii) and (C)(iv) of that
definition shall not apply".
DR. SHEEDY: Excuse me, Scott.
MR. BRANECKY: ~age 59, I'm
trying to catch up.
DR. SHEEDY: I'm sorry, I based
those numbers on what was in the book
because I didn't have this, and so they are
maybe about a page or so of what this copy
copy that's
has. They were based on
not here, so I know that's confusing.

the Council packet and available at tins
meeting.
One: In the definition of
"visibility impainnent" in Section 8-1.1 on
Page 7, we propose to add "light
extinction" prior to "visual range".
Two: We propose to revise the
definition of "baseline actual emissions''
in Sections 8-31 on Pages 20 and 21 by
adding a new Paragraph (A) which requires
that baseline actual emissions be based on
current emissions data and defines that
term.
We propose to separate the
requirements for electric utility steam
generating units now in Paragraph (B) for
nonelectric utility steam generating units
now in Paragraph (C), for electric steam
generating units (B)(iii) allows the use of
a different 24 month period for each
pollutant.
In Paragraph (C) we propose to
replace the 5-year look back with a 10-year
look ba~k for nonelectric steam generating
. units.

the

. Page 22
And in (C)(iv), allow the use of a
different consecutive 24 month period for
each pollutant.
We propose to revise Paragraph (A)
of the definition of "n;;:t emissions
increase" in Section 8-31 on Pages 28 and
29, by adding at end of the paragraph,
except that (B)(iii) and (C)(iv) of that
definition shall not apply.
MR. BRANECKY: Scott.
MR. THO:l\1AS: Yes.
MR. BRANECKY: ·where was that
again? Where are you now?
MR_ THOMAS: In Section 8-31 on
Pages 28 and 29.
MR. BRANECKY: Are we still in
the definitions section?
DR. SHEEDY: Yes. This one seems
to be on Page 29.
MR. BRAl\TECKY: Okay. On 29?
Okay.
DR. SHEEDY: On Page 30.
M:R. BR.AJ\TECKY: Page 30, okay.
Thank you.
MR. THOMA.S: And 30. We propose

Page 24
MR. BRANECKY: Yo~ might slow
down a little bit, Scott, I'm trying to-
I'm g~tting old and slow, so-
DR. SHEEDY: I( you didn't-- if
you didn't find any of them, just say so
and we can tell you which page they are on
in this handout.
MR. THOMAS: I'll go back over
those quickly. We have, in my notes it
says Page 7 of the definition of
"visibility impairment", we propose to add
"light extinction" prior to visual range.
That1 s on 7.
We propose to revise the -definition
of "baseline actual emissions" in Section
8-31 on Pages 20 and 21.
DR. SHEEDY: Okay. (Inaudible).
MR. THOMAS: We propose to revise
the Paragraph (A) in the definition of "net
emissions increase" in Section 8-31 on
Pages 28 and 29 and I guess that would
probably be 30, too?
DR. SHEEDY: Yes, it's on 30, I
believe. 30.
MR. TH011AS: 30. Okay. We

Page 21 - PBP"P. 24
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other, we've been criticized in the past,
you YJ.lOW, for having two Ru1es out and it's
confusing to the public.
MR. BRANECKY: Well, maybe not
necessarily the Rule, but at least the
comments, so I can see what's being
discussed.
MR. THOMAS: And a lot of times 
- not as an excuse, but a lot of times the
comments are received very-- like
yesterday.
MR. BRANECKY: Well, I would have
been happy to get a fax yesterday, at least
have some time rather than just seeing
these for the first time this moming. I'm
talking for myself, not for the rest of the
Council.
MS. WORTHEN: I'm ·with David. I
wou1d appreciate if we could have it at
least faxed, even if it's like the day
before, I mean, that way we can at least
look over them the night before and be
familiar.
I do actually have a question on the
proposed Ru1e, because I did read through

propose to revise (B)(ii) of the definition
of "regulated NSR pollutant" in Sections 8
31 on Page 33 in (B)(ii) of Section 8-35 on
Page 42, we propose to add a comma after
2006.
MR. BRANECKY: That's Page 43.
MR. THOM.AS: 43, correction. We
propose to revise the definition of "net
emissions increase" in Section 8-51 on Page
59, I'm guessing, (A)(ii) in Section 8-51,
Page 59. Sorry for the confusion.
Since we are proposing a number of
substantive changes that were not in the
Rule published on the website on December
15, 2005, that were contained in the
Council packet, staff requests that the
Council continue this hearing on the
proposed revisions to Part 1, 5, 7 and 9
and Subchapter 8 to the next Air Quality
Council meeting, to give interested parties
time to evaluate these changes.
This, however, will mean that these
proposed revisions to our Ru1e ·will not be
effective until the suttnner of 2007. So as
a contingency measure, we have made

Page.
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available to the Council and we will make
available copies to people in the audience
of our new proposal on these Ru1es. And
these were, again, made in the last -
since the 30 day comment period-- comments
received and based on work that Phillip has
done.
MS BOTCHLET-SMITH: Do we have
any questions from the Council?
MR. BRANECKY: I guess I wou1d
like to ask the staff, I know you get these
things at various times, but is there any
way to get this available to the Council
and maybe even to the public by posting
these coimnents on the website so that we
can see these comments prior than just
seeing them for the first time today.
That may help-- I don't feel
comfortable, not having read through some
of these comments, making a decision at
this point. And I just -- is there any way
to get these to us earlier? I think it's
been a problem.
MR. THOM.l\S: This is a problem
we've always had and v,re go one way or the

the changes that you have here. Do we want
to go ahead and do questions on it?
MR. THOMAS: I do have a
statement here I cou1d read that goes over
the main changes -
MS. WORTHEN: Okay.
MR. THOMAS: -- but we can answer
questions now, too.
MS. WORTHEN: One, thank you for
changing to the 10-year look back and the
different two years for each pollutant,
that is one good point.
On the baseline actual emissions,
and I understand why you want the current
emissions data for emission factors, I can
see that's important with AP 42 because AP
42 does change.
The only thing I'm curious about is
using the most recent SIM data and stack
test data. Many facilities stack test on a
semi-regular basis, maybe every five, six
years, it just depends on the facility and
on the SIM data. \\?by not allow, if they
have eight year old stack test data when
that's when they're establishing their
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DR. SHEEDY: It says most current
and accurate. So might you have an
argument that SIMs data from that period is
more accurate?
MR. FIELDER: . And it's really -
MS. WORTHEN: I would think so.
MR. FIELDER: Really, it's not
much different than what we do today. If
you were to do a project today and you were
doing your baseline actuals, we wouldn't
come 10 years later and go back and say,
well, this factor has changed, your
baseline actuals prior to a project has
changed, we don't do that currently and
really, that position is not changing.
MR. PURKABLE: Scott, yoLt said
you had some prepared comments to make as a
follow-up to your presentation. I would be
interested in hearing the rest of what you
have to say.
MR. THOMAS: This is the
differences between the Rule in the packet
and the Rule that we now are throwing out
before the Cotmcil as a possible proposal.
1. The definition of -- I think this

baseline data, to use that stack test for
that time period. And if they've got new
stack test data, use. that for the future.
Because I can see where facilities, you may
get different stack test results because
there may have been some change that caused
it and SIM data would be the same thing.
That v;ould be my question there, is not
limiting that.
MR. THOMAS: Joyce, Phillip.
DR. SHEEDY: One of the things
that we were concerned with was the
accuracy of some of the older emission data
in our emission inventory. That's not
necessarily those that had stack tests done
but a lot of the-- I believe a lot of the
data is not really based on stack tests or
SIMs or anything like that.
MS. WORTHEN: W~ll, and I can
understand, it's not based-- old emissions
inventory data, if it's not based on stack
test data or SIMs data, yes, I can see
updating it. If a facility at that time
when they submitted the emissions inventory
was doing it off of the SIM data from that
Page 30
year or stack test data from that year or
the year before, I don't understand not
being able to use that in a baseline
calculation.
MR. FIELDER: Yes. '\'hat our
point was there, was we are not trying to
make you use that data after a change. If
it's the appropriate data before a
particular change occurred that was
representative of the emissions at that
time, that would be the most current data
at that time. That's all we were trying to
say there.
If you had a project that changed
it, then certainly a change to an emission
factor would not be applicable or an
emission rate would not be applicable to
the emission rate at that time.
MS. WORTHEN: Maybe we need to
rework that paragraph a little bit so that
it's-- so that some-- so that a Permit
writer five years from now doesn't come
back and say, well, this says you have to
use the most current data, you can't use
the SIM data from that year.
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might be -- I think this one might be part
of that earlier on, but the definition of
"visibility :impairment" in parenthesis
added "light extinctions," prior to "visual
range". That's part of the changes that
we've made to the BART Rule that we "rill
discuss later.
The other ones are in 252:100-8-31,
the definition of "baseline actual
emissions". We propose to revise this
definition to match the federal definition.
We have added a new Paragraph (A) which
requires a baseline actual emissions be
based on current emissions and defines
current emissions. We have separated the
requirements for the EUSGU, now in
Paragraph(B), from those non-EUSGU's, now
:in Paragraph (C). (B)(iii) allows the use
of a different 24 month period for each
pollutant. In Paragraph (C), we propose to
replace the 5-year look back with the 10
year look back and allow the use of
different consecutive 24 month period for
each pollutant.
"Net emission increase" is in
P~aP
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we think to be the agreements that \Ve had
all reached that we felt like were
appropriate, and give you all a chance to
look at it with the idea that we would get
any cmmnents to that, come in with a clean
copy in April and pass the Rule at that
time, because we knew that we had this
issue relative to how we were going to
define the most appropriate emission factor
and that sort of thing. We weren't sure we
were going to get that worked out today.
The reality is, if we pass this
thing as a regular Rule today, it's got to
go to the Board, it's got to go to the
Legislature and the Govemor, it won't
become effective until the end of June,
anyway, or thereabout.
If we were to pass this thing in
April as emergency, if there are sources
out there that are -- facilities out there
that are waiting on us to get this done, we
could pass it as an emergency and it would
become effective then and it's essentially
a wash as far as timefra.me. So that would
give you all time to take a look at the

Paragraph (A), added at the end of the
paragraph, ", except that (B)(iii) and
(C)(iv) of that definition shall not
apply."
3. Regulated NSR (B)(ii), added
"section" prior to 112(r) and", provided
that such pollutant is not otherwise
regulated under the. Act."
This is in response to an EPA
comment. Joyce may be able to clarify on
these a little bit, but they don't read
well.
252:100-8-35, in (b)(2) we added
after "2006", a comma after it, and in
(c)(l)(F) we added an "on" in front of
January.
h1 252:100-8-51, "net emissions
increase", (A)(ii), we added", except that
(B)(iii) and (C)(iv) of that definition
shall not apply".
Basically, I think it comes down to
the issue of the current emissions data in
the determination of a baseline.
MS. MYERS: Based on my
experience on working with the Agency on

Page __,
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various Pennits, the burden is still on
industry to provide the information to be
used. The burden is still on industry to
validate their baselines and the projected
changes that they have with the project. I
don't see that it would be any different.
Am I right or wrong, Phillip?
MR. FIELDER: No, I would agree
that it's the burden to try to determine
the best factors that's available or the
best emission rates that you can and -
MR. TERRILL: Let me just add
something right quick so we can kind of
clarify this. I know the Council is very
sensitive about getting changes to Rules
that have been sent out 30 days previously,
the day before, the day of. We don't like
to do that, either.
\Vhat we have thought coming into
today was, we have not been given· any
pushback or any indication from industry or
anyone else that there was a big hurry to
get this Rule passed today. So we felt
like that probably the best thing to do was
proYide a clean copy to get close to what

Rule between now and April and make sure
that we've got a clean copy,. dotted all the
i's, crossed all the t's, if there's any
question about clarifying the emission
factor language, we can do that and then
come back as an emergency in April.
Is that a fair statement, Matt?
MR. PAQUE: Yes. It would have
to go through the Govemor' s approval, so
it wouldn't exactly go into effect in
April, it would take us a little bit
longer, but -
MR. TERRILL: The timing will be
about the same.
MR. PAQUE: The timing will be
about the same.
MR. TERRILL: Yes. And that way
it would keep you all from having to -
MR. PAQUE: The Department would
have to justify an emergency, so we would
have to show that there are some facilities
that the Rule needs to take effect sooner
rather than later.
MR. BRANECKY: Can you do that?
I know the Govemor doesn't like Emergency
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MS. MYERS: If it does not pass
by emergency in April, is the timeframe
still the same?
MR. TERRILL: No. It would be
the end of the session 2007 at that point.
MS. MYERS: We can't afford to do
that. We're hurting ourselves. I
personally do not want to see this Rule
carried over into 2007 from a perspective
of working for a company that has
facilities in multi-states and having to
compete for capital money to do any kind of
projects. If we're competing against a
facility in Texas and they're able to go
ahead and do a project based on actual to
actual projections, we lose.
And I know that there are other
industries within the state that are in the
same position and we cannot afford to carry
this over into 2007. So if you think we
can get it passed in April and through as
an Emergency Rule to be effective this
year, then I'm probably okay ·with carrying
it over. If not, then I want to pass it
today and get it through.

Rules.

l\1R. PAQUE: Well, they do-- they
do inquire with the Department on any
Emergency Rule, they give us a call and
they like to know some examples.
l\1R. BRANECKY: Can we justify it?
l\1R. PAQUE: Well, if we have
sources that are looking at maybe
perlorming some projects that these Rules
are, you know, can streamline.
l\1R. TERRJLL: IT not, it may not
make any difference. And that's-- my
concern has always been -- because
theoretically, according to the Ru1e or
statute, we were supposed to have this in
place by January. But the feds have said
tliat as long as you're making reasonable
progress, which we are, they're not going
to complain one way or the other, whether
or not we do a SIP call.
So it's really just a matter of
within Oklahoma, do we have sources that
want to take advantage of this sooner
rather than later. And if we do, then we
need to know that and we'll propose it as
Page 38
an emergency in April and come back with a
cleaned up Rule, have all this language
worked out relative to the emission factor
and it should be a fairly easy process to
pass it in April.. That's what we thought
we were going to do this time, otherwise we
probably wou1d have recommended to hold it
over and not supplied you with a last
second copy, because I know that puts you
all in a tough spot because this is a
fairly complicated Rule. And it wasn't our
intention to do that, because we wanted to
make sure and we wanted to give Phillip and
his folks the time to take a look at these
different look back periods to make sure
that we were satisfied that it really
didn't make any difference, then it just
took longer than we thought.
So that's our fault and I apologize
for that, but we felt like we wanted to
give you something to look at today and we
really never had intended to pass that
until Apri.J and we think if we do it by
emergency, it will all come out at about
the same time, anyway.
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MR. TERRJLL: Well, I'm not going
to promise you that we'll get it through as
an emergency. I mean, we never have had a
problem in the past, but I wouldn't want to
be on the record as saying that absolutely
nothing can go wrong, because you never
know. It would be-- I can almost
virtually assure you that if we have
industry that comes forward saying we've
got projects that we're wanting to get done
and we can't wait until2007, that's likely
to go a long way in satisfying the
Governor, because nobody is against
economic development and I don't personally
think it's going to be that big a hurdle to
overcome. But I'm not going to go on the
record and. say that absolutely nothing can
go wrong, because that wouldn't be true. I
mean, because we can have any number of
things go wrong, but it's not likely in
this case, I wouldn't think.
MR. BRANECKY: I guess I would
like to ask you, \Ve cou1d come to April and
be in the same situation with last minute
changes we don't know of, can we have DEQ
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MR. THOJ:v1AS: -- well, maybe not
so substantial comments but from EPA and
others on the morning of the Council
Meeting.
MR. BRAl\TECKY: I understand.
MR. TERRILL: But in this case,
since we're basically adopting the federal
Rule as is, I don't anticipate anything but
support from them.
MR. BRANECKY: We have that on
record.
MR. TERRILL: That's one thing I
can virtually be certain about, is I don't
think there will be-- it won't be of a
substantive nature, anyway.
MR. P1JRKABLE: Eddie, are there
any changes -- this baseline actual
emissions, is there anything here that's a
little bit different than the federal Rule,
any nuances, any word changes, or is this
pretty much the federal language? I didn't
--I haven't compared that.
DR. SHEEDY: There are some
differences, the main one being that new
Paragraph A that we put in about current

get us this information or even post it as
on the web as a PDF file, the cmmnents of
any last minute ch:1nges or cmmnents or is
that not-
MR. TERRILL: You mean, if we
hold it over?
:MR. BRA.NECKY: Yes, in April. I
don't want to get into the same sit.~ation
in April where we have last-minute changes.
MR. TERRILL: I don't know that
we're going to have any changes other than
MR. BRANECKY:
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Well, you never

know.
MR. TERRILL: Well, I know, but I
don't know what that would be. I mean, we
don't plan to do any more work on this Rule
once we make the changes that we've all
agreed to today, other than possibly tweak
the language relative to the emission
factors. I mean, what you see, we can
probably have that posted by end of the
week,
middle of next week, sometime next week at
the latest. And we don't plan on doing
Page 42
anything more with it. That's what you'll
see come to the Council in April.
Because I don't think there's any
other issues to resolve. I think we've got
everything resolved, it's just a matter of
making sure that we've got all the things
done and proofing it and those kinds of
things that -- and those are minor. The
substantive changes, there's not going to
be any more. This is it. So it's just a
question of whether or not we can justify
the emergency.
MR. THOMAS: We would be glad to
fax you copies of comments that we receive
after the ones that we've had time to work
on.
MR. BRANECKY: Well, anything
that's not included in the Council packet
that comes in after that, I would like to
have before the Council Meeting, if
possible, either through email or fax, just
so I don't-- I'm ready to -
:MR. THOMAS: You are aware that
sometimes ·we receive -
MR. BRAl\TECKY: I understand.

Page ..
emission data. The rest of it, there may
be some word differences, but the meaning
is basically the same. You know, a 10-year
look back for everything except for like
the utilities. 32 -- a different 24
consecutive month for each pollutant, if
you choose. So the rest of it is pretty
much the same, although, as I say, word for
word there may be a different word used,
but it's-
MR. PURKABLE: So this still
represents maybe a little bit of a
difference from surrounding states in terms
of what they've adopted, if they've adopted
the federal Rule as it is?
DR. SHEEDY: Well, you know, it
-it would put this in our Rule, I don't
know if it really is an actual difference
in what other states might be doing. We
just stated it. We think EPA, quite often
uses current emission data when they go
back and look at things like for compliance
enforcement and that sort of thing, so it's
not, you know, a brand-new thing to do. So
I'm not sure other states aren't doing it,
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mean, I think that's what we found by using
the new data.
DR. SHEEDY: And in the future,
the data is getting better all the time, so
the current data and the emission data
should be more the same.
:tvfR. PURKABLE: Sharon, I have a
question just in terms of meetings. I1; it
possible to have a meeting before April, if
we want to move this forward, or are we
left with four times a year? I mean, is
that an option for consideration, to move
it forward a little bit faster?
MS. MYERS: I would say, yes.
Matt, is there time to do that or not?
MR. PAQUE: No. The last Board
Meeting that we could pass the Rule and
have it go through this Legislative
Session, it's too late for us to get the
Notices out and do the appropriate
procedures to get the Rule effective
permanently by June, because the Board
Meeting is coming up in February.
MS. MYERS: So basically, we
really need-- if we're going to get it

they may not have put it in their Rule. We
just wanted to get it clear so we wouldn't
have to argue it over each case or each
Permit.
MR. TERRILL: This really just
clarifies what we're doing, anyway, and·
it's what we've always done. And I think
there was so much rhetoric about the NSR
changes, that there probably wasn't a lot
of work actually done to see just exactly
what it does and means in the real world.
And that was why we wanted to take a
look at this, because we felt like that we
owed it to the citizens, from a public
health standpoint, to look at what we've
done in the state and see if it really made
a difference and it turns out it doesn't
make that much difference.· So to us, it's
not worth fighting about.
You can argue whether or not,
philosophically, it's a right or wrong
thing to do, but at the end of the day if
it's not going to make any difference from
.· a public health or emissions standpoint,
then it's not worth fighting over. To me;
Page 46
it's not worth it.
So we really don't think that we're
doing anything differently than what we've
done in our Rule, we've done forever, it's
just a matter of clarifying it.
MR. PDRKABLE: The inaccuracies
in using emissions data 10 years old in
arriving at this baseline, isn't that more
or less of a temporary concern? Because
this 10-year period is a sliding window and
pretty soon the lOth year is 2005. So are
we just really concerned about just a -
something that's going to disappear
eventually, as emissions data become more
accurate just by consequence?
MR. FIELDER: Yes, I think that's
correct because right now you go back and
look to 1995, you're going to find some
very rough emissions data. And so using -
that's why I think part the reason why
updating and using current factors on a 10
year look back which is, you know, people
haven't done and I'm not so sure they
thought about -- EPA thought about putting
it in their Rule, really levels it out. I
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effective as a permanent Rule, do we need
to pass it today to go to the Board Meeting
in February?
MR. PAQUE: Yes.
MS. MYERS: Correct?
MR. PAQUE: Yes.
MS. MYERS: Let's work out the
differences on the current emissions.
MS. WORTHEN: I can be fine with
the current emissions data the way it is.
I mean, we still-- it's industry's burden
of proof, but the rest of it, what I want
is in there.
MS. BOTCHLET-SMITH: Before we go
to motion, we need to give opportunity for
oral comment from the public and I have
received one notice of oral comment. I'm
not sure if that person wishes to speak.
Julia, did we cover your issues,
yet?
MS. BEVERS: I'd like to say
something.
MS. BOTCHLET-S:MITH: Okay. If
you would step to the podium, Julia Bevers
from OGE.
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MS. BEVERS: This may be the same
thing, but I just want to clarify. \Ve've
been talking about· from the baseline actual
emission definition, correct? The current
emissions? Okay. \Ve submitted a cmmnent
that I think you all have, I saw it on the ·
table, but because it wasn't in the packet,
I just wanted to point it out.
And it's in the Section 36.2 about
source obligation. And it's the same
issue, but it's just a different slant on
it. Detennining the baseline actual
emission before a project is one thing.
Then we have this 5 year period we have to
monitor or keep records for after a
project. So what if after the project,
testing done, even maybe for this reason or
some other reason, reveals that that
emission factor that was used before the
project has changed? So the most recent
data is going to be a different nwnber.
Our concern in the comment was to
address -- we just wanted to make sure the
same factor was used, looking
retrospectively to compare whether there's

part of the project and a change and should
show up.
MS. BEVERS: But there could be
monitoring, say for particulates, that the
project did not affect particulates.
DR. SHEEDY: Yes.
MS. BEVERS: But then we find
out, oh, that factor has changed. So if
you applied the previous factor to
baseline, it would look like you made the
change in particulates when really your
baseline was based on the wrong nwnber.
DR. SHEEDY: And I think that's,
hopefully, addressed when \Ve say to use the
most current and accurate, so that in this
case your project didn't include something
that was going to actually increase the
emission factor, but the emission factor
changed. For some reason that didn't have
anything to do with your project exactly,
maybe better tests, new emission factor or
whatever, then I think it would be
appropriate, in that case, to recalculate
your baseline actual emissions on that
current data.
Page~-
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a change or not. And I don't know that
we've really resolved that. We made a
suggestion and I think there's some
concerns with the DEQ on that. We
suggested just to -- you know, future
calculations would use the same factor.
MS. MYERS: You're saying the
same factor that you use for the project,
for the project baseline?
MS. BEVERS: Either the same one
we used before the project happened to
compare baseline to future or use the new
one, but apply it retrospectively to the
baseline, so the change will be based on
the same factors at each end. That's our
concern.
DR. SHEEDY: I think our concern
vvith making the language change that you
suggested was that there may be a time when
the project itself causes an increase in
the emission factor. So we wouldn't want
to put language in that-- if that were the
case, that would say, then go back and
recalculate your baseline emission based on
these emission factors that were indeed

Do you think so, Phillip?
MR. FIELDER: No, I agree. I
mean, it's -- if you have new and better
data that's not affected, then you can go
back and use or you would recalculate,
based on that new data.
DR. SHEEDY: Because you would
assume that's what you were emitting back
in that day, as well, because this is a
better emission factor.
MR. FIELDER: That's correct.
MS. BEVERS: The comment then
that we submitted, we were suggesting it be
added to (C)(3). But in (C)(7) on my Page
51, does that cause us a problem, because
it says, the requirements shall apply as if
construction has not yet commenced at any
time that a project is determined to be a
major modification, including but not
limited to emissions data produced after
the project is completed.
Like you've got it calculated as
though it hasn't happened, but then you've
got to use current data if something
changes and that -- I'm kind of getting
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you would use the same factor for both.
MS. BEVERS: Okay. So at this
point, you're proposing just to leave it
like it is and not make any change on the
Rule? All right. Thank you.
MR. TERRILL: Okay. After
talking to Matt, I think we've got two
routes we can go. H you all want to try
to pass this today as a permanent Rule, we
can make the changes, any additional
changes we need to make to what was in the
handout that you all had today and post
that within the next week, because that
would be the Rule that's going to go to the
Board. That way, that will give you a
little bit of time to take a look at it and
if there's something that's been missed
inadvertently or whatever that we wouldn't
want to pass, then we could either pull it
and not take -it to the Board or take it to
the Board and ask that it be remanded back
to the Council to bring back as an
Emergency Rule in April, or we could hold
it over and bring it back as an Emergency
Rule in April.

lost in that.

:MR. FIELDER: It could -- that
situation, if it were to arise, could cause
a problem and it currently causes a problem
under the current PSD process. That would
be similar as a project occurs and you
estimate future potential emissions in that
factor, at some later date you find, for
stack test purposes or whatever,. you find
is incorrect, we would typically require
that project to be reviewed under the new
most current data that's available.
DR. SHEEDY: I believe this is
the NSR language. And as Phillip said,
that has been a requirement in the past
where if you did something that -- well,
something similar, if you made a change and
a new project became major -- if you had it
wrong and it really was major, then you
have to go back and look at it as though
you never received a Permit. I believe
that's current, as well.
MS. BEVERS: So at that point,
you would use the $arne .factor to apply it
to the baseline and \o the emissions after .
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it changed.

:MR. FIELDER: Well, you've got
two situations, whether you're talking
about an affected pollutant or a
nonaffected pollutant. H the project
affected a pollutant, the factors would be
different. You would have a set baseline
factor that you already -- that we already
agreed upon and then you would have a
future actual factor that would apply.
But if it's an unaffected pollutant,
it could possibly be the same factor -
well, it would be the same factor. And if
you later determined that that factor was
wrong, yes, you would use, again, the same
factor for baseline and future actual,
because we had assumed since it was
unaffected, that would be the appropriate
factor during that time span.
MS. BEVERS: So the key there is
whether it's really an affected pollutant.
If it's not, just because we found out
something later, to change 1ike, an AP 42
factor.
MR. FIELDER: But in that case,

Matt is fairly confident that this
is not going to be that big of a deal. We
have to satisfy the Governor's lawyer, the
Governor's attorney, that this is indeed an
emergency and I tend to agree \Vith- if
we tell him that there are likely to be
. facilities within the state that want to do
expansions between now and June of 2007
that would want to take advantage of that
and for them it is an emergency, that's
probably going to be enough.
So we don't think that there's going
to be an issue if you want to hold it over.
But you've got either one of those two,
that gives you some time to look at it
before it goes to the Board. What we can't
do is take a different version to the Board
than what comes out of the meeting today.
:MR. PAQUE: Also, I think that if
the Council wanted to, I was incorrect
before, they could hold a Special Meeting,
reconvene and hold a Special Meeting and
take an action on the Rule, because the
Rule almost as proposed has been noticed
for the Board Meeting at the end of
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you all, it needs to be in the Board
packet. So if you all wanted to have a
Special Meeting and can get a quorum next
week as opposed to-- but I think any of
these ~rill work. I really don't think it
will be that big of a deal to get an
emergency through, either. ·we've done it
in the past with other Rules.
MR. BRANECKY: I guess I would be
concerned about being able to get a quorum
on such short notice.
MR. TERRILL: Next week.
lvfR. BRAl\TECKY: Next week.
MS. MYERS: I think my
inclination at this point is to pass it
today, post it, have an opportunity to
review it. If anybody has any major
heartburn, ask the Board to remand it back
to us for the April Meeting and then pass
it as an emergency then.
MR. BRANECKY: So how would that
work again? \Vho would make the decision to
pull it? Does that have to come from the
Council or is that something that you guys
would-

Februarv. It was noticed along with the
notice for this meeting, so a Special
Meeting is a possibility. It is something
that could happen, as well.
MR. TERRILL: Timing-wi.se, ''rhen
would that have to take place?
MR. PAQUE: Well, and that's what
I was incorrect -- the Board has been
noticed -- the Board Meeting has been
· noticed for this NSR package that it would
be on the Agenda at that meeting, so
timing-·wise, it could take place anytime
before now and, I believe, the end of
February.
DR. SHEEDY: Do we have to be
able to get the Board packet ready?
MR. PAQUE: There's some other
things that go along ·with preparations for
Board Meetings, that's what I'm unsure of.
It couldn't-- it would have to. be soon.
MR. BRANECKY: Do you have to
give 30 days notice of the Emergency
Meeting?
MR. PAQUE: Of an Emergency
Council Meeting?
~
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MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
MR. PAQUE: No. A Special
Meeting?

MR. BRANECKY: Yes, a Special
Meeting.

MR. PAQUE: No, it's just a 48
hour notice.
MR. BRi\.NECKY: 48 hours, okay.
:tv1R. TERRILL: So theoretically,
we could meet next week, then, if the
Council chose to do that and just take up
this issue and then take that, whatever
comes out of that to the Board on the 24th
of February.
l\1R. PAQUE: Yes, that's correct.
I just -- the only thing I'm unsure of and
I apologize, is there are preparations for
materials that have to be gathered for the
Board, such as comments that we've received
and Rule Impact Statements and those types
of things and I'm not sure of the deadlines
that we have for those items. But next
week would probably be appropriate, yes.
MR. TERRILL: Generally, it's a
couple of weeks ahead of time, just like
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MR. TERRILL: Well, we could
elect not to take it to the Board. But
probably what we would do, and I would need
to talk to Jimmy and find out what the
protocol has been in the past and what the
Board would expect, but it would be our
decision, the Agency's decision, the
Division's decision not to take it. But I
would suspect what he would recommend, I'm
just guessing, he would recommend we take
it, put it on the Agenda, and ask the Board
to send it back to the Council, that we
weren't ready to pass it. . _
MR. BRANECKY: Would you get
input from the Council in making that
decision to pull it? If we pass it today,
we're saying, send it-
MS. MYERS: We could pass it with
a stipulation. Can we do that?
MR. BRANECKY: --with a
stipulation -- I mean, who makes -- I
guess, who makes the final decision not to
take it to the Board?
MR. TERRILL: That would be me.
MR. BR....\.NECKY: Okay.
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MR. TERRILL: But I'm going to be
reluctant -- if the Board expects to see -
it would kind of be on precedent of what's
happened in the past. If the Board expects
to see the things that come out of the
Council, then we'll probably take it to the
Council, explain to them what happened, and
ask them to remand it back.
If there really is no precedent,
probably what we'll do is not take it at
ali and just bring it back in April \vith a
revised Final Rule, if you V\ill, and then 
- as an emergency and then take it to the
Board in June, which i.s their next meeting.
MS. BOTCHLET-SMITH: I haven't
received any other notice for oral comment,
but I keep seeing a hand out here in the
audience. Don, did you wish to make a
comment?
:MR. WHITNEY: Yes.
MS. BOTCHLET-SMITH: Don Whitney.
Could you please step to the podium?
MR. WHITNEY: Don Whitney from
Trinity Consultants. Yes, I would like to
comment on the urgency of getting the Rule
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applications is that the best way to
clarify what the baseline emissions are
going to be from past-actual and future
actual emissions is to specify that in the
Permit rather than -- hoping to resolve all
issues in the exact Rule that's being
addressed today is to rely on the Pennit
· writers, frankly, and to suggest that the
proper baseline going forward it would be
established in the Permit rather thau
· trying to cover all different possibilities
of the most appropriate emission factor in
the Rule is to rely on that being
established in the Permit, what's used in
the past and what ·will be used in the
future to determine the compliance. Thank
you.
MR. PURKABLE: We have had a
number of comments that were made and, of
course, I'm just thumbing through these.
OGE's, you've addressed yours. Are there
any others of these comments that ought to
be responded to or addressed before we
decide to take action?
For example, I mean, there's one
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passed. And speaking on behalf of several
of our clients, we find that a lot of the 
- what would appear to be rather minor
changes, that facilities do get wrapped up
in the current PSD NSR Rule, the old
traditional way of looking at past-actual
to future-potential, brings in for scrutiny
a whole lot of projects that seem
absolutely trivial to a normal observer,
and yet they are wrapped into the PSD issue
because of the old current Rule that we
have on the books.
And therefore, !-would suggest that
there is some urgency to get this on the
books this summer, either by whatever
method it takes, just because of not so
much new, truly new PSD projects, but the
concern of the current Permit review issue
under the old Rule does bring in a lot of
Rules -- a lot of issues that make passing
minor changes very difficult.
The second comment I would like to
make is on the appropriate baseline
emission factors. And what we have found
\vith a lot of proposals for Permit
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here, a lot of minor sources in the state,
the question is, "This Rule has nothing to
do with basically minor sources; is that
correct?" And I assume that is correct,
there is nothing here anywhere that would
affect minor sources.
DR. SHEEDY: That's correct.
MR. PURKABLE: Okay. Are there
any other questions here that ought to be
responded to before we -
DK SHEEDY: I think that-- I
think that we have made a good number of
the changes that were suggested and we have
~ovritten in ourwritten comments where we
didn't do it, we've explained why. But
there are 50-something comments, I think,
and I don't remember them all.
MR. PURKABLE: I was just
referring to the ones that were in our
packets that we haven't had a chance to -
these newer ones.
DR. SHEEDY: I think we-
MR. PAQUE: \Vhat you're lDoldng
at today, those highlights, those are
addressing many of those comments. That's
P<:>rTP
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l\1R. PAQUE: If you give me about
ten minutes, fifteen or ten minutes, I can
find the date.
MR. BRANECKY: Well, I just think

what started these cmmnents, a lot of them.
DR. SHEEDY: Yes.
l\1R. PURKABLE: Okay. Thank you.
MR. TERRILL: Yes. We did get
some comments that came in after your
Council packet went out and it's real
difficult to make sure we hit all those.
We think we did, but I wouldn't want to-
it goes back to not making a guarantee that
we get an Emergency Rule passed, I wouldn't
want to guarantee that we didn't miss
something, because when you get something
in a week or so before the Council meeting,
you don't always get it. But we believe
the concerns that were in those comments
are okay. Y..le've addressed them.
l\1R. BRANECKY: So let me
understand. If we pass this today, we will
hold it open for a period of time for
comrhent or how is that going to work?
!\1R. TERRILL: If you pass it
today, what we will do is we will post the
version as quickly as we can that we intend
to take to the Council or to the Board,
rather, that has the changes in it that we

MR. PAQUE: We sent someone off
to get that date.
MR. BRANRCKY: I just think if
we're going to do that, we need to set a
cutoff date for comments or concerns,
otherwise, it will be forever. So we'll
all know the Rules of the game.
MR. TERRILL: Well, I would be
less than honest with the Council and that
is, if we get comments that -- before the
Board passes on this that indicates to us
that there is an issue, we will ask the
Board to send it back to you and we'll have
to do it in April as an emergency. Because
nonnally we don't accept any comments.
Once it leaves here, that's what goes to
the Board and we can't make any changes to
it anyway. So if we find that we've done
something that's a problem, then there is
no way we can ·fix that without coming back
Page 66

think we all believe were made today. And
if there' s not any -- if someone -- if you
all don't look at it and give us comments
back and say, wait a minute, you didn't
catch something or we didn't mean to do
this or whatever; that's what is going to
the Board.
MR. BRAl\TECKY: Well, I think you
need to set a time frame. If we don't hear
any comments ·within a week or two weeks-
MR. TERRILL: Well, it's-- if we
don't have any comments by the time the
Board packet goes out -
MR. BRANECKY: And when is that?
MR. TERRILL: Generally, two
weeks before the Board, give or take, that
would mean the -
MR. BR...-\.NECKY: I think we need to
have a cutoff date.
l\1R. TERRILL: That would mean the
1Oth. That would mean the 1Oth of
February, '''ould be -
MR. BR...A..NECKY: Okay.
MR. TERRILL: But it's generally
roughly two weeks before the -
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in April as an emergency.
l\1R. PAQUE: By state law, the
Rule cannot change from what the Council
recommends -- for the Air Quality Council,
what they recommend, that Rule text cannot
change what was presented to the Board.
Also, the Board packets are being
mailed on the 1Oth. So I would say that a
fair deadline would probably be Friday,
February 3rd.
MR. TERRILL: And I don't think
there will be much change to what you all
had in your handout today. We just didn't
have enough time to get it to you ahead of
time, so there shouldn't be any changes,
much to speak of from that, if any.
MR. CURTIS: So to help in my
confusion, we're really considering the
changes that were presented today and not
the one that was sent out with the Council
packet?
MR. TERRILL: That would be
correct. Because it-- what's in your
packet today reflects our taY-ing a look at
.the work Phillip did, satisfying ourselves
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potential, synonymous? Because Ldid
submit a comment on the applicability
section about major modification, Number 6
·on Page 18, actual to potential and then
down in the paragraph it refers to the
potential to actual test. And if those are
the same, then I don't have a problem. But
if they aren't the same, I think they
should be consistent. Thank you.
DR. SHEEDY: We added this-
Number Six? Actual to potential for
projects that-- I think that's the one
that we added, isn't it, Matt, that says
that if you don't want to use a projected
actual test, then you can go ahead and use
the test that we have now, which is actual
to potential, and then you don't have to do
that recordkeeping. I mean, if you were
going -- if actual to potential would get
you out of PSD, then you don't have to do
actual to actual and then get involved with
the extra recordkeeping. That's all that
Six is doing. It kind of took it out -- I
believe it was included in the definition
of projected actual emissions, they put it

that there wasn't any difference in the 10
and 5-year look back and that's the changes
we've made to satisfy the concerns that
were raised.
And it also includes the language
about emission factors, which we didn't
have. That's what we found out was a big
issue. So it is a fairly substantive
change, but we think it reflects V.rhat the
concerns of the Council originally were and
addresses those.
MS. BOTCHLET-SMITH: I don't have
any other oral comments. Is there anything
else from the Council?
MR. PURKABLE: Have there been
any litigation issues in other states that
have essentially adopted the Federal Rule?
Has it been pretty clear sailing once it's
been adopted?
MR. PAQVE: What it would take
for that to happen would be EPA to take
action on a S.IP, an actual submittal, and
EPA has yet to take action on any NSR
Rules. Some states had to go back and
change their Rules because they went ahead
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and adopted it with the clean unit
provision and some of those things, but as
for litigation, EPA has not approved an NSR
SIP yet.
MR. TERRILL: There has been some
concerns raised. When the Rules go to the
Legislature, there have been some groups
that have raised issues at the Legislature
in other states because they felt like that
the NSR Rules were not -- and these were
ones generally where the state passed the
Rule, as is, and they raised the issue at
the Legislature saying it wasn't
appropriate, it's not protecting public
health. But I don't think we'll have that,
and even if we did, we' 11 go back to the
analysis that we did that shows that
there's not any difference to speak of.
MS. MYERS: Are there any other
comments or questions from the public?
Julia.
MS. BEVERS: This will reveal
more about me. than I probably want anybody
to know, but is there -- are the terms
potential to actual, and actual to

down in a paragraph in there that you can
go ahead and use the old system if you
wanted to.
So we just thought we would put it
out front so you would be aware that if you
· didn't need to use projected actual, you
could be Non-PSD without it, then you
didn't have to use it. If that's
confusing, then we might need to think
about putting it there again. But it is
the Rule, regardless of whether it's there.
MS. BEVERS: My question was just
the terminology. It says actual to
potential and then down below, it says
potential to actual. I'm just wondering if
those are the same?
DR. SHEEDY: They're not. 'I
don't think so. Waita minute.
MS. BOTCHLET-S:MITH: Joyce, if
you need a minute to look over that, our
Court Reporter has requested a short break.
DR. SHEEDY: Okay.
MS. BOTCHLET-SJ\1ITH: So if we
could take about five, no more than 10
minutes to give her a little bit of a
n ... .--- en
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any of those comments made, opt to withdraw
the Rule or opt not to bring the Rule to
the Board in the February Meeting.
J\.ffi.. TERRILL: \Ve will bring the
Rule to the Board. I talked to Steve
Mason, who is the Board Chair, and he
believes and I agree with him, that proper
protocol is whatever comes out of the
Council needs to go to the Board and then
we can explain the circumstances and the
Board can send it back. And that's
probably -- for transparency in the
Rulemaking process, that's probably the
right -- that is the right way to do it, so

break, and then we'll come back to this.
(Off the record)
(Back on the record)
MS. BOTCHLET-SMITH: Joyce, did
you want to go ahead and answer that
question that you were asked prior to the
break?
DR. SHEEDY: Julia pointed out an
error in Paragraph (6) on Page 18. Down in
about the third line from the bottom of
that paragraph v.rhere we say owners or
operators who use the potential to actual
test, that should be "actual to potential
test". Just swap those terms around and
Julia pointed that out and that needs to be
-- that will be changed. So in ·the Rule
that -- if the Council decides to forward
this Rule, then that Rule will say-- use
the actual to potential in that place,
which is correct.
MS. MYERS: Are there any other
comments? If not, I'll entertain a motion.
MS. WORTHEN: I make a motion to
pass with the comment noted by Joyce.
J\.ffi.. CURTIS: Second.

MR. BRANECKY: So I need to
change that motion, then?
J\.ffi.. TERRILL: Yes. Because you 
J\.ffi.. BRANECKY: The whole thing?
MR. TERRILL: You can come to the
Cotmcil Meeting or the Board Meeting and
make any -- raise any concerns there and
the Board can decide to send it back.
:MR. BRANECKY: Okay. I'll try
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MR. BRANECKY: I would like to
add to that, with the stipulation that
until February 3rd, that if there's any
other concerns from the Council, that those
be directed to DEQ and they would consider
that in whether to take this to the Board
or not.
(h1audible Conversation)
MS. MYERS: Matt, can we just
back up and clarify the Motion?
MR. PAQUE: It's been seconded.
(Inaudible Conversation)
MS. WORTHEN: I'll withdraw the
Motion.
J\.ffi.. PAQUE: Then you v.i.thdraw
your second.
I\.ffi.. CURTIS: So be it.
J\.ffi.. BRANECKY: I would move that
we adopt the Rule as presented to us, given
to us this morning by DEQ as a permanent
Rule v.i.th the changes proposed by Ms.
Bevers, with the actual to potential
language, and also with the understanding
that DEQ v.i.ll accept comments from the
Council until February 3rd. And based on
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again. I move that the Council adopt the
Rules as given to the Council this morning
by DEQ with the additional change
recommended by Ms. Bevers of OG&E regarding
the potential to actual language and that
DEQ accept comments from the Council until
February 3rd with any concerns -- further
concerns of the Rule.
MR. CURTIS: Second, again.
MS. MYERS: Myrna, we have a
motion and a second. Would you call roll,
please?
MS. BRUCE: Gary Martin.
MR. MARTIN: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Jerry Purkable.
J\.ffi.. PURKABLE: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Laura Worthen.
MS. WORTHEN: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: David Branecky.
I\.ffi.. BRANECKY: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Bob Curtis.
J\.ffi.. CURTIS: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Sharon Myers.
MS. MYERS: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Motion passed.
l>::!OF' T~
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type and the level of control for reducing
emissions. The level of control is to be
established on a case by case basis taking
into account the criteria listed in the
BART definition, which is in the proposed
OAC 252:100-8-71.
The identification of a BART
eligible emission unit at a facility
involves a 3-step process:
The emission unit must have been in
existence prior to August 7, 1977 and begun
operation after August 7, 1962.
The emission unit must be located at
a facility which falls into one of 26
categories.
The aggregate potential emissions of
all emission units identified in Steps I
and 2 must be greater than or equal to 250
tons per year of any visibility impairing
pollutant. The pollutants that reduce
visibility include particulate matter, PMl 0
and PM2.5, and compounds which contribute
to PM2.5, such as nitrogen oxides, NOx, and
sulfur dioxides, S02.
DEQ has currently identified 25 BART

MS. BOTCHLET-S:t\illH: Okay. The
next item on the Agenda is OAC 252:100-8
Permits for Part 70 Sources Part 11. And
the presentation will be given by :Mr. Matt
Paque.
MR. PAQUE: Madame Charr, Members
of the Council, ladies and gentlemen, my
name is Matt Paque, I'm an attorney for the
Department and the Air Quality Division.
For this item of the Agenda, I' 11
discuss the Department's proposed revision
to OAC Title 252, Chapter 100, Subchapter
8, Part 11.
In 1999, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency announced a major effort
to improve air quality in national parks.
This effort resulted in the development of
the Regional Haze Rule. This Rule calls
for State and Federal Agencies to work
together to improve visibility in Class I
areas which include 156 national parks and
wilderness areas. The Wichita Mountains,
southeast of Lawton, Oklahoma, is one of
these areas.
States are required to submit
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Regional Haze State Implementation Plans
outlining methods for improving visibility
to EPA by December of 2007. One mandatory
method states are required to utilize
improving visibility is the application of
final Best Available Retrofit Technology
known by the acronym BART.
The EPA published amendments to the
Regional Haze Rule and BART guidelines in
the Federal Register on July 6, 2005.
The process of establishing BART
· emission limitations can logically be
broken down into three steps:
First. States identify those
sources which meet the definition of a
BART-eligible source set forth in the
proposed OAC 252:100-8-71.
Second. States determine whether
such sources emit any air pollutant which
may reasonably be anticipated to cause or
contribute to any impairment of visibility
in a Class I area. A source which fits
this description is subject to Bi~•.R T.
Third. For each source subject tp
BART, States then identify the appropriate

eligible sources and most all of these
identified sources have been in contact
v.1.th the Division regarding their BART
status.
Under the proposed Rule, owners or
operators of such sources must submit ,the
proposed BART or proposed exemption from
BART requirements for these sources to the
Department no later than December 1 of
2006.
Notice of the proposed Rule changes
was published in the Oklahoma Register on
December 15,2005 and comments were
requested from members of the public.
Since the last Air Quality Council
Meeting, the Department has received
comments from the follmving:
The EPA Region 6 Air Planning
Section submitted comments on December 2,
2005. Based on their comments, some minor
changes were made to the Rule and those
changes are reflected in the published
proposed Rule and the cot'nments are
available in your Council packet.
OGE Energy Corporation submitted
n,..,,....,...
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incorporated into the Rule.
At this time, staff asks the Council
to recommend the proposal with the proposed
amendments to the Environmental Quality
Board for permanent adoption.
MS. BOTCHLET-SMITH: Questions
from the Council.
MR. CURTIS: Yes. Do we have any
estimate as to the economic impact of this
Rule?
MR. PAQUE: The Rule will require
some of those BART eligible sources to
install BART, and so there would be an
economic impact on some facilities for that
reason, that is if they do cause or
contribute to visibility impainnent.
:MR. CURTIS: So any of the
cmmnents that you received thus far, have
they indicated any sort of economic impact?
MR. PAQUE: We haven't received
any comments that indicated economic
impact. But it should be noted that, as I
mentioned before, when you are looking at
BART and what's the appropriate BART for
your facility, economic feasibility is part

cmmnents on December 15, 2005 and again on
January 4, 2006 and those comments are
available in your <?ouncil packet. Based
upon those comments, the Department
proposes amendments to the published Rule
as follows. These amendments were made
available to you this morning and we do
apologize for the short notice.
Today, the Depar1ment would like to
amend Sections 252:100-8-70, 8-73 and 8-75
to include a threshold value for visibility
impainnent. This change will incorporate .
into the Rule the federall.O and .5
deciview thresholds for deternrining if a
source causes or contributes to visibility
impaiiment in a Class I Area. The
Department also proposes to amend the
proposed OAC 252:100-8-71 to include the
definition of Deciview. Other related
amendments for consistency with these
changes should be made to the proposed OAC
252:100-8-70, 8-73 and 8-75.
Also, today the Department proposes
to amend the proposed OAC 252:100-8-73(b).
The Department would like to limit the
Page 82
pollutants considered for BART to only NOx,
S02, PM-10 and PM-2.5.
Also, today the Department proposes
to amend the proposed OAC 252:100-8-72 to
reflect the title of "Appendix Y, also be
included so that the section would read,
Appendix Y, Guidelines for BART
Detenninations Under the Regional Haze
Rule."
And finally, today the Department
proposes to amend the proposed OAC 252: 100
8-75 to reflect that BART must be installed
at BART elig.ible sources that cause or
contribute to visibility impairment no
later than five years after EPA approves
the Oklahoma Regional Haze SIP.
Again, the Department apologizes for
bringing these amendments to you before
today, but it is the Department's opinion
that all of these proposed amendments are
nonsubstantive because they are all
reflections of the federal Regional Haze
Guidelines Appendix Y, Guidelines for BART
Detenninations Under the Regional Haze
Rule, as previously proposed to be
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of that determination - economic
feasibility of those controls is part of
that criteria.
DR. SHEEDY: A11d there ~ill be
some costs for modeling.
MR. PAQUE: Yes, I'm sorry.
Costs -
MR. BRANECKY: Right.
MR. PAQUE: Costs for modeling.
MR. BRANECKY: I can address that
a little bit, Bob. We have some BART
eligible sources and we are preparing to do
modeling. H that modeling shows an impact
on visibility in a Class I Area, S02 and
NOx reductions are substantial. You're
talking scrubber on a coal unit, we're
talking 75 million in capital costs and
several million operating costs per year.
MR. CURTIS: So it's a
substantial impact. I had a -
MR. PURKABLE: Has the modeling
protocol been established, since I think
the Rule says established by the Director.
Is that well established?
:tvfR. FIELDER: The modeling
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But it's a group that's pushing - it's not
"rithin the CENRAP region and we think they
may have other reasons for wanting a
trading program, because there's money to
be made off one.
We just never could put together a
plan that we felt like was workable for us,
because there's associated cost Mth it.
You would have to figure out who could
trade, would it be intrastate, would it be
interstate, we're not part of the CARE -
we're not a CARE state, so we don't have
that option to trade there. So we just
felt like it was just too complicated to
figure out at this point. We just didn't
feel like there was anything to be gained
from it at this point. But if at some
later date as this process progresses and
we feellike.there's a need that arises
that we need to do a trading program, then
we would entertain that at that point.
We also didn't feel like we could
get anything through in time to include it
as part of our 2007 SIP. That really drove
it more than anything else because every

protocol is close to being finalized. I
think the last I heard, Mthin a week.
They've been working on it for quite some
time now and it's -- the CENRAP group, if
you're more interested in that, you can get
some information from them, but within the
next week or so, I think they're supposed
to be finalizing that.
MR. BRANECKY: Is trading being
considered as far as BART?
MR. TERRILL: We don't have any
plans to propose a trailing Rule at this
time. We left an option in here in case at
some later date we can do that. But that's
just mainly a placeholder in case -- we
never could -- we had a lot of discussion
and we never could figure out how to do it
and do it where it made economic and
practical sense. So we don't have any
plans to do any trading program relative to
BART right now, but we do have the ability
to do that if someone proposes an idea that
we think can work. And then, as Mth all
this, we would have to come back to the
Council with Rules and all that.
Page 86
MS. BOTCHLET-SMITH: Do we have
_ any more comments or questions from the
Council? I have received one notice of
oral comment from Mr. Bud Ground Mth PSO.
MR. GROUND: Tha:Dk you, very
much, for this opportunity. And really, I
had the same question that Dave brought up
about the (inaudible) trade or the trading
program.
And so Eddie, you said that you
don't have any plans at this time to come
up "rith any type of a trading program. And
I guess just to add onto that, if you don't
have any plans to do it, are you waiting on
CENRAP to develop something or are you
waiting on another, you know, private
industry to develop a trading program, or
are you just not planning on ever trying to
implement a trading program?
MR. TERRILL: Well, we've had
discussions internally and also with some
of the stakeholders. In fact, we've had
two presentations as part of our policy
oversight group meetings that we have, from
a group that's pushing a trading program.
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time we thought we had answered one
question, we'd have three more that would
come up and we just abandoned it because
we're really concentrating now on trying to
get the work done so we can submit a S~ in
2007. And if it turns out after we do that
that we need to do a trading program, if a
stakeholder comes in and says we want to
discuss it, we think here's why we need
that, then we'll look at it at that point.
MR. GROUND: Okay. Well, I do
appreciate you keeping it in there. But I
do also think that it would be very beneficial to the state of Oklahoma and I
hate it that we don't have one just because
we're·not a CARE state, because it can be a
lot less costly to comply Mth the trading
program.
And just as a follow-up question, is
there any time limit that you would say
that it's too late to put a trading program
in? I know for us we have to do a lot of
preplanning and there's going to be a time
when we either have to install or rely on
our trading program, but I didn't know if
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there was a time limit where you would say

opposed to us getting together a group,

MR. TERRILL: I think you've
answered your own question. It really
becomes, can you get one in place before
decisions have to be made by those that are
going to install BART that allows them to
take advantage of it. You know, I don't
think we care one way or the other whether
we have a trading program as long as we
don't get stuck with having to administer
it with no way to fimd it. We don't have
any experience with this. We would have to
figure out how to do it and I don't know
that having a third party do this is a good
way to do it, because inevitably your costs
are higher. So we would have to figure out
how to do it.
But if the stakeholders, the folks
that are involved in this want to sit down
with us and try to put together a trading
program, we may miss our 2007 deadline, but
I don't know that we couldn't put something
in place that would work for you to make
your plans before you have to make a

because you did submit a list today of
BART -eligible sources, if we were to get
together and come to you and talk about

this.?
MR. TERRILL: Absolutely not.
MR. GROUND: Okay. We really
appreciate it. Thank you.
MS. BOTCHLET-SMITH: I didn't
receive any other comment-- Notice of
Comment from the public. I'm not seeing
any hands up. But do we have any
questions? It doesn't look like it,
Sharon.
Any other comments from the Council?
MS. MYERS: If there's no further
comments from the public or from the
Council, we'll entertain a motion for this
Rule.
MR. BRANECKY: I'll make a motion
we move -- we approve as given to us this
morning by DEQ.
MR. PllRK.ABLE: I'll second.
MS. MYERS: We have a motion and
Page 90

commitment as far as what you re going to
have to install.
MR. BRANECKY: Don't we have to
have those -- those facilities have to have
those plans in to you by December of this
year?
MR. TERRILL: I believe that's
right.
MR. BRANECKY: So -
MR. TERRILL: It would be tough.
Again, I don't want to preclude it, that's
the reason we left the language in here and
-- yes, we had some discussions early on
and we really never got a lot of positive
feedback from the folks that we had in that
it was worth pursuing and we had other
things that were keeping us busy, so we
didn't plirsue it, either. But we're not
closing the door on it. I mean, if you all
-- Bud, if you think there's a groundswell
out there of enough folks that are
interested in doing it that make it worth
our while, we would sit down and try to
develop the resources to do it.
:tvfR. GROUl\TD: Okay. So you're not

Page.
a second to approve this Rule.
Myrna, would you call roll,
please?
MR. BRANECKY: Do l need to
specify a permanent Rule? Is that
necessary? Can I amend my motion or do I
need to specify that?
MR. PAQUE: The Rule is only
noticed as a permanent Rule.
MR. BRANECKY: All right. Thank
you.
MS. MYERS: Myma.
MS. BRUCE: Gary Martin.
:MR. MARTIN: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Jerry Purkable.
MR. PURKABLE: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Laura Worthen.
MS. WORTHEN: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: David Branecky.
:MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Bob Curtis.
:MR. CURTIS: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Sharon Myers.
MS. MYERS: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Motion passed.
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MS. BOTCHLET-SMITH: That
concludes the hearing portion of today' s
meeting. Sharon:
MS. MYERS: At this time' I 11
tum it over to Eddie.
MR. TERRJLL: I'll be short.'
I've only got a couple of things.
As most of you who have emissions
inventory turnaround documents to submit,
that time has arrived to start doing that
agam. And a question has come up about
Permits that contain pollutants that aren't
defined as regulated pollutants in our
Rule, but they're contained in the old
taxies Rule and whether or not those have
to be submitted as part of the emissions
inventory.
Well, theoretically, yes, they do.
But what we're proposing is and we'll put
this up on our website and we'll be taking
this to the workgroups that we're
conducting, but what we're going to propose
is that if it's a -- if it's not
regulated pollutant but it's a VOC, then
lump that in as a VOC when you do your

Page 95
include that under the PM situation.
MR. TERRILL: I'm sorry. Right.
If it can be included as a PM, report it as
PM, as well. So if you've broken it out
and it could be reported as a PM or a toxic
or VOC, plf~ase do so. Otherwise, we'll
clarify the definition of regulated
pollutant in April and do the -- we knew
there would be some cleanup relative to the
Subchapter 41 at some point and we're in
the process of starting that.
MS. BEVERS: Eddie.
MR. TERRILL: Yes.
MS. BEVERS: A question to
clarify that. Since I'm probably the one
who asked the question -- actually, I did
ask the question on the last one, if -
you're saying if it's-- if it would be
classified as a VOC but it's a non-hap,
then we're just going to lump it into non·
hap VOC option and then just lump into the
straight nonHap PM?
MR. TERRILL: Isn't that where
you want it, Ray? Yes. You are correct.
The other thing I mentioned, I've

a

Page 94
reporting and not as an individual
pollutant that's found in Subchapter 41. I
hope that makes sense.
But we're going to be coming back to
the Council in April clarifying our
definition of regruated pollutant and so
you guys will have an opportunity to take a
look at that and we'll be cleaning up some
stuff. But as it is right now, if you've
got Pennit language that includes taxies
under the old Rule that can be considered
as VOCs, lump that into your VOC when you
do your emissions inventory reporting. If
it's not a VOC; there's going to be a few
of those, Kendall probably doesn't want me
saying this, don't report it because we
don't have a way to make it fit and that is
contrary to our Rule, but we're going to
fix it in April and we don't think it's
going to be that much of a big issue
anyway. So it will confuse our Redbud
system if you try to report it and we don't
have time to modify the system so -
UNIDENTIFIED: Eddie, we just
wanted to mention that we also wanted to
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gotten two or three calls from -- well,
actually, I've gotten several calls over
the last -- and emails over the last two or
three months about comments that I have
made that show up in various publications.
For those of you that don't know, I am the
current President of STAPPA/ALAPCO and
that's our national air directors
association. And as part of that, there is
going to be times where I'm going to
comment on things that are going on
nationally because that's what we do, that
are going to show up and the question has
become, if I make a comment on something,
does that mean that's what we're going to
do here in Oklahoma. Well, it may or may
not mean that's what we're going to do here
in Oklahoma because everything we do comes
through the Council as a Rule change. So
hopefully the concerns that have come up,
you won't have them but there are going to
be times because we represent all 50 states
and we come to our conclusions or consensus
based on a consensus that may or may not be
a majority, there may be some things that
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we comment on, as far as federal Rules are

Page 99
will go through the process and it will be
vetted just like all of our other Rules,
so.
MS: (Inaudible).
MR. TERRILL: Yes, that's right.
Anyway, that's all we've got. I appreciate
everyone's attendance. Do we have any new
business? Yes, Bud.
:MR. GROUND: (Inaudible)
MR. TERRILL: We've seen a few
blips, but nothing that we really could tie
to the fires. V/hat we think have been an
issue is blm:ving dust, but we haven't seen
anything yet that are high enough of a
concern to us that would indicate that we
would have some attainment issues.
Now, you know, EPA has proposed new
PM fine standards that came out a few weeks
ago and I guess yesterday they produced -
proposed their PM course and there's going
to be an urban standard and right now
there's not going to be a rural standard
relative to PM course, but that could
change,too, depending on comments.
So if you have a source that's a PM,

concerned, that may not be applicable to
what we'll do here in Oklahoma. An example
of that was, I got a call yesterday and
there will probably be an article that will
appear in one of the papers about the
federal Rule that came out yesterday with
course -- relative to course PM and the
fact that EPA decided to exempt two large
sectors from regulation if you have an area
t.l-tat is nonattairunent under the new course
PM standard, whatever that happens to be.
And my comment was that it was
probably inappropriate for EPA to do that,
because what that does is, if we do
analysis, we do have areas that are in
nonattainment ·with a new course PM
standard, which we don't anticipate that to
happen, but if we were to and we're already
hamstrung by the fact that we can't look at
two large emission sectors that more than
likely are contributing to the problem,
then that means everybody else has got to
figure out what we're going to do to get us
back into attainment and we don't think
Page 98
that's EPA's role. EPA's role is to
provide a standards, national federal
standards that have a margin of safety that
are protective of public health and it's up
to us to figure out how to get there and
all that comes through the Council and
that's the opportunity for us to show
whether or not the decisions we made
relative to what we should control to get
to where we need to get for attainment is
correct or not.
So I'm not going to say what sectors
were out there that got exempted, but I'm
sure there's going to be some folks that
are concerned about my comment and my
comment, I think, is a fair one. I don't
think that was appropriate for EPA to do
that and we will make those comments later.
But I mainly want to let you know
that you may very well, if you get trade
publications, that we V\Till have comments
that quote me. And just because I made a
statement, that doesn't necessarily mean
that's exactly what we're going to do here
in Oklahoma. We may propose that, but it
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a la.rqe PM source, you might va.nt to keep
an eye on vha.tr s going on relative to the
EM :fine standard, because I suspect that

EPA is qoing to lover i t to same degree.

But the proposed

levels.~t

they've

suqgested, we don't have any problems with
the B.Im.Ua.l. or the 2 4. hour standard at this

point ..

We have copies of the Annual Report
that were available.

If anyone wanted one

and d.idn' t qet one, let us know and we'll
qet you one before you leave today.

I

forqot that we were handinq these out and I
apo~oqize.

So I quess our next m.eetinq will be
at Tulsa, at the OSU-Tulsa facility on
Greenwood, the same place we've met for the
last two or three years.

so by that time f

we' 11 be ready to talk about ozone season
and we'll have a few additional Rule
changes that we're qoing to propose.
questions from a.nybody1

Any

Thank you for

attend.i..n.g tod'!.y.
MS. MYERS:

He are adjourec!..

(END OF PROCEEDrNGS)
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DEPAR1MENT OF EHVIRONMEN1Al QUAliTY

REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
OKLAHOMA ~NVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
A Public Meeting:

9:30a.m., Friday, February 24, 2006
DEQ Multipurpose Room
707 North Robinson
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Please silence cell phones.

1.

Call to Order- Steve Mason, Chair

2. Roll Call - Myrna Bruce, Secretary, Board & Councils
3. Approval of Minutes of the November 15, 2005 Regular Meeting
1. Election of Officers- Election of Chair and Vice-Chair for calendar year 2006
5. Rulemak.ing- OAC 252:20 Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know
The proposed amendments generally require Tier II forms to be submitted to the DEQ
electronically via the DEQ website and require inclusion of latitude/longitude information on the
forms. Additional amendments clarify that submitting a paper Tier II report to the appropriate
Local Emergency Planning Committee and the local Fire Department is no longer necessary
since the DEQ will make the information available to those entities. Fee rules have been
restructured to more closely reflect potential risk to the community, to fund DEQ costs for
providing one-stop filing as requested by the regulated community and to provide funds to assist
LEPCs in using Tier II data.
A. Presentation- Judy Duncan, Director, Customer Services Division
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. · Discussion and possible action by the Board, which may include roll call vote on
permanent adoption
6. Rulemaking- OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control
• The proposed amendments to Subchapter 4 incorporate by reference federal New Source
Performance Standards (NSPS) in 40 CFR Part 60.
• The proposed amendments to Subchapter 41 incorporate by reference National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) in 40 CFR Part 61 and Part 63.
• Proposed amendments to Subchapter 8 incorporate EPA's revisions to the NSR permitting
program under the federal Clean Air Act. The amendments include revisions to the method
of determining if a modification to an NSR source is a major modification. Other
amendments update and clarify language and move definitions to more appropriate locations
within Chapter 100.
• Proposed new Part 11 of Subchapter 8 incorporates the federal Best Available Retrofit
Technology (BART) requirements. The BART requirements are part of the Regional Haze
State Implementation Plan (SIP).

1

A.
B.
C.
D.

Presentation - Sharon Myers, Chair, Air Quality Advisory Council
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and. discussion by the public
Discussion and possible action by the Board, which may include roll call vote(s) on
pennanent adoption

7. Rulemaking- OAC 252:300 Laboratory Accreditation
The proposed changes relate to clarification of the accreditation exception for certified laboratory
operators; update of method references for drinking water laboratories; addition of new detailed
requirements for standard operating procedures and methods manuals; and addition of methods
for the petroleum hydrocarbon laboratory category.
A. Presentation - Brian Duzan, Chair, Laboratory Services Advisory Council
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion and possible action by the Board, which may include roll call vote on
pennanent adoption

8. Rulemaking- OAC 252:305 Laboratory Services
The proposed changes relate to the fees for laboratory analysis which are charged by the DEQ's
State Environmental Laboratory. DEQ has proposed changes based upon a review of actual costs,
comparison of similar fees in other states and in the private sector and projections of equipment
needs for the future.
A. Presentation- Brian Duzan, Chair, Laboratory Services Advisory Council
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion and possible action by the Board, which may include roll call vote on
pennanent adoption

9. Rulemaking- OAC 252:410 Radiation Management
The proposed rulemaking changes the fee schedule for radiation machines. Some of the fees
would be reduced while others would be increased. The new fees are designed to vary based on
risk posed by the machine.
A. Presentation - David Gooden, Chair, Radiation Management Advisory Council
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion and possible action by the Board, which may include roll call vote on
pennanent adoption

10. Rulemaking- OAC 252:515 Solid Waste Management
Proposed amendments include:
--. minor language clarifications, corrections oflegal citations and typographical errors;
• proposed waste tire rule changes; and
• a five-year update, as required by rule, ofthe unit costs and worksheets in Appendices Hand I
related to annual estimated financial assurance costs for closure and post-closure of solid waste
facilities.

2

A.
B.
C.
D.

Presentation- Bill Tometen, Chair, Solid Waste Management Advisory Council
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion and possible action by the Board, which may include roll call vote(s) on
permanent adoption

11. Rulemaking- OAC 252:606 Oklahoma Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
The Department proposes to update the incorporation by reference of certain federal regulations
to July 1, 2005. The update includes the adoption of the Phase II Cooling Water Intake Rules.
A. Presentation- Lowell Hobbs, Chair, Water Quality Management Advisory Council
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion and possible action by the Board, which may include roll call vote on
permanent adoption
12. Rulemaking- OAC 252:611 General Water Quality
The Department proposes to update the incorporation by reference of certain federal regulations
to July 1, 2005.
A. Presentation- Lowell Hobbs, Chair, Water Quality Management Advisory Council
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion and possible action by the Board, which may include roll call vote(s) on
permanent adoption
13. Rulemaking- OAC 252:616 Industrial Wastewater Systems
A change is proposed to the requirements for sand and gravel mining operations to obtain a
permit.
A. Presentation- Lowell Hobbs, Chair, Water Quality Management Advisory Council
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion and possible action by the Board, which may include roll call vote on
permanent adoption
14. Rulemaking- OAC 252:631 Public Water Supply Operation
The Department proposes to update the incorporation by reference of certain federal regulations
to July 1, 2005.
A. Presentation- Lowell Hobbs, Chair, Water Quality Management Advisory Council
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion and possible action by the Board, which may include roll call vote on
permanent adoption
15. Rulemaking- OAC 252:690 Water Quality Standards Implementation
The Department proposes to update the incorporation by reference of certain federal regulations
to July 1, 2005. The update includes the adoption of the Phase II Cooling Water Intake Rules.
A. Presentation- Lowell Hobbs, Chair, Water Quality Management Advisory Council
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion and possible action by the Board, which may include roll call vote on
permanent adoption

3

16. Rulemaking- OAC 252:710 Waterworks & Wastewater Works Operator Certification
The proposed amendments reflect language clarifications and corrections of typographical errors.
Included is clarification of the certification requirement for plumbing contractors.
A. Presentation- Allen McDonald, Chair, Waterworks & Wastewater Works Advisory
Council
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion and possible action by the Board, which may include roll call vote on
permanent adoption
17. Briefing on and discussion of current Board vacancy and factors affecting candidate field
A. Background- Steve Mason, Chair, and Steve Thompson, Executive Director
B. Discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion and possible resolution or other action by the Board
18. Discussion of need for four regularly scheduled Board meetings per year
A. Background- Steve Mason, Chair, and Steve Thompson, Executive Director
B. Discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion and possible action by the Board, which may include roll call vote to direct
DEQ staff to initiate rulemaking action
19. New Business (any matter not known about and which could not have been reasonably foreseen
prior to the time of posting of agenda)
20. Executive Director's Report- Steve Thompson
21. Adjournment

Next Meetings: June 20 in Weatherford; August 22 in Ardmore; November 14 in Stillwater.
Public Forum (after adjournment): The Board meets at different locations across the State to hear the
views and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and
we invite you to sign the register to speak.
If you desire to attend but need an accommodation due to a disability, please notify the DEQ
three days in advance at 405-702-7100. For hearing impaired, the TDD Relay Number is 1-800
722-0353 for TDD machine use only.
Some members of the Board and senior staff members from PEQ will meet for dinner in Oklahoma City the evening
of February 23. This is a social occasion. It is uncertain whether a majority of the Board will be present, but no
Board or DEQ business will be conducted.
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(b) Incorporation. The following Parts of 40 CFR are,
unless otherwise specified, incorporated by reference in their
entirety:
(1)
Part 355 (Emergency Planning and Notification);
(2)
Part 370 (Hazardous Chemical Reporting: Com
munity Right -to-Know);
(3)
Part 372 (Toxic Chemical Release Reporting:
Community Right-to-Know).
(c) Interface with CFR. In the Parts of 40 CFR incorpo
rated by reference, the term "Commission" shall mean the
Department.
(d) References incorporated. Incorporation by reference
of a provision of the Code of Federal Regulations also incorpo
rates all citations and definitions contained therein.
(e) Penalties. Penalties cited in 40 CFR are subject to limi
tations under Oklahoma law.

(b) Confidential. All materials submitted under a Claim of
confidentiality, except separate Tier Two Confidential Loca
tion Information Sheets, shall be submitted as described in 40
CFR 350.16 to EPCRA Substantiation Packets, P.O. Box 1515,
Lanham-Seabrook, MD .20703-1515 or FedEx and courier
packages to EPCRA Substantiation Packets, c/o Computer Sci
ences Corp .. Suite 300, 8400 Corporate Dr., New Carrollton,
l\m 20785.
{£)_ Information dissemination. Any requirement for an
owner or operator of a facilitv subject to Tier TI reporting
under 40 CFR 3 70 to submit a paper Tier TI report to the
appropriate Local Emergencv Planning Committee (LEPC)
and to the local Fire Department is met bv reporting to DEQ
via electronic on-line internet reportim! as the Department
will make the information available. in a timelv fashion. to the
LEPCs and Fire Departments.

252:20-1-4.
Submission of plans and reports
(a) Emergency planning and notification, Part 355. The
owner or operator of a facility subject to emergency planning
or emergency release notification as described in 40 CFR Part
355 shall comply with the requirements of such Part.
Community
(b) Hazardous Chemical Reporting:
Right-to-Know, Part 370. The owner or operator of a facility
subject to Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) or chemical
as described in
lists, and inventory reporting (Tier I or Tier
40 CFR Part 370 shall comply with the requirements of such
Part. Tier TI forms shall be submitted to the Department
(DEQ) electronically via the DEO internet website utilizing
DEQ approved software. Only submissions via the website
shall be accepted. A two-year grace period from the require
ment to submit via the website for facilities with less than 5
full time employees and companies operating under SIC code
1311 with fewer than 20 locations will be granted .from the
time of the effective date of these rules. The owner or operator
of a facility subject to Tier II reporting also shall report the
latitude/longitude for each location reported.
(c) Toxic Chemical Release Reporting: Community
Right-to-Know, Part 372. The owner or operator of a facility
subject to toXic chemical release record-keeping and reporting
as described in 40 CFR Part 372 shall comply with the require
ments of such Part.
(d) Requests for information. Any person who owns or
operates any facility that may be subject to regulation under
40 CFR shall accurately respond to requests from the Depart
ment for information on the type of facility and the nature and
quantity of chemical substances present.

252:20-1-7.
Fees
Fees for environmental services to validate reports from
facilities required to report (but not merely to notify) under the
Oklahoma Hazardous Materials Planning and Notification Act
(27 A O.S.Supp. ;woo.-2005, § 4-2-101 et seq.) are:
(1)
For owner/operators of te£ (10) or less faeilities:
$10.00 per faeility; facilities other than oil and gas
production facilities (SIC code 1311 )and agriculture
chemical dealership facilities:
.(Al $15.00 per hazardous substance per 40 CFR
3 70 subject to Tier TI reporting:
ill} $30.00 per extremelv hazardous substance per ·
40 CFR 355 subject to Tier II reporting;
K} ViTjth a $1,000 maximum fee per company.
(2)
For owner/operators of eJe•t'en (11) to tweBt)' fol:H"
(24) facilities: $20.QO per faeiHty; aBd
f31
For owBersloflerators of 25 or mere faeiH:ties:
$5QO.QO per eompaBy. oil and natural gas production
facilities (SIC code 1311):
.(Al $12.00 per reported facility
ill} With a $1.000 maximum fee per companv.
ill For agriculture chemical dealerships:
.(Al $12.00 per facility
ill} With a $1.000 maximum fee per companv.

m.

,4.. ddFess Procedure for submitting
reporting forms
(a)
Non-confidential. All non-confidential forms, sanitized
versions of materials submitted under a Claim of confidential
ity, and separate Tier Two Confidential Location Information
Sheets (see 40 CFR 370.41), shall be submitted to the Glaa-
homa D6FJartment of EBYixoBmental Quality, P.O. Box 1677,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73101 1677 Department via the
DEQ internet website.

[OARDocket#06-854;filed 5-9-06]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

252:20-1-6.
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[OAR Docket #06-855]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
PERMANENT final adoption

RULES:
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Subchapter !. General Provisions
252:100-J-3. [AMENDED]
Subchapter 8. Permits for Part 70 Sources
Part !. General Provisions [AMEI\'DED]
252:100-8-1.1. [AMENDED]
Part 5. Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
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252:100-8-2. [AMENDED] •
Pan 7. Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) Requirements for
Attainment Areas [AMENDED]
252:!00-8-30. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-31. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-32. [REVOKED]
252:100-8-32.1. [NEW]
252:100-8-32.2. [NEW]
252:100-8-32.3. [NEW]
252:100-8-33. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-34. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-35. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-35.1. [NEW]
252:100-8-35.2. [NEW]
252:100-8-36. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-36.1. [NEW]
252:100-8-36.2. [NEW]
252:100-8-37. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-38. [NEW]
252:100-8-39. [NEW]
Part 9. Major Sources Affecting Nonattainment lu'eas [AMENDED]
252:100-8-50. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-50.1. [NEW]
252:100-8-51. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-51.1. [NEW]
252:100-8-52. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-53. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-54. [AMENDED]
252:100-8-55. [NEW]
252:100-8-56. [NEW]
252:10M·-57. [NEW]
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27 A O.S., §§ l-2-101, 2-2-201 and 2-5-101,
et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
June 15, 2005 through July 20,2005
September 15, 2005 through October 19, 2005
December 15,2005 through January 18,2006
February 24, 2006
Public hearing:
July 20, 2005
October 19,2005
January 18, 2006
February 24, 2006
Adoption:
February 24,2006
Submitted to Governor:
Marcb 3, 2006
Submitted to House:
March 3, 2006
Submitted to Senate:
March 3, 2006
Gubernatorial approval:
Aprill7, 2006
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in approval on
Apri128, 2006
______ Final adoption:
Apri128, 2006
Effective:
June 15,2006
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
None
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
Incorporated standards:
40 CFR 51.166(w) witb some exceptions
40 CFR 51.165(a)(l) witb some exceptions
40 CFR 51.165(a)(3) except (a)(3)(ii)(H) and (1)
40CFR51.165(b)
40CFR 51.165(a)(4)
40CFR 51.165(a)(5)
40 CFR 51.165(a)(6)(iJ through (v)
40CFR 51.165(a)(7J
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40 CFR 51.!65(f) witb exceptions
Incorporating rules:
252: I 00-8-3 8
252:100-8-50.1
252:100-8-51
252:100-8-51.1
252:100-8-52(1)
252: I00-8-53(a)
252: 100-8-55(b)
252:1 00-8-55(c)
252:100-8-55(d)
252:100-8-56
Availability:
The rules are available to the public for examination at the Department of
Environmental Quality office at 707 North Robinson, 4th Floor, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.
ANALYSIS:
The Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) is proposing
amendments to Subchapter 8, Pan 70 Sources. DEQ proposes to revise
Pans 7 and 9 of Subchapter 8 to incorporate the Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) revisions to the New Source Review (NSR) permitting
program under the Federal Clean Air Act. These proposed amendments
contain revisions to the method of determining what should be classified a~
a modification subject to major NSR and includes Plantwide Applicability
Limitations (PAL) Exclusions. These proposed amendments should result
in fewer modifications to major NSR sources being considered major and
therefore requiring a Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) permit
· and the use of Best Available Control Technology (BACT). The proposed
amendments also include other NSR revisions not previously incorporated by
DEQ and some changes in location of some definitions to reduce redundancy.
As pan of the revision DEQ proposes to make the following changes to Section
8-1.1 in Part 1: I) move 8 definitions to Subchapter 1; del ere 2 definitions
from Section 8-1.1 because they are the same as those in Subchapter 1; move
paragraph (B) of the definition of "begin actual construction" to Section 8-2
in Part 5; move 8 definitions to 8-31 in Part 7; and move 3 definitions that
were previously located in Section 8-31 to Section 8-1.1. In 8-2 of Pan 5,
DEQ proposes to revise the definition of "insignificant activities" to rdlect the
changes made to Subchapter 41 and the new Subchapter 42.
CONTACT PERSON:
Joyce D. Sheedy, Depanment of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Division, 707 North Robinson, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73101-1677, (405) 794-6800

PURSUANT TO THE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN,
THE FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED
FINALLY ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S.,
SECTION 308.1(A), WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE
OF JUNE 15,2006:

SUBCHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
252:100-1-3.

Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Chapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly in-·
dicates otherwise or unless defined specifically for a Subchap
ter, section, or subsection in the Subchapter, section, or subsec
tion.
"Act" means the Federal Clean Air Act. as amended. 42
U.S.C. 7401 et seq.
"Administrator" means. unless specificallv defined oth
erwise. the Administrator of the United States Environmental
Protection Ag:ency (EPA) or the Administrator's desiQJlee.
"Air contaminant source" means any and all sources
of emission of air contaminants, whether privately or publicly
owned or operated, or person contributing to emission of air
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contaminants. Without limiting the generality of the forego
ing, this term includes all types of business, commercial and
industrial plants, works, shops and stores, heating and power
plants or stations, buildings and other structures of all types.
"Air pollution abatement operatioJ:!." means any oper
ation which has as its essential purpose a significant reduction
m:

(A) the emission of air contaminants, or
(B) the effect of such emission.
"Air pollution episode" means high levels of air pollu
tion existing for an extended period (24 hours or more) of time
which may cause acute harmful health effects during periods
of atmospheric stagnation, without vertical or horizontal venti
lation. This occurs when there is a high pressure air mass over
an area, a low wind speed and there is a temperature inversion.
Other factors such as humidity may also affect the episode
conditions.
"Ambient air standards" or "Ambient air quality
standards" means levels of air quality as codified in OAC
252:100-3.
"Atmosphere" means the air that envelops or surrounds
the earth.
"Best available control technology" or "BACT" means
the best control technology that is currently available as deter
mmed by the Division Director on a case-by-case basis, taking
into account energy, environmental, and economic impacts and
other costs of alternative control systems.
"Building, structure, facility, or installation" means all
of the pollutant-emitting activities which belong to the same
industrial grouping, are located on one or more contiguous
or adjacent properties, and are under the control of the same
person (or persons under common control). Pollutant-emitting
activities shall be considered as part of the same industrial
grouping if they belong to the same "Major Group" (i.e., which
have the same two-digit code) as described in the Standard
Industrial Classification Manual, 1972, as amended by the
1977 Supplement.
"Catalytic cracking unit" means a unit composed of a
reactor, regenerator and fractionating towers which is used to
convert certain petroleum fractions into .more valuable prod
ucts by passing the material through or commingled with a
bed of catalyst in the reactor. Coke deposits produced on the
catalyst during cracking are removed by burning off in the
regenerator.
"Combustible materials" means any substance which
will readily burn and shall include those substances which,
although generally considered incombustible, are or may be
included in the mass of the material burned or to be burned.
"Commence" means, unless specifically defined other
wise, that the owner or operator of a facility to which neither
a NSPS or I\TESHAP applies has begun the construction or
installation of the emitting units on a pad or in the final location
at the facility.
"Complete" means in reference to an application for a
permit the application contains all the information necessary
for processing the application. Designating an application
complete for purposes of permit processing does not preclude
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the re\'ie>NiRg allthority Director from requesting or accepting
any additional information.
"Construction" means, unless specifically defined other
wise, fabrication, erection, or installation of a source.
"Crude oil" means a naturally occurring hydrocarbon
mixture which is a liquid at standard conditions. It may contain
sulfur, nitrogen and/or oxygen derivatives of hydrocarbon.
"Division" means Air Quality Division, Oklahoma State
Department of Environmental Quality.
"Dust" means solid particulate matter released into or
carried in the air by natural forces, by any fuel-burning, com
bustion, process equipment or device, construction work,
mechanical or industrial processes.
"EPA" means the United States Environmental Protection
Al!encv.
"Excess emissions" means the emission of regulated air
pollutants in excess of an applicable limitation or requirement
as specified in the applicable limiting Subchapter. permit or
order of the DEQ. This term does not include fugitive VOC
emissions covered by an existing leak detection and repair
program that is required by a federal or state regulation.
"Existing source" means, unless specifically defined
otherwise, an air contaminant source which is in being on
the effective date of the appropriate Subchapter, section. or
paragraph of these rules.
"Facility" means all of the pollutant-emitting activities
that meet all the following conditions:
(A) Are under common control.
(B) Are located on one or more contiguous or adja
cent properties.
(C) Have the same two-digit primary SIC Code (as
described in the Standard Industrial Classification
Manual, 1987).
"Federally enforceable" means all limitations and con
ditions which are enforceable by the Administrator, includ
inl! those requirements developed pursuant to 40 CFR parts 60
and 61. requirements within any applicable State implementa
tion plan, any permit requirements established pursuant to 40
CFR 52.21 or under regulations approved pursuant to 40 CFR
part 51. subpart I. including operating permits issued under an
EPA-approved program that is incorporated into the State im
plementation plan and expressl v requires adherence to any per
mit issued under such program.
"Fuel-burning equipment" means any one or more of
boilers, furnaces, gas turbines or other combustion devices
and all appurtenances thereto used to convert fuel or waste to
usable heat or power.
"Fugitive dust" means solid airborne particulate matter
emitted from any source other than a stack or chimney.
"Fugitive emissions" means, unless specifically defined
otherwise, those emissions which could not reasonably pass
through a stack, chimney, vent, or other functionally equivalent
opening.
"Fume" means minute solid particles generated by the
condensation of vapors to solid matter after volatilization from
the molten state, or generated by sublimation, distillation,
calcination, or chemical reaction when these processes create
airborne particles.
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"Garbage" means all putrescible animal and vegetable
matter resulting from the handling, preparation, cooking and
consumption offood.
"In being" means as used in the definitions of New In
stallation and Existing Source that an owner or operator has
undertaken a continuous program of construction or modi
fication or the owner or operator has entered into a binding
agreement or contractual obligation to undertake and complete
within a reasonable time a continuous program of construction
or modification prior to the compliance date for installation as
specified by the applicable regulation.
"Incinerator" means a combustion device specifically
designed for the destruction, by high temperature burning, of
solid, semi-solid, liquid, or gaseous combustible wastes and
from which the solid residues contain little or no combustible
material.
"Installation" means an identifiable piece of process
eqnipment.
"Lowest achievable emissions rate" or "LAER" means.
for any source. the more stringent rate of emissions based on
paragraphs (A) and (B) of this definition. This limitation. when
applied to a modification. means the lowest achievable emis
sions rate for the new or modified emissions units within a sta
tionary source. In no event shall the application of LAER al
low a proposed new or modified station an• source to emit any
pollutant in excess of the amount allowable under applicable
standard of performance for the new source.
fAl LAER means the most strine:ent emissions lim
itation which is contained in the implementation plan
of any State for such class or categorv of stationarv
source. unless the owner or operator of the proposed
stationarv source demonstrates that such limitations
are not achievable, or
.illl LAER means the most strine:ent emissions lim
itation which is achieved in practice by such class or
categoD' of stationarv sources.
"Major source" means any new or modified stationary
source which directly emits or has the capability at maximum
design capacity and, if appropriately permitted, authority to
emit 100 tons per year or more of a given pollutant. (OAC
252:100-8, Part 3)
"Malfunction" means any sudden, infrequent, and not
reasonably preventable failure of air pollution control equip
ment, process equipment, or a process to operate in a normal or
usual manner. Failures that are caused in part by poor mainte
nance or careless operation are not malfunctions.
"Mist" means a suspension of any finely divided liquid in
any gas or atmosphere excepting uncombined water.
"Modification" means any physical change in, or change
in the method of operation of, a source which increases the
amount of any air pollutant emitted by such source or which re
sults in the emission of any air pollutant not previously emitted,
except that
(A) routine maintenance, repair and replacement
shall not be considered physical changes; and,
(B) the following shall not be considered a change
in the method of operation:
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(i)
any increase in the production rate, if such
increase does not exceed the operating design ca
pacity of the source;
(ii)
an increase in hours of operation;
(iii)
use of alternative fuel or raw material
if, prior to the date any standard under this part
becomes applicable to such source the affected fa
cility is designed to accommodate such alternative
use.
"National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pol
lutants" or "NESHAP" means those standards found in 40
CFR Parts 61 and 63.
"New installation", "New source", or "New equip
ment" means an air contaminant source which is not in being
on the effective date of these regulations and any existing
source which is modified, replaced, or reconstructed after the
effective date of the regulations such that the amount of air
contaminant emissions is increased.
"New Source Performance Standards" or NSPS"
means those standards found in 40 CFR Part 60.
"Opacity" means the degree to which emissions reduce
the transmission of light and obscure the view of an object in
the background.
"Open burning" means the burning of combustible mate
rials in such a manner that the products of combustion are emit
ted directly to the outside atmosphere.
"Owner or operator" means any person who owns,
leases, operates, controls or supervises a source.
"Part 70 permit" means (unless the context suggests oth
erwise) any permit or group of permits covering a Part 70
source that is issued, renewed. amended, or revised pursuant
to this Chapter.
"Part 70 program" means a program approved by the
Administrator under 40 CFR Part 70.
"Part 70 source" means any source subject to the per
mitting requirements of Part 5 of Subchapter 8, as provided in
OAC 252: 100-8-3(a) and (b).
"PM-10 emissions" means particulate matter with an
aerodynamic diameter less than or equal to a nominal 10
micrometers, as measured during a stack test of the source's
emissions.
"PM-10 (particulate matter- 10 micrometers)" means
particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter less than or
equal to a nominal 10 micrometers as measured by a federal
reference method based on Appendix J of 40 CFR Part 50.
"Particulate matter" means any material that exists in a
finely divided form as a liquid or a solid.
"Particulate matter emissions". means particulate matter
emitted to the ambient air as measured by applicable reference
methods, or an equivalent or alternative method.
"Potential to emit" means the maximum capacity of a
source to emit a pollutant under its physical and operational
design. Any physical or operational limitation on the capacity
of the source to emit a pollutant, including air pollution control
equipment and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type
or amount of material combusted, stored or processed, shall
be treated as part of its design if the limitation or the effect it
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would have on emissions is enforceable. Secondary emissions
do not count in determining the potential to emit of a source.
"PreYention of significant deterioration" or "PSD"
means increments for the protection of attainment areas as
codified in OAC 252:100-3.
"Process equipment" means any equipment, device or
contrivance for changing any materials or for storage or han
dling of any materials, the use or existence of which may cause
auy discharge of air contaminants into the open air, but not
including that equipment specifically defined as fuel-burning
c'fuipmeut, or refuse-burning equipment.
"Process weight" means the weight of all materials
introduced in a source operation, including solid fuels, but
excluding liquids and gases used solely as fuels, and excluding
air introduced for the purposes of combustion. Process weight
rate means a rate established as follows:
(A) for continuous or long-run, steady-state, opera
tions, the total process weight for the entire period of
continuous operation or for a typical portion thereof,
divided by the number of hours of such period or
portion thereof.
(B)
for cyclical or batch source operations, the total
process weight for a period which covers a complete
or an integral number of cycles, divided by the hours
of actual process operation during such period.
(C) where the nature of any process or operation
or the design of any equipment is such as to permit
more than one interpretation of this definition, that
interpretation which results in the minimum value for
allowable emission shall apply.
"Reasonably available control technology" or
"RACT" means devices. systems. process modifications, or
other apparatus or techniques that are reasonably available
takin!!: into account:
.(Al The necessity of imposing such controls in or
der to attain and maintain a national ambient air qual
ity standard;
.ill} The social, environmental, and economic im
pact of such controls; and
.(Q Alternative means of providing for attainment
and maintenance of such standard.
"Reconstruction" means
(A) the replacement of components of an existing
source to the extent that will be determined by the
Executive Director based on:
(i)
the fixed capital cost (the capital needed to
provide all the depreciable components of the new
components exceeds 50 percent of the fixed capital
cost of a comparable entirely new source);
the estimated life of the source after the re
(ii)
placements is comparable to the life of an entirely
new source; and,
(iii)
the extent to which the components being
replaced cause or contribute to the emissions from
the source.
(B) a reconstructed source will be treated as a new
source for purposes of OAC 252:100-8, Part 9.
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"Refinery" means any facility engaged in producing
gasoline, kerosene, fuel oils or other products through dis
tillation of crude oil or through redistillation, cracking, or
reforming of unfinished petroleum derivatives.
"Refuse" means, unless specifically defined otherwise,
the inclusive term for solid, liquid or gaseous waste products
which are composed wholly or partly of such materials as
garbage, sweepings, cleanings, trash, rubbish, litter, industrial,
commercial and domestic solid, liquid or gaseous waste; trees
or shrubs; tree or shrub trimmings; grass clippings; brick,
plaster, lumber or other waste resulting from the demolition,
alteration or construction of buildings or structures; accumu
lated waste material, cans, containers, tires, junk or other such
substances.
"Refuse-burning equipment" means any equipment,
device, or contrivance, and all appurtenances thereto, used
for the destruction of combustible refuse or other combustible
wastes by burning.
"Responsible official" means one of the following:
(A) For a corporation: a president, secretary, trea
surer, or vice-president of the corporation in charge of
a principal business function, or any other person who
performs similar policy or decision-making functions
for the corporation, or a duly authorized representa
tive of such person if the representative is responsibk
for the overall production, or operating facilities ap
plying for or subject to a permit and either:
(i)
The facilities employ more than 250 per
sons or have gross annual sales or expenditures
exceeding $25 million (in second quarter i980
dollars); or
(ii)
The delegation of authority to such repre
sentatives is approved in advance by the DEQ;
(B) For the partnership or sole proprietorship: a
general partner or the proprietor, respectively;
(C) For a municipality, state, federal, or other pub
lic agency: Either a principal executive officer or
ranking elected official. For purposes of this Chapter,
a principal executive officer or installation commm
der of a federal agency includes the chief executive
officer having responsibility for the overall operatio_ns
of a principal geographic unit of the agency (e.g., a
Regional Administrator of EPA); or
(D) For affected sources:
(i)
The designated representative insofar as
actions, standards, requirements, or prohibitions
under Title IV of the Act or the regulations pro
mulgated thereunder are concerned; and
(ii)
The designated representative for any other
purposes under this Chapter.
"Shutdown" means the cessation of operation of my
process, process equipment, or air pollution control equip
ment.
"Smoke" means small gas-borne or air-borne particles
resulting from combustion operations and consisting of carbon,
ash, and other matter any or all of which is present in sufficient
quantity to be observable.
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"Source operation" means the last operation preceding
the emission of an air contaminant, which operation:
(A) results in the separation of the air contaminant
from the process materials or in the convers~on of the
process materials into air contaminants, as in the case
of combustion of fuel; and,
(B) is notan air pollution abatement operation.
"Stack" means, unless specifically defined otherwise, any
chimney, flue, duct, conduit, exhaust, ~ vent or opening,
excludine flares, designed or specifically intended to conduct
emissions to the atmosphere.
"Standard conditions" means a gas temperature of 68
degrees Fahrenheit (20°Centigrade) and a gas pressure of 14.7
pounds per square inch absolute.
"Startup" means the setting into operation of any
process, process equipment, or air pollution control equip
ment.
"Stationary source" means, unless specifically defined
otherwise, any building, structure, facility, or installation either
fixed or portable, whose design and intended use is at a fixed
location and emits or may emit an air pollutant subject to OAC
252:100.
"Total Suspended Particulates" or "TSP" means partic
ulate matter as measured by the high-volume method described
in Appendix B of 40 CFR Part 50.
"Temperature inversion" means a phenomenon in which
the temperature in a layer of air increases with height and the
cool heavy air below is trapped by the warmer air ~hove and
cannot risE-.
"Visible emission" means any air contaminant, vapor or
gas stream which contains or may contain an air contaminant
which is passed into the atmosphere and which is perceptible
to the human eye.
"Volatile organic compound" or "VOC" means any
compound of carbon, excluding carbon monoxide, carbon
dioxide, carbonic acid, metallic carbides or carbonates, and
ammonium carbonates, which participates in atmospheric
photochemical reactions. Any organic compound listed in 40
CFR 51.100(s)(1) will be presumed to have negligible photo
chemical reactivity and will not be considered to be a VOC.

SUBCIL.<\PTER 8. PERMITS FOR PART 70
SOURCES
PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
252:100-8-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Sub
chapter, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise. Except as specifically provided in
this section, terms used in this Subchapter retain the meaning
accorded them under the applicable requirements of the Act.
"A stack in existence" means for purposes of OAC
252:100-8-1.5 that the owner or operator had:
(A) begun, or caused to begin, a continuous pro
gram of physical on-site construction of the stack; or
Oklahoma Register(Volume 23, Number 18)

(B)
entered into binding agreements or contractual
obligations, which could not be canceled or modified
without substantial loss to the owner or operator, to
undertake a program of construction of the stack to be
completed in a reasonable time.
"Aet" mel!fls the federal CleliB Air Act, as ameBded, 42
u.s.c. 7401 ef-&elF
"Actual emissions" means, except for Parts 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter, the total amount of regulated air pollutants emitted
from a given facility during a particular calendar year, deter
mined using methods contained in OAC 252: 100-5-2.1(d).
"f.. dmiuistFater" meaas the AS:ministrator of the United
States Environmental Protection lLgoocy (EPA) or the l.dmiR
istrator's desigBee.
''r\IIawable emissions" mel!fls, for parposes of Pa:rts 7
and 9 of this Sabehaflter, the emission rate of a stationary
solifee calculated usiftg the maximum rated eapa€ity of Hie
solifee (IHlless the soarce is subjeet to eBforceable limits whlea
restriet the operatiftg rate, or bolifs of OfleratioB, or botb:) and
the most striageBt of the followiB:g:
W the apfllicable stllflda:rds as set forth ift 40 CFR
Parts eO aad e1;
00 the apfllieable State rule allmvable emissions;
eF;

fGj
lhe emissioas rate Sfleeified as liB enforeea!Jle
per:r:Rit eooaitioa.
"Adverse impact on visibility" means, for pur;poses of
Parts 7 and 11. visibility impairment which interferes with the
management. protection, preservation, or enjoyment of the vis
itor's visual experience of the Federal Class I area. This deter
mination must be made by the DEO on a case-by-case basis
taking into account the geoe:raphic extent, intensity, duration,
frequency and time of visibility impairments, and how these
factors correlate with (1) times of visitor use of the Federal
Class I area, and (2) the frequency and timing of natural condi
tions that reduce visibility. This term does not include effects
on intee:ral vistas.
"Regia aetual eoostruetiaa" meliB:s:
fA1 forpHFf!oses ofParts 7 and 9 oft:hi:s £abcbapter,
iB: geBeral, initiation of pbysieal on site eonstruetioa
aetivities oa an emissioas unit which a:re of a perma
lleBt Batlife. Sues a€tiYities iftelade, but are not lim
ited to, iB:staYatioB of builaiftg SUflflOFts aad foHFlda
tioas, layiB:g of HFldergroHFld flipe>.vork, IHld eoastrac
tioa of perman6flt storage struetares. '\l.'ith respect to
a ehliBge ia method of operation this term refers to
-th:ose on site aeti'lities, olher than pref!aratory aeti¥i
.ties, ¥/hieh mark the iaitiation of the ebange.
00 for parposes of Part 5 of this Sabehapter, that
the O"NBer or operator has begua the construction or
iastallation of the emitting eqaipm6Rt on a pad or ia
lhe fiaal locar:ioa at the faeility.
"Rest available eaatral teelmalegy" or "BACT" meaas
the control teelmology to be apfllied for a major solifee or mod
ifieation is the best that is available as determifted by lhe Di
rector on a ease by ease basis takiag iate aecoaat 6flergy, eaYi
roumental, liB:d ecoaomie impacts IHld other casts of alternate
eoatrol systems.
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"Raildiag, struetare, facility, or iastallatioa" mea.Bs,
for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, all of the pol
luta.Bt emittiHg activities wh-ich beloag to the same industrial
groupi:Bg, are located on one or mars coatigaoas or adjaceat
properties, aBd are I±BdeF the coBt:rol of the same pOFSOB or pDF
sons I±Bder commoB control. PollataBt emi'tting activities shall
be considered as part of the same iBdHstrial groHpiBg if they
beloBg to the same "Major Groe:p" (i.e., which haYe the same
two digit code), as described in the StaBdard IndHstrial Classi ·
ficatioB manaal, 1972, as ameBaed by the 1977 SHpplement.
"Commeaee" for purposes 6f Parts 7 and 9 of this Sub
chap!er means, as applied to coBstruction of a major stationary
som-ce or major modification, that the owner or operator has all
aecessary precoastrHetioa appro•?als or permits and either has:
W begi±B, or causeS. to begin, a continRoas pro
gram of aemal on sits construction of the sa\ifce, to
be completed vtithiB a reasonable time; or,
fB1 entered into affiding agreemBBtS Of COntractual
obligations, which catmot be caneellecl or modified
'NithoHt substantial loss to the or.vaer or operator, to
Rndertake a program of actaal coftstriictioB of the
so\ifce to be completed v.'ithia a reasoaable time.
"Coastractioa" means, for parposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
this Sl±bchapter, aH)' physical change or change iB the method
of operatios (iBelading fabricatioB, erectioft, iastallatioft, de
molitioa, or modificatiol'l of an emissiol'ls Hait) which v;ould
resHlt iB a chaBge iB actaal emissions.
"Dispersion technique" means for purposes of OAC
252:100-8-1.5 any technique which attempts to affect the
concentration of a pollutant in the ambient air by using that
portion of a stack which exceeds good engineering practice
stack height; varying the rate of emission of a pollutant ac
cording to atmospheric conditions or ambient concentrations
of that pollutant; or increasing final exhaust gas plume rise by
manipulating source process parameters, exhaust gas parame
ters, stack parameters or combining exhaust gases from several
existing stacks into one stack, or other selective handling of
exhaust gas streams so as to increase the exhaust gas plume
rise. The preceding sentence does not include:
(A) The reheating of a gas stream, following use
of a pollution control system, for the purpose of re
turning the gas to the temperature at which it was
originally discharged from the facility generating the
gas stream.
(B) The merging of exhaust gas streams where:
(i)
the source owner or operator documents
that the facility was originally designed and con
structed with sttCh merged streams;
(ii)
after July 8, 1985, such merging is part of a
change in operation at the facility that includes the
installation of pollution controls and is accompa
nied by a net reduction in the allowable emissions
of a pollutant. This exclusion from "dispersion
technique'' applicability shall apply only to the
emission limitation for the pollutant affected by
such change in operation; or
(iii)
before July 8, 1985, such merging was part
of a change in operation at the facility that included
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the installation of emissions control equipment
or was carried out for sound economic or engi
neering reasons. Where there was an increase
in the emission limitation or, in the event that no
emission limitation existed prior to the merging,
there was an increase in the quantity of pollutants
actually emitted prior to the merging, it shall be
presumed that merging was primarily intended
as a means of gaining emissions credit for greater
dispersion. Before such credit can be allowed, the
owner or operator must satisfactorily demonstrate
that merging was not carried out for the primary
purpose of gaining credit for greater dispersion.
(C) Manipulation of exhaust gas parameters, merg
ing of exhaust gas streams from several ex.isting
stacks into one stack, or other selective handling of
exhaust gas streams so as to increase the exhaust gas
plume rise in those cases where the resulting allow
able emissions of sulfur dioxide from the facility do
not exceed 5,000 tons per year.
"Emission limitations and emission standards" means
for purposes of OAC 252:100-8-1.5 requirements that limit the
quantity, rate or concentration of emissions of air pollutants on
a continuous basis, including any requirements that limit the
level of opacity, prescribe equipment, set fuel specifications or
prescribe operation or maintenance procedures for a source to
assure continuous reduction.
_ "Emissions uait" mean:s, for purposes of Pans 7 and 9
of this Stibchapter, any part of a somce which emits or wowd
ha';e the potsatial to emit aBY pollmant SRbj~
''EP,A. '' means the United States &vironmeatal Protection
r\geB:ey.
"Fugitive emissioas" means, for plHfloses of Parts 7 frftd
9 of th-is Sabchapter, those emissionoS wh-ich coRia not reasoa
ably pass throagh a stack, chimaey, vent or other fuactioaally
eql:li¥alent opBBiBg.
"Natioaal Emissiaa Sta&Eianls fur H~llf'daus r\ir Pel
lutaats" or "NESHAP" means those standards foi±Ba irl 40
CPR Parts 61 and 63.
"Natural conditions" includes naturally occurring phe
nomena that reduce visibility as measured in terms of light ex
tinction, visual range. contrast. or coloration.

"Necessary preeoastruetiea appravals BF peFmits"
means, for pl:lFfloses of Parts 7 and 9 of this Sabchapter, those
permits or apprm'als required IHlder all applicable air Ejaality
control laws and rules.
"New Source PeFformaaee Staadanls" or "NSPS"
means those standards foHRd in 40 CPR Part 60.
"Part 70 permit" means (HI'lless the conte*t sHggests oth
er.vise) aBY permit or groap of permits coveriflg a Part 70
SO\ifce that is issaed, renewed, ameBded, or reviseS. parsuaat
to this Chapter.
"Part 70 program" means a program aflproved by the
r\dmiaistrator I±Bder 40 CFR Part 70.
"Part 70 souree" means an:y semce sabjeet to the permit
tiB:g reEJRiremeRts of Part 5 of th-is Slibchapter, as prmzided in
OAC 25:!:100 8 3(a) and (b).
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"Pateotial ta emit" means, fur pmposes of Parts 7 and 9
of this Sabchapter, the maxifa.l:lfe capacity of a SOI:lfce to emit a
polll:ltaBt H£der its physical and operatiosal desigB. ,'\By phys
ieal or operat:iosal 1-imitatioa oa the capaeity of the sol:lfce to
emit a poll1:1ta:Bt; iBclading air poill:ltion control eql:lipmest and
resl:rictioes oa ho1:1rs of operation or oH the type or amo1:1nt ef
ma-terial combasted, stored or processed, shall be trea:ted as
part of its desigs if the l-imitation or the effect it •.vol:lld ha-ve on
emissioas is esfureeable. Seconda:ry emissioas do aot cotmt iH
determiniHg the poteatial to emit of a sol:lFse.
"Secondary emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7
and 9 of this Subchapter, emissions which occur as a result of
the construction or operation of a major stationary source or
modification, but do not come from the source or modification
itself. Secondary emissions must be specific, well defined,
quantifiable, and impact the same general areas as the source
or modification which causes the secondary emissions. Sec
ondary emissions may include, but are not limited to:
(A) emissions from trains coming to or from the
new or modified stationary source; and,
(B)
emissions from any offsite support facility
which would not otherwise be constructed or increase
its emissions as a result of the construction or opera
tion of the major source or modification.
"Stack" means for purposes of OAC 252:100-8-1.5 any
point in a source designed to emit solids, liquids or gases into
the air, including a pipe or duct but not including flares.

"Statiaoary sauree" means, forp1:1rposes of Parts 7 and 9
of this Sabchapter, sy b~:~ildiHg, strl:lctl:lre. faeil-ity or iBstalla
tieR which emits or may emit any a:i:r polll:itaB:t sl!bjeet to OAC
252:100.
"Visibility impairment" means any humanly perceptible
reduction in visibility (light extinction, visual range, contrast
and coloration) from that which would have existed under nat
ural conditions.

PARTS. PERNUTSFORPART70SOURCES
Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Part,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise. Except as specifically provided in this
Section, terms used in this Part retain the meaning accorded
them under the applicable requirements of the Act.
... "Administratively complete" means an application that
provides:
(A) All information required . under OAC
252: 100-8-5(c), (d), or (e);
(B)
A landowner affidavit as required by OAC
252:2-15-20(b )(3);
(C)
The appropriate application fees as required by
OAC 252:100-8-1.7; and
(D)
Certification by the responsible official as re
quired by OAC 252:100-8-S(f).
"Affected source" means the same as the meaning given
to it in the regulations promulgated under Title IV (acid rain)
of the Act.
252: 100-8-2.
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"Affected states" means:
(A) all states:
(i)
That are one of the following contiguous
states: Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri,
New Mexico and Texas, and
(ii)
That in the judgment of the DEQ may be
directly affected by emissions from the facility
seeking the permit, permit modification, or pennit
renewal being proposed; or
(B) all states that are within 50 miles of the permit
ted source.
"Affected unit" means the same as the meaning given to it
in the regulations promulgated under Title IV (acid rain) of the
Act.
"Applicable requirement" means all of the following as
they apply to emissions units in a Part 70 source subject to this
Chapter (including requirements that have been promulgated
or approved by EPA through rulemaking at the time of issuance
but have future effective compliance dates):
(A) Any standard or other requirements provided
for in the applicable implementation plan approved or
promulgated by EPA through rulemak.ing under Title
I of the Act that implements the relevant requirements
of the Act, including any revisions to that plan pro
mulgated in 40 CFR Part 52;
(B) Any term or condition of any preconstruction
permits issued pursuant to regulations approved or
promulgated through rulem.aking under Title I, in
cluding parts C or D, of the Act;
(C) Any standard or other requirement under sec
tion 111 of the Act, including section 1U(d);
(D) Any standard or other requirement under sec
tion 112 of the Act, including any requirement con
cerning accident prevention under section 112(r)(7)
of the Act, but not including the contents of any risk
management plan required under 112(r) of the Act;
(E)
Any standard or other requirement of the acid
rain program under Title IV of the Act or the regula
tions promulgated thereunder;
(F)
Any requirements established pursuant to sec
tion 504(b) or section 114(a)(3) of the Act;
(G) Any standard or other requirement governing
solid waste incineration, under section 129 of the Act;
(H) Any standard or other requirement for con
sumer and commercial products, under section 183(e)
of the Act;
(I)
Any standard or other requirement for tank ves
sels, under section 183(f) of the Act;
(J)
Any standard or other requirement of the reg
ulations promulgated to protect stratospheric ozone
under Title VI of the Act, unless the Administrator
has determined that such requirements need not be
contained in a Title V permit; and
(K) Any national ambient air quality standard or
increment or visibility requirement under part C of
Title I of the Act, but only as it would apply to tempo
rary sources permitted pursuant to section 504(e) of
the Act.
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"Begin actual construction" means for purposes of this
Part that the owner or operator has be!!un the construction or
installation of the emitting equipment on a pad or in the final
location at the facility.
"Designated representative" means with respect to af
fected units, a responsible person or offici31 authorized by the
owner or operator of a unit to represent the owner or operator
in matters pertaining to the holding, transfer, or disposition
of allowances aliocated to a unit, and the submission of and
compliance with permits, permit applications, and compliance
plans for the unit.
"Draft permit" means the version of a permit for which
the DEQ offers public participation under 27A O.S. §§
2-14-101 through 2-14-401 and OAC 252:4-7 or affected State
review under OAC 252:100-8-8.
"Emergency" means, when used in OAC 252:100-8
6(a)(3)(C)(iii)(l) and (e), any situation arising from sudden
and reasonably unforeseeable events beyond the control of
the source, including acts of God, which situation requires
immediate corrective action to restore normal operation, and
that causes the source to exceed a technology-based emission
limitation under the permit, due to unavoidable increases in
emissions attributable to the emergency. An emergency shall
not include noncompliance to the extent caused by improperly
designed equipment, lack of preventive maintenance, careless
or improper operation, or operator error.
"Emissions allowable under the permit" means a
federally enforceable permit term or condition determined
at issuance to be required by an applicable requirement that
establishes an emissions limit (including a work practice stan
dard) or a federally enforceable emissions cap that the source
has assumed to avoid an applicable requirement to which the
source would otherwise be subject.
"Emissions unit" means any part or activity of a station
ary source that emits or has the potential to emit any regulated
air pollutant or any pollutant listed under section 112(b) of the
Act. Fugitive emissions from valves, flanges, etc. associated
with a specific unit process shallbe identified with that specific
emission unit. This term is not meant to alter or affect the
definition of the term "unit" for purposes of Title IV of the Act.
"Final permit" means the version of a part 70 permit
issued by the DEQ that has completed all review procedures
required by OAC 252:100-8-7 through 252:100-8-7.5 and
OAC 252:100-8-8.
"Fugitive emissions" means those emissions of regulated
air pollutants which could not reasonably pass through a stack,
chimney, vent, or other functionally-equivalent opening.
"General permit" means a part 70 permit that meets the
requirements ofOAC 252:100-8-6.1.
"Insignificant activities" means individual emissions
units that are either on the list approved by the Administrator
and contained in Appendix I, or whose actual calendar year
emissions do not exceed any of the limits in (A) thro'l±gh (C)
and (B) of this definition. Any activity to which a State or
federal applicable requirement applies is not insignificant even
if it meets the criteria below or is included on the insignificant
activities list.
(A) 5 tons per year of any one criteria pollutant.
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(B) 2 tons per year for any one hazardous air pollu
tant (HAP) or 5 tons per year for an aggregate of two
or more HAP's, or 20 percent of any threshold less
than 10tons per year for single HAP that the EPA may
establish by rule.
fG1 0.6 teas per year for any one category A s'!±b

staBC€!, 1.2 tons psr year for any one category E sab
stance or 6 teas per year for any ORe category C s'l±b
stance as clefined in OAC 252:100 41 40.

"MACT" means maximum achievable control technol
ogy.
"Major source" means any stationary source (or any
group of stationary sources that are located on one or more
contiguous or adjacent properties and are under common con
trol of the same person (or persons under common control))
belonging to a single major industrial grouping and that is de
scribed in subparagraph (A), (B), or (C) of this definition. For
the purposes of defining "major source," a stationary source or
group of stationary sources shall be considered part of a single
industrial grouping if all of the pollutant emitting activities
at such source or group of sources on contiguous or adjacent
properties belong to the same Major Group (i.e., all have the
same two-digit primary SIC code) as described in the Standard
Industrial Classification Manual, 1987.
(A) A major source under section 112 of the Act,
which is defined-as:
(i)
For pollutants other than radionuclides,
any stationary source or group of stationary
sources located within a contiguous area and under
common control that emits or has the potential to
emit, in the aggregate, 10 tons per year ("tpy") or
more of any hazardous air pollutant which has been
listed pursuant to section 112(b) of the Act, 25 tpy
or more of any combination of such hazardous air
pollutants, or such lesser quantity as the Adminis
trator may e.stablish by rule. Notwithstanding the
preceding sentence, emissions from any oil or gas
exploration or production well (with its associated
equipment) and emissions from any pipeline com
pressor or pump station shall not be aggregated
with emissions from other similar units, whether
or not such units are in a contiguous area or under
common control, to determine whether such units
or stations are major sources; or.
(ii)
For radionuclides, "major source" shall
have the meaning specified by the Administrator
by rule.
(B)
A major stationary source of air pollutants, as
defined in section 302 of the Act, that directly emits or
has the potential to emit, 100 tpy or more of any regu
lated air pollutant (except that fraction of particulate
matter that exhibits an average aerodynamic particle
diameter of more than 10 micrometers) (including
any major source of fugitive emissions of any such
pollutant, as determined by rule by the Administra
tor). The fugitive emissions of a stationary source
shall not be considered in determining whether it is
a major stationary source for the purposes of section
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3020) ofthe Act, 'Unless the source belongs to one of
the following categories of stationary sources:
(i)
Coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers);
(ii)
Kraft pulp mills;
(iii)
Portland cement plants;
(iv)
Primary zinc smelters;
(v)
Iron and steel mills;
(vi)
Primary aluminum ore reduction plants;
(vii) Primary copper smelters;
(viii) Municipal incinerators capable of charging
more than 250 tons of refuse per day;
(ix)
Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid plants;
(x)
Petroleum refineries;
(xi)
Lime plants;
(xii) Phosphate rock processing plants;
(xiii) Coke oven batteries;
(xiv) Sulfur recovery plants;
(xv) Carbon black plants (furnace process);
(xvi) Primary lead smelters;
(xvii) Fuel conversion plants;
(xviii) Sintering plants;
(xix) Secondary metal production plants;
(xx) Chemical process plants;
(xxi) Fossil-fuel boilers (or combination thereof)
totaling more than 250 million British thermal
units per hour heat input;
(xxii) Petroleum storage and transfer units with a
total storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels;
(uiii) Taconite ore processing plants;
(xxiv) Glass fiber processing plants;
(xxv) Charcoal production plants;
(xxvi) Fossil-fuel-fired steam electric plants of
more than 250 million British thermal units per
hour heat input; or
(xxvii) All other stationary source categories
which, as of August 7, 1980, are being regulated
by a standard promulgated under section 111 or
112 of the Act.
(C) A major stationary source as defined in part D
of Title I of the Act, including:
(i)
For ozone non-attainment areas, sources
with the potential to emit 100 tpy or more of
volatile organic compounds or oxides of nitrogen
in areas classified as "marginal" or "moderate," 50
tpy or more in areas classified as "serious," 25 tpy
or more in areas classified as "severe," and 10 tpy
or more in areas classified as "extreme"; except
that the references in this paragraph to 100, 50, 25,
and 10 tpy of nitrogen oxides shall not apply with
respect to any source for which the Administrator
has made a finding, under section 182(f)(1) or (2)
of the Act, that requirements under section 182(f)
of the Act do not apply;
(ii)
For ozone transport regions established
pursuant to section 184 of the Act, sources with the
potential to emit 50 tpy or more of volatile organic
compounds;
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(iii)
For carbon monoxide non-attainment ar
eas:
(I)
that are classified as "serious"; and
(II)
in which stationary sources contribute
significantly to carbon monoxide levels as
determined under rules issued by the Adminis
trator, sources with the potential to emit 50 tpy
or more of carbon monoxide; and
(iv)
For particulate matter (PM-10) non-attain
ment areas classified as "serious," sources with the
potential to emit 70 tpy or more of PM-10.
"Maximum capacity" means the quantity of air con
taminants that theoretically could be emitted by a stationary
source without control devices based on the design capacity
or maximum production capacity of the source and 8, 760
hours of operation per year. In determining the maximum
theoretical emissions ofVOCs for a source, the design capacity
or maximum production capacity shall include the use of raw
materials, coatings and inks with the highest VOC content used
in practice by the source.
"Permit" means (unless the context suggests otherwise)
any permit or group of permits covering a Part 70 source that is
issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to this Chapter.
"Permit modification" means a revision to a Part 70
construction or operating permit that meets the requirements of
OAC 252:100-8-7.2(b).
"Permit program costs" means all reasonable (direct and
indirect) costs required to develop and administer a permit pro
gram, as set forth in OAC 252:100-5-2.2 (whether such costs
are incurred by the DEQ or other State or local agencies that do
not issue permits directly, but that support permit issuance or
administration).
"Permit revision" means any permit modification or
administrative permit amendment.
"Potential to emit" means the maximum capacity of a
stationary source to emit any air pollutant under its physical
and operational design. Any physical or operational limitation
on the capacity of a source to emit an air pollutant, including
air pollution control equipment and restrictions on hours of
operation or on the type or amount of material combusted,
stored, or processed, shall be treated as part of its design if the
limitation is enforceable by the Administrator. This term does
not alter or affect the use of this term for any other purposes
under the Act, or the term "capacity factor" as used in Title IV
of the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder.
"Proposed permit" means the version of a permit that the
DEQ proposes to issue and forwards to the Administrator for
review in compliance with OAC 252:100-8-8.
"Regulated air pollutant" means the following:
(A) Nitrogen oxides or any volatile organic com
pound (VOC), including those substances defined in
OA~ 252:100-1-3, 252:100-37-2, and 252:100-39-2,
except those specifically excluded in the EPA defini
tion ofVOC in 40 CFR 51.100(s);
(B)
Any pollutant for which a national ambient air
quality standard has been promulgated;
(C)
Any pollutant that is subject to any standard
promulgated under section 111 of the Act;
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(D) Any Class I or ll ozone-depleting substance
subject to a standard promulgated under or estab
lished by Title VI of the Act;
(E)
Any pollutant subject to a standard promul
gated under section 112 or oth~r requirements es
tablished under section 112 of the Act (Hazardous
Air Pollutants), including sections ll2(g) (Modifica
tions), (j) (Equivalent Emission Limitation by Permit,
and (r) (Prevention of Accidental Releases), including
the following:
(i)
any pollutant subject to the requirements
under section ll2(j) of the Act. If the Adminis
trator fails to promulgate a standard by the date
established pursuant to section 112(e) of the Act
(Schedule for Standards and Review), any pol
lutant for which a subject source would be major
shall be considered to be regulated as to that source
on the date 18 months after the applicable date
established pursuant to section 112(e) of the Act;
and,
(ii)
any pollutant for which the requirements
of section 112(g)(2) of the Act have been met, but
only with respect to the individual source subject
to the section 112(g)(2) requirement; or
(F)
Any other substance for which an air emission
limitation or equi.pment standard is set by an existing
permit or regulation.
"Renewal" means the process by which a permit is reis
sued at the end of its term.
"Responsible official" means one of the following:
(A) For a corporation: a president, secretary, trea
surer, or vice-president of the corporation in charge of
a principal business function, or any other person who
performs similar policy or decision-making functions
for the corporation, or a duly authorized representa
tive of such person if the representative is responsible
for the overall operation of one or more manufactur
ing, production, or operating facilities applying for or
subject to a permit and either:
The facilities employ more than 250 per
(i)
sons or have gross annual sales or expenditures
exceeding $25. million (in second quarter 1980
dollars); or
(ii)
The delegation of authority to such repre
sentatives is approved in advance by the DEQ;
(B) For the partnership or sole proprietorship: a
general partner or the proprietor, respective! y;
(C) For a municipality, State, Federal, or other
public agency: Either a principal executive officer
or ranking elected official. For purposes of this Sub
chapter, a principal executive officer or installation
commander of a Federal agency includes the chief
executive officer having responsibility for the over
all operations of a principal geographic unit of the
agency (e.g., a Regional Administrator of EPA); or
(D) For affected sources:
(i)
The designated representative in so far as
actions, standards, requirements, or prohibitions
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under Title IV of the Act or the regulations pro
mulgated thereunder are concerned; and
(ii)
The designated representative for any other
purposes under this Subchapter.
"Section 502(b)(10) changes" means changes that con
travene an express permit term. Such changes do not include
changes that would violate applicable requirements or contra
vene federally enforceable permit terms and conditions that are
monitoring (including test methods), recordkeeping, reporting,
or compliance certification requirements.
"Small unit" means a fossil fuel fired combustion device
which serves a generator with a name plate capacity of 25 MWe
or less.
"State-only requirement" means any standard or re
quirement pursuant to Oklahoma Clean Air Act (27 A O.S. §§
2-5-101 through 2-5-118, as amended) that is not contained in
the State Implementation Plan (Sll').
"State program" means a program approved by the
Administrator under 40 CFR Part 70.
"Stationary source" means any building, structure, facil
ity, or installation that emits or may emit any regulated air pol
lutant or any pollutant listed under section 112(b) of the Act.!!§
it existed on January 2. 2006.
"Trivial activities" means any individual or combination
of air emissions units that are considered inconsequential and
are on a list approved by the Administrator and contained in
Appendix J.
"Unit" means, for purposes of Title IV, a fossil fuel-fired
combustion device.

PART 7. PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT
DETERIORATION (PSD) REQUIREMENTS FOR
ATTAINMENT AREAS
252:100-8-30.
Applicability
The aew sol:H'ce reqH:i:remeBt:s of thls Part, iB a:aaitioa to
the reqH:iremeBts of Parts 1, 3, a:Ba 5 of thls Saacbapter, shall
apply to the coB:stractioa of all major statioaa:ry sol:H'ees a:Ba
major modifica:tioB:s as specified iB 252:100 g 31 t:llroagh
252:100 & 33. Soarees saaject to thls Part are also salljeet
to the operatiB:g permit provisioB:s coBta:iBea i:B. Part 5 of
252:100 &.
ill General applicability.
ill The requirements of this Part shall apply to the con
struction of any new major stationarv source or anv project
that is a major modification at an existing major stationarv
area designated as attainment or unclassifi
source in
able under sections l07(d)(l)(A)(ii) or (iii) of the Act.
ill The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-34 throu2:h
252:100-8-36.2 applv to the construction of any new major
stationarY source or the major modification of anv exist
ing major stationarv source. except as this Part otherwise
provides.
ill No new major stationary source or major modifi
cation to which the requirements of OAC ?52:100-8-34
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ill

through 252: 100-8-36:2(b) apply shall begin actual con
struction without a permit that states that the major sta
tionary source or major modification will meet those re
guirements.
ill The requirements ofOAC 252: 100-8.Parts.l, 3. and
5 also apply to the construction of all new major stationary
sources and major modifications.
Major modification.
ill Major modification applicability determination.
fAl Except as otherwise provided in OAC
252: 100-8-30(c). and consistent with the defini
tion of "major modification", a project is a major
modification for a regulated NSR pollutant if it
causes two types of emissions increases:
ill
a significant emissions increase and
ill)_
a significant net emissions increase.
ill} The project is not a major modification if it
does not cause a si~mificant emissions increase. If
the project causes a significant emissions increase,
then the project is a mafor modification only if it also
results in a significant net emissions increase.
ill Calculating significant emissions increase and
significant net emissions increase before beginning ac
tual construction. The procedure for calculating whether
a significant emissions increase will occur depends upon
the type of emissions units being modified. according to
OAC 252: 100-8-30(b)(3) through (5). This is the first step
in determining if a proposed modification would be con
sidered a major modification. The procedure for calculat
ing whether a significant net emissions increase will occur
at the major stationary source is contained in the defini
tion of "net emissions increase". This is the second step in
the process of determining if a proposed modification is a
major modification. Both steps occur prior to the begin
ning of actual construction. Regardless of any such pre
construction projections, a major modification results if
the project causes a significant emissions increase and a
significant net emissions increase.
ill Actual-to-projected-actual applicability test for
projects that only involve existing emissions units. A
significant emissions increase of a regulated NSR poll~
tant is projected to occur if the sum of the difference be
tween the projected actual emissions and the baseline ac
tual emissions for each existing' emissions unit equals or
exceeds the amount that is significant for that pollutant.
ill Actual-to-potential test for projects that only in
volve construction of a new emissions urrlt(s). A si~mif
icant emissions increase of a regulated NSR pollutant is
projected to occur if the sum of the difference between
the potential to emit from each new emissions unit fol
lowin!! completion of the project and the baseline actual
emissions of these units before the project eauals or ex
ceeds the amount that is si~mificant for that pollutant.
ill Hvbrid test for projects that involve multiple
types of emissions units. A si~mificant emissions in
crease of a ree:ulated NSR pollutant is projected to occur if
the sum of the emissions increases for each emissions unit.
usin!! the method specified in OAC 252:100-8-30Cb)(3)
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or (4) as applicable with respect to each emissions unit,
for each type of emissions unit eguals or exceeds the
amount that is si!!llificant for that pollutant. For ex
ample. if a project involves both an existine: emissions
unit and a new emissions unit the projected increase is
determined by summing the· values determined using
the method specified in OAC 252: 100-8-30(b)(3) for the
existing unit and determined usin!! the method specified
in 252: 100-8-30(b)(4) for the new emissions unit.
ill Actual-to-potential test for projects that only
involve existing emissions units. In lieu of usin!! the
actual-to-projected-actual test owners or operators may
choose to use the actual-to-potential test to determine
if a significant emissions increase of a ree:ulated NSR
pollutant will result from a proposed project. A si£nifi
cant emissions increase of a regulated NSR pollutant will
occur if the sum of the difference between the potential
emissions and the baseline actual emissions for each
existing emissions unit, eguals or exceeds the amount that
is significant for that pollutant. Owners or operators who
use the actual to potential test will not be subject to the
recordkeeping requirements in OAC 252: 100-8-36.2(c).
if} Plantwide applicabilitv limitation (PAL). Major sta
tionary sources seeking to obtain or maintain a PAL shall com
plv with the reguirements under OAC 252:100-8-38.
252:100-8-31.
Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Part
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise+-. All terms used in this Part that are not
defined in this Subsection shall have the meaning given to
them in OAC 252:100-1-3.252:100-8-1.1. orin the Oklahoma
Clean Air Act.
"Actual emissiaa emissions" means the actual rate of
emissions of a regulated NSR pollutant from an emissions unit,
as determined in accordance with Rie fullo•.vi:Rg: paragraphs
(A) through (C) of this definition. except that this definition
shall not apply for calculating whether a significant emissions
increase has occurred, or for establishing a PAL under OAC
252:100-8-38. Instead, the definitions of "projected actual
emissions" and "baseline actual emissions" shall applv for
those purposes.
(A) 1n general, actual emissions as of a particular
date shall equal the average rate in toBs per year TPY
at which the unit actually emitted the pollutant during
a two year consecutive 24-month period which pre
cedes the particular date and which is representative
of normal source operation. The reviewiBg !Hitbority
may--:Director shall allow the use of a different time
period upon a determination that it is more represen
tative of normal source operation. Actual emissions
shall be calculated using the unit's actual operating
hours, production rates, and types of materials pro
cessed, stored, or combusted during the selected time
period. Actual effiissioas may also lle detffil'l:ffied by
source tests, or lly llest eBgiBeeriHg judgment iH the
abseBce of acceJ?table test data.
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(B) The revie>.viRg authority Director may presume
that source-specific allowable emissions for the unit
are equivalent to the actual emissions of the unit.
(C) For any emissions unit wb:ieh--that has not be
gun normal operations on the particular date, actual
emissions shall equal the potential to emit of the unit
on that date.
"Adverse impaet aa visibility" mea:ns visi:Sility im
pairmeut whieh iRterferes with the ma:nagem:eH:t; proteetioR,
preservatioB or eBjoymeBt of the visitor's visaal eK!3erieBee
of the Federal Class I area. Thi:s eletermiRatioB: ffiliSt be maele
by the DEQ OB a ease by ease basis takiBg iRto aeeoliB:t the
geograpffie eKteBt; iBteBsity, dliFatioB, frequeBey a:nd time of
visibility impaiimeBts, a:nd how these faetors eorrelate with:
W times of visitor ase of the Federal Class I area;
aBd
fB1 the freqaeB:ey a:nd timiBg of Batlifal eoBditioBs
that redaee visibility.
"Allowable emissions" means the emission rate of a sta
tionary source calculated using the maximum rated capacity
of the source (unless the source is subject to enforceable limits
which restrict the operating rate. or hours of operation. or both)
and the most stringent of the following:
.(Al the applicable standards as set forth in 40 CFR
Parts 60 and 61;
.ill} the applicable State rule allowable emissions:
.Q!,.

the emissions rate specified as an enforceable
permit condition.
"Baseline actual emissions" means the rate of emissions.
in 1PY. of a regulated NSR pollutant as determined in accor
dance with paragraphs (A) through (E) of this definition.
iAl The baseline actual emissions shall be based on
current emissions data and the unit's utilization dur
ing the period chosen. Current emission data means
the most current and accurate emission factors avail
able and could include emissions used in the source's
latest permit or permit application. the most recent
CEM data. stack test data. manufacturer's data. mass
balance. engineering calculations. and other emission
factors.
.all For any existing electric utilitv steam gen
erating unit (EUSGlD. baseline actual emissions
means the average rate. in TPY, at which the unit
actually emitted the pollutant during any consecutive
24-month period selected bv the owner or operator
within the 5-year period immediatelv preceding the
date that a complete permit application is received
by the Director for a permit reguired under OAC
252:100-8. The Director shall allow the use of a
different time period upon a determination that it is
more representative of normal source operation.
.ill
The average rate shall include fugitive
emissions to the extent quantifiable. and emis
sions associated with start-ups. shutdowns. and
malfunctions.
.ilil The average rate shall be adjusted down
ward to exclude anv noncompliant emissions that
.(Q
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occurred while the source was operating above an
emission limitation that was legally enforceable
during the consecutive 24-month period.
fui)_
For a regulated NSR pollutant when a
project involves multiple emissions units. onlv
one consecutive 24-month period shall be used
to determine the baseline actual emissions for
all the emissions units affected bv the project. A
different consecutive 24-month period can be used
for each re~:rulated NSR pollutant.
llYl The average rate-shall not be based on any
consecutive 24-month period for which there is
inadequate information for determining annual
emissions, in 1PY. and for adjusting this amount
if required by (B)(ii) of this definition.
_(Q For an existing emissions unit (other than an
EUSGU). baseline actual emissions means the av
erage rate in· TPY. at which the emissions unit ac
tuallv emitted the pollutant during anv consecutive
24-month period selected by the owner or operator
within the 10-year period immediately preceding ei
ther the date the owner or operator begins actual con
struction of the project, or the date a complete permit
application is received by the Director for a permit re
g uired either under this Part or under a plan approved
by the Administrator, whichever is earlier, except that ·
the 10 vear period shall not include anv period earlier
than November 15, 1990.
ill
The average rate shall include fucitive
emissions to the extent quantifiable, and emis
sions associated with startups. shutdowns, and
malfunctions.
ilil The average rate shall be adjusted down
ward to exclude any noncompliant emissions that
occurred while the source was operating above an
emission limitation that was legally enforceable
during the consecutive 24-month period.
fiill The average rate shall be adjusted down
ward to exclude any emissions that would have ex
ceeded an emission limitation with which the ma
jor stationary source must currently comply. had
such major stationary source been required to com
plv with such limitations during the consecutive
24-month period. However, if an emission limita
tion is part of a MACT standard that the Admin
istrator proposed or promulgated under 40 CFR
63, the baseline actual emissions need only be ad
justed if DEQ has taken credit for such emissions
reduction in an attainment demonstration of main
tenance plan consistent with requirements of 40
CFR 51.165(a)(3)(ii)(G).
llYl For a re~:rulated NSR pollutant when a
project involves multiple emissions units. onlv
one consecutive 24-month period must be used
to determine the baseline actual emissions for
the emissions units bein£ chan!.!ed. A different
consecutive 24-month period can be used for each
re£ulated NSR pollutant.
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ill

The average rate shall not be based on anv
consecutive 24-month period for which there is
inadequate information for determining annual
emissions. in TPY. and for adjusting this amount
if required by (C)(ii) and (iii) of this definition.
illl · For a new emissions unit the baseline actual
emissions for purposes of determining the emissions
increase that will result from the initial construction
and operation of such unit shall equal zero; and there
after, for all other pumoses. shall equal the unit's po
tential to emit.
@
For a PAL for a stationary source. the base
line actual emissions shall be calculated for existing
EUSGU in accordance with the procedures contained
in paragraph (B) of this definition. for other exist
ing emissions units in accordance with the procedures
contained in Paragraph (C) of this definition. and for
a new emissions unit in accordance with the proce
dures contained in paragraph (D) of this definition.
"Baseline area" means any intrastate areas (and every
part thereof) designated as attainment or unclassifiable under
section 107(d)(l)(D) or (E) of the Act in which the major
source or major modification establishing the minor source
baseline date would construct or would have an air quality
impact equal to or greater than 1 Jlg/m3 (annual average) of
the pollutant for which the minor source baseline date is estab
lished.
1A} Area
redesignations
under
section
107(d)(l)(D) or (E) of the Act cannot intersect or
be smaller than the area of impact of any major
stationary source or major modification which:
ill
establishes a minor source baseline date; or
ilil is subject to 40 CFR 52.21 or OAC
252:100-8. Part 7. and would be constructed in
the same State as the State proposing the redesig
nation.
ill}
Anv baseline area established oricinally for the
TSP increments shall remain in effect and shall ap
ply for purposes of determining the amount of avail
able PM-10 increments. except that such baseline area
shall not remain in effect if the Director rescinds the
corresponding minor source baseline date in accor
dance with paragraph (D) of the definition of "base
line date".
"Baseline concentration" means that ambient concentra
tion level wffieh..that exists in the baseline area at the time of the
---------applicable minor source baseline date.
.(A) A baseline concentration is determined for
each pollutant for which a minor source baseline date
is established and shall include:
(i)
the actual emissions representative of
sources in existence on the applicable minor
source baseline date, except as provided in (B) of
this definition.
(ii)
the allowable emissions of major station
MY sources whieh---that commenced construction
before the major source baseline date~ but were
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not in operation by the applicable minor source
baseline date.
(B) The following will not be included in the base
line concentration and will affect the applicable maxi
mum allowable increase(s):
(i)
actual emissions from any major stationary
source on which construction commenced after the
major source baseline date; and,
(ii)
actual emissions increases and decreases
at any stationan· source occurring after the minor
source baseline date.
"Baseline date" means:
(A) for major sourees, Major source baseline date
means:
(i)
in the case of particulate matter and sulfur
dioxide, January 6, 1975, and;
(ii)
in the case of nitrogen dioxide, February 8,
1988-;-a:B:d;-.!
(B) for mffior sourees, Minor source baseline
date means the earliest date after the trigger date on
which a major stationarv source or major modifica
tion (subject to 40 CFR 52.21 or OAC 252:100-8, Part
7) submits a complete application. The trigger date
is:
(i)
in the case of particulate matter and sulfur
dioxide, August 7, 1977, and
(ii)
in the case of nitrogen ffiOOe&-dioxide, Feb
ruary 8, 1988.
,{Q The baseline date is established for each pol
lutant for which increments or other equivalent mea
sures have been established if:
ill
the area in which the proposed source
or modification would construct is designated
as attainment or unclassifiable under section
107(d)(i)(D) or (E) of the Act for the pollutant on
the date of its complete application under 40 CFR
52.21 or under OAC 252:100-8. Part 7; and
ill)_
in the case of a major stationary source, the
pollutant would be emitted in significant amounts,
or. in the case of a major modification. there would
be a significant net emissions increase of the pol
lutant.
illl Any minor source baseline date established
oricinally for the TSP increments shall remain in
effect and shall applv for purposes of determining
the amount of available PM-10 increments, except
that the Director may rescind any such minor source
baseline date where it can be shown, to the satisfac
tion of the Director. that the emissions increase from
the major stationarv source. or the net emissions
increase from the major modification. responsible
for triggering that date did not result in a significant
amount of PM-10 emissions.
"Begin actual construction" means in general. initiation
of phvsical on-site construction activities on an emissions unit
which are of a permanent nature.
fA} Such activities include. but are not limited to,
installation of building supnorts and foundations.
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laving of undenrround pipework. and construction of
permanent storage structures.
ill.)_ With respect to a chan2:e in method of opera
tion this term refers to those on-site activities. other
than preparatory activities. which mark the initiation
of the change.
"Best available control technology" or "BACT" means
an emissions limitation (including a visible emissions stan
dard) based on the maximum degree of reduction for each reg
ulated NSR pollutant which would be emitted from any pro
posed major stationary source or major modification which the
Director. on a case-by-case basis. takin2: into account energy,
environmentaL and economic impacts and other costs. deter
mines is ac.hievable for such source or modification through
application of production processes or available methods. svs
tems. and techniques. including fuel cleanin2: or treatment or
innovative fuel combination techniques for control of such pol
lutant. In no event shall application of BACT result in emis
sions of any pollutant which would exceed the emissions al
lowed by any applicable standard under 40 CFR parts 60 and
61. If the Director determines that technolmrical or economic
limitations on the application of measurement methodology to
a particular emissions unit would make the imposition of an
emissions standard infeasible, a desirn. equipment, work prac
tice, operational standard or combination thereof. may be pre
scribed instead to satisfy the requirement for the application of
BACT. Such standard shall, to the degree possible. set forth the
emissions reduction achievable by implementation of such de
sirn. equipment, work practice or operation. and shall provide
for compliance by means which achieve equivalent results.
"Clean coal technology" means any technology, includ
ing technologies applied at the precombustion. combustion. or
post combustion stae:e. at a new or existing facility which will
achieve significant reductions in air emissions of sulfur diox
ide or oxides of nitrogen associated with the utilization of coal
in the generation of electricity. or process steam which was not
in widespread use as of November .15. 1990.
"Cieanocoal technology demonstration project" means
a project using funds appropriated under the heading "Depart
ment of Energy-Clean Coal Technology". up to a total amount
of $2.500.000,000 for commercial demonstration of clean coal
technology, or similar projects funded through appropriations
for the EPA. The Federal contribution for a qualifying project
shall be at least 20% of the total cost of the demonstration
project.
"Commence" means, as applied to construction of a ma
jor stationary source or major modification. that the owner or
operator has all necessarv preconstruction approvals or permits
and either has:
fAl begun. or caused to begin, a continuous pro
mam of actual on-site construction of the source. to
be completed within a reasonable time: or.
.ili} entered into bindin!! ameements or contractual
obligations. which cannot be cancelled or modified
without substantial loss to the owner or operator. to
undertake a promam of actual construction of the
source to be completed within a reasonable time.

l~tne
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"Cemf1lete" m~Sans, in r~Sference to an applicatioa fer a
permit, tha-t the apfllicatioR coB:tains all the iaformatioBBeces
sary for £lrocessing the apfllicatioR. DesigB:a-ting aB: applicatioa
complete fer fll:lfJ30Ses of p&m:it processing does not preclude
the reviewiag aathority from req~;wstiHg or acceptiHg aay addi
tional in:fermatioa.
"Construction" means anv physical change or change in
the method of operation (including fabrication. erection. instal
lation, demolition. or modification of an emissions unit) that
would result in a change in emissions.
"Continuous emiSSions monitoring svstem" or
"CEMS" means all of the equipment that may be required
to meet the data acquisition and availability requirements
to sample. condition (if applicable). analvze, and provide a
record of emissions on a continuous basis.
11
Continuous emissions rate monitoring svstem 11
or "CERMS" means the total equipment required for the
determination and recording of the pollutant mass emissions
rate (in terms of mass per unit of time).
"Continuous parameter monitoring svstem" or
"CPMS" means all of the equipment necessarv to meet the
data acquisition and availability requirements to monitor
process and control device operational parameters (for exam
ple. control device secondary voltages and electric currents)
and other information (for example, e:as flow rate, Ob or C0 2
concentrations), and to record average operational parameter
value(s) on a continuous basis.
"Electric utilitv steam generating unit" or "EUSGU"
means any steam electric generating unit that is constructed for
the purpose of supplying more than one-third of its potential
electric output capacity and more than 25 MW electrical output
to any utility power distribution system for sale. Anv steam
supplied to a steam distribution system for the purpose of pro
viding steam to a steam-electric generator that would produce
electrical energy for sale is also considered in determining the
electrical energy output capacity of the affected facility.
"Emissions unit" means anv part of a stationary source
that emits or would have the potential to emit any regulated
NSR pollutant and includes an EUSGU. There are two types-of
emissions units as described in parae:raphs (A) and (B) of this
definition.
fAl A new emissions unit is any emissions unit that
is (or will be)newlvconstructedand thathasexistedfor
less than 2 years from the date such emissions unit first
operated.
.ili} An existing emissions unit is anv emissions unit
that does not meet the requirements in parae:raph (A) of
this definition. A replacement unit is an existin£ emis
sions unit.
"Federallaad maeageF Land Manager" means with re
spect to anv lands in the United States, the Secretary of the de
partment with authority over the Federal Class I area or his rep
reseHtative such lands.
"High terrain" means anv area havin£ an elevation 900
feet or more above the base of the stack of a source.
"Innovative control technology" means any system of
air pollution control that has not been adequately demonstrated
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in practice, but would have ·a substantial likelihood of achiev
ing greater continuous emissions reduction than any control
system in current practice or of achieving at least comparable
reductions at lower cost in terms of energy, econ01;nics, or
non-air quality environmental impacts.
"Low terrain" means any area other than high terrain.
"Major modification" means any physical change in or
change in the method of operatioB of a major soarce that weald
resalt in a sigtl:ificant Bet em'..ssions increase of any pollatant
sabject t? --egalation.2
!Al Anv physical change in or change in the
method of operation of a major stationarv source
that would result in a significant emissions increase
oi' a regulated NSR pollutant and a significant net
emissions increase of that pollutant from the major
stationarv source is a major modification.
(Aij
Any Bet--significant emissions increase
from anv emissions units or net emissions increase
at a major stationary source that is significant for
¥olatile orgtmic compoands VOC shall be consid
ered significant for ozone.
<R-ill A physical change or change in the method
of operation shall not include:
(iJ)
routine maintenance, repair and re
placement.-;_
(H!I)
use of an alteFBLHe alternative fuel or
raw material by reason of any order under See
-lioos-sections 2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply
and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974
(or any superseding legislation) or by reason of
a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant to the
Federal Power Act,~
(mill) use of an alternate alternative fuel by
reason of an order or rule under Section section
125 of the Federal Clean Air Ach;_
(wiY) use of an alterBate alternative fuel at a
steam generating unit to the extent that the fuel
is generated from municipal solid waste,;_
(¥Y)
Yse-use of an alteFBate alternative fuel
or raw material by a stationary source which+
fit
the source was capable of accommo
dating before January 6, 1975, .(unless such
change would be prohibited under any enforce
able permit limitation condition which was
established after January 6, 19751;-er,
tiB
the source is approved to use under
·any permit issued under 40 CFR 52.21 or OAC
252:100-7 or 252: 100-8,~
(¥iYI) AD--an increase in the hours of op
eration or in the production rate, unless such
change would be prohibited under any federallv
enforceable permit limitatioB condition which
was established after January 6, 1975,;_
(¥iiYJI) -ABy--anv change in source owner
shiP'~

(VITI) the installation. operation. cessation,
or removal of a temporary clean coal tech
nolol!:y demonstration project, provided the
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project complies with OAC 252: 100 and other
requirements necessan' to attain and maintain
the NAAQS during the project and after it is
terminated:
.QXl
the installation or operation of a per
manent clean coal technology demonstration
project that constitutes repowerin2:. provided
that the project does not result in an increase
in the potential to emit of any regulated pollu
tant (on a pollutant-by-pollutant basis) emitted
by the unit: or
QQ
the reactivation of a verv clean coalfired EUSGU.
.ilil This definition shall not apply with respect to
a particular rerulated NSR pollutant when the major
stationary source is complyin2: with the requirements
under OAC 252:100-8-3 8 for a PAL for that pollutant.
Instead. the definition of "PAL major modification" at
40 CFR 51.166(w)(2)(viii) shall apply.
"Major stationary source" means any sol:lfce \Vhich
meets any of the following conditioBs:
® A major stationary source is:
(Aij
ABy
~ of the following stationary
sources of air pollutants which emits, or has the
potential to emit, 100 taBs per year -TPY or more
of ~a rerulated NSR pollutant sabject to regu
latieB:
carbon black plants (furnace process),
(i!)
<HID charcoal production plants,
(Hi-liD chemical process plants,
(w!Y> coal cleaning plants (with thermal dry
ers),
( ¥ .Y.)
coke oven batteries,
(¥i-YD fossil-fuel boilers (or combination
thereof) totaling more than 250 million BTU
per hour heat input,
(¥iiYID fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants
of more than 250 million BTU per hour heat
input,
(¥Hi:VIID fuel conversion plants,
(~
glass fiber processing plants,
(*X> hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid
plants,
(~ iron and steel mill plants,
(~XII) kraft pulp mills,
(7HHXIII) lime plants,
(~XIV)
municipal incinerators capable of
charging more than 50 tons of refuse per day,
(*¥XV) petroleum refineries,
(*¥iXVI) petroleum storage and transfer units
with a total storage capacity exceeding 300,000
barrels,
(*¥iiXVIIl phosphate rock processing~
plants,
(*¥iiiXVITI) portland cement plants,
(ffiXIX) primary aluminum ore reduction
plants,
(~)
primary copper smelters,
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(**:i:XXJ) primary lead smelters,
(mXXII) primary zinc smelters,
(***iXXIII) secondary metal production

(C)
An increase or decrease in actual emissions is
creditable only it the Executive Director has not
relied on it in issl:ling a pBRffit l:lRder OAC 252:100 8,
Part 7, which permit is in effect when the increase in
actaal e.missions from the paJ:ticular change ocears.
ill
it is contemporaneous: and
@
the Director has not relied on it in issning a
permit for the source under OAC 252:100-8. Part
7, which permit is in effect when the increase in ac
tual emissions from the particular change occurs.
(D)
An increase or decrease in actual emissions of
sulfur dioxide, particulate matter, or nitrogen oxides
whl€h-that occurs before the applicable minor source
baseline date is creditable only if it is required to be
considered in calculating the amount of maximum
allowable increases remaining available.
(E)
An increase in actual emissions is creditable
only to the extent that the new level of actual emis
sions exceeds the old level.
(F)
A decrease in actual emissions is creditable
only to the extent that;. it meets all the conditions in
(F)(i) through (iii) of this definition.
(i)
It is creditable if the old level of actual
emissions or the old level of allowable emissions.
whichever is lower, exceeds the new level of actual

plants,
('!Hffi.XXIV)

sintering plants,
sulfur recovery plants, or
(**¥iXXVI) taconite ore processing plants~~
(B-ill Afiy---@1 other stationary source not on the
list in (A)ill of this definition which emits, or has
the potential to emit, 250 tons per year TPY or
more of ~a regulated NSR pollutant--sRbject to
(**¥XX\T)

regalation.~

(Giii) Any-@1 physical change that would occur
at a stationan' source not otherwise qualifying as a
major stationary source under (A) and (B) of this
definition if the change would constitute a major
stationan• source by itself.
$]i) A major source that is major for volatile or
ga.Ric compol:lRds VOC shall be considered major for
ozone.
i£J The fugitive emissions of a stationary source
shall not be included in determining for anv of the
purposes of this Part whether it is a major stationary
source, unless the source belongs to one of the fol
lowing categories of stationarv sources:
ill
the stationary sources listed in (A)(i) of this
definition;
@
any other stationarv source category
which, as of August 7, 1980, is being regulated
under section 111 or 112 of the Act.
"NataFal eeaditieas" mean nal:W'ally occi:H'Fing phenom
ena against •.vhich aEiy changes in visibil±ty are measl:lfed in
terms of visaal range, contrast or coloration.
"Necessary preconstruction approvals or permits"
means those permits or approvals required under all applicable
air quality control laws and rules.
"Net emissions increase" means:
(A) ~with respect to any regulated NSR pollu
tant emitted by a major stationary source, the amount
by which the sum of the following exceeds zero:
(i)
any-;the increase in -actaal-emissions from a
particular physical change or change in the method
of operation at a stationary source as calculated
pursuant to OAC 252: 100-8-30(b); and,
(ii)
any other increases and decreases in actual
emissions at the major stationary source that are
contemporaneous with the particular change and
are otherwise creditable. Baseline actual emis
sions for calculating increases and decreases
under (A)(ii) of this definition shall be determined
as provided in the definition of "baseline actual
emissions". except that (B)(iii) and (C)(iv) of that
definition shall not apply.
(B) An increase or decrease in actual emissions
is contemporaneous with the increase from the par
ticular change only if it occurs within 3 years before
the date that the increase from the particular change
occurs.
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(ii)
It is creditable if it is enforceable as a
practical matter at and after the time that actual
construction on the particular change beginst~
(iii)
It is creditable if it has approximately the
same qualitative significance for public health and
welfare as that attributed to the increase from the
particular change.
(G) An increase that results from a physical change
at a source occurs when the emi:ssioa emissions unit
on which construction occurred becomes operational
and begins to emit a particular pollutant. ..tu!y re
placement unit that requires shakedown becomes
operational only after a reasonable shakedown period,
not to exceed 180 days.
liD. Paragraph (A) of the definition of "actual emis
sions" shall not apply for determining creditable in
creases and decreases.
"Potential to emit" means the maximum capacitv of a
stationary source to emit a pollutant under its physical and op
erational design. Any phvsical or operational limitation on the
capacity of the source to emit a pollutant. including air pollu
tion control equipment and restrictions on hours of operation
or on the type or amount of material combusted. stored or pro
cessed, shall be treated as part of its design if the limitation
or the effect it would have on emissions is enforceable. Sec
ondary emissions do not count in determining the potential to
emit of a stationary source.
"Predictive emissions monitoring svstem" or "PEMS"
means all of the equipment necessarv to monitor process and
control device operational parameters (for example. control de
vice secondarv voltages and electric currents) and other infor
mation (for example, £as flow rate. 0~" concentrations).
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and calculate and record the mass emissions rate (for example.
lblhr) on a continuous basis.
"Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) pro
gram" means a major source preconstruction permit .PrO !!ram
that has been approved by the Administrator and incorporated
into the plan to implement the requirements of 40 CFR 51.166,
or the program in 40 CFR 52.21. Anv permit issued under such
apro!!ramis amajorNSRpermit.
"Project" means a physical change in, or change in method
of operation of. an existing major stationarv source.
"Projected actual emissions" means
{A}_ Projected actual emissions means the maximum
annual rate. in TPY. at which an existing emissions
unit is projected to emit a regulated NSR pollutant in
any one of the 5 vears (12-month period) following
the date the unit resumes regular operation after the
project or ~n any one of the 10 years following that
date. if the project involves increasing the emissions
unit's design capacity or its potential to emit that
regulated NSR pollutant, and full utilization of the
unit would result in a significant emissions increase.
or a significant net·emissions increase at the major
stationary source.
.illl In determining the projected actual emissions
under paragraph (A) of this definition (before begin
ning actual construction). the owner or operator of the
major stationary source:
.ill.
shall consider all relevant information.
including but not limited to. historical opera
tional data. the companv's own representations,
the company's expected business activity and the
company's highest projections of business activity,
the company's filings with the State or Federal
regulatory authorities. and compliance plans under
the approved plan: and
.ilil
shall include fugitive emissions to the ex
tent quantifiable and emissions associated with
start-ups. shutdowns. and malfunctions: and
fili..l shall exclude. in calculating any increase in
emissions that results from the particular project,
that portion of the unit's emissions following the
project that an existing unit could have accom
modated during the consecutive 24-month period
used to establish the baseline actual emissions and
that are also unrelated to the particular project,
______________.. including any increased utilization due to product
demand ~ITowth; or,
llYl in lieu of using the method set out in (B)(i)
through (iii) of this definition. mav elect to use the
emissions unit's potential to emit in TPY.
"Reactivation of a very clean coal-fired electric utility
steam generating unit" means anv phvsical change or change
in the method of operation associated with the commencement
of commercial operations bv a coal-fired utilitv unit after ape
riod of discontinued operation where the unit:
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has not been in operation for the two-year period
prior to the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amend
ments of 1990, and the emissions from such unit con
tinue to be carried in the Department's emissions inven
torv at the time of enactment;
ill)_ was equipped prior to shutdown with a contin
uous system of emissions control that achieves a re
moval efficiency for sulfur dioxide of no less than 85%
and a removal efficiency for particulates of no less than
98%;
1h.l is equipped with low-NOx burners prior to the
time of commencement of operations following reac
tivation; and
ill} is otherwise in compliance with the require
ments of the Act.
"Regulated NSR pollutant" means
{A}_ A regulated NSR pollutant is:
.ill.
any pollutant for which a NAAOS has been
promulgated and any constituents or precursors
for such pollutants identified by the Administrator
(e.g., VOC are precursors for ozone);
ilil any pollutant that is subject to any standard
promulgated under section 111 of the Act;
fuil any Class I or II substance subject to a stan
dard promulgated under or established by title VI of
the Act; or
.(iy)_
any pollutant that otherwise is subject to
regulation under the Act.
ill)_ Regulated NSR pollutant does not include:
ill
any or all HAP either listed in section 112
of the Act or added to the list pursuant to section
112(b)(2) of the Act which have not been delisted
pursuant to section 112(b)(3) of the Act unless
the listed HAP is also regulated as a constituent or
precursor of a general pollutant listed under section
108 of the Act: or
ilil any oollutant that is regulated under section
112(r) ofthe Act, provided that such pollutant is not
otherwise regulated under the Act.
"Replacementunit" means an emissions unit for which all
the criteria listed in paragraphs (A) through (D) of this defini
tion are met. No creditable emission reduction shall be gener
ated from shutting down the existing emissions unit that is re
placed.
{A}_ The emissions unit is a reconstructed unit
within the meaning of 40 CFR 60.15(b)(l). or the
emissions unit completely takes the place of an exist
ing emissions unit.
ill)_ The emissions unit is identical to orfunctionall v
equivalent to the replaced emissions unit.
© The replacement unit does not alter the basic de
sign parameter(s) of the process unit.
illl The replaced emissions unit is permanently
removed from the major stationary source. otherwise
permanentlv disabled. or permanently barred from
operating bv a permit that is enforceable as a practical
matter. If the replaced emissions unit is broue:ht back
into operation. it shall constitute a new emissions unit.
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"Repowering" means
{A)_ Repowering shall mean the replacement of an
existing coal-fired boiler with one of the following
clean coal technologies: atmospheric or pressurized
fluidized bed combustion, integrated gasification
combined cycle. magnetohydrodynamics, direct and
indirect coal-fired turbines, integrated gasification
fuel cells. or as determined by the Administrator, in
consultation with the Secretary of Energy, a derivative
of one or more of these technolocies. and any other
technology capable of controlling multiple combus
tion emissions simultaneously with improved boiler
or generation efficiencv and with significantly greater
waste reduction relative to the performance of tech
nology in widespread commercial use as of November
15, 1990.
.all Repowering shall also include any oil and/or
gas-fired unit which has been awarded clean coal
technology demonstration funding as of January 1,
1991. by the Department of Energy.
,(Q The Director shall give expedited consideration
to permit applications for any source that satisfies the
requirements of this definition and is granted an exten
sion under section 409 of the Act.
"Significant" means:
(A) In reference to a net emissions increase or the
potential of a source to emit any of the following
pollutants, significant means a rate of emissions that
would equal or exceed any of the following rates:
(i)
carbon monoxide: 100 toRs per year (tpy)
TPY,
(ii)
nitrogen oxides: 40~TPY,
(iii)
sulfur dioxide: 40--tpy TPY,
(iv)
particulate matter: 25 ~TPY of partic
ulate matter emissions or 15 ~TPY of PM-10
emissions,
(v)
ozone: 40 ~TPY of volatile orgiH:lic
COffiflOIHldS VOC,
(vi)
lead: 0.6tpy-TPY,
~
asbes~os: 0.007 tpy,
~ beryl±il:!m: 0.0004 tpy,
~
mercW"y: 0.1 tpy,

W

(xiv) municipal waste combustor acid gases
(measured as sulfur dioxide and hvdrogen chlo
ride): 40 TPY,
ill0_ municipal solid waste landfill emissions
(measured as nonmethane omanic compounds): 50
TPY.
(B) Notwithstanding (A) of this definition, "signif
icant" means any emissions rate or any net emissions
increase associated with a major stationarv source or
major modification which would construct within 6
miles of a Class I area, and have an impact on such
area equal to or greater than 1 Jlg/m3 (24-hour aver
age).
"Significant emissions increase" means, for a regulated
NSR pollutant an increase in emissions that is significant for
that pollutant.
"Significant net emissions increase" means a significant
emissions increase and a net increase.
"Stationary source" means any building, structure, fa
cilitv or installation which emits or mav emit a regulated NSR
pollutant.
"Temporary clean coal technology demonstration
project" means a clean coal technology demonstration
project that is operated for a period of 5 years or less, and
which complies with the Oklahoma Air Pollution Control
Rules in OAC 252: 100 and other requirements necessary to
attain and/or maintain the NAAQS during and after the project
is terminated.
"Visibility impaiFIHeat" meaa.s aa.y hl:!Hl:aaly perceptillle
red1:1etieB iB visibilitj' (visaal range, eeBt:rast and coloratioB)
from ilia~ which would have eristed under aatW"al coBditioas.

252:100-8-32.

Proposed Hew sol:!FSes and sel:lfee modifieat:ieBs to 'Nhich
this Part is applicalile are d&ermti!:ed by six.e, geographlcallo
cation aad type of emitted polll:!taBts.

fB

vi:Byl chloride: 1 tpy,

fluorides: 3 ~TPY,
sulfuric acid mist: 7 tpy-TPY,
(:*iii-!!) hydrogen sulfide (H 2S): lO~TPY,
(~X) total reduced sulfur (including H 2S): 10
tpy, aBd TPY,
(*¥-xi) reduced sulfur compounds (including
H 2S): lO~TPY,
(xii) municipal waste combustor organics
(measured as total tetra-through acta-chlorinated
dibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans): 3.5 x lQ.:fi
TPY.
(xiii) municipal waste combustor metals (mea
sured as particulate matter): 15 TPY.
(~Yili)
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Source applicability determination
[REVOKED]

P-1

Permit review wiR apply to sol:!FSes and mml
ificatioas that emit aa.y regalared polll:!taa.t iB major
amoHRts. These C:J:l:!aBtities are specified iB the defi
aitioBs for major statioaary sol:!FSe, major modifica
tieR, poteRtial to eHJ:it, R& eHJ:issioas i:Bcrease, sigffifi
caRt aBd other associated defi.ftitioas iB ?52: 100 & 31,
252:100 g 1.1, aBd 252:100 1.
tB-1 ·wbeB a soW"ee or moaificatioB becomes ma
jor solely by virtae of a relaxat:ion iB aa.y eBforcealile
permit limitatioB established after Aagast 7, 19&0, OB
the capacity of the soHrce or modifieatioB to emit a
pollutaat, s1:1ch as a resmctioB on hoW"s ef operatiea,
theB the rer:J:ai:remeBts of 252:100 &, Parts 1, 3, 5, aa.d
7 shall apply ~e that sol:lfce or modificatioa as thoagh
COBStnlCtiOB had not y& COHI:IB6B6ed OB it.
Leeatiea.
W SoW"ces aa.d modifications which are majer iB
si:ce aBd proposed for coastnlctioB in aB area which
has been desigaated as attaffi£3-eBt or unclassified for
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the stationary source affected would not exceed those
levels occurring from such source before the order or
variance was issued.

a-pplicable ameieRt a-ir StaRdard are sabject to the
PSD reqHi:remeRts.
fiB Those soarces aad modificatioas locating iR aa
attai:RmeRt or unclassified area but impactiag on a
nonattai:Rment area may a!so be sabject to the reqaire
ffieflts for major sources affecting nonattaiBmeRt ar
eas in ~52: 100 g, Part 9.
aR)'

252:100-8-32.3. Stack heights
Emission limitation of any air pollutant under this Part
shall not be affected in any manner bv:
ill stack height of any source that exceeds good enci
neering practice. or
ill any other dispersion technique.
ill OAC 252: 100-8-32.3(a) shall not applv with respect to
stack heights in existence before December 31. 1970. or to dis
persion techniques implemented before then.

ill

252:100-8-32.1. Ambient air increments and ceilings
Ambient air increments. Increases in pollutant concen
tration over the baseline concentration in Class I. IT. or ill areas
shall be limited to those listed in OAC 252:100-3-4 regarding
significant deterioration increments.
ill Ambient air ceilings. No concentration of a pollutant
shall exceed whichever of the following concentrations is low
est for the pollutant for a period of exposure:
ill the concentration allowed under the secondary
NAAOS. or
ill the concentration permitted under the primary
NAAQS.

ill

252:100-8-32.2. Exclusion from increment consumption
The following cases are excluded from increment con
sumption.
ill Concentrations from an increase in emissions from
any stationary source converting from the use of petroleum
products. natural gas. or both by reason of any order un
der section,; 2(a) aud (b) of the Energy Supply and Envi
ronmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding
legislation). or by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan
pursuant to the Federal Power Act shall be excluded.
fAl Such exclusion is limited to five years after the
effective date of the order or plan whichever is appli
cable.
ill} If both an order and a plan are applicable, the
exclusion shall not apply more than five years after
the later of the effective dates.
ill Emissions of particulate matter from construction
or other temporary emission-related activities of new or
modified sources shall be excluded.
ill A temporary increase of sulfur dioxide. particulate
matter. or nitrogen oxides from any stationary source by
order or authorized variance shall be excluded. For pur
poses of this exclusion any such order or variance shall:
fAl specify the time over which the temporary
emissions increase would occur (not to exceed 2
years in duration unless a longer time is approved bv
the Director):
ill} specify that the exclusion is not renewable;
{Q allow no emissions increase from a stationarv
source which would impact a Class I area or an area
where an applicable increment is known to be violated
or cause or contribute to the violation of a NAAQS:
and
.Q2l require limitations to be in effect by the end of
the time period specified in such order or variance.
which would ensure that the emissions levels from
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252:100-8-33.
Exemptions
(a) Exemptions from PSD-the requirements of OAC
252:100-8-34 through 252:100-8·36. 2. PSD requirements
do not a-pply to a particular soarce er medification if:
ill The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-34 through
252:100-8-36.2 do not apply to a particular major station
ary source or major modification if the source or modifi
cation is:
(l-A) It-i!ra nonprofit health or nonprofit educational
institution~,;_m:

C~ID
The soarce is major by virtae of only if fugi
tive emissions, to the extent quantifiable, are included
in calculating the potential to emit and such source is a
seurce other thaa: not
W Gee one of the categories listed in {:AW1
through (xxvi) unaer paragraph (C) of the definition
of "Major stationary source" iR Ol'.C 252:l00 8 3l,~
or
-(B1 A statioBaF)' source categery which, as ef A:li
gust 7, 1980, is being Fegalated by NSPS or NESHAP.
(~
The source or meaification is a portable
stationary source. which has previously received a
permit under the PSD--requirements contained in
OAC 252:100-8-34 through 252:100-8-36.2 and
proposes to relocate to a temporary new location from
which its emissions would not impact a Class I area or
an area where an applicable increment is known to be
violated.
ill The requirements in OAC 252:100-8-34 through
?52: 100-8-36.2 do not apply to a major stationarv source
or major modification with respect to a particular pollu
tant if the owner or operator demonstrates that the source
or modification is located in an area designated as nonat
tainment for that pollutant under section 107 of the Act.
(b) Exemption from air quality impact eva!uatiee analy
ses in OAC 252:100-8-35(a) and (c) and 252:100-8-35. 1·
(1)
The requirements of OAC 252:l00 g 35
252:100-8-35(a) and (c) and 252:100-8-35.2 are not
applicable with respect to a particular pollutant. if the
allowable emissions, with respect to a particular pollutant,
of that pollutant from a new source. or the net emissions
increase of that pollutant from a modification. would be
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temporary and impact no Class I area and no area where an
applicable i'ncrement is known to be violated.
(2)
The requirements of OAC 252:100 8 35 are Bot
applicable to the ernissi:oBs, •.vi:th respect to a particR-lar
poHataBt, to 252:100-8-35(a) and (c) and 252:100-8-35.2
as thev relate to anv PSD increment for a Class II area
do not appl v to a modification of a major stationary source
that was in existence on March 1, 1978, if the net increase
in allowable emissions of each regulated NSR pollutant;
from the modification after the application of BACT,
would be less than 50 toBS per year TPY.
(c) Exemption from meBitaFi&g air quality analysis re
quirements in OAC 252:100-8-35(c).
(1)
The
monitoring
requirements
of
OAC
252:100 8 35 252:100-8-35(c) regardin£ air qualitv
analvsis are not applicable for a particular pollutant if the
emission increase of the pollutant from a HeW-proposed
major stationarv source or the net emissions increase of
the pollutant from a major modification would cause,
in any area, air quality impacts less than the following
li-st8G amounts, or are pollataBt co:acentratio:as that are
BOt OB the list._;_
(A) Carbon monoxide- 575 ~g!m3, 8-hour average,
(B) Nitrogen dioxide- 14 ~fm3, annual average,
(C) Particulate matter- 10 ~g/m3, TSP or PM-10,
24-hour average, or 10 J±g/m; P}.<l 10, 24 hoar .aver
age,
(D)
Sulfur dioxide -13 ~g!m3, 24-hour average,
(E)
Ozone- see (N) below no de minimis air qual
ity level is provided for owne, however any net in
crease of 100 TPY or more of VOC subject to PSD
would require an ambient impact analysis, including
the gathering of ambient air qualitv data,
(F)
Lead- 0.1 ~g!m3, 24-hour 3-month average,
fGt Mercary 0.25 J±g/m, 24 hoar average,
00 Berylliam 0.001 J:tg/m;, 24 hoar average,
(!Q) Fluorides- 0.25 ~g!m3, 24-hour average,
tB Vi:ayl shloride 15 Jl§'ffi;, 24 hoar average,
(KH) Total reduced sulfur- 10 Jlg/m3, 1-hour aver
age,
(b-I)

Hydrogen sulfide- 0.2 Jlg/m3, 1-hour average,
or
(MD Reduced sulfur compounds - 10 Jlg/m3,
1-hour average.
f.!>lj No de rni:Bimis air qaality ler;el is provided for
ozo:ae. Hower<'er, a:BY Bet i:Bcrease of 100 toBs per
year or more of ·,zolatile orga:Bic compoHBEis sa-13ject
to PSD woR-ld be reqti±reefto perform a:a ambie:at im
pact a:aalysis, iBeladffig the gathering of ambie:at air
qaality da-ta..
-P-1 The requiiemeats for air qaality moaitori:Bg mOi\.C
252:100 8 35(b),(c) a:BG (8)(2) shall ROt apply to a scarce
or modificatiOR that •.vas salJject to 40 CPR 52.~1 as m
effect on JHBe 19, 1978, if a permit applicatioB was sab
rnitted eefore JaBe 8, 1981 a:ad the Director sabseqaeRtly
Eietermffied that the applicatioa was complete except for

O"A£ 252:100 g 35(b), (c) aad (d)(2). IB:stead,lhe rsqaiie
me:ats ffi 40 CFR 52.21 (m)(2) as ffi effect on JHBe 19, 1978,
shall apfJlY to sach scarce or moilifieatioa.
f3-)
The reqHireme:ats for air qaality moBitoring iR 0/'.£
252:100 8 35(B), (c), aad (Ei)(2) shall Bot apfllY to a source
or modificatioB lhat r,vas Bot sHbject to 40 CPR 5~.21 as
iB effect o:a JliBe 19, 1978, if a permit apfJlicatieB was
sabrnitted befere JaBe 8, 1981 a:ad the Director sabse
qae:Btly EietermiRed that the applicaao:a as sHbmitted 'i'i'as
complete, B*CBflt for the reqairemea.ts i:a OAC 252:100 8
35(B), (e) aHa (d)(2).
~
The Director shall deterrni:Be if the req1:1ireme:ats for
air qaality moBitoriHg of PM 10 ffi Ol.£ 252: 100 g 35(a)
through (e) a:Bd OA.C 252:100 8 35(d)(2) may enva:ived
for a soarce or modificatioB whe:a aa applicatioR for a
permit was sahrnitted on or before JH:ae 1, 19&8 aBd the
Director sabseqae:atly EietermiRed that the aflplicatioa,
swept for the reqairemeRts for moaitoriBg partie1:1:late
matter liBder Of.£ 252:100 8 35(a) throagh (e) aad Ol\£
252:100 8 35(8)(2), was complete before that date.
~
The reqaireme:ats for air qaality mo:aitoriRg of
PM 10 iH OAC 252:100 8 35(e), .(c), (8)(2) aad (Ei)(ti)
shall apply to a scarce or modifieatio:a if as applieatioJ+
for a permit was sa-13rnitled after Jaae l, 1988 aad a.o later
tha:a DecBFBber 1, 1988. The data shaY have be8H gath
ered over at least the period from Fehruary 1, 1988 to the
date the apfllicatio:a becomes otherwise complete ffi ac
corda:ace ·.vith the pro';isions of OAC 252:100 g 33(b)(1),
elwept that if the Director Eieterrni:Bes lhat a complete a:Bd
adeEJ:aate a:Balysis cas be accomplished with: moBitoriBg
data over a shorter period (Bot to be less iliaa 4 ma:aths),
the data reqaired by Ol£ 252:100 8 35(9)(1) a:Bd O"A.£
252:100 8 35(e) shall har.•e beeB gathered over that
shorter period.
ill The pollutant is not listed in preceding OAC
252: 100-8-33(c)(l).
@
Exemption from· monitoring requirements in OAC
252:100-8-35(c){l)(B) and (D).
ill The requirements for air quality monitoring in OAC
252:100-8-35(c)(l)(B) and (D) shall not apply to a partic
ular source or modification that was subject to 40 CFR
52.21 as in effect on June 19. 1978, if a permit applica
tion was submitted on or before June 8, 1981. and the Di
rector subsequently determined that the application was
complete except for the requirements in OAC 252:l00-8
35(c)(l)(B) and (D). Instead, the requirements in 40 CFR
52.21(m)(2) as in effect on June 19, 1978. shall apply to
anv such source or modification.
ill The requirements for air quality monitoring in OAC
?52: 100-8-35(c)(l)(B) and (D) shall not apply to a partic
ular source or modification that was not subject to 40 CFR
52.21 as in effect on June 19. 1978. if a permit application
was submitted on or before June 8. 1981. and the Direc
tor subsequently determined that the application as sub
mitted was complete. except for the requirements in OAC
252: 100-8-35(c)(l)(B) and (D).

ill

Exemption from the preapplication analYsis reouired
bv OAC 252:100-8-35(c)(l)(A). CB). and (D),
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ill

The Director sliall determine if the requirements
for air quality monitoring of PM-10 in OAC 252:100-8
35(c)(l)(A). (B), and (D) may be waived for a particular
source or modification when an application for a PSD per
nrit was subnritted on or before June 1. 1988, and the Di
rector subsequently determined that the application, ex
cept for the reguirements for monitoring particulate mat
ter under OAC 252:100-8-35(c)(l)(A), (B), and (D). was
complete before that date.
ill The requirements for air quality monitor
ing of PM-10 in OAC 252:100-8-35(c)(l)(B)(i),
252: 100-8-35(c)(l)(D). and 252: 100-8-35(c)(3) shall
apply to a particular source or modification if an appli
cation for a permit was submitted after June l, 1988, and
no later than December 1. 1988. The data shall have
been gathered over at least the period from February
1. 1988. to the date the application became otherwise
complete in accordance with the provisions of OAC
252: 100-8-35(c)(l)(C), except that if the Director de
termines that a complete and adequate analysis can be
accomplished with monitoring data over a shorter period
(not to be less than 4 months). the data required by OAC
252:100-8-35 (c)(l)(B)(ii) shall have been gathered over
that shorter period.
(4-f) Exemption from BACT requirements and moDi
tariag air quality analyses requirements. If a complete
permit application for a source or modification was submitted
before August 7, 1980 the requirements for BACT in OAC
252:100-8-34 and for moB:itoriBg iB 0-AC 252:100 8 35(a)
t:hroagli (e) ana OAC 252:100 8 35(d)(2) t:hroag£ (4) the re
quirements for air quality analyses in OAC 252: 100-8-35(c)(l)
are not applicable to a particular stationary source or modifi
cation that was subject to 40 CFR 52.21 as in effect on June
19, 1978. Instead, thefederalrequirementsat40CFR52.21 (j)
and (n) as in effect on June 19, 1978, are applicable to any such
source or modification.
fet E~<emptiaa af modifieatieas. As specified iH the appli
cable aefi.Biaoas of OAC 2§2:100 8 31, 252:100 8 1.1, ana
252: H>O 1, the Fe£lairemeats of Ch'\C 252: 1{)0 8, Part 7 for PSD
~d OAC 252:100 8, Part 9 for aoaattaiB:meat areas are aot ap
plieable to a moaifieatioa if the eristiB:g soaree was aot major
OR Aagast 7, 1980 ooless the proposea aal:iitioB: to that existiB:a
•
•
•
l:l
IBHIOF SOaFCe lS maJOF iH its OWB: right.
(f.g) Exemption from impaet &Balyses OAC 252:100-8
35(a)(2). The permitting requirements of OAC 252:100 8 35
aae. OAC 252:100 8 36 252:100-8-35(a)(2) do not apply to a
statJ.onarv source or modification with respect to any maxhaam
allowable iaerease PSD increment for nitrogen oxides if the
owner or operator of the source or modification submitted a
completed complete application for a permit before Februarv
8, 1988.
"'
fg1 Exemptiea from iae~meat eeasamptioa. Exelaaed
from iBeremeat coasamptioa are the follmviBg eases:
fB Coacentratioas from an iBcrease ia ei'B:issions from
aay soaree eoaverting from the ase ofpet:roleam prodaets,
aata-ral gas, or both by reason of any order ander Sectioas
2(a) aad (b) of the Energy Sl:!pply anEI EnYironmental Co
ordinat3:oB: Act of 1974 (or any sapersel:iiBg legislatioB:), or
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by reasoa of a nata-ral gas cllrtailmoot 13laa fJUFSaant to the
Feaeral Pmver Act. Sach exclasioi:I is lhB:ited to five vears
after the effective elate of the order or plB:ll.
'
-P-:)
Emissiens of partiealate matter from coastruction
or other temporary ei'B:ission: related activities of new or
modifieEI soarees.
~
A temporary iHcrease of salfar l:iioxiae, particalate
matter, or nit:rogea .oxides by order or anthoriz;ed variance
from any sollFGe.
252:100-8-34.

Best available central teehnology Control
technology review
!ill. Requirement to comply with rules and regulations. A
major stationary source or major modification shall meet each
applicable emissions limitation under OAC 252: 100 and each
applicable emission standard and standard of performance un
der 40 CFR parts 60 and 61.
ill Requirement to applv best available control technol
ogy (BACT).
(a-.!) A new major stationary source mast demoast:rate
that the eoat:rol techBology oo be applied is the best that .if.
available (i.e., BACT as aefiaea hereiH shall apply BACT
for each regulated NSR pollutant that it would have the
potential to emit in significant amounts1.
(b-.f.) A major modification mast aemoastrate that the
cont:rol technology to be applied is the best that is a.vail
able-shall apply BACT for each regulated NSR pollutant
for which it would be a significant net emissions increase
at the source. This requirement applies to each proposed
emissions unit at which a net emissions increase in the
pollutant would occur as a result of a physical change or
change in the method of operation in the unit.
~
The aetermi:Hatioa of best a·railable coat:rol technology
shall be maae oa a ease by ease basis takiHg iBto accooot costs
ana energy, eavi:reameatal and eeoaoi'B:ie impacts.
(4-1) For phased construction projects the determina
tion of l:Jest available cOBtrol technology BACT shall
be reviewed and modified at the discretion of the Exee
iHi-¥e-Director at a reasonable time but no later than 18
months prior to commencement of construction of each
independent phase of the project. At such time the owner
or operator may be required to demonstrate the adequacy
of any previous determination of best available coBt:rol
teehBology BACT.
252:100-8-35.
Air quality impact evaluation
Source impact analvsis (imoact on NAAOS and PSD
increment). The owner or operator of the proposed source or
modification shall demonstrate that, as of the source's start-up
date. allov.·able emissions increase from that source or modi
fication. in conjunction with all other applicable emissions in
creases or reductions (including secondarv emissions) would
not cause or contribute to anv increase in ambient concentra
tions that would exceed:
ill any NAAQS in any air quality control region: or
ill the remaining available PSD increment for the
specified air contaminants as determined bv the Director.

!ill.
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(b)

Air qualitv models.
All estimates of ambient concentrations required
under this Part shall be based on the applicable air qual
itv models, data bases. and other requirements specified
in appendix W of 40 CFR 51 (Guideline on Air Oualitv
Models) as it existed on January 2. 2006.
Where an air quality model specified in appendix
of 40 CFR 51 (Guideline on Air Quality Models) as it ex
isted on January 2. 2006. is inappropriate. the model may
be modified or another model substituted. as approved by
the Administrator. Such a modification or substitution of a
model may be made on a case-bv-case basis or. where ap
propriate. on a generic basis. Modified or substitute mod
els shall be submitted to .the Administrator with written
concurrence of the Director. In addition. use of a modified
or substituted model must be subject to notice and oppor
tunitv for public comment under procedures set forth in
sec. 51.102 as it existed on Januarv 2. 2006.
1£l Air quality analysis.
ill Preapplication analvsis.
(aA) f..pplieatiao ea&teots Ambient air qualitv
analysis. Any application for a permit under this Part
shall contain, as the Execative Director determines
appropriate, an evadaa.tioa analysis of ambient air
quality in the area that the major stationary source
or major modification would affect for each of the
following pollutants:
·
(l-i) for a new source, each regulated pollutant
that it would have the potential to emit in a signifi
cant amount;
(2-ill for a major modification, each regulated
pollutant for which it would result in a significant
net emissions increase.
ill)_ Monitoring requirements.
ill
Non-NAAQS pollutants. For any such
pollutant for which no NAAQS exists. the analysis
shall contain such air quality monitoring data as
the Director determines is necessary to assess the
ambient air quality for that pollutant in that area.
ili)_
NAAQS pollutants. For visibilitv and any
pollutant other than VOC. for which a NAAQS
does exist, the analysis shall contain continuous
air qualitv monitoring data gathered to determine
if emissions of that pollutant would cause or con
tribute to a violation of the NAAQS or any PSD
increment.
(b1
Caotiouaus maoitariog data. Per visibHity aBEl any
pollHtaBt; other thaB volatile orgaflic compol:lBEls, for which aB ameieat a:ir EJHality staBElara exists, the evadaa.tioa shall
coaffii.H coatiBaoas a:ir qHality moaitoriag data gathered to
determiae whether emissioas of that polllHaflt v:oala caase or
coatribate to a violatioa of the applicable ambieat a:ir q.aality
staBdard. For Bfl)' sash pollHtaBt for which a staBElara does
aot erist, the moaitoriBg data req.aired shall be that ·.vhlch
the ExecHtive Director determiBes is aecessary to assess the
ambieat a:ir q.Hality for that pollataat ia that area. (Ameaded
'7 9 8'7, effective g 10 87)

ill

m
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~

Ioeremeot eansumptian. The evalaatioa shall elemoa
strate that, as of the soHFce's start ap date, the iacrease ia emis
sioas from that soHFCe, ia coRjHBctioa with all ether liflfllicaele
emissioas iacreases or redactioas of that soHFce, will aot caHse
or coatribate 1:0 aay increase ia ambieat coaceatratioas exceed
iag the remaiaiag available PSD iacrement fer the specified a:ir
contaminaats as del:&HJ:ined ey the Execlitiye Director.
ttB Maoitariog.
(+-Q Monitoring method. With respect to any re
quirements for air quality monitoring ofPM-10 under
~:100 8 33(c)(4) aBd '>52:100 8 33(c)(5) OAC
252: 100-8-33(e)(l) and (2), the owner or operator
of the source or modification shall use a monitoring
method approved by the Execative Director and shall
estimate the ambient concentrations of PM-10 us
ing the data collected by such approved monitoring
method in accordance with estimating procedures
approved by the EKecative Director.
(~12)
Monitoring period. +he-In general, there-.
quired continuous air monitoring data shall have been
gathered for a time over a period of up to one year and
shall represent the year preceding submission of the
application. Ambient monitoring data eollected for
a-time-gathered over a period shorter than one year
(but no less than four months) or for a time period
other than immediately preceding the application
may be acceptable if such data are determined by the
Execative Director to be within the time period that
maximum pollutant concentrations would occur, and
to be complete and adequate for determining whether
the source or modification will cause or contribute to
a violation of any applicable ambiem: a:ir qaadity staB
dilfd-NAAQS or consume more than the remaining
available PSD increment.
(~.E) Monitoring period exceptions.
(A-i) Exceptions for applications that be
came effective between .June 8, 1981, and
February 9. 1982. For any application which
· becomes became complete except as-to-for the
monitoring requirements of 252:100 g 35(b)
throagh
252:100 8 35(c)
aad
252:100 8
35(d)(2)
OAC
252: 100-8-35(c)(l)(B)(ii)
and
252: 100-8-35(c)(l)(D), between June
8, 1981, and February 9, 1982, the data that
?52: 100 8 35(b) Bfld 252:100 g 35(c) reqliire
252: 100-8-35(c)(l)ffi)(ii) requires shall have been
gathered over the period from February 9, 1981,
to the date the application becomes became other
wise complete, except that:
(i-l)
If the source or modification would
have been major for that pollutant under 40
CFR 52.21 as in effect on June 19, 1978, any
monitoring data shall have been gathered over
the period required by those regulations.
(H-ID If the Execlfti¥e Director determines
that a complete and adequate analysis can be ac
complished with monitoring data over a shorter
period, not to be less than four months, the data
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that 252:100 8 35(b) and 252:100 8 35(c) re
252:100-8-35(c)(l)(B)(ii) reguires
shall have been gathered over that shorter pe
riod.
(ffi.ill) If the monitoring data wo~ld relate
exclusively to ozone and would not have
been required under 40 CFR 52.21 as in ef
fect on June 19, 1978, the Execl:l:tive Direc
tor may waive the otherwise applicable re
OAC
quirements of 252:100 8 35(d)(3)(l...)
252:100-8-35(c)(l)(E)(i) to the extent that the
applicant shows that the monitoring data would
be unrepresentative of air quality over a full
year.
~ill Monitoring
oeriod exception for
PM-10. For any application that becomes
became complete, except as
te
for the re
(c)
I!Bd
quirements of 252:100 8 35(b),
(d)(2) OAC 252:100-8-35(c)(l)(B)(ii)
and
252: 100-8-35(c){l)(D) pertaining to monitor
ing ofPM-10, after December 1, 1988~ and no later
than August 1, 1989, the data that 252:100 8 35(b)
aM- (c) Fe(jHire 252: 100-8-35(c)(l)(B)(ii) re
guires shall have been gathered over at least the
period from August 1, 1988~ to the date the ap
plication becomes otherwise complete, except
that if the ~tecatPre Director determines that a
complete and adequate analysis can be accom
plished with monitoring data over a shorter pe
riod (notte--M-less than 4 months), the data that
252:100 8 35(b) aad 252:100 8 35(e) reEJ:ai:re
252: 100-8-35(c)(l)(B)(ii) reguires shall have been
gathered over that shorter period.
(4-E) Ozone post-approval monitoring. The ap
plicatioa for a owner or operator of a proposed major
stationary source or major modification of ¥elat:He
orgaaic CO:I!IpoH:Bds which VOC who satisfies all
conditions ofOAC 252:100-8-54 and 40 CFR 51,
Appendix S. Section IV as it existed on January 16.
1979. may provide post-approval monitoring data for
ozone in lieu of providing preconstruction data as re
quired under 252:100 8 35 OAC 252: 100-8-35(c)(l).
(5-£) Post-construction monitoring. The applicaBt for
a pennit for owner or operator of a new major stationary
source or major modification shall conduct, after construc
tion, such ambient monitoring and visibility monitoring
as the Execative Director determines i£ necessary to de
termine the effect its emissions may have, or are havina,
on air quality in any area. (A.mSBded 7 9 87, effecti•:e
8 10 87)
(frJ) Meniteriag system epeFatien Operation of
monitoring stations. The operation of monitoring sta
tions for any air quality monitoring required under this
Part 7 of this Sabchapter shall meet the requirements of
40 CFR 58 Appendix Bas it existed Januarv 2. 2006.
fe1 ."'..iF lfHality medels.
fB Any &i:r qaality disp&sioa modeliBg that is reqaired
H:Bder Part 7 of this Sabchapter for estimates of ambieat
~OAC
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eoaceatratioas shall be based os. the applicable &i:r qaality
models, data bases aad oth& refiliiremeats specified ia the
Guideliaes oa l\ir Qaality Models, OAQPS 1.2 080, U.S.
Effi'iroamental Proteetion Ages.cy, i\pril, 1978 as.d sabse
qaent revisions.
-P-1 ~'h&e aa air qaality impact moclel specified ia the
Guideliaes oa Air Quality Models is iaappropriate, the
model may be modified or aaother model sabstitatecl, as
approved by the Exeeati·;e Director. Methods like those
oatliBea ia the lAiorkbook for the Comparison of A..ir Qaal
ity Models, U.S. En:viroB:B3:eHtal Protectioa AgSBcy, April,
1977 aBd SJibSeEjReflt reViSiOBS, CI!B be liS€S te determiae
the comparability of air EJ:I:lality models.
fB C Fawth B:Balysis. UpoB reqaest of the ExecHtive Direc
tor the pei'B'lit applicatioa shall provide iaformatios. oa the aa .
tare and extent of aay or all gsaeral comm&eial, resicieatial,
iadastrial aBd other gTOVtth whish has oecarred siace Aagasl
7, 1977 ia the area the soaree or modificatioa vmal8 affect. The
pei'B'lit appl:icatioa shall also contaia I!B aaalysis of the &i:r qaal
ity impact projected_ for the area as a resak ef gen&al eommer
cial, resideatial I!Bd oth& growth associated with the soar~
mociifieation.
-Eg1 Visibility B:Bd atheF impacts B:Balysis. The permit ap
plieatioB shall provide aa aaalysis of the i:B:~pairmsnt to visi
bility, soils aBd 'regetation as a resak of the soaree or mod
ifieatioa. The EJteeati·,•e Director may reqai:re moaitoriag of
visibility ia !!BY Feaeral Class I area aear the proposed aew
statioaary soarce or major modificatioa for sach parposes aBd
by sash meaas as the Exeelitive Director deems necessary aad
appropriate. (A,meaded 7 9 87, effective 8 10 87)

252:100-8-35.1. Source information
The permit application for a proposed new major sta
tionary source or major modification subject to this Part shall
contain the construction permit application content required in
OAC 252:100-8-4.
!hl In addition to the reguirements of OAC 252:100-8
35.1Ca), the owner or operator of a proposed new major sta
tionary source or major modification subject to this Part shall
supply the following information in the permit application.
ill The owner or operator of a proposed source or mod
ification shall submit all information necessarv to perform
any analysis or make any determination reguired under
this Part.
ill The permit application shall contain a detailed de
scription of the system of continuous emission reduction
planned for the source or modification. emission esti
mates, and any other information necessarv to determine
that BACT as applicable would be applied.
ill Upon reguest of the Director, the owner or operator
shall also provide information on:
® the air guality impact of the source or modi
fication, including meteorological and topographical
data necessary to estimate such impact: and
ilil the air guality impacts and the nature and ex
tent of anv or all general commercial. residential. in
dustrial, and other growth which has occurred since

iru
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ill

Au!!ust 7, 1977, in the area the source or modifica
tion would affect.
252:100-8-35.2. Additional impact analyses
Growth analysis. The permit application shall provide
an analysis of the projected air gualitv impact and impairment
to visibility. soils, and vegetation as a result of the source or
modification and general commerciaL residential, industrial.
and other crowth associated with the source or modification.
fhl Visibility monitoring. The Director may reguire mom
taring of visibility in any Federal Class I area near the proposed
new stationary source or major modification for such pur:poses
and by such means as the Director deems necessarv and appro
priate.

ill

Source impacting Class I areas
252:100-8-36.
(a) PeFmits issuaaee Class I area variance. Permits may
be issued at variance to the limitations imposed on a Class I
area in compliance with the procedures and limitations estab
lished in State and Federal Clean Air Acts.
fb1 lmpaet B:Ralysis requiFedT The permit appl:ieation for a
proposes ner.v soH:Fee or fi:toelification will contain an analysis
on the impairment of visibil:ity and an assessment of any antici
pateel aelverse impacts on soils and vegetation in th!! vicin:ity of
the soHTee resulting from constraction of the soHTce. The Exec
ative Director shall notify the appropriate Pederal Land Man
ager of the reeeipt of any Sl:Wh analysis and inelade a complete
eopy of the permit appl:ication. 1\:ny ana-lysis performed by the
Land Manager shall be considered by the Exeeutit,•e Director
prO'IiEled that the analysis is filed with the DEQ within 30 days
of reeeipt of the aflpl:ication by the Land Manager. Where the
Execati'le Direetor finds that sach an analysis does not r!emon
strate to the satisfaetion of the Exeeutive Direetor that an ad
¥erse imfla<:t on visibil:ity 'Nill resuk in the Pederal Class I area,
the EKecutive Director 'Jiill, in any notice of pablic hearing on
the permit aflpl:ication; either explain his deeision or give no
tice as to where the eKplanation can be obtained. Farther, upon
presentation of geed anel sufficient information by a Federal
Land Manager, the Ear.eeutive Director may deny the issuanee
of a permit for a soH:Fce, emissions from whieh will aebersely
impact areas heretofore or hereafter eategorized as Class I ar
eas even though the emissions •.vould n.ot eause the inerement
for sad.'! Class I areas to be &seeded.
.(hl Notice to Federal Land Managers.
ill The Director shall notify any affected Federal Land
Manager of the receipt of any permit application for a
proposed major stationary source or major modification.
emissions from which may affect a Class I area. Such no
tification must be made in writin!! within 30 days ofreceipt
of an application for a permit to construct and at least 60
days prior to public hearin!l: on the application. The noti
fication must include a complete copv of the permit appli
cation. The Director shall also notifv anv affected Federal
Land Mana!!er \Vithin 30 days of receipt of anv advance
notification of such permit application.

Jw"' 1, 2006

The permit application will contain an anah•sis on
the impairment of visibility and an assessment of any an
ticipated adverse impacts on soils and vegetation in the
vicinity of the source resultin!l: from construction of the
source.
{£)_ Visibiliti analvsis. Any analvsis performed bv the Fed
eral Land Mana2er shall be considered by the Director pro
vided that the analysis is filed with the DEQ within 30 davs of
receipt of the application bv the Federal Land Manager. V\'here
the Director finds that such an analysis does not demonstrate to
the satisfaction of the Director that an adverse impact on visi
bility will result in the Federal Class I area, the Director will,
in an v notice of public hearin!! on the permit application. either
explain the decision or !!ive notice as to where the explanation
can be obtained.
@
Permit denial. Upon presentation of 200d and sufficient
information by a Federal Land Manager, the Director mav deny
the issuance of a permit for a source. if the emissions will ad
versely impact areas cate!!orized as Class I areas even thou!!h
the emissions would not cause the increment for such Class I
areas to be exceeded.
252:100-8-36.1. Public participation
See OAC 252:4 and O.S. §§
27A-2-14-101 to§ 2-14-304.

27A-2-5-112

and

252:100-8-36.2. Source obligation
Obtaining and complying with preconstruction
permits. Any owner or operator who constructs or operates a
source or modification not in accordance with the application
submitted pursuant to this Part or with the terms of any
approval to construct or any owner or operator of a source or
modification subject to this Part who commences construction
after the effective date of these regulations without applying
for and receiving approval hereunder, shall be subject to
appropriate enforcement action.
ili Consequences of relaxation of permit requirements.
When a source or modification becomes major solely by virtne
of a relaxation in any enforceable permit limitation established
after August 7. 1980, on the capacity of the source or modifi
cation to emit a pollutant, such as a restriction on hours of op
eration. then the requirements of OAC 252:100-8. Parts 1. 3. 5,
and 7 and 252:100-8-34 throu!!h 252:100-8-37 shall apply to
that source or modification as though construction had not yet
commenced on it.
.(£}
Requirements when using projected actual emissions.
The following specific provisions apply to projects at existin!!
emissions units at a major stationary source (other than projects
at a source with a PAL) when the owner or operator elects to
use the method specified in (B)(i) throu!!h (iii) of the definition
of "projected actual emissions" for calculating projected actual
emissions.
ill Before be!!innin!! actual construction of the project
the owner or operator shall document and maintain a
record of the followin!! information:
lAl A description of the project:

ill
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Identification of the existing emissions unit(s)
whose emissions of a regulated NSR pollutant could
be affected by the project; and
{Q A description of the applicability test used to
determine that 'the project is not a major modification
for any regulated NSR pollutant, including the base
line actual emissions, the projected actual emissions,
the amount of emissions excluded under (B)(iii) of
the definition of "projected actual emissions" and an
explanation for why such amount was excluded, and
any netting calculations, if applicable.
ill If the emissions unit is an existing EUSGU, before
beginning actual construction. the owner or operator
shall provide a copv of the information set out in OAC
252:100-8-36.2(c)(l) to the Director. Nothing in OAC
252: 100-8-36.2(c)(2) shall be construed to require the
owner or operatof of such a unit to obtain any deter
mination from the Director before beginning actual
construction.
ill The owner or operator shall monitor the emissions
of any regulated NSR pollutant that could increase as are
sult of the project and that is emitted by any emissions unit
identified in OAC 252: 100-8-36.2(c)(l)(B); and calculate
and maintain a record of the annual emissions, in TPY on
a calendar year basis. for a period of 5 years following re
sumption of regular operations after the change, or for a
period of 10 years following resumption of regular oper
ations after the change if the project increases the design
capacity or potential to emit of that regulated NSR pollu
tant at such emissions unit.
ill If the unit is an existing EUSGU. the owner or op
erator shall submit a report to the Director within 60 days
after the end of each year during which records must be
e-enerated under OAC 252: I 00-8-36.2(c)(3) setting out the
unit's annual emissions during the calendar year that pre
ceded submission of the report.
ill If the unit is an existing unit other than an EUSGU.
the. owner or operator shall submit a report to the Director
if the annual emissions. in TPY, from the project identi
fied in OAC 252: 100-8-36.2(c)(l), exceed the baseline ac
tual emissions (as documented and maintained pursuant to
252: 100-8-36.2(c)(l)(C}) by an amount that is significant
for that regulated NSR pollutant and if such emissions dif
fer from the preconstruction projection as documented and
maintained pursuant to 252:1 00-8-36.2(c)(l)(C}. Such re
port shall be submitted to the Director within 60 days after
the end of such vear. The report shall contain the follow
ing:
fAl The name, address and telephone number of
the major stationary source;
liD The annual emissions as calculated pursuant to
OAC 252:100-8-36.2(c)(3); and
{Q Anv other information that the owner or opera
tor wishes to include in the report (e. g.. an explanation
as to whv the emissions differ from the preconstruc
tion projection).
®
The owner or operator of the source shall make the
information required to be documented and maintained
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pursuant to OAC 252:100-8-36.2(c) available for review
upon request for inspection bv the Director or the general
public.
ill The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-34 through
252:100-8-36.2 shall applv as if construction has not yet
commenced at anv time that a project is determined to be
a major modification based on anv credible evidence, in
cluding but not limited to emissions data produced after
the project is completed. In any such case, the owner or
operator may be subject to enforcement for failure to ob
tain a PSD permit prior to beginning actual construction.
ill If an owner or operator materially fails to comply
with the provisions of OAC 252:100-8-36.2(c), then the
calendar year emissions are presumed to equal the source's
potential to emit.
252:100-8-37.
Innovative control technology
(a) An applicant for a permit for a proposed major stationary
source or major modification may request the EKeeative Direc
tor in writing to approve a system of innovative control technol
ogy.
(b)
The Exeeati'te Director may determine that the innova
tive control technology is permissible if:
(1)
The proposed control system would not cause or
contribute to an unreasonable risk to public health, welfare
or safety in its operation or function.
(2)
The applicant agrees to achieve a level of continu
ous emissions reductions equivalent to that which would
have been required for best <wai.lable eeatrol teehaelegy
BACT under 252:100 8 34 OAC 252: 100-8-34(b)(l) by a
date specified by the EKeeat:iYe Director. Such date shall
not be later than 4 years from the time of start-up or 7 years
from permit issuance.
(3)
The source or modification would meet the re
quirements equivalent to those in Parts 1 aad 5 of this
Sal:lehapter aad 252:100 8 36 OAC 252:100-8-34 and
252: I00-8-35(a) based on the emissions rate that the sta
tionary source employing the system of innovative control
technology would be required to meet on the date specified
by the Exeeat:ive Director.
(4)
The source or modification would not, before the
date specified, cause or contribute to any violation of the
applicable Bi33:biem ai.r staadards NAAOS, or impact
any Class I area or area where an applicable increment is
known to be violated.
(5)
All other applicable requirements including those
for public re¥iew-participation have been met.
.(§}
The provisions of OAC 252:100-8-36 (relating to
Class I areas) have been satisfied with respect to all periods
during the life of the source or modification.
(c) The Exeeat:i•,ze Director shall withdraw approval to
employ a system of innovative control technology made under
OAC 252:100-8-37, if:
(1)
The proposed system fails by the specified date to
achieve the required continuous reduction rate; or.
(2)
The proposed system fails before the specified date
so as to contribute to an unreasonable risk to public health,
welfare or safety; or,
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. (3)
The Exec&ti\'8 Director decides at any time that the
proposed system is unlikely to achieve the required level of
control or to protect the public health, welfare or safety.
(d) If a source or modification fails to meet the required
level of continuous emissions reduction within the specified
time period, or ifthe approval is withdrawn in accordance with
OAC 252:100-8-37(c), the Director may allow the source or
modification may be allowed up to an additional 3 years to
meet the requirement for application of best available eoatrol
teclmology BACT through the use of a demonstrated system of
control.
252:100-8-38.
Actuals PAL
Incorporation bv reference. With the exception of the
defmitions in OAC 252:100-8-38(c), 40 CFR 51.166(w), Ac
tuals PALs. is hereby incor:porated by reference. as it exists on
Januarv 2. 2006. and does not include anv subsequent amend
ments or editions to the referenced material.
ill Inclusion of CFR citations and definitions. When a
provision of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40
CFR) is incor:porated bv reference. all citations contained
therein are also incorporated bv reference.
{£}
Terminology related to 40 CFR 51. 166(w). For pur
poses of interfacing with 40 CFR. the following terms apply.
ill "Baseline actual emissions" is synonymous with
the definition of "baseline actual emissions" in OAC
252:100-8-31.
ill "Building, structure, facility, or installation" is syn
onymous with the definition of "building. structure. facil
ity, or installation" in OAC 252:100-1-3.
ill "EPA" is synonvmous with Department of Environ
mental Quality CDEQ).
ill "Major modification" is synonymous with the def
inition of "major modification" in OAC 252:100-8-31.
ill "Net emissions increase" is synonymous with
the definition of "net emissions increase" in OAC
252:100-8-31.
ill "Reviewing authority" is synonymous with "Direc
tor".
ill "State implementation plan" is svnonymous with
OAC 252:100.
ill "Volatile organic compound (VQC)" is svnonv
mous with the definition of "volatile organic compound"
or "VOC" in OAC 252:100-1-3.

W

252:100-8-39.
SeYerabilitr
If anv provision of this Part, or the application of such
provision to any person or circumstance, is held invalid. the
remainder of this Part. or the application of such provision to
persons or circumstance~ other than those as to which it is held
invalid. shall not be affected therebv.

PART 9. MAJOR SOURCES AFFECTING
NONATTA~NTAREAS
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252:100-8-50.
Applicability
The BEW? so1:1rce req1:1i:rements of this Part, in addition to the
appl:icable reql:li:remettts of Parts 1, 3, aBd 5 of this Sl:lbehapter,
shall apply to the coRstraction of all major soffi'ees aBd rna
j or modificatimts affecting desigaated noaattaffimeRt areas as
Sf!ecified iR 252:100 8 51 thro1:1gh 252:100 8 53.
ill General applicabilitv.
ill The requirements of this Part shall applv to the con
struction of anv new major stationarY source or major
modification which would locate in or affect a nonattain
ment area located in Oklahoma, designated under section
107(d)(l)(A)(i) of the Act if the stationary source or mod
ification is major for the pollutant for which the area is
designated nonattainment.
ill The requirements of OAC 252:100-8. Parts 1, 3.
and 5 also apply to the construction of any new major
stationan• source or major modification.
ill In addition. the requirements of a PSD review
(OAC 252:100-8. Part 7) would be applicable if any
regulated NSR pollutant other than the nonattainment
pollutant is emitted in significant amounts by that source
or modification.
{hl Major modification.
ill Major modification applicabilitv determination.
® Except as otherwise provided in OAC
252: 100-8-50(c). and consistent with the defmi
tion of "major modification" contained in OAC
252:100-8-51. a project is a major modification for
a regulated NSR pollutant if it causes two tvpes of
emissions increases:
ill
a significant emissions increase, and
@
a significant net emissions increase.
ffil The project is not a major modification if it
does not cause a significant emissions increase. If
the project causes a significant emissions increase,
then the project is a rna jor modification only if it also
results in a significant net emissions increase.
ill Calculating significant emissions increase and
significant net emissions increase. The procedure for
calculating whether a significant emissions increase will
occur depends upon the type of emissions unit(s) being
modified, according to OAC 252:100-8-50(b)(3) through
(5). This is the first step in determining if a proposed
modification would be considered a major modification.
The procedure for calculatine whether a significant net
emissions increase will occur at the major stationary
source is contained in the definition of "net emissions
increase" in OAC 252:100-8-50.1 and 252:i00-8-51.
This is the second step in the process of determinin£ if
a proposed modification is a major modification. Both
steps occur prior to the becinning of actual construction.
Regardless of anv such preconstruction projections, a
major modification results if the project causes a signif
icant emissions increase and a significant net emissions
increase.
ill Actual-to-projected-actual applicabilitY test for
projects that onlY inYolve existing emissions units. A
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significant emissions increase of a regulated NSR pollu
tant is projected to occur if the sum of the difference be
tween the projected actual emissions and the baseline ac
tual emissions. as applicable. for each existing emissions
unit. equals or exceeds the amount that is simificant for
that pollutant.
ill Actual-to-potential test for projects that only in
volve construction of a new emissions unit(s). A siroif
icant emissions increase of a rerulated NSR pollutant is
projected to occur if the sum of the difference between
the potential to emit from each new emissions unit fol
lowing completion of the project and the baseline actual
emissions of these units before the project equals or ex
ceeds the amount that is significant for that pollutant.
ill Hvbrid test for projects that involve multiple
types of emissions units. A significant emissions in
crease of a regulated NSR pollutant is projected to occur if
the sum of the emissions increases for each emissions unit.
using the method specified in OAC 252:100-8-50(b)(3)
and ( 4) as applicable with respect to each emissions
unit. for each type of emissions unit equals or exceeds
the amount that is simificant for that pollutant. For
example, if a project involves both an existing emissions
unit and a new emissions unit, the projected increase is
determined by summing the values determined using
the method specified in OAC 252:100-8-50(b)(3) for the
existing unit and determined usim: the method specified
in 252:100-8-50(b)(4) for the new emissions unit.
1£l Plantwide applicability limitation CPAL). Major sta
tionarv sources seeking to obtain or maintain a PAL shall com
ply with requirements under OAC 252:100-8-56.
252:100-8-50.1. Incorporation by reference
.ill} Inclusion of CFR citations and definitions. When a

provision of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40
CFR) is incorporated by reference, all citations contained
therein are also incomorated by reference.
.Cbl Terminology related to 40 CFR. When these terms are
used in rules incorporated by reference from 40 CFR. the fol
lowing terms or definitions shall apply.
ill "Baseline actual emissions" is svnonymous with
the definition of "baseline actual emissions" in OAC
252:100-8-31.
ill "Building, structure, facility. or installation" is syn
onymous with the definition of "building. structure. facil
-----------ity, or installation" in OAC 252:100-1-3.
__
_Q)_
"EPA" is svnonymous with DepartmentofEnviron
mental Quality CDEQ).
ill "Major modification" is synonymous with the def
inition of "major modification" in OAC 252:100-8-51.
ill "Net emissions increase" is svnonymous with
the definition of "net emissions increase" in OAC
252:100-8-51.
_{Q_}_
"Reviewing authoritv" is synonvmous with "Direc
tor".
ill "Secondarv emissions is svnonvmous with the def
inition of "secondarv emissions" in OAC 252:100-8-1.1.
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ill

"State implementation plan" is synonvmous with
OAC 252:100.
i2l "Volatile organic compound CVOC)" is svnony
mous with the definition of "volatile or!!anic compound"
or "VOC" in OAC 252:100-1-3.

252:100-8-51.
Definitions
The definitions in 40 CFR 51.165(a)(l) are hereby
incorporated by reference as they exist on January 2. 2006.
except for the definitions found at 40 CFR 51.165(a)(l)Cxxx")
"baseline actual emissions"; (ii) "building, structure, facilitv,
or installation": Cxxix) "Clean Unit": (v) "major modification";
(vi) "net emissions increase'': Cxxv) "pollution control project
(PCP)": (xxxviii) "reviewing authority"; (viii) "secondary
emissions"; and (xix) "volatile organic compound CVOC)".
With the exception of "pollution control project CPCP)",
"Clean Unit". and "reviewing authority" these terms are
defined in OAC 252:100-8-31,252:100-8-51, or 252:100-1-3.
The following words and terms, when used in this Part, shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indi
cates otherwise+-~
"f.etual emissieas" means the aet:Hal rate of emissions of
a poYa-taRt from an emissioas lffiit; as determ:iaea in accordance
with the foYo•Ning:
W lR geBeral, aet:Hal emissions as of a partiealar
Elate shall SEJHal the a¥srage rate ia tons per year at
which the lHI:it aet:Hally emitted the pollatant di:H'ii3:g
a PnO year period 'NhiCB precedes the opeFatiOB. The
re>~iewiBg anthority may allo•.v the ase of a different
time period ~pen a cleterm:iRatioa that it is more rep
resentative of normal soi:H'ee operation. Aet:Hal emis
sions shaY be ealcalated asiBg the aait's aetaal oper
ating hOI:H'S, proaactiOR rates, ana types of materials
processed, stored, or combasted Ehlri-Rg the selected
time period. ,A,ctaaJ. emissions may also be deter
miBed l3y sol:H'ee tests, or l3y best engiaeenng jmlg
meBt i-B the abseBce of acceptable test clata. 
fBj The re:vie'Ning aathority may presiH'Be that
soarce specific allowable emissions for ilie HRit are
eEJaivalent to the actaal emissions of the lffiit.
-EG1 Per any emissions lffiit which has aot begi:i-R
BOHB:al operations on the partiealar date, aetaal emis
sioas shall eqaal the potential to emit of the lffiit on
that date.
"Lewest aeh:ie\·ahle emissiees rate" means the control
technology to be applied to a major soi:H'ee or modification
which the Director, on a ease by ease l3asis, eletermiaes
is aehie>ial3le for a sol:lfee l3ased oa the lovrest aehie>rable
emission Fate aehie>;ed in practice l:Jy SHell eategOij' of SOiiFCe
(i.e., lowest achievable emission rate as defined in the Peeleral
Clean .'\..ir ,A,ct).
"Major modification" means~ any physical change i-B, or
change ffi ilie method of opeFatioa of, a major sol:lfce that 'Noald
result ia a sigaifieant net emissions increase of any pollataRt
sebject to regalation.
{A)_ Anv phvsical change in. or chan!!e in the
method of operation of. a major stationarv source
that would result in a si!!Dificant emissions increase
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of a reeulated NSR pollutant and a significant net
emissions increase of that pollutant from the major
stationary source is a major modification.
(A-i) Any sil!llificant emissions increase from
any emissions unit or net emissions increase ID;
a major stationary source tliat is significant for
volatile orgaaic compoaBGS VOC and/or oxides
of nitrm!en (NOx} shall be considered significant
for ozone.
(B-ill A physical change or change in the method
of operation shall not include:
(i-D
routine maintenance, repair and re
placement;
(H-ID use of an alternate alternative fuel or
raw material by reason of any order under See
tioas-sections 2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply
and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974
(or any superseding legislation) or by reason of
a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant to the
Federal Power Act;
(ffi..ill) use of an altemate alternative fuel by
reason of an order or rule under SectioR section
125 of the Federal CleaR ,'\ir Act;
(W-IY) use of an alternate alternative fuel at a
steam generating unit to the extent that the fuel
is generated from municipal solid waste;
c~Y)
Yse-use of an altemate alternative fuel
or raw material by a source which:
fij
the source was capable of accommo
dating before December 21, 1976, unless such
change would be prohibited under any federallv
enforceable permit l:imitatioR condition which
was established after December 21, 1976;-. or,
fiB
the source is approved to use under
any permit issued under 40 CFR 52.21 or OAC
252:100-7 or&-~
(¥i-YI) AB--an increase in the hours of op
eration or in the production rate unless such
· change would be prohibited under any federally
enforceable permit !:imitation condition which
was established after December 21, 1976;-Bf-~
(¥ft.YID any change in source ownership-:-~
1Yill} the installation, operation. cessation.
or removal of a temporary clean coal technol
oev demonstration project, provided that the
project complies with OAC 252:100 and other
reguirements necessary to attain and· maintain
the NAAQS during the project and after it is
terminated.
.illl This definition shall not apply with respect to
a particuh~r re!:!ulated NSR pollutant when the major
stationary source is complying with the reguirements
under OAC 252:100-8-56 for a PAL for that pollutant.
Instead the definition at 40 CFR 51.165(:f)(2)(viii)
shall applv.
"~IJ:ajaF statiaHRF)' seaFee" meaRs:
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aRY sffitioRary so&ce of air polluta.Rts which
emits, or has the poteHtial to emit, 100 toRs per year
or more of aRY pollutaRt sl:lbject to regulatioR; or,
fiB aRY physical chaRgr;; that would occ!lf at a
so&c e BOt qaalifyil'l g HBGer (A) of this Elefill:itiaB as a
major so&ce, if the chaRge ·.voald coHstitute a major
somce l:ly itself.
tc1 for ezoBe, a smrrce that is major for volatile
orgaruc compmmas sball be coBsiderea major.
"Net emissions increase" means:
(A) !Hie-With respect to any re2:ulated NSR pol
lutant emitted by a major stationary source, net
emissions increase shall mean the amount by which
the sum of the following exceeds zero:
(i)
~the increase in aeEial-emissions from a
particular physical change or change in the method
of operation at a stationary source as calculated
pursuant to OAC 252:100-8-SO(b); and,
(ii)
any other increases and decreases in ac
tual emissioR emissions at the major stationary
source that are contemporaneous with the particu
lar change and are otherwise creditable. Baseline
actual emissions for calculating increases and
decreases under (A)(ii) of this definition shall
be determined as provided in the definition of
"baseline actual emissions". except that (B)(iii)
and (C)Civ) of that de:firrition shall not apply.
(B) An increase or decrease in actual emissions
is contemporaneous with the increase from the par
ticular change only if it occurs within 3 years before
the date that the increase from the particular change
occurs.
(C) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is
creditable only if: the Director has Rot relied OR it
iR issl:lil'lg a pemtit l:lRder Part 9 of this SHl:lchapter,
which permit is iB effect when the il'lcrease iB aerual
emissioRs from the particalar chaBge occHrs.
ill
it is contemporaneous: and
.(ill
the Director has not relied on it in issuing_a
permit underOAC 252:100-8, Part 9, which permit
is in effect when the increase in actual emissions
from the particular change occurs.
(D) An increase in actual emissions is creditable
only to the extent that the new level of actual emis
sions exceeds the old level.
(E)
A decrease in actual emissions is creditable
only to the extent that:
(i)
the old level of actual emissions or the old
level of allowable emissions, whichever is lower,
exceeds the new level of actual emissions;
it is enforceable as a practical matter at and
(ii)
after the time that actual construction on the partic
ular change begins;
(iii)
the revie>.vil'lg aathority Director has notre
lied on it in issuing any permit under State ai:r qaal
ity rules OAC "52:100; and,
(iv)
it has approximately the same qualita
tive significance for public health and welfare as
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Sol:l:Fees and modificatioBs that are major in
size anel J3rOJ30sed for eoRstraetioa ia an area 'Nhieh
bas beeR desigaated as ROB:attaiameB:t for any apJ3li
sable ambieat air qaality standard are sabjeet to the
reqairemeB:ts for the ROBat:taiH:HI:eat area, if the sol:l:Fce
or modificatioR is major for the ROBa-ttaiameat pella
taB:t(s) of that area.
fBj IR additioB:, the reqairemeRts of a PSD review
(Part 7 of this Sabehl:l:J3ter) woalel be BJ3J3lieable if aay
other regulated J30llatant other than the aoaattaiameat
pollataB:t is emitteel iB sigaificaat amoi!Rts by that
sol:l:Fee or modifieat:ioB.
~
LeeatieB iB attai&me&t eF u&elassifiable &Fea but
eaasiag OF eoatributi&g te Nl'..AQS violatioa.
ill The requirements in 40 CFR 51.165(b) ree:arding a
source located in an attainment or unclassifiable area but
causing or contributing to a NAAOS violation are hereby
incoroorated by reference as they exist on January 2, 2006.
fA1 A J3rOJ30seel major sol:l:Fee or major modi
fieatioR that woalel loeate iB an area desigaateel
attaiameBt or l:Hl:elassifiable is eoBsidereel to eaase or
eoRtribate to a violatioR of the Rat:ioRal ambieB:t air
qaality standards wheB: sash sol:l:Fee or modifieation
v,zoald, as a ~. exeeeel the following sigaif
ieanee leYels at any locality that eloes Rot or weald
ROt meet the apj3lieable Rat:ioBal standard:
fB
SG;r.
ti1
1.0 J:l:glm" anaual average;
tilt
5--t±g,lm" 24 hol:l:F average;
(III)25 J:l:glm" 3 hol:l:F average;

that attributed to the increase from the particular
change.
(F)
An increase that results from a physical change
at a source occurs when the emission unit on which
construction occurred becomes operational and be
gins to emit a particular pollutant. Any replacement
unit that requires shakedown becomes operational
after a reasonable shakedown period, not to exceed
180 days.
!ill Paragraph 40 CFR 51.165(a)(l )(xii)(B) of the
definition of "actual emissions" shall not applv for de
terminine: creditable increases and decreases or after
a change.
"SigDifie&&t" mellfls, if! referetJ:ee to a Bet emissioB:s ia
erease or the potetJ:t:iiH of a sol:l:Fee to emit llfl)' of the follmviag
pollutaB:ts, a rate of emissioas that weald equal or exeeed llfl)"
of the feHor.viBg rates:
fA1 Carboa moaoxide: 100 toBs per year (tpy),
fBj
NitrogeB: orides: 40 tpy,
tGt Sulfur dimtide: 40 tpy,
ti» Partiealate matter: 15 tpy of PM 10 emissioB:s,
t.ej 03one: 40 tpy of ''olat:ile orga.ak eompoands,

er

t!'1

Lead: 0.6 tpy.

252:100-8-51.1. Emissions reductions and offsets
The requirements in 40 CFR 51.165(a)(3) ree:ard
ing emissions reductions and offsets, except for 40 CFR
are hereby incm;porated bv refer
51.165(a)(3)(ij)(H) and
ence as they exist on Januarv 2. 2006.

m.

252:100-8-52.

SeuFee

applieabili~·

w

deteFmiaatieB

Applicability determination for
sources in attainment areas causing or
contributing to NAAQS \iolation
Proposed Be'.v soarees and sol:l:Fee modifieat:ioRs to whish
Part 9 of this SabehllflteF is applieable are determiBed by si:ce,
geographiealloeat:ioR and type of emitted poJ.l.H.t:aftts:

fB

~

~

fA1 Permit revie>N ·.vill apply to sol:l:F6es and
modifieat:ioRs that emit any regalated pollataB:t iB
major amoaBts. These qaantities are speeified iB the
defieit:ioRs for major stat:ioBar;' sol:l:Fee, major mod
ifieatioB, J30teB:t:ial to emit; Bet emissioRs iHerease,
sigaifieant; and other assoeiated defiaitioRs iB OAC
252:100 g 51,252:100 8 1.1, llflel252:10ci 1 3.
fBj
,'\t saeh t:ime that a J3artiealar sol:l:Fee or moe!
ifieatioR beeomes major solely by virtae of a relax
atioR iB aay eB:foreeable permit limitat:ioa whish v.-as
establisheel after A.agast 7, 1980 oR the eapaeity of the
sol:l:Fee or moelifieat:ioR otherwise to emit a pollatant;
saeh as a resf:riet:ioB oR hol:l:Fs of OJ3eratioB:, theB: the
reqairemeB:ts of Parts 1, 3, 5, and 9 of this Sabehl:l:J3ter
shall apj3ly to that sol:l:Fee or modifieatioa as thoagll
eoRstruet:ioR hael Hot yet eommeB:eed oB it.
Loeatiea.
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~h)

PM-±Q;.

fit

1.0 J±g/m; anaaal average;
.(II)
5--t±g,lm" 2 4 hol:l:F average;
fiii1
NO.,.: 1.0 J±£1m" anaual a'rerage;
fi¥1
GO+
ti1
500 J±g.'m" 8 hoar ll''erage;
f!!1
2000 J±g/m; oRe hol:l:F aYerage.
fBj ,\ J3rOJ30Sed major sol:l:Fce or major modifieatioR
sabjeet to Ot\.C 252:100 8 52(3)(A) may redaee the
imflaet of its emissioRs llJ30B air qaality by obtaiaiag
s1:1:ffieieRt emissioRs redactioRs to, at a miB:imam,
eomJ3eBsate for its aelverse ambieat imj3aet where the
J3rOJ30Sed sol:l:Fee or modificatioa 'NOuld otherwise
eaase or eoRtribate to a violatioa of any aatioaal
ambieat air qaality standard. lB. the abseB:ee of sash
emissioR redaetioRs, a J3ermit fur the J3roposed sol:l:Fee
or modifieatioB shall be deB:ied.
· 
fCj The reqairemeB:ts of 0.'\C 252:100 8 52(3)(A)
anel (B) shall ROt apply to a major sol:l:Fee OF major
modifieat:ioR with respeet to a partiell±ar pollutant if
the owRer OF OJ3erator demoRstrates that, as to that
J30llatant; the sol:l:Fee or modifieatioB is !seated iB an
area desigaateel aoaattainmeat.
Sources of volatile orgllflie eomJ3oands VOC lo

cated outside a designated ozone nonattainment area will be
presumed to have no significant impact on the designated
nonattainment area. If ambient monitoring indicates that the
area of source location is in fact nonattainrnent, then the source
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may be granted its permit since the area has not yet been desig
nated nonattainment.
(E-£) Sources locating in an attainment area but impacting on
a nonattainment area above the significant levels listed in OAC
252:100 8 52(3) 252: 100-8-52(1) are exempted from the con
dition of OAC 252: 100-8-54(4)(A).
(I'-4) The determination whether a source or modification
will cause or contribute to a violation of an applicable ambient
air quality standard for sulfur dioxide, particulate matter or
carbon monoxide will be made on a ease by ease case-by-case
basis as of the proposed new source's start-up date by an atmo
spheric simulation model. For sources of nitrogen oxides the
model can be used for an initial determination assuming all the
nitric oxide emitted is oxidized to nitrogen dioxide by the time
the plume reaches ground level, and the initial concentration
estimates will be adjusted if adequate data are available to
account for the expected oxidation rate.
(G-~ The determination as to whether a source would cause
or contribute to a violation of applicable ambient air quality
standards will be made on a ease by ease case-by~case basis
as of the new source's start-up date. Therefore, if a designated
nonattainment area is projected to be attainment as part of the
state implementation plan control strategy by the new source
start-up date, offsets would not be required if the new source
would not cause a nevi violation.

252:100-8-53.

Exemptions

fa) NoBattaiB:Hl:eBt area requiremeats do not iif!ply to a par
tieYlar source or modification loeatiBg iB or impaetmg oa a
BoBattai:Bmeat area if:
fB The source is major by virtae of fugitive emissioBs,
to t:lie &teat quantifiable, i:Beladed iB ealeYlatmg the po
teatial to emit and is a souree other than one of the follO'.v
iag categories:
W carboa black plaats (furnace proeess),
00 ehareoal prodaetioa plants,
fGf chemieal process plaats,
Wt · coal cleaaiag plants (with thermal dryers),
00 eoke ovea batteries,
fB fossil fuel boilers (or eombiaatioa thereof) to
tali:Bg more thaa 250 millioa .BTU per hour heat iapat,
tG1 fossil fuel fired steam eleetrie plant of more
thB:B: 250 millioa .BTU per hour heat iaput;
00 fuel eoaversioa plaats,
{It
glass fiber proeessiBg plaats,
f.B hydroflaorie, salfurie or aitrie acid plB:B:ts,
tK1 iroa aad steel mills,
fb1 kraft palp mills,
fMt lime plaats,
fNf maaieiral iaeiBerators ea)3able of ehargiag
more thaa 250 tons of refuse per day,
fGj petroleam refiEreries,
fFj
petroleam storage aad traasfer aaits ·.vith a to
tal storage e11:eeediag 300,000 barrels,
fQt phosphate rook processi:Bg rlaats,
00 portlaad eement fJlaats,
~
primary alaminam ore reriaction plaats,
tT1 primary GOfJper smelters,
June 1, 2006
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M

primary lead smelters,
primary zffie smelters,
fW1 seeoadary metal prodRctioa plaats,
siateriag rlaats,
f¥1 sulfur recovery plaats,
~
taconite ore processing plaats, or
tAA1 aay othsr statioaary soarce category which,
as of ,'\!igust 7, 1980, is l3ei:ag regalated by NSPS or
NESHAP.
ill The requirement in 40 CFR 51.165(a)(4) re£arding ex
emption of fugitive emissions in determinin£ if a source or
modification is major are hereby incorporated bv reference as
they exist on January 2. 2006.
(;;.Q.) A-Nonattainment area requirements do not applv to a
particular source or modification locating in or impacting on
a non attainment area if the source or modification was not sub
ject to 40 CFR Part 51, Appendix S (emission offset interpreta
tive ruling) asia effeet it existed on January 16, 1979, and the
source:
(A-.1) Obtaiaea obtained all final federal and state con
struction permits before August 7, 1980;
(E-Z) CoHH'B:eaeed commenced construction within 18
months from August 7, 1980~ or any earlier time required
by the State Implementation Plan; and,
(G-1) f>i.El.-did not discontinue construction for a period
of 18 months or more and completed construction within
a reasonable time.
(-b-f) Secondary emissions are excluded in determining the
potential to emit (see Ele:fiffitioB of "potential to SH!it" ia
252:100 8 1.1). However, upon determination of the I*ee
ative-Director, if a source is subject to the requirements on
the basis of its direct emissions, the applicable requirements
must also be met for secondary emissions but the source
would be exempt from the conditions of 252:HJO 8 52(3)(F)
OAC
252: 100-8-52(4) and 252: 100-8-54(1) through
252:1 00-8-54(3). Also, the indirect impacts of mobile sources
are excluded.
(e-4) As specified in the applicable definitions, the require
ments of Part 7 for PSD and Part 9 for nonattainment areas
of this Subchapter are not applicable to a modification if the
existing source was not major on August 7, 1980, unless the
proposed addition to the existing minor source is major in its
own right.

w

252:100-8-54.

Requirements for sources located in
nonattainment areas
In the event a major source or modification would be con
structed in an area designated as nonattainrnent for a pollutant
for which the source or modification is major, approval shall be
granted only if the following conditions are met:
The new source must demonstrate that it has ap
(1)
plied control technology which the BJteeative Director, on
a ease by ea:se case-bv-case basis, determines is achievable
for a source based on the lowest achievable emission rate
(LAER) achieved in practice by such category of source
(i.e., lowest achievable emission rate as defined in the
Act).
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for determining if a project is a major modification are hereby
incornorated bv reference as thev existed on January 2, 2006.

(2)
If the Execative Director determines that impo
sition of an enforceable numerical emission standard i~
infeasible due to technological or economic limitations
on measurement methodology, a design, equipment, work
practice or operational standard, or combination thereof,
may be prescribed as the emission limitation rate.
(3)
The owner or operator of the new source must
demonstrate that all other major sources owned or oper
ated b) sw~h person in Oklahoma are in compliance, or are
meeting ~.!l steps on a schedule for compliance, with all
applicable limitations and standards under Oklahoma and
Federal Clean /ill Acts.
(4)
The owner or operator of the new source must
demonstrate that upon commencing operations:
(A) The emissions from the proposed source and
all other sources permitted in the area do not exceed
the planned growth allcowable for the area designated
in the State Implementation Plan; or,
(B) The total allowable emissions from existing
sources in the region and the emissions from the pro
posed source will be sufficiently less than the total
emissions from existing sources allowed under the
State Implementation Plan at the date of construction
permit application so as to represent further progress
toward attainment or maintenance of the ambient air
quality standards in the problem area.
(5)
The owner or operator may present with the appli
cation an analysis of alternate sites, sizes and production
processes for such proposed sow·ce.

252:100-8-56.
Actuals PAL
The requirements in 40 CFR 51.165(f) regarding actuals
PAL except for the terminolog-y contained in OAC 252: 100-8
SO.lCb). are herebv incornorated by reference as they existed
on January 2. 2006.
Severability
252:100-8-57.
If any provision of this Part, or the application of such
provision to any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the
remainder of this Part. or the application of such provision to
persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is held
invalid. shall not be affected thereby.

'[OAR Docket#06-855;filed 5-9-06]

TITLE 252. DEPARTM.:ENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHA TER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #06-856 j

Subchapter 4. N
252:100-4-5. [

'Source Performance Standards
NDED]

AUTHORITY:

252:100-8-55.
Source obligation
ill Construction permits required. An owner or operator
shall obtain a construction permit prior to commencing con
struction of a new major stationary source or major modifica
tion.
{hl Responsibilitv to comply and the consequences of re
laxation of permit conditions. The reguirements in 40 CFR ·
51.165(a)(5) regarding the responsibility to comply with ap
plicable local State or Federal law and the conseguences of
becoming a major source by virtue of a relaxation in any en
forcement limitation are hereby incorporated by reference as
thev exist on January 2, 2006.
ill Requirements when using projected actual emissions.
ill The specific provisions in 40 CFR 51.165(a)(6)Ci)
through (v) shall applv to projects at existing emissions
units at a major stationarv source (other than projects at a
source with a PAL) when the owner or operator elects to
use the method> specified in the defmition of "projected
actual emissions" at 40 CFR 51.165Ca)(xxviii)(B)(l)
through (3) (as they existed on January 2. 2006) for
calculating projected actual emissions.
ill The reguirements in 40 CFR 51.165(a)(6)(i)
through (v) are hereby incorporated bv reference as thev
existed on Januarv 2. 2006.
@
AvailabilitY of information. The reguirements in
40 CFR 51.165(a)(7) regardin!! availabilitv of information
reauired to document the use of projected actual emissions
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Comments

SUNIIVL<\RY OF COl\tilVIENTS AND STAFF RESPONSES
FOR PROPOSED REV1SION TO SUBCHAPTER 1 AND SUBCHAPTER 8,
PARTS 1, 5, 7 AND 9

COl\1MENTS RECEIVED PRIOR TO OR AT THE
JULY 20, 2005, AIR QUALITY COUNCIL l\1EETING
'Vritten Comments
Trinity Consultants - Letter dated July 1, 2005, signed by Donald
Consulting Manager

c: Whitney, P-.E.

1. COMl\1ENT: The terms "Part 70 permit", "Part 70 program", and "Part 70
source" have been moved from Section 8-1.1 of Subchapter 8 to Subchapter 1 as
general terms which could affect other Subchapters within OAC 252:100. These
terms should be replaced with the commonly used terms "Title V permit", "Title
V program", and "Title V source".

RESPONSE: "Part 70" is the appropriate term. Title V refers to the enabling
Act (the Federal Clean Air Act) requiring EPA to promulgate a major source
permitting program (the Part 70 permitting program). EPA has delegated the Part
70 program for Oklahoma to DEQ.
2. COMJ.\1ENT: The title of Subchapter 8 should be changed to "Permits for Major
Sources."
RESPONSE:
After due consideration, the DEQ haR determined that "Permits
for Part 70 Sources" is the more appropriate title since some Part 70 sources are
not major sources.
3. COMlVIENT: The definitions for "affected source" and "affected unit" should be
removed from OAC 252:100-8-2. This is an obsolete usage that needs to be
purged from the rules. There is no reason to exclusively apply the term "affected
source'' cir "affected unit" to the Acid Rain Program. The term is widely used in
other regulations including the NSPS and NESH..,c\P Progra.rhs. The title of
paragraph 252:100-8-5.3 should be changed from "Special provision for-affected
(acid rain) sources" to "Special provisions for acid rain sources~"
RESPONSE: OAC 252:100-8-2 specifically limits the definitions contained
therein to use in Part 5 of 252:100-8. That being the case the definitions of
"affected source" and "affected unit" in OAC 252:100-8-2 have no bearing on the
use of these terms in other rules, regulations, or programs. While these terms
may be widely used in other regulations including the NSPS and NESHAP
programs, they are usually defined in those programs. ·For example, NSPS uses
and defines the term "affected facility". The terms "affected unit" and "affected
source" are still defined in 40 CFR 70.2 and used in Part 70. The terms are also
defined in 40 CFR 72.2 and used in Part 72. Therefore, the terms are not obsolete
and do not need to be purged· from the rule. Neither OAC 252:100-8-2 or

252:100-8-5.3 is part of the NSR reform revisions and was not included in the
Notice for the July 20, 2005, P.ir Quality Council meeting.
4. COIVIMENT: On June 24, 2005, the DC Circuit Court of Appeals rejected the
"Clean Unit" and "Pollution Control Project" exemptions under the EPA proposed
NSR Reforms. Both of these terms are used extensively in the proposed version
ofthe AQD draft and thus will likely need to be revised.
RESPONSE: The proposed modifications to Parts 7 and 9 of Subchapter 8 have
been revised to retlectthe Court decision.
5. COIVIlVIENT: Several sections of the proposed rule contain references to
exemption procedures that apply to sources with applications submitted around 20
years ago and seem to have no relevance in current rules. These should be
eliminated unless there is some way in which these provisions could apply to new
construction or modifications. For historical references these exemptions will
still be available in previous versions of the rules, but there is no reason to burden
the current rules. ~e following subsections fall in this category: OAC 252:100
8-33(d) through (g); and 252:100-8-35(c)(l)(E)(i); and (ii).
RESPONSE: The requirements in OAC 252:1Q0-8-33(d) through (g) and
252:100-:8-35(c)(l)(E)(i) and (ii) are still contained in 40 CFR 51.166 and/or
52.21(i)(7). Since there may be facilities in existence that relied on these
exemptions, the exemptions shouldn't be deleted from the rule.
6. COlVIlVIENT: OAC 252:100-8-34(a) contains general requirement to comply
with rules and regulations under 40 CFR Parts 60 and 61. \Vhy only mention
·these two parts? 'What about Parts 63, 64, 68, 72, 75, 82 etc.? It seems that tl1is
paragraph is unnecessary since it is widely understood that compliance is
expected with all applicable regulations ..
RESPONSE: This language is exactly the same as that in 40 CFR 51.166(j)(l).
OAC 252:100-8-30(a)(4) states that the requirements of252:100-8, Parts 1, 3, and
5 also. apply to the construction of all new major stationary sources and major
modifications. This means that Part 70 requirements apply to the PSD
construction permit and therefore the pennit will require compliance v.ith all
applicable state and federal rules.
Environmental Protection Agency, Region 6 - e-mail received July 13, 2005, from
Stanley M. Spruill
7. CO.l\'Il\-:IENT: On June 24, 2005, the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals released its
decision on NSR Reform. The court vacated the provisions for Clean Units and
Pollution Control Projects and remanded the recordkeeping provisions to EPA to
provide an acceptable explanation for its "reasonable possibility" standard or to
devise an appropriate alternative. The DEQ should not adopt the vacated
provisions into its program. EPA is currently evaluating the court decision and
their next step regarding the remanded recordkeeping provisions.
RESPONSE: DEQ is av.rare of the Court's decision and has re;i.sed the proposed

rule accordingly.
8. COMl\ffiNT:
ODEQ proposes to remove the definitions of "Act,"
"Administrator," "EPA,"· "NESHAP," "NSPS," "Part 70 permit," "Part 70
program," "Part 70 source," and "secondary emissions" from OAC 252:100-8
1.1. ODEQ should provide clarification of its· reasons Jor removing these
definitions. If the terms are defined elsewhere in the ODEQ program they should
specify where.
RESPONSE: DEQ proposes to move the definitions in question to OAC
252:100-1-3. These definitions are general in nature and the terms are used in
more than one subchapter in Chapter 100, therefore, they should be in Subchapter
1.

9. COM:MENT: The State should correct a typographical error in OAC 252:100-8
30(a)(l) as follows: "The requirementsofthis Part shall apply to the construction
of any new major stationary source or major modification of any project ... "
RESPONSE: The proposed revision states uThe requirements of this Part shall
apply to the construction of any new major stationary source or major
modifications or any project at an existing major stationary source in an area
designated as attainment or unclassifiable under.:.". In the December 31, 2002,
··Federal Register (67 fR 80260), 40 CFR 51.166(a)(7)(i) states "The requirement~
of this section apply to the construction of any new major stationary source (as
defined in paragraph (b)(l) of this section) or any project at an existing major
stationary source in an area designated as attainment or unclassifiable under
sections 107(d)(l)(A)(ii) or (iii) ofthe Act." "Major modification" was added to
that statement because it is not clear that "project" and "major modification" are
the same. DEQ's proposed rule is referring to the 'imajor modification" of the
facility not the major modification of a project (project is defined as". :.a physical
change in, or change in method of operation of, an existing major stationary
source."). OAC 252:100-8, Part 7 is applicable to major stationary sources, major
· modifications to major stationary sources, and to projects at major stationary
sources. This being the case, there is no typographical error in OAC 252:100-8
30(a)(l).
·

10. COMMENT: The definition of "baseline actual emissions" ill QAC 252:100-8
31 differs from the Federal definition as follows: 
(a) The proposed definition does not distinguish between the baseline actual
emissions of an electric utility steam generating unit (EUSGU) and an
emissions unit that is not an EUSGU.
(b) Paragraph (A) of the proposed definition requires use of a 24-month period
v.ithin the last five years to determine the baseline actual emissions for non
EUSGU emissions units while the Federal definition allows the use of a 24
month period '\ithin the last ten years for this purpose.
(c) Paragraph (A) of the proposed definition also a.I.lows use of a different time
period within the last 10 years for non-EUSGU emissions units if it is
demonstrated to be more representative ofbaseline actual emissions.
(d) Paraeraph (A)(i) of the proposed definition requires a source to include

·authorized emissions associated with start-ups and shutdowns in the baseline
actual emissions, and to exclude excess emissions or emissions associated
with upsets or malfunctions from the baseliile actual emissions. The Federal
rule requires inclusion of emissions from startups, shutdowns, and
malfunctions in the determination ofbaseline actual emissions.
(e) The proposed definition has no provision corresponding to 40 CFR
51.166(b)(47)(ii)(c) which requires that the baseline actual emissions for a
non-EUSGU be adjusted downward to exclude emissions that exceed any
currently applicable emissions liniitation.
(f) Paragraph (C) of the proposed definition requires that the baseline actual
emissions for a FAL be determined a·s described in paragraph (A) of the
definition. In. order for paragraph (C) to meet Federal requirements, the DEQ
must address the items of concern identified for paragraphs (A)(i) and the lack
ofprovision corresponcliilg to 40 CPR 51.166(b )(4 7)(ii)(c).

RESPONSE: The definition of "baseline actual emissions" was given further
analysis and consideration. Staff revised its proposal prior to the January 18,
2006 Air Quality Council meeting to reflect the Federal requirements.
11. C0Ml\1ENT: The definition of "baseline area" in OAC 252:1 00-B-31 refers to
"interstate areas" whereas the Federal rule refers to "intrastate areas".

·RESPONSE: The term should be "intrastate areas". Tbis typographical error has
been corrected.
12. COMMENT: The definition of "low terrain" refers to "high terrain", but there is
no definitionof"high terrain" in OAC 252:100-8-31. .

RESPONSE: The term "highterrain" is defined in OAC 252:100-8-31.
13. COMMENT: The proposed definition of "net emissions increase" in OAC
252:100-8-31 differs from the Federal definition. The DEQ proposes to remove
the word "replacement" from paragraph (G). This change would make the 180
day shakedown ·period provided in 40 CPR 51.166(b)(3) (vii) available to all
emissions units. DEQ needs to show that the rule ·with this revised definition is at
least as stringent as the Federal requirement.

RESPONSE: The word "replacement" has been replaced in paragraph (G) of the 
·
definition of "net emissions increase".
14. COMMENT: The proposed definition of "projected actual emissions" in OAC
252:100-8-31 differs from the Federal definition. DEQ omitted in paragraph (A)
the provision that projected actual emissions are based upon full utilization of the
unit if full utilization 'iVould result in a significant emissions mcrease, or a
significant net emissions increase at the major stationary source.
RESPONSE: The suggested language has been added to the de.:fu:rition of
"projected actual emissions''.

15. C<JMMENT: The proposed definition of "regulated NSR pollutant" states that
any pollutant regulated under § 112(r) of the Act is not a regulated NSR pollutant.
This is not in the Federal defmition.
RESPONSE: The preamble to the NSR Reform states on Page 80340 that
pollutants listed under section 112(r) of the Act are not included in the definition
ofregulated NSR pollutant (67 FR 80240). These pollutants may still be subject
to PSD provisions if the pollutant is othenvise regulated under the Act. The
contents of the preambles to EPA rules are often given equal weight with the
actual rules. That being the case, it is appropriate to add this exclusion to the
definition of regulated NSR pollutant.
16. COMMENT: The proposed definition of replacement unit has no language.
corresponding to 40 CFR 51.166(b)(32)(iii); possibly because the Federal rule
refers to paragraph (v)(2) which is part of the routine maintenance repair and
replacement provisions which are currently stayed. DEQ could address this
concern by omitting the reference to paragraph (v)(2) and proposing the following
language: "The replacement unit does not alter the design parameters of the
process unit."
RESPONSE: The suggested language has been added to the definition of
"replacement unit" as paragraph (C).
17. COMMENT: DEQ did not propose definitions of the following terms which are
in 40 CFR 51.166(b): "building, structure, facility, or installation"; "federally
enforceable;" "secondary emissions": "volatile organic compounds"; "reviewing
authority"; ~lowest aCliievable-ennsswn tate {LAER)". If these terms are
defined elsewhere in the regulations DEQ must identify where.
RESPONSE: The definitions of "building, structure, facility, or installation" and
"volatile organic compounds" or "VOC" are currently located iri OAC 252:100-1
3. The DEQ proposes to move the definition of "secondary emissions" from
OAC 252:100-8-1.1 to 252:100-1-3 and the definition of "lowest achievable
emission rate" or "LAER" from 252:100-8-51 to 252:100-8-1-3 and to add the
definition of "federally enforceablei' to 252:100-1-3. These definitions are
general in nature and the terms appear in more than one subchapter in Chapter
252:100, therefore, they should be in Subchapter 1. The term reviewing authority
is not used in OAC 252:i00-8, Parts 7 and 9.
18. COlV[MENT: OAC 252:100-8-35(b)(2) differs from 40 CFR 51.166(1)(1). The
proposed rule does not provide that when an air quality model as specified under
(b)(1) is inappropriate, the use of a modified or substituted model must have
·written approval from the EPA Administrator and that such modified or
substituted model must be subject to notice and opportunity for public corument
under § 51.102.
RESPONSE: OAC 252:100-8-35(b)(2), which is cu._rrently 252:100-8-35(e)(2),
is not Part of the NSR Reform. The requirement that when an air quality model
as specified under (b)(l) is inappropriate, the use of a modified or substituted

model must have written approval from the EPA Administrator and that such
modified or substituted model must be subject to notice and opportunity for
public comment under § 51.102, is not in our existing rule. DEQ proposes to add
these requirements in 252:100-8-35(b)(2). ·
19. COl\11\fENT: OAC 252:100-8-35.2 regarding additional impact analysis has no
provisions which correspond to 40 CFR 51.166(o)(2) which requires an analysis
of the air quality impact projected for the area as the result of general commercial,
residential, industrial, and other growth associated with the source or
modification.

RESPONSE: OAC 252:100-8-35.2(a) requires pemlit applications to contain an
analysis of the projected air quality impact and impainnent to visibility, soils, and
vegetation as a result of the source or modification and general commercial,
residential, industrial and other growth associated with the source or .
modification.
20. COMJ\fENT: The proposed revision does not contain provisions that COlTespond
to 51.166(r)(7) that provide that the "owner or operator of a source shall make
information required to be documented and maintained pursuant to paragraph
(r)(6) of § 51.166 available for review upon request for inspection by the
-reviewing authority or the general public pursuant to the requirements contained
in.§ 70.4(b)(3)(viii) ofthis Chapter."

RESPONSE: OAC 252:100-8-36.2(c)(6) requires -the 0'\},'ller or operator of the
source to make the information required to be documented and maintained by
· 252:100-8-36.2(c) available for review upon request for inspection by the
Director or the general public. OAC 252:100-8-36.2(c) contains the requirements
that are in 40 CFR 51.166(r)(6).
21. COMl\1ENT: In OAC 252:d100-8-40(a) ODEQ proposes to incorporate by
reference the requirements of § 51.166(w), as promulgated 12/31/2002. EPA
revised § 51.166(w) on November 7, 2003, and this should be included in the
rule.
·

RESPONSE: The incorporation by reference date has been changed to January ·
2, 2006.
22. COl\1MENT: In OAC 252:100-8-40(d) it is not clear what DEQ means by
stating that the definitions of "major modification'', "pollution control project",
and "projected actual emission" are synonymous vlrith the definitions of these
terms in OAC 252:100-8-31.

RESPONSE: This means that for the DEQ NSR program, when these terms are
used in40 CFR 51.166(w), which is ineorporated by reference in OAC 252:100
8-38(a), the meaning of said tem1s vdll be that in 0/>,_-C 252:100-8-31 or 51 and
not that in 40 CFR 51.166(b).
23. CONI:MENT:

DEQ should provide its reasons for deleting the term "lo\vest

achievable errusswns rate" from OAC 252:100-8-51. If this term is defined
elsewhere in DEQ's program, they should specify where.
RESPONSE: DEQ ·proposes to move the term "lowest achievable emissions
rate" or "LAER" to OAC 252:100-1-3 since this term is used in more than one
subchapter of Chapter 252:100.
24. COMl\1ENT: Paragraph (A)(i) of The definition of "major modification" in
OAC 252:100-51 identifies VOC as the only precursor to ozone. Section §
182(£)(1) of the Federal Clean Air Act provides that plan provisions for
nonattainment areas required for voc "shall also apply to major sources ... of
nitrogen oxides." DEQ should revise this provision to identify both VOC and
NOx as ozone precursors.
RESPONSE: (A)(i) of the definition of "major modification" in OAC 252:100
8-52 has.been revised to include oxides of nitrogen.
25. CO:Ml\1ENT: The proposed definition of "net emissions increase" in OAC
252:100-8-51 differs from the Federal definition. DEQ proposes to remove the
word "replacement" from paragraph (F). This change would make the 180-day
shakedown period provided in 40 CFR 51.165(a)(l)(vi)(F) available to all
emissions units. DEQ needs to show that the rule with this revised definition is at
least as stringent as the Federal requirement.
RESPONSE: The word "replacement" has been replaced in the definition of the
definition of i'net emissions increase".
COlVIMENTS RECEIVED AT THE SEPTEMBER 9, 2005
PUBLIC 'VORKGROUP :MEETING
Oral Comments
A workgroup meeting was held on September 9, 2005, at the DEQ building to hear·
comments from the public regarding the proposed revisions to Parts 7 and 9 of
Subchapter 8 to incorporate the NSR Reform requirements. The majority of the
. comments received concerned the differences between the proposed State rule and the
Federal rule in 40 CFR 51 Parts 165 and 166 regarding the definition of "actual baseline
emissions". The attendees made the following comments.
26. · CO:MMENT: Regarding the 10-year look back period in the definition of
"actual baseline emissions":
(a) Several commenters proposed that the 10-year look back provided by the
Federal rule for all source~ except EUSGU be added to the DEQ's definition.
This v,rould allow the owners or operators of a source to use any consecutive
24-month period within the 10 years immediately preceding the beginnillg of
actual construction as the actual baseline emissions.
(b) Commenters stated that many companies already had adequate records for this
10-year look back, a_nd in a few years most companies could have adequate
records.

(c) -Because of turn-arounds and scheduled shutdowns, a five-year look back
might not allow a company to use the most representative data. Also
economic dov.rnturns could necessitate a look-back period longer than 5 years
in order to use representative data.
(d) Although the DEQ rule allows the use of a different time period, not to exceed
10 years immediately preceding the date that a complete application is
received by the Division, cornmenters were concerned that this was not
automatic and therefore subject to bias of the Division.
RESPONSE: The definition of "baseline actual emissions" was given further
analysis and consideration. Staff revised its proposal prior to the January 18,
2006 Air Quality Council meeting to reflect the Federal requirements.

27. COl\fMENT:
Regarding . the definition of "actUal baseline emissions"
cornmenters noted that the Federal definition allows the owner or operator to use
a. different consecutive 24-month period for each pollutant. The DEQ rule
requires the owner or operator to use the same consecutive 24-month period for
each pollutant. Several colTIIilenters proposed that the definition in OAC
252:100-8-31 be changed to allow the use of a different consecutive 24-month
period for each pollutant stating that among other things, this would be useful for
the development of a PAL at a facility.
RESPONSE: The definition of "baseline actu.al emissions" was given further
analysis ·and consideration. Staff revised its proposal prior to the January 18,
2006 Air Quality Council meeting to reflect the Federal requirements.
CO:Ml\1ENTS RECEIVED PRIOR TO OR AT THE
OCTOBER 19, 2005, _t\IR QUALITY COUNCIL l\1EETING

'Vritten Comments
Trinity Consultants- Letter dated October 6, 2005, signed by Donald C. "\Nb.itn:ey, P.E.
Consulting Manager
OAC 252:100-1-3 contains the definitions of "Part 70
28. COMMENT:
Permit/Program/Source." In actual practice among EPA, industry, other states,
and even ·within DEQ, the term "Title V; is used in preference to "Part 70". If the
DEQ staff feels that it is necessary· to- continue with the Part ·76 rule terminology,
perhaps a clarification could be added to the effect that "Part 70" is synonymous
with "Title V." Similar ·wording is used elsewhere in DEQ rules such as OAC
252:1 00-8-38(c).
RESPONSE: As stated before (see the Response to Comment #1 of this
document), the DEQ feels that "Part 70" is the proper term. "Part 70" refers to
the permitting and regulatory scheme as set forth in 40 CFR Part 70. "Title V11
refers to Title V of the Federal Clean Air Act which authorizes the development
ofthe Part 70 program.
29.

COlVIJ~·fENT:

OAC 252:100-8-30(b)(4) describes the act'J.al-to-potential test for

new enusswns units. Potential ennss10ns are to be compared to "... baseline
actual emissions of these units before the project ... " How can previous emissions
be other than zero for a new unit? If this is what is meant, perhaps a parenthetical
note could be added fot clarification.

RESPONSE: The Paragraph (B) of the definition of "baseline actual emissions"
states that, "For a ne\v emissions unit, the baseline actual emissions for purposes
of determining the emissions increase that will result from the initial construction
and operation of such unit shall equal zero; and thereafter, for all other purposes
shall equal the unit's potential to emit."
30. COl\fMENT: · OAC 252:100-8-38(a) incorporates by reference 40 CFR
51.166(w) as it exists on January 6, 2006. Previous and current DEQ rules
incorporating Federal regulations by reference have always used past dates. Is
there a reason to use a future date rather than a past date?

RESPONSE: Since staff does not anticipate forwarding the proposed revision to
the Environmental Quality Board until after the January 2006 Air Quality Council
Meeting, the January 6, 2006, date will be a past date.
31. COM:l\fENT: Since the current Oklahoma DEQ rules do not specifically
mention the past-actual to future-potential test for PSD/NSR, it should be possible
to immediately implement the new past-actual to future-actual test for existing
units (modification).
·

RESPONSE: The "past actual to future actual" test is a significant change from
DEQ's current PSD/NSR permitting process. Such a substantive change requires
a rulemaking action with public notice and the opportunity for comment.
32. COMl\fENT: OAC 252:100-8-8 contains the rules governing review of Tier II
permits by EPA and affected states. This section allows EPA Region 6 to review
and comment on draft/proposed pen:irits for up to 45 days. In practice or by
policy EPA has maintained that their 45-day period begins after the 30-day public
comment period. On a case-by-case basis, EPA has allowed permit applicants to
request (through DEQ) concurrent review by EPA. This extended process of
sequential EPA review is unnecessary and should be terminated for the following
reasons:
(a) There seems to be no basis in State or Federal rules for sequential EPA review of
pennits after the public review.
(b) EPA has very rarely provided objections or any comments on pennits from
Oklahoma.
(c) EPA has maintained that they want to be able to consider any comments from public
review and how DEQ addressed those comments when they make their review. _tv, a
practical matter, very few permits submitted to public review receive any ·written
comments at all and even fewer substantive comments. Any public conn:nents must
be received within 30 days of the public notice. DEQ can in most cases rapidly
respond to those and still leave EPA with about 15 days for fu.rlher reYiew of the
comments .
.L<\n extra 45 days of the review process for EPA has been shovm by experience to
have no beneficial environmental or public review effect while significantly

deiaying the start of all Tier II and Tier ill projects. DEQ could eliminate
needless pem1it processing delays by informing EPA Region 6 that henceforth all
penil.its with public review Virill be concurrent with EPA review. In the case of
the few pemrits which'receive comments. EPA could be given extra review time
if necessary.
RESPONSE: At this t~e OAC 252:100-8-8 is not undergoing revision. The
DEQ does not agree with the comments. It is the DEQ's position that both State
and Federal rules require the sequential EPA review of the permits after the
public review.
Environmental Protection Agency, Region 6- e-mail received October 11, 2005, from
Stanley M. Spruill
33. COJHl\ffiNT: OAC 252:100-8-55(c) requires compliance withthe requirements
of 40 CFR 51.165(a)(6) as they exist on January 2, 2006. As it currently exists,
40 CFR 51.165(a)(6) provides that its requirement apply to "projects at existing
emissions units at a major stationary source (other than projects at a Clean Unit or
at a source with a PAL) ...." DEQ needs to revise OAC 252:100-8-55(c) to
remove the reference to "Clean Unit."
RESPONSE: The DEQ intends to ask that the hearing on the proposed revisions
to Parts 7 and 9 of Subchapter 8 be continued to the January 2006 Air Quality
Council meeting so that staff can address this problem.
34. COl\11\fENT: The Court remanded the recordkeeping provisions, but ODEQ
proposes to retain the "reasonable possibility" provisions in OAC 252:100-8
36.2(c) and 252:100-8-55(c). OAC 252:100-8-55(c) requiTes a major stationary
source to comply with 40 CFR 51.165(a)(6) in existence on January 2, 2005. 40
CPR 51.165(a)(6) currently contains the "reasonable possibility" program. To
date, EPA has not responded to the court's remand on the recordkeeping issue. In
promulgating its final rule, EPA urges Oklahoma to consider the issues discussed
in the Court's opinion. If DEQ is aware of provision in its rules that address
concerns of the Court, it should identify these pro,risions and explain how they
address the issues identified by the Court.
RESPONSE:
The DEQ is preparing a rev1s10n that will resolve the
recordkeepirig problem and intends to ask that the hearing be continued to the
January 2006 lur Quality Council meeting to allow time for this revision to be
completed and to allow for public comments.
35. COl\fMENT: States may adopt regulations that are different from but equivalent
to, the Federal rule. In such cases, the State must demonstrate that such provision
is at least as stringent as the revised base Federal program. The DEQ rule
proposed on September 15, 2005 contains two definitions that differ from the
Federal rule: the definition of "baseline actual emissions'' and the definition of
"regulated NSR pollutant".
(a) The defiDition of "baseline actual emissions" differs from the Federal rule in
the follovi·ing ma..nner.

. (i) The draft rule does not distinguish bet\veen the baseline actual emissions
of an electric utility steam generating unit (EUSGU) and an emissions unit
that is not an EUSGU. The draft State rule requires use of a 24-month
period within the last five years to determine the baseline actual emissions
for non-EUSGU. The Federal rule provides for use of a 24-month period
within the last ten years to determine the baseline actual emissions for
non-EUSGU.
(ii) The draft State rule allows use of a different time period (within last 10
years) for non-EUSGU if it is demonstrated to be more representative of
baseline actual emissions. The Federal rule does not provide use of a
"more representative" tinle period to establish baseline actual emissions at
non-EUSGU.
(iii) The draft State rule includes "authorized emissions associated with start
ups and shutdowns" in the baseline actual emissions and excludes
emissions from malfunctions from the baseline actual emissions. The
Federal rule requires the baseline actual emissions to include emissions
associated with malfunctions, startups and shutdowns. How does DEQ
define these "authorized emissions"? How do "authorized emissions"
compare with the requirements of 40 CPR 51.166(b)(47)(i)(b) and (ii)(b)
{c)?
(iv) The draft State rule has no provision corresponding to 40 CFR
51.166(b)(4 7)(ii)(c) that provides that the baseline actual emissions for a
non-EUSGU must be adjusted downward to exclude emissions that exceed
any currently applicable emissions limitation
(v) Paragraph (C) of the ODEQ definition requires that the baseline actual
emissions for a PAL be determined as described in paragraph (A) of the
definition of baseline actual emissions. In order for paragraph (C) to meet
the Federal requirements, the ODEQ must address the items of concern
identified above in items (a)(i) through (iv).
(b) In the definition of "regulated NSR pollutant" the ·draft State rule provides
that any pollutant regulated under §112(r) of the Act is not a regulated NSR
pollutant. This is not in the Fedenil definition of ••regulated NSR pollutant" in
40 CFR 51.166(b)(49).
RESPONSE: The definition of "baseline actual emissions" was given further
analysis and consideration. Staff revised its proposal prior to the January 18,
2006 Air Quality Council meeting to reflect the Federal requirements.
36. COMl\1ENT: DEQ should provide clarification of its reasons for removirig the
follow-ing definitions from 252:100-8-1.1. If tliese terms are defined elsewhere,
DEQ should specify where they are defined. The terms are: act, administrator,
EPA, National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants or 1\TESHAP,
Ne'iv Source Performance Standards or NSPS, Part 70 permit, part 70 program,
part 70 source, and secondary emissions.
RESPONSE: See the Response to Comment# 8.
37. C01Vlli1:ENT: DEQ does not propose definition of the follmr./ing terms 'Which are
in 40 CFR 51.16 6(b): building, structure, facility, or installation; federally

enforceable; secondary e1russ10ns; volatile organic compounds; reviewing
authority; and lowest achievable emission rate (LAER). DEQ must identify
where these terms are defined in its regulations or demonstrate that its program is
at least as stringent as the Federal requirements.
RESPONSE: See the Response to Comment# 17.
38. COl\11\tiENT: DEQ must explain why it is removing the definition of lowest
achievable emissions tate from 252:100-8-51 or specify where it is located.
RESPONSE: See the Response to Comment# 23.
39. COl\1l\1ENT: DEQ should correct a typographical error in OAC 252:100-8
30(a)(l) as follows: '"The requirements of this Part shall apply to the construction
of any new major stationary source or major modification of any project ..."
RESPONSE: This is not a typographical error. See Response to Comment# 9.
40. COl\1l\1ENT: It is not clear what the provision in OAC 252:100-8-40(d) means.
This provision cites several terms and states that their use is synonymous with the
term in another section. DEQ needs to make clear how these terms relate to PAL.
For example: use of "major modification" in OAC 252:100-8-31 is different from
how "modification" is used under the PAL provisions.
RESPONSE: OAC 252:100-8-AO(d) has been renumbered 252:100-8-38(c). The
DEQ understands that the term "PAL major modification" is defined and used in
40 CFR 51.166(w). It is not our intention in 252:100-8-38(c) to replace the use of
"PAL major modification" with the definition of "major modification" contained
in 252:100-8-31.
Terra Nitrogen, Limited Partnership- Letter dated October 14, 2.005, received viae
mail on October 17, 2005, signed by Jim Schellhorn. Director Environmental, Health &
Safety
Holcim (US) Inc. -Letter dated October 14, 2005, received via e-mail, dated October
17,2005, signed by Meg Garakani, PhD, P.E., Environmental Affair Department
Since the concerns expressed by Terra Nitrogen, Limited Partnership and by Holcim
(US) Inc., were similar,' they have been combined in the follo~ring comments.
41. COl\1l\1ENT: As currently proposed, the revisions to the NSR requirements in
Part 7 of Subchapter 8 are significantly more stringent than corresponding
provisions in the revised NSR regulations promulgated by the U.S. EPA. As a
result, industry located in Oklahoma could be placed in a competitive and
economic disadvantage with industry located in neighboring states depending on
how those states revise their NSR regulations. Further tbis disadvantage could
likewise negatively impact future industrial development and employment in the
State as a result of industry electing to locate or move outside of Oklahoma.
RESPONSE:

The

original proposal was

given further

analysis

and

consideration. Staff revised its proposal prior to the January 18, 2006 Air Quality
Council meeting to reflect the Federal requirements.
42. COl\1J\1ENT: The definition of "baseline actual emissions" is more stringent
than the corresponding EPA definition and removes needed flexibility to account
for cyclical operations, market fluctuations, economic factors, etc, and potentially
subjects industry in Oklahoma to an undefined determination of what emissions
are or are not "more representative of normal source operation" further confusing
(rather than clarifying) the permit process. There are three distinct and significant
differences between the definition proposed by the DEQ as the EPA definition.
(a) Reduction of the "look back" period from ten to five years. The DEQ
definition allows the use of a 10-year period preceding the submittal of a
complete permit application if the Director determines the 10-)rear period if
more representative ofnormal operation.
'
(b) Requirement that the same 24-month period be utilized for all pollutants. The
NSR Reform specifically authorizes the use of a different consecutive 24
month period for each regulated pollutant. The DEQ definition will required
the same 24-month period be used for all pollutants, regardless of whether
multiple emissions units are involved with -the project. This change is
believed to result in the DEQ's regulations being more stringent than the NSR
Reform counterpart with no specific reason or basis being identified.
{c) Removal of upset/malfunction emissions from the "average rate". The
language in the DEQ definition is somewhat corifusing and differs from the
language used by EPA. Specifically, .emissions froni start-:ups and shutdowns
are included if they are "authorized", however excess emissions or emissions
associated with upsets or malfunctions are not included, regardless of whether
-or not they result in noncompliant emissions. Pursuant to EPA's definition of
"baseline actual emissions" in 40 CFR 51.166(b)(47)(i)(a) and (ii)(a),
emissions -associated with startups, shutdowns, and malfunctions are to be
included in the determination -of the "average rate" of past e;rnissions so long
as the average rate of emissions is adjusted downward to exclude any non- .
compliant emissions. As written, it appears the DEQ i$_ seeking to prevent the
use of "unauthorized" and/or excess emissions (i.e., those which are not
specifically authorized by permit or applicable requirements). However, the
proposed language goes further and excluded "emissions associated with
upsets or malfunctions". An emissions unit can experience an upset or
"malfunction" but remain incompliance with the pemrit and/or applicable
requirements. As e.i:nissions from upsets and· malfunctions represent actual
emissions which are potentially quantifiable, there does not appear to be any
reason to exclude them from the determination of the "average rate" of
emissions. Further, to the extent an upset or malfunction results in excess
emissions, paragraph (A)(ii) of the definition of "baseline actual emissions"
specifically excludes such noncompliant emissions from the "average rate" of
emissions. Based on the above, the definition of "baseline actual emissions"
-should be revised.
RESPONSE: The definition of "baseline actual emissions'' was given further
analysis and consideration. Staff revised its proposal prior to the January 18,
2006 _LUI Quality Council meeting to reflect the Federal requirements.

43. CO:Ml\fENT: The definition of "adverse impact on visibility" specified in OAC
252:100-8-1.1 does not indicate that the relevant determination must be made by
the DEQ as is specified·in the current definition in OAC 252:100-8-31.
RESPONSE: This was a typographical error. It was not DEQis intention to
make a substantive change· to the definition of "adverse impact on visibility"
when moving it to OAC .252:100-8-1.1. The definition \\ill be corrected to
indicate that the determination must be made by the DEQ.
44. COMMENT: Regarding the applicability of the NSR requirements under OAC
252:100-8-30(a)(l),
the proposed rule lists the following three categories of
activities that are indicated as triggering NSR applicability: (1) any new major
stationary source, (2) any major modification, and (3) any project at an existing
major stationary source.
This language is inconsistent with 40 CFR
52.166(a)(7)(i) which lists (1) any new major stationary source or (2) any project
at an· existing major stationary source. What is DEQ's rationale/reasoning for
inclusion of"any major modification" in the DEQ's proposed rule?
.

RESPONSE: See the Response to Comment# 9.
45. COl\:IMENT: The proposed definition of "best available control technology"
specified in OAC 252:100-8-31 references emissions limitations and specifically
identifies "visible emissions standards". Notwithstanding such reference, please
confirm that a BACT determination for visible emissions standards will not .be
required for a new "major stationary source" or a "major modification". Visible ·
emissions are .not defined as a regulated NSR pollutant and no significance level
has been set for them. Therefore, "visible emissions and/or opacity" should not
be considered to be a "regulated NSR pollutant" for purposes of BACT
requirements and the proposed definition of "best available control technology in
OAC 252:100-31 should be modified to delete this requirement. The definition of
"Regulated NSR pollutant" should be amended · to specifically exclude any
reference to opacity and/or visible emissions.
RESPONSE: The definition of "best available control technology" contained in
40 CFR 51.166(b)(l2) also references emissions limitations and specifically
·identifies "a visible emissions standard". The reference to "visible emissions
standards" specified in 40 CFR 51.166(b)(12) has been a part of EPA's definition· 
of "best available control technology" since 1977.
46. COMl\1ENT: Throughout the proposed revision to Parts 7 and 9 of Subchapter
8, whenever there is an incorporation by reference of federal rules, the date used
is Janua..ry 2, 2006. Since this date is in the future and no one can be sure of
what, if any, changes may be forthcoming from EPA or result from ongoing
litigation over the NSR Reform, how can the .A..ir Quality Council make an
informed decision to approve the incorporation of certain federal regulations
\\'hile not knO\ving what those regulations will provide.
RESPONSE: See the Responses to Comments #21 and# 30.

47. COMI\1ENT: The State of Oklahoma is currently classified as "attainment" or
"unclassified" regarding the National Ambient Air Quality Standards; therefore, a
thorough review of the proposed revisions to Part 9 (nonattainment provisions) of
Subchapter 8 was not made. To the extent the proceeding comments are equally
applicable to Part 9, DEQ is requested to amend the proposed Part 9 provisions as
well.
RESPONSE: Any changes to the proposed revision to
that also apply to Part 9 of Subchapter 8 \Vill be made.

~art
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Oklahoma Independent Petroleum Association (OIPA)- e-mail received on October
17, 2005, from Angie Burchalter, VP ofRegulatory Affairs
48. C01\11\1ENT: Overall, the proposed NSR rules appear to be very onerous and
complex. It would be very helpful to the regulated community if DEQ could
simply this rule as much as possible and include information in the rule instead of
requiring the regulated community to go to the Clean Air Act or other sources to
obtain information or determine how to comply with the rule.
RESPONSE: Because of EPA's strict adherence to the requirement that State
NSR regulations closely resemble the Federal regulations DEQ is unable to
extensively simplify to proposed rule. Staff agrees that the NSR rule is onerous
and complex and regrets being unable to simplify them to any great extent.
49. CO:l\11\ffiNT: If portions of Oklahoma were to become non-attainment for a
specific pollutant in the future, how would minor sources such as oil and gas
production sites be impacted by the proposed NSR rules? Would an additional
rulemaking be required to address those types of sources?
RESPONSE: This will depend on many factors including the severity of the
nonattainment. In some instances the definition of minor source may change.
The impact on oil and gas production sites would depend on among other things,
the nonattainment pollutant, the severity of the noncompliance with the NAAQS,
and the quantity of the nonattainment pollutant emitted. Since nonattainment
indicates that existing rules are not sufficient to prevent exceeding the NAAQS, it
is likely that additional rulemaking will be required to address the issue.
50. COM.l\1ENT: 252:100-8-2, definition of "begin actual construction": It is not
clear. what construction means, for example, does this include moving dirt or
moving equipment on site? In other parts ofDEQ's rule it appears this definition
is clearer. In DEQ's proposed rules, why are there so many varying definitions
for the same term?
RESPONSE: The definition of "begin actual construction" in Section 8-2 has
not been chane:ed. it has onlv been moved from Section 8-1.1 to Section 2
because. it only applies to Part 70 pennitting. Section 8-31 contains definitions of
"begin actual construction'' and "construction" that apply to PSD (NSR). ln
general "\li'hen DEQ's rules contain va_rying definitions for the same term, it is
~

~

~

because the Federal programs the rules are based on contain different definitions
for the same term.
51. COl\ll\1ENT: 252:100-8-31, baseline actual emissions, (A) & (B): \Vnat
happens if previous baseline information for an existing source is not knov.rn for
one reason or another? How will this be addressed? Is it a federal requirement
for new emissions unit's baseline actual emissions to be. equal to the PTE? Wby
not use actual emissions after an established testing period?
RESPONSE: (A)(iv) of the definition of "baseline actual emissions" states that
"The average rate shall not be based on any consecutive 24-month period for
which there is inadequate information for determining annual emissions, in TPY,
and for adjusting this amount if required by (A)(ii) ofthis definition." Paragraph
(B) of the definition -of "baseline actual emissions" states that for a new emissions
unit, the baseline actual emissions for purposes of determining the emissions
increase that \Vill result from the initial construction and operation of such unit
shall equal zero, and thereafter, for all other purposes shall equal the unit's
potential to emit. A new emissions unit is defined in Section 8-31 in the
definition of "emissions unit" in as any emissions unit that is (or will be) newly
constructed and that has existed for. less than 2 years from the date such emissions
unit first operated. Until an emissions unit has been operating for two years or
more there is no continuous 24-month record of emissions on which to calculate
"actual baseline emissions".

52.

COl\11\~NT: . 252:100-8-31, Baseline area (A): Please clarify Part A. Also, is
the citation to section 107(d)(1)(D) or (E) correct? Area re-designations are
located under Section 107( d)(3) ofthe CA.A...

RESPONSE: These citations are the same as those contained in the Federal
definition of"Baseline area" at 40 CFR 51.166(b)(l5)(ii).

53. COl\11\fENT: 252:100-8-31, Baseline area (B): It doesn't appear that TSP been
de:fu:Led prior to it use in this section.
RESPONSE: TSP is defined in Subchapter 1.
Oral Comments Made at The Council Meeting

54. COl\11\'IENT: Bud Ground, representing EFO stated that- he didn't feel that
studies such as the Integrity Project should be used as a basis for not allowing a
10-year look back. He also expressed his hope that if a 10-year look back versus
a 5-year look back or using a different two year period for each pollutant would
benefit the economy of the State, the rule would be written to allow the latitude
and flexibility that is now in EPA rule.
RESPONSE: The definition of "baseline actual emissions" was given fu..rther
analysis and consideration. Staff revised its proposal prior to the January 18,
2006 _till- Quality Council meeting to reflect the Federal requirements.

COMJ\1ENTS RECEIVED PRIOR TO THE
JANUARY 18, 2006, AIR QUALITY COUNCIL :MEETING
OG&E Energy Corp~ letter.received via e-mail received on December 15, 2005, dated
December 15, 2005, from Julia Bevers, Clli, Sr. Regulatory Environmental Analyst
[These comments were based on the September 15, 2005, revision of the proposed rule,
rather than the December 15, 2005, revision]

55. COl\11\ffiNT: The definition of "baseline actual emissions" in 252:100-8-31
should be revised to mirror the Federal requirements which allow the use of a 24:.
month period within the -last..ten years for non electric utility steam generating
units (EUSGU) and a different 24-month period for each NSR regulated pollutant.
To require the same time period for all pollutants may have unintended
consequences. Individual pollutants in the stack exhaust do not necessarily
change proportionately when operating parameters change. For example, NOx
and CO emissions from a coal-fired boiler are produced by combustion, a major
factor being the Btu rating of the fuel and generated load requirements while S0 2
emissions are also. influenced by the sulfur content of the fuel. To enable the
selection of representative time periods that allow accurate comparisons between
baseline actual and future actual emissions, we request that the reference to a
single time period be replaced in both the definition of baseline actual emissions
contained in 252:100-8-31 (A) and in (A)(iii) with language that allows a different
-consecutive 24-month period to be used for each regulated NSR pollutant.
RESPONSE: The Department has undertaken a study to determine the effects on
air pollutant emissions of the use of alO-year look back period versus a 5-year
look back period in determining baseline actual emissions. Based on the results
of the study, the Department considered the use of a 10-year look back period in
conjunction \vith the use of current emissions data as required in paragraph (A) of
the definition of "baseline actual emissions". The definition of "baseline actual
emissions" was given further analysis and consideration. Staff revised its
proposal prior to the January 18, 2006 Air Quality Council meeting to reflect the
Federal requirements.

56. COMMENT: The term "very clean" as it applies to coal-fired ESGU used in
(A)(ii)(X) of the definition of "major modification" is not defined in the proposed
rule. It is described in 40 CFR 52.21(b)(38) and the reference or definition should
be included in the proposed Subchapter 8.
RESPONSE: The definition of "reactivation of a very clean coal-fired electric
steam generating unit" found at 40 CFR 52.21(b)(38) is identical to the definition
of "reactivation of a very dean coal-fired electric steam generating unit" in
252:100-8-31.

57. COI\fMENT: The 3 year contemporaneous period in paragraph (B) of the
definition· of "net emission increase" should be change to 5 years to reflect the
federal requirement, or Lh.e basis for a more restrictive time period should be
explained to the regulated community.

RESPONSE: The 3-year contemporaneous period has been in the DEQ's PSD
rule frqm its adoption. The shorter time period is not necessarily more restrictive.
The Department will give this comment further consideration at a later date since
this is not part of the NSR Reform.
58. COMMENT: The last 3 words of 252:100-8-32.2(1) ("shall be excluded")
should be deleted because they are redundant.
RESPONSE: These last three words were added to make 252:100-8-32.2(1) a
complete sentence.
OG&E Energy Corp - letter dated January 4, 2006, from Julia Bevers, Clli, Sr.
Regulatory Environmental Analyst
59. CO:Ml\1ENT: In the second sentence in the definition of "adverse impact on
visibility". in 252:100-8-1.1, "DEQ" should be replaced by "the Director". The
term "DEQ" is too ambiguous.
RESPONSE: Staff agrees and will propose this change.
60. COlVIMENT: In OAC 252:100-8-30(b) to provide clarity subsection (b)
regarding major modifications should be reorganized to place the information that
applies to the determination of "significant emissions increase" under one heading
and group according to the type of emissions units, i.e. whether they are existing
or new units.
RESPONSE: Staff will give this suggestion further CQnsideration.
61. COMJ.\f.ENT: Paragraph (A) of the definition of "baseline actual emissions" in
252:100-8-31 needs clarification. There are two sentences that seem to contradict
each other by referring to two different time periods for determining emissions.
_The first sentence refers to "any consecutive 24-month period" while the second
sentence states 11 shall be based on current emissions data". It is unclear what is
meant by "current emission data". For example, does current mean the most
recent available emissions data obtained from either a stack test or other means;
and if"so, over what time period is the data considered current?
RESPONSE: Staff agrees that use --{)f the term "current emissions data" was
unclear and proposed a revision of paragraph (A) to eliminate this confusion.
Staff revised its proposal prior to the January 18, 2006 Air Quality Council
t
meeting to reflect the Federal requirements.
Environmental Protection Agency, Region 6 - letter of comments signed by David
Neleigh, Chief, _till Permits Section, received via e-mail on January 10, 2006 from
Stanley M. Spruill
62. COl\11\ffiNT: Overall most of the provisions of the Federal NSR Regulations
have been incorporated in the proposed revisions provided in the DEQ letter dated
December 14, 2005.
However, there the definitions· of "baseline actual

emissions" and "regulated NSR pollutant" in 252:100-8-31 differ from those in 40
CPR 51.166(b)(47) and (49) respectively. If EPA's comments regarding these
two definitions are not incorporated in DEQ's rule, DEQ must demonstrate that
the final regulation is at least as stringent as the Federal program.
RESPONSE: The definition of "baseline actual emissions" was given further
analysis and consideration. Staff revised its proposal prior to the January 18,
2006 Air Quality Council meeting to reflect the Federal requirements.
63. CO.M:MENT: The definition of "baseline actual emissions" in 252:100-8-31
differs from the definition in 40 CPR 51.166(b)(47). Paragraph (A) of the
definition provides the same procedure for detennining baseline actual emissions
for electric utility steam generating units (EUSGU) and non-EUSGU. Although
the proposed definition appears to be more stringent than the Federal definition, it
may lack the flexibility that is provided in the Federal definition. The DEQ must
demonstrate that its proposed definition is at least as stringent as the definition in
40 CPR 51.166(b)(47).
RESPONSE: The definition of "baseline actual emissions" was given further
analysis and consideration. Staff revised its proposal prior to the January 18,
2006 Air Quality Council meeting to reflect the Federal requirements.
64. CO:MMENT: Paragraph (B)(ii) of the definition of "regulated NSR pollutant" in
252:100-8-31 provides that any pollutant regulated under section 112(r) of the
Clean Air Act is not a regulated NSR pollutant. Although it is not in the Federal
definition of regulated NSR pollution in 40 CPR 51.166(b)(49), the preamble-of
our final NSR Reform regulation at 67 Federal Register 80240 (December 31,
2002) states that pollutants listed under section 112(r) of the Clean Air Act are
not included in the definition of regulated NSR pollutant. The preamble further
states that substances that are regulated under 112(r) of the Clean Air Act may
.still be subject to PSD if they are regulated under other provisions of the Act. As
. proposed, the definition would exclude all pollutants regulated under section
112(r), including such pollutants that are regulated under other provisions of the
Clean Air Act. The DEQ must clarify that PSD applies if such pollutants are
otherwise regulated under the Clean Air Act. One. way to do this would be to
revise paragraph (B)(ii) to read as follows: "any pollutant that is regulated under
section 112(r) of the Clean Air Act, provided that such pollutant is not otherwise
regulated under the Clean Air Act."
RESPONSE: Staff revised its proposal prior to the January 18, 2006 Air Quality
Council meeting to reflect the Federal requirements.
Oklahoma Independent Petroleum Associates -letter dated January 13, 2006, received
via e-mail on January 13, 2006, from Angie Burckb.alter, V.P. ofRegulatory iufairs
65. COMl\ffiNT: It appears that the proposed revision to .Parts 7 and 9 of
Subchapter 8 as currently written would not apply to minor sources. 'lie assume
that before these rules could apply to minor sources, ODEQ \You.ld hc:..ve to
conduct another rulemakin.g. Is this correct?

RESP-ONSE: That is correct.
OG&E Energy Corp - e-mail dated January 16, 2006, from Julia Bevers, CIH, Sr.
Re£Ulatorv
,_.
... Environmental Analvst
..
'

66. COMMENT: If stack testing cm~ducted during the five year period following a
project that is not subject to PSD based on the actual to projected actual test
results in a different emission factor, we want to make sure the baseline actual ·
emissions and the annual emission will be based on the same factor or data. The
following sentence should be added at the end of 252:100-8-36(c)(3): "For
calculating annual emissions as required by this section, the methodology and/or
emission factor shall be the same for calculating both the baseline actual
emissions and the annual emissions."
RESPONSE: The Department doesn't feel it would be appropriate to add this
language to the rule. There may be a time when the project itself causes an
increase in the emission factor. However, if the project does not affect the
emission factor, but better emission factors are available at the end of five years,
the new emission factors would be used to calculate both the baseline· actual
emissions and th.e annual emissions.
Oral Comments Made at The Council Meeting
67. COl\1l\1ENT: Julia Be\rers, OG&E. Regarding 252:100-8-36(c)(3), determining
the baseline actual emissions before a project is one thing. Then we have a five
year period we have to monitor or keep records for after a project. So what if
after .the project, testing is done that reveals that the emission factor has changed.
So tlie most recent data is going to be a different number. Our concern is to make
sure the same factor is used.
RESPONSE: See response to Comment# 66.
68. COMMENT: Julia Bevers, OG&E. There is an error in 252:100-8-30(b)(6) on
Page 18. The rule states that owners or operators can use the potential to actual
test. Should this be actual to potential test instead?
RESPONSE: Yes, it should be "actual to potential test". This Viill be corrected.

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGEt..lCY
REGIONS
1445 ROSS AVENUE, SUITE 1200
DALLAS, TX 75202-2733

July 13, 2005

Mr. Scott Thomas
Environmental Program Manager

Air Quality Division
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality
P.0. Box 1677
Oklahoma City, OK 73101-1677

Dear Mr, Thomas:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed revisions to Oklahoma's Air
Pollution Control Rules OAC 252:1 00~ a_$ listed below:
Subchapter 1

Subchapter 5
Subchapter 8
Subchapter 37
Subchapter 39
Appendix E
Appendix F

General Provisions
Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees
Permits for Part 70 Sources
Control of Emission ofVolatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)
Control of Emission of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) in
Nonattainment Areas and Fonner Nonattainrnent Areas
Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards
Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards

Subchapter 1.
General Provisions
_
Our comment on VOCs is the.same as provided for Sllbchapter 37 below. The Air
Permits Section will provide comments on permit-related issues, as necessary, in a separate

communication.
Subchapter 5.
Rcgistr·a.tlon, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees
The Air Permits Section previously reviewed this Subchapter and had no comments, per
our letter dated Aprill2, 2005. Should Air Pennits haYe additional comments, they will be
provided in a separate communication.
Subchapter 8.

Permits for Part 70 Sources

The Air Permits Section will provide comments as necessary in a separate

communication.

.

..

. .

. .

Subc:ha.pter 37.
Control ofEmisslon of Volatile Orgs.nlc Compounds (VOCs)
EPA supports the ODEQ revision to exempt tert-butyl acetate (tBAc) from VOC
emissions limitations. We, however, cannot support the exemption oftBAc from emissions

Ra!:ycled.IR~otabl~

lntemet Addrau (URL) .. http://www.epa.gov
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reporting and recordkeeping requirements. EPA rrJ.ade clear in its revisions to 40 CFR Part 51
Requirements for Preparation, Adoption and Submittal of Im.plernenlatiun Pla.11s that tBAc was
not being exempted for the purposes of recordkeeping and reporting (§51.1 OO(s)(5)) and, as you
know, our Federal Register ofNovember 29,2004 (69 FR 69298) provides details of why
exemption from reporting and recordkccping could not be allowed. We will be glad to work
with you in drafting revised language to require reporting and recordkeeping for tBAc; however,
we will not be able to approve a revision to the plan that exempts tBAc from reporting and
recordkeeping requirements.
Control ofErnission of Volatile Or~anlc. Compounds (VOCs) in
Nonattalnment Areas and Former Nona.tta.inment Areas
Our contment on VOCs is the same as provided for Subchapter 37 above.

Subchapter 38.

Appendix E
Primary Ambient Air QuaJity Standards
This action revokes the 1-hour National Ambient Air Quality Stat1dard (NAAQS) for
ozone in Oklahoma, as was promulgated 11ationally under the Final Rule to Implement the
8-Hour Ozone Ambient Air Quality Standard Standard- Phase I (69 FR 23951). We supportthis
action,
Appendix F
Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
Our comment is the same as provided for Appendix E above.

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on the proposed rules prior to the
public hearing on July 20, 2005. Tfyou have questions regarding any of these comments, please
feel free to contact me or Carrie Paige at (214) 665-6521. ·
Sincerely yours,

~ •

~11.~-~
Thomas H. Diggs

Chief
Air Planning Section
cc:

Mr. Leon Ashford

Environmental Program Specialist (ODEQ)

Mr. Max Price
Environmental Program Specialist (ODEQ)
Ms. Joyce Sheedy

Engineer (ODEQ)

Sullivan, Pat
Thomas, Scott
Friday, July 15, 2005 8:54AM
Sullivan, Pat; George, Gail
FW: Comments on Proposed Regulations

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

)DEQcmnts.12juiOQDEQcmnts.12juiO£
.doc
.wpd

for council mtg
got a fax from Tom Diggs group also
-----original Message----
From: Spruiell.Stanley@epamail.epa.gov
[mailto:Spruiell.Stanley@epamail.epa.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2005 4:45 PM
To: Thomas, Scott
Cc: Barrett.Richard@epamail.epa.gov, Jones.Lynde@epamail.epa.gov;
Neleigh.David@epamail.epa.gov; Paige.Carrie@epamail.epa.gov
Subject: Comments on Proposed Regulations
Below are comments from EPA Region 6 Air Permits Sections concerning:
NSR Reform Revisions, and
Revisions to Definition of Volatile Organic Compcunds (VOC)
NSR Reform.

Prepared by Stanley Spruiell, Air Permits Section:

~ttached

below the EPA Air Permit Section's comments on your draft
l..egulations for New Source Review Reform.
These draft regulations
incorporate the 'Federal requirements for New Source Review Reform.
Overall, you have incorporated most of the provisions of the Federal NSR
Regulations. We have made the attached comments to ensure that your
program meets all the requirements of the Federal program.
If you prefer to adopt regulations which differ from the Federal
regulations, we encourage you to discuss your proposed program with us.
We believe that s~ch discussions will be beneficial in fa~ilitating
communications between ODEQ and EPA and help to ensure that ODEQ adopts
regulations the EPA can approve.
EPA Commentp on NSR Reform
Microsoft Word
WordPeifect
(See attached file: ODEQcmnts.12jul05.doc) (See attached file:
ODEQcmnts.l2jul05.wpd)
If you have questions, please call Stanley M. Spruiell at (214)
665~7212.

Definition of VOC.

Prepared by Richard Barrett, Air Permits Section.

ODEQ proposes to change their rule regarding the VOC known as t-butyl
acetate (TBAC) .
EPA published a final rule modifying the definition of VOC regarding
TBAC on November 29, 2004.
TBAC is still considered a VOC, but vdll not be considered a VOC for
purposes of emissions limitations or content requirements, due to its
egligible contribution to tropospheric ozone formation.
_iowever, it v.rill still continue to be a VOC for all recordkeeping,
emissions reporting, dispersion modeling and inventory requirements.
Industry vjill now be required to track and report TBJ\.C emissions as a
distinct c::!.ass of e!T'issions, separate from non-exempt VOC.
1

ODEQ proposes to exempt TBAC specifically as a VOC for all purposes,
including inventories and reports.
EPA published a fi~al rule on November 29, 2004, which revised the
definition of VOC regarding the VOC known as t-butyl acetate (TBAC).
In
this action, TBAC is still considered a VOC, but will not be considered
a VOC for purposes of emissions limitations or content requirements, due
to its negligible contribution to tropospheric ozone formation.
However, it will still continue to be a VOC for all recordkeeping,
emissions reporting, dispersion modeling and inventory requirements.
One effect is that industry will now be required to track and report
TBAC emissions as a distinct class of emissions, separate from
non-exempt VOC.
(See 69 FR 69298-69304).
Thi!" rule is reflected in
the amended 40 CFR Part 51, section 51.100 (s) (5).
ODEQ proposes to now adopt this revision; however, the ODEQ proposal
will exempt TBJl.C as a VOC for all purposes, including inventories and
reports. As this proposal is incompatible with the final rule which
became effective on December 29, 2004, the ODEQ must justify and
document how its proposal is equivalent to the final rule, prior to its
approval inlo the State rules.
If you have questions, please call Richard Barrett at
Thank you,
Sta~ley M. Spruiell
Air Permits Section (6PD-R)
Telephone:
(214) 665-7212
Fax:
(214) 665-7263
E-mail: spruiell.stanley@epa.gov
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(214) 665-7227.

·comments on Oklahoma's Draft Regulations for NSR Reform.
Subchapter 8. Permits for Part 70 Sources
I.

General Comments.
1.

On June 24, 2005 the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals, New York v. E?A, No. 02
1387, released its decision on NSR Reform. h1 the decision, the court
~

vacated the provisions of the 2002 rule regarding Clean Unit applicability
test and Pollution Control Projects Clean Unit applicability test and
Pollution Control Projects; and
remanded the recordkeeping provisions to EPA to provide an acceptable
explanation fm its "reasonable possibility;' standard or to devise an
appropriately alternative.

Concerning the court's decision to vacate the Clean Unit applicability test and the
Pollution.Control Project exclusion, the OkJahoma Department ofEnvironmental
Quality (ODEQ) should not adopt these provisions into its program. The
provisions identified below either implement or refer to the Clean Units or
Pollution Control Projects, that the comi vacated. These provisions include, but
are not limited to the following:
OAC 252:100-8-30(b)(5) and (d);
OAC 252: 100-8-30(b)(6);
OAC 252:100-8-31-the following definitions:
~~
Clean Unit
~~
major modification- paragraph (A)(ii)(VIII)
~~
net emissions increase- paragraphs (C)( iii) and (F)(iv); and
""""
pollution control project or PCP;
OAC 252:100-8-36.2(c);
OAC 252:100-8-38;
OAC 252:100-8-39;
OAC 252:100-8-51 -the definition of major modification- paragraph
(A)(ii)(Vill);
OAC 252.100-8-56; and
OAC 252:100-8-57.
Concerning the court's remand ofrecordkeeping provisions to EPA, we ask that
ODEQ consider this in its final decision when it adopts its final regulations.
We are currently evaluating the court decision and possible next steps, and we
will inform you of any guidance that we receive concerning how the comi's
decision will affect your program.

2.

II.

General Comment relating to equivalency when the State's rule is different from
the Federal requirement.. The ODEQ has generally proposed to adopt the
nonattainment new source review (NNSR) requirements and the prevention of
significant deterioration (PSD) requirements from the Federal rules located in 40
CFR 51.165 and 51.166, In many cases, the ODEQ proposed provisions which
differ form the Federal requirements. The State may adopt regulations that are
different from, but equivalent to, the Federal rule. fu the follov,ing comments, we
have identified areas in which the State's draft regulation is not the same as the
corresponding Federal requirement. fu such cases, the State must demonstrat~
that such provision is at least as stringent as the revised base Federal program.
See 67 FR 80241 (December 31, 2002). Ifyou desire to adopt provisions that
differ from the base Federal program, we encourage you to discuss your proposed
program with us. We believe that such discussions will be beneficial in
facilitating communications between ODEQ and EPA and help to ensure that
ODEQ adopts regulations that EPA can approve.

Part 1. General Provisions
OAC 252:100-8-1.1. Defmitions. ODEQ proposes to remove the following
definitions:
...
Act;
...
Administrator;
...
EPA,
...
National Emissions· Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants or NESHAP;
...
New Source Perforinance Standards orNSPS;
...
Part 70permit;
...
Part 70 program;
...
Part 70 source; and
...
Secondary emissions.
ODEQ should provide clarification ofits reasons for removing these definitions
from 252:100-8-1.1. If these tenns are defined elsewhere in ODEQ' s program,
ODEQ should specify where these terms are defined.

ID.

Part 7. Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) Requirements for Attainment
Areas
1.

OAC 252:100-8-30. Applicability. The State should correct a typographical
error in Paragraph (a)(l) as follows" "The requirements of this Part shall apply to
the construction of any new major statio11ary source or major modification of any
project ..."

2.

OAC 252:100-8-31. Defmitions.

A.

Definition of"baseline actual emissions." The draft regulation differs
from the Federal definitions as follows:
1.

Paragraph (a) of the definition differs from 40 CFR
51.166(b )( 4 7)(i) and (ii) as described below:
a.
The draft rule does not distinguish between the baseline
actual emissions of an electric utility steam generating unit
(EUSGU) and an emissions unit that is not an EUSGU.
b.
The draft State rule requires use of a 24-month period
within the last flve years to determine the baseline actual
emissions for non-EUSGU. The Federal rule provides for
use of a 24-month period within the last ten years to
detennine the baseline actual emissions for non-EUSGU.
c.
The draft State rule allows use of a different time period
(within last 10 years) for non-EUSGU if it is demonstrated
to be more representative .of baseline actual emissions.
Note that we think it is appropriate to limit use of the fulllO-year
look back period when you do not have adequate data for the time
pe1iod you select. However, this limitation should be alleviated
over time as sources begin to maintainrecords for longer periods to
accommodate the 10-year look back opportunity.

n.

Paragraph (a)(l) of the definition differs from 40 CFR
51.166(b)(47)(i)(a) and (ii)(a) as described below:
a.
Under the draft State rule a source would include
"authorized emissions associated with start-ups and
shutdowns" from the determination ofbaseline actual
ermsswns.
b.
Under the draft State rule a source would exclude excess
emissions or emissions associated with upsets or
malfunctions from the determination ofbaseline actual
ermsswns.
c.
The Federal rule requires inclusion of emissions from
startups, shutdmvns, and malfunctions in the determination
ofbaseline actual emissions.

111.

The draft State rule has no provision corresponding to 40 CFR
51.166(b)(47)(ii)(c). This Federal rule provides that for a non
EUSGU, the baseline actual emissions must be adjusted dmvnward
to exclude emissions that exceed any currently applicable
emissions limitation.

lV.

Paragraph (c) requires that the baseline actual emissions for a P.A.l
be detennined as described in paragraph (A) of the definition of

baseline actual emissions. In order for paragraph (c) to meet the
Federal requirements, the ODEQ must address the items of concern
identified above for paragraphs (A), (A)(l), and the lack of
provision corresponding to 40 CFR 51.166(b )( 47)(ii)(c) as
described above.
B.

Definition of"baseline area." The draft State definition refers to
"interstate areas" whereas the Federal rule refers to "intrastate areas."

C.

Definition of "low terrain." The draft definition defines low tenain as any
area other than "high tenain." However, there is no definition of "high
tenain" in OAR 252:100-8-31. Is this term defmed elsewhere in the State
regulations?

D.

Definition of"net emissions increase." The State's proposed definitions
differs from the Federal definitions in 40 CFR 51.166(b)(3)(vii). The
current approved SIP meets the requirements of §51.166(b)(3)(vii), which
provides that any replacement unit that requires shakedown becomes
operational no later than 180 days after initial operation. For emissions
units, other than replacement units, a physical change occurs when the unit
become operational and begins to emit a particular pollutant. In tllis action
the ODEQ proposes to remove the word "replacement" This change
would make the 180..:day shakedown period available to all emissions
units, and not limited to replacement units as provided in
§51.166(b )(3)(vii). ODEQ needs to show that its proposed rule is at least
as stringent as the Federal requirement.

E.

Definition of "projected actual emissions." The draft State rule differs
from Federal requirement. The draft State rule omits a provision the
projected actual emissions are based upon full utilization of the unit will
result in a significant net emissions increase at the source.

F.

Definition of "regulated NSR pollutant." The draft State rule provides that
any pollutant regulated under§ 112(r) of the Act is not a regulated NSR
pollutant. This is not in the Federal definition.

G.

Definition of"replacement unit." The draft State defmition has no
provisions corr-esponding to 40 CFR 51.166(b)(32)(iii). The Federal rule
provides that "[t]he replacement does not change the basic design
parameter(s) (as discussed in paragraph (v)(2) of [§51.166]) of the process
unit." Apparently ODEQ did not propose language corresponding to
§51.166(b)(32)(iii) because the Federal rule refers to paragraph (v)(2)
which is part of the routine maintenance repair and replacement provisions
which are currently stayed. To address this concern, ODEQ may wish to

consider omitting the reference to paragraph (v)(2). Thus it could propose
the following:
The replacement unit does not alter the design parameters ofthe
process unit.
This is consistent with the conesponding provision proposed by Louisiana
under its draft NSR Reform regulations.
H.

The ODEQ does not propose definitions of the following terms which are
in 40 CFR 51.166(b):
""
""
""
""
""
""

building, structure, facility, or installation; ....... §51.166(b)(6)
federally enforceable; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . §51.166(b )(17)
secondary emissions; ....................... §51.166(b)(18)
volatile organic compom1ds; ................. §51.166(b)(29)
reviewing authority; and . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . §51.166(b )(50)
lowest achievable emission rate (LAER) . . . . . . . . §51.166(b )(52)

ODEQ must identify where these terms are defined in its regulations or
demonstrate that its program is at least as stringent as the Federal
requirements.
3.

OAC 252:100-8-35. Air quality impacts evaluation. Paragraph (b)(2) differs
from 40 CFR 51.166(1)(1). The draft State rule does not provide that when an air
quality model as specified under 'i[(b )(1) is inappropriate, the use of a modified or
substituted model must ha\7 e written approval from the EPA Administrator and
that such modified or substituted model must be subject to notice and oppmiunity
for public comment under §51.102.

4.

OAC 252:100-8-35.2. Additional impact analysis. The draft State rule has no
provisions which correspond to 40 CFR 51.166(o)(2). The Federal rule requires
an analysis of the air quality impact projected for the area as the result of general
commercial, residential, industrial, and other grmvtb. associated with the source or
modification.

5.

The State did not propose a provisions that corresponds to §51.166(r)(7). This
Federal. rule provides that tl:ie "uwrier oi operator of source shall make
infonnation required to be documented and maintained pmsuant to paragraph
(r)(6) of [§51.166] ayailable for review upon request for inspection by the
reviewing authmity or the general public pursuant to the requirements contained
in §70.4(b)(3)(viii) ofthis Chapter."

a

6.

OAC 252:100-8-40. Actuals PAL.
A.

252:100-8-40(a). ODEQ proposes to incorporate by reference the
requirements of §51.166(w), as promulgated 12/31/2002. EPA also
revised §51.166(w)(l)-(2) on November 7, 2003. ODEQ should also
include the 11/7 i2003 revisions.

B.

252:1 00-8-40( d). Tenninology related to 40 CFR 51.166(w). It is not
clear what tlus provision means. This provision cites several tem1s and
states tl1at their used is synonymous with the term in another section.
ODEQ needs to make clear how these terms relate to PAL For example:
use of "major modification" in OAC 252:100-8-31 is different from how
"modification" is used under the PAL provisions. ODEQ needs to clarify
the use oftlus and other definitions as identified below.
,..
,..

,..

IV.

252:100-8--40(d)(3) "major modification." It is not clear how tlus
term in OAC 252:100-8-31 relates to modifications at a PAL.
252:100-8-40(d)(5) "pollution control project." It is not clear how
tlus term in OAC 252:100-8-31 relates to pollution control project
a:t a PAL. Furthem1ore, the court vacated the provisions for PCP.
252:100-8-40(d)(6) "projected actual emissions." It is not clear
how this terin in OAC 252:100-8-31 relates to projected actual
enussions at a PAL.

Part 9. l\1ajot Sources Affecting Nonattainment Areas
1.

252:100-8-51. Defmitions.
A.

Definition of "lowest achievable emissions rate." ODEQ proposes to
remove this definition. ODEQ should provide clarification of its reasons
for removing these definitions from 252:100-8-51. If these terms are
defined elsewhere in ODEQ' s program, ODEQ should specify where these
terms are defined.

B.

Definition of "major modification." Paragraph (A)(i) identifies volatile
organic compounds (VOC) as the only precursor to ozone. Section §_
182(£)(1) of the Clean Air Act provides that plan provisions- for
nonattaimnent areas required for (VOC) "shall also apply to major sources
... of nitrogen oxides." You should revise this provision to identify both
VOC and oxides of nitrogen (NO,J as ozone precursors.

C.

Definition of "net emissions increase." The State's proposed definitions
differs from the Federal definitions in40 CFR 51.165(a)(l)(vi)(F). The
current approved SIP meets the requirements of 51.165(a)(l )(vi)(F).,
which provides that any replacement u..rrit that requires shakedovm

becomes operational no later that 180 days after initial operation. For
emissions units, other than replacement units, a physical change occurs
when the unit become operational and begins to emit a particular pollutant.
In this action ·the ODEQ proposes to remove the word "replacement" This
change would make the 180-day shakedown period available to all
emissions units, and not limited to replacement milts as provided in
§51.165(a)(l)(vi)(F).. ODEQ needs to show that its proposed rule is at
least as stringent as the Federal requirement.

OGE Energy Corp

1=0 BOK 321
ddahorna City, ddah:Jma 73101-0321
405-553-::iJOD
.
'/1/y\<\'V.OQ?.com

December 15, 2005

Joyce Sheedy
Air Quality Division
Oklahoma Departm.ent of Enviromnental Quality
P.O. Box 1677
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677

Re: OGE Energy Corp. Comments
on Proposed
Rules OAC 252:100-8,
Parts 7 and 11
.
.
.
Dear· Ms. Sheedy:
OGE Energy Cmp along with its subsidiaries OG&E Electric Services and Enogex Inc,
offers the following comments with respect to the September 15, 2005 revision of th.e
proposed rules cited above.

252:100-8-31. Deimitions .
... "Baseline actual emissions" (A) and (A)(iii)
The draft rule does not distinguish between the baseline actual emissions of an
electric utility steam generating unit (EUSGU) and an emissions unit that is
not an EUSGU. The Federal rule provides for use of a 24-month period
within the last ten years to 1~etennine the baseline actual emissions for non
EUSGU. When State and Federal rules are not consistent it places an extra
burden on the regulated community. We request that the language in the State
definition for baselin~. actual emissions mirror the Federal requirements.
The last sentence of paragraph (A) proposes that the same 24-month period
must be used to detennine baseline actual emissions "for all pollutants", and
the concept is repeated. in (A)(iii). Thjs language differs substantially from
Federal requirements described in 40 CFR 51.166 (47)(c):
"For a regulated NSR pollutant, when a project involves multiple
emissions units, only one consecutive 24-month period must be used to
determine the baseline actual emissions for the emissions units being
· changed.. A different consecutive 24-m.onth period can be used for each
regulated NSR polluta12t. "

pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impai1ment
of visibility in a Class I area. ODEQ should clarify this exemption, as discussed on page
39117 of the 7/6/05 rule, is limited to sources at levels between de minimis and 250 tons.
In addition, ODEQ may wish to clarify the term "BART determination." The following
language is suggested:
(e) The owner or operator of a B.A_RT-eligible source may request and
obtain a waiver from the Department that a BART determination under
Section III of Appendix Y of 40 CFR 51 is not required:
(1) for S02 or for NOX if the BART -eligible source has the potential to
emit less than 40 TPY of such pollutant(s),

(2) for PM-10 if the BART-eligible source emits less than 15 TPY of such
pollutant, or
(3) if the owner or operator of the BART-eligible source that emits less
than 250 tons of a visibility-impairing air pollutant, demonstrates by
modeling, in accordance \Vit..'l a protocol approved by the Director, that a
source does not emit any air pollutant which may reasonably be
anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in any
mandatory Class I Federal area.
ODEQ may wish to separate out Section 252:100-8-73(c) into new a Section 252:100-8
74 entitled "De Minimis BART Exemption" (and renumber successive paragraphs), in
order to emphasize the de minimis aspect of the exemption. In addition, ODEQ is
encouraged to submit the modeling protocol contemplated above to EPA Region 6 for
concurrence, prior to submission of the regional haze SIP.
7.

The term "Administrator," which appears in 252:100-8-74(a), should be defined using the
definition in 40 CPR 51.100(b):
"Administrator" means the Administrator of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) or an authorized representative.

8.

ODEQ may wish to define the term "subject to BART" as a "BART-eligible source that
emits any air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any
impairment of visibility in any mandatory Class I Federal area." That term can then be
substituted for the language in Section 252:100-8-73(a), and woven into Section 252:100
8-74, 252: 100-8-75(f), and the first part of 252: 100-8-75(a).

9.

As discussed on page 39172 of the 7/6/05 rule, it is important that sources employ
techniques that ensure compliance on a continuous basis. Therefore the following
clarification to 252:100-8-75(e) is suggested:
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252:100-8-32.2 Exclusion from increment consumption.
The last three words at the end of the sentence in 252:100-8-32.2(1) should be
deleted because they are redundant:
The follo-vving cases are excludedfrom increment consumption.
(1) Concentrations from an increase in emissions fi·om any stationary source
converting from the use of petroleum products, natural gas, or both by
reason ofany order under Sections 2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply and
Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding
legislation), or by reaso11 of a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant to
the Federal Power Act-e-hCf:Y-bt:"'-e:><::.Jluded.

Part 11

252:100-8-71 Def"mitions .
. . . "Secondary emissions"
The last sentence.. of the definition of "Secondary emissions" should be made
consistent with the definition provided in OAC 252:100-1-3:
252:100-8-71 .•. "Secondary emissions may include, but are not limited to,
emissions from ships or trains coming to orfroln the BART-eligible source. ··
252:100-1-3 ... ''Seconda1y emissions do not include any emissions which
come directly from a mobile source, such as emissions from the tailpipe of a
motor vehicle, from a train, or fr.om a vessel. "

252:100-8-75(a).
There appears to be a typographical error. There are two subparagraphs identified
as number (3); both seem to reflect the same requirements and one of them should
be deleted.

..!I

252:100-8-75(d).
The proposed language states that BART installation and operation must occur
"no later than five years·· after the Department has approved the proposed BART".
It is unclear how the date of "five years after the Department has approved ..."
will be determined. It is our understanding that a source will first submit a_
proposed BART to .the Director by December 1, 2006 [252:100-8-75(c)]
following which the Director will submit the SIP to EPA for their approval.
There appears to be at least four options that could determine the date BART is
approved by the Department:
1) the date the source submits a proposed BART to the Director;
2) the date the SIP is subn1itted to the EPA;
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3) the date the EPA approves the SIP; or,
4) some other date that has not been defined.
The date BART installation and operation must occur should be clarified in the
rule and be consistent with Federal requirements that allow five years after EPA
approves the SIP before installation and operation are required [40 CFR 51
Appendix Y Section V:]:
... (d) The ovmer or operator of each BART-eligible source subject to BART
shall install and operate BART no later than five years after the-8eptE"lltteHf
hes spprow:el the pro-poset1 lh 1RT EPA approml date of the proposed SLf_.

OGE Energy Corp appreciates this opportunity to comment on the proposed rule. If you
have any questions you may contact me at 553-3439 or by email at beversjo@oge.com.
Sincerely,

Julia Bevers, Clli
Sr. Regulatory Environmental Analyst
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